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iAbstract
In this thesis we study two quantum dots, coupled by an exchange interaction, with
an emphasis on non-equilibrium physics. Both dots are assumed to be in the Coulomb
blockade regime, such that the number of particles on the dots is conserved. Assuming
a single electron on each quantum dot, the double quantum dot system is characterized
by an interplay between the spin-spin coupling of the dots with the leads, the so-called
Kondo interaction, and the spin-exchange coupling between the dots. We find that a
finite voltage on one quantum dot drives the other quantum dot out of equilibrium.
This behavior can be explained in a simple picture: Two coupled spins form singlet and
triplet states with an excitation gap given by the spin-spin interaction. In equilibrium it
is known that temperature determines the occupation of the states. Out of equilibrium
thermodynamic considerations no longer apply. The occupation of the quantum dot
states is then determined by a self-consistent equation, which includes the effects of a
finite voltage and the corresponding decoherence due to a finite current. If the voltage
provides sufficient energy to overcome the singlet-triplet gap, the occupation probability
of the ground state decreases and excited states become populated. Since the triplets
are current-carrying states and the singlet does not allow for transport in the lowest
approximation, the effect of the non-equilibrium distribution functions is visible in the
differential conductance. In the case of an antiferromagnetic exchange coupling between
the dots a large voltage on one quantum dot leads to a finite occupation of triplet states,
which can be probed by a current measurement in the other quantum dot. We expect
experiments to observe this transfer of non-equilibrium properties, if it is possible to
fabricate a double quantum dot device in a 4-terminal geometry.
In this thesis a setup exhibiting the explained non-equilibrium transfer is discussed.
From the Anderson impurity model an effective Kondo model is derived by a Schrieffer-
Wolff transformation, and it is explained why the current through the left and the right
quantum dot can be treated independently. The physics of the spin Kondo model is
calculated to lowest order perturbation theory in the coupling to the leads. Attention
has to be paid to the case of very small spin-spin interaction, but the main part of
this thesis deals with a large singlet-triplet gap. The magnetization, the polarization,
the current, and the T -matrix are calculated to 2nd order in perturbation theory. The
exchange coupling from the left to the right quantum dot leads to the above-mentioned
non-equilibrium transfer and a new quantity, the transconductance, is introduced to
measure this effect. Although the transconductance is observed already in 2nd order
perturbation theory, the effect originates indirectly through the voltage-dependent oc-
cupation probabilities. In current-current correlations the non-equilibrium transfer can
be observed directly. It is shown that the current cross-correlation between the current
through the left and right quantum dot is finite due to the decoherence and finite life
time of the quantum dot states. Although this calculation is performed to fourth order
in the coupling to the leads, the non-zero result is of second order. As is well-known
from the Kondo effect at low temperatures logarithmic divergences do not allow for a
perturbation expansion. New methods were developed and the non-equilibrium commu-
nity tries to find a consensus on which method is best suited to describe the Kondo effect
with a finite bias voltage. In this thesis two different approaches are presented, based on
the poor man’s scaling approach and on the flow equation approach. In non-equilibrium
all processes in the energy window opened by the voltage contribute to the transport
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properties. Therefore it is important to include the frequency of the incoming and out-
going particles of a scattering process into any scaling theory. This is incorporated in
both methods discussed here. They only differ in the way the decoherence, which plays
a major role in systems out of equilibrium, is included. We find in both approaches that
a finite voltage applied to one quantum dot drives an exchange coupled quantum dot
out of equilibrium. Whereas the first method is presented with results for the current,
the transconductance, and the T -matrix, the second method is on a Hamiltonian level
and the non-equilibrium transfer is discussed by its signatures in the flow of the coupling
functions. The transconductance is enhanced by the scaling procedure and therefore we
hope that it can be measured in experiments in the near future.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
In dieser Dissertation wird das Verhalten zweier gekoppelter Quantenpunkte untersucht,
die zum einen durch eine Austauschwechselwirkung gekoppelt sind und zum anderen
durch eine endliche Spannung aus ihrem Gleichgewichtszustand getrieben werden. Des
weiteren wird angenommen, dass sich beide Quantenpunkte im Bereich der Coulomb-
Blockade befinden, so dass die Anzahl der Teilchen auf den Quantenpunkten erhal-
ten ist. Es wird angenommen, dass jeder Quantenpunkt mit jeweils einem einzelnen
Elektron besetzt ist. Damit ist das Verhalten des Doppelquantenpunktsystems gepra¨gt
durch ein Wechselspiel zwischen der Spin-Austausch-Wechselwirkung der beiden Quan-
tenpunkte und der Spin-Spin-Wechselwirkung jedes Quantenpunktes mit den Zuleitun-
gen, der sog. Kondo-Wechselwirkung.
Es zeigt sich, dass ein Quantenpunkt aus seinem Gleichgewichtszustand getrieben
wird, falls u¨ber den anderen Quantenpunkt eine endliche Spannung angelegt wird. Dieses
Verhalten kann in wenigen Worten versta¨ndlich gemacht werden: Zwei gekoppelte Spins
bilden Singulett- und Triplett-Zusta¨nde, die durch eine Anregungsenergie, gegeben durch
die Spin-Spin-Wechselwirkung, aufgespalten sind. Es ist bekannt, dass im thermischen
Gleichgewicht die Besetzung der Zusta¨nde durch die Temperatur gegeben ist. Dies
gilt nicht mehr fu¨r Systeme außerhalb des Gleichgewichts. Die Besetzung der Quan-
tenpunktzusta¨nde ist daraufhin durch eine selbstkonsistente Gleichung bestimmt, die
den Beitrag einer endlichen Spannung und der entsprechenden Dekoha¨renz aufgrund
eines endlichen Stromflusses entha¨lt. Falls die Spannung genug Energie zur Verfu¨gung
stellt, um die Singulett-Triplett-Aufspaltung zu u¨berbru¨cken, nimmt die Besetzung des
Grundzustandsniveaus ab und angeregte Zusta¨nde werden zunehmend besetzt. Da die
Triplett-Zusta¨nde stromtragend sind und der Singulett-Zustand in erster Na¨herung den
Stromkanal blockiert, la¨sst sich ein Effekt der Nichtgleichgewichtsbesetzung in der Mes-
sung der Leitfa¨higkeit beobachten. Falls die Austauschkopplung zwischen den beiden
Quantenpunkten antiferromagnetisch ist, kann eine starke Spannung an einem Quanten-
punkt zu einer endlichen Besetzung der Triplett-Zusta¨nde fu¨hren. Dies kann mit einer
Strommessung an dem anderen Quantenpunkt nachgewiesen werden. Wir erwarten, dass
diese U¨bertragung von Nichtgleichgewichtseigenschaften in Experimenten zu beobachten
ist, falls es mo¨glich ist, ein Doppelquantenpunktsystem in einer 4-Kontakt Geometrie
herzustellen.
In dieser Arbeit behandeln wir ein System, das die erkla¨rte Nichtgleich-
gewichtsu¨bertragung zeigt. Ausgehend von einem Anderson-Sto¨rstellenmodell wird ein
effektives Kondomodell mittels einer Schrieffer-Wolff-Transformation hergeleitet und
es wird ero¨rtert, warum der Strom durch den linken Quantenpunkt und durch den
rechten Quantenpunkt als unabha¨ngig angenommen werden kann. Daraufhin wird
die Physik des Spin-Kondomodells mit Hilfe der Sto¨rungstheorie in niedrigster Ord-
nung berechnet. Vorsicht ist geboten im Fall einer kleinen Spin-Spin-Wechselwirkung,
aber fu¨r den Hauptteil dieser Arbeit liegt der Schwerpunkt auf einer großen Singulett-
Triplett-Aufspaltung. Die Magnetisierung, die Polarisierung, der Strom und die T -
Matrix werden in zweiter Ordnung Sto¨rungstheorie berechnet. Die Austauschkop-
plung zwischen dem linken und dem rechten Quantenpunkt fu¨hrt zu der erwa¨hnten
Nichtgleichgewichtsu¨bertragung und eine neue Gro¨ße, die sog. transconductance, wird
eingefu¨hrt, um diesen Effekt zu messen. Die transconductance wird bereits in zweiter
Ordnung Sto¨rungstheorie beobachtet, aber der Effekt entsteht indirekt durch eine Span-
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nungsabha¨ngigkeit der Besetzungszahlen. In den Strom-Strom-Korrelationen kann die
Nichtgleichgewichtsu¨bertragung direkt beobachtet werden. Es wird gezeigt, dass eine
Kreuzkorrelation zwischen dem Strom durch den linken und durch den rechten Quan-
tenpunkt aufgrund der Dekoha¨renz und der endlichen Lebenszeit der Quantenpunk-
tzusta¨nde existiert. Obwohl diese Rechnung in vierter Ordnung Sto¨rungstheorie in der
Ankopplung der Quantenpunkte an die Zuleitungen durchgefu¨hrt wird, ist das gefundene
Ergebnis effektiv von zweiter Ordnung.
Es ist allgemein bekannt, dass im Kondomodell logarithmische Divergenzen zu einem
Zusammenbruch der Sto¨rungstheorie bei niedrigen Temperaturen fu¨hrt. Neue Metho-
den wurden entwickelt und es wird kontrovers diskutiert, welche Methode am besten
geeignet ist, um den Kondo-Effekt unter Beru¨cksichtigung einer endlichen Spannung zu
beschreiben. In dieser Doktorarbeit werden zwei verschiedene Ansa¨tze vorgeschlagen,
aufbauend auf dem poor man’s scaling-Ansatz und der Flussgleichungsmethode. Im
Nichtgleichgewicht tragen alle Prozesse in einem Energiefenster, das durch die Spannung
geo¨ffnet wird, bei. Aus diesem Grund ist es wichtig, die Frequenz der einfallenden und
auslaufenden Teilchen eines Wechselwirkungsereignisses in jede Renormierungstheorie
zu integrieren. Dies trifft auf beide hier behandelten Methoden zu. Der einzige Unter-
schied besteht in der Behandlung der Dekoha¨renz, die eine richtige Rolle in Systemen
außerhalb des Gleichgewichts spielt. In beiden Ansa¨tzen wird beobachtet, dass ein
Quantenpunkt aus dem Gleichgewicht gebracht wird, wenn eine endliche Spannung
an einem gekoppelten Quantenpunkt angelegt wird. Mithilfe der ersten Methode, der
sto¨rungstheoretischen Renormierungsgruppe im Nichtgleichgewicht, werden Ergebnisse
fu¨r den Strom, die transconductance, und die T -Matrix gezeigt. Im Gegensatz dazu
basiert die zweite Methode auf einer Diagonalisierung des Hamiltonianoperators und die
Nichtgleichgewichtsu¨bertragung wird anhand ihrer Signaturen im Fluss der Kopplun-
gen diskutiert. Die transconductance wird durch die Reskalierung versta¨rkt und aus
diesem Grund besteht die Hoffnung, dass diese Gro¨ße in naher Zukunft in Experimenten
gemessen werden kann.
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1 Introduction
The progress of experimental cooling techniques has made the study of physical phe-
nomena at cryogenic temperatures possible and lead to the discovery of new phenomena.
Many-particle effects like superconductivity or the Kondo effect are able to form only at
low temperatures. At large temperatures the physics is mostly determined by thermal
fluctuations, and only when the temperature is lowered sufficiently quantum effects can
become significant.
Improvement of fabrication techniques in the last few years facilitated the production
of two-, one-, and even zero-dimensional structures. In lower dimensions the screening
of electrons is less significant which opens up the possibility of strong correlations. In
recent years more and more emphasis has been put on the spin degree of freedom of
the electrons. To manipulate the spin rather than the charge degree of freedom, and
to construct circuits utilizing the spin of the electrons is the aim of the “spintronics”
community.
In this thesis we study in detail the properties of two coupled spins surrounded by
itinerant electrons in a quantum dot setup. The observation that alloys containing
transition metals can contain electrons with a large effective mass, the so-called heavy
fermions, is claimed to originate from a competing interaction between localized moments
and itinerant electrons. The two-spin setup is a first step towards an understanding of
this many-particle effect. In addition this setup shows interesting physical behavior on
its own. Strong correlations due to the Coulomb repulsion of the two electric charges
as well as the spin nature of the two localized electrons are important ingredients to
understand the physics of a double quantum dot setup.
Before we study in detail the system of two coupled quantum dots, a general intro-
duction to the physical background and experimental realizations of the Kondo effect in
and out of equilibrium is given.
1.1 Introduction to Kondo Physics
Most physical problems can be solved by an appropriate one-particle description. There
are a few problems arising from many-particle effects which need to be treated by special
methods, one of which is the Kondo effect. This effect was found by experimentalists
in the 1930s and received its name from the Japanese physicist Jun Kondo [1], who
was the first to explain its physics in 1964. The resistivity of a metal compound at
low temperatures depends on the type of the current-carrying particles. For itinerant
electrons it decreases with decreasing temperatures and saturates at a finite value ρimp
determined by the potential scattering off embedded impurities, e.g. defects in the crystal
lattice. In some metals the resistivity shows an increase at low temperatures followed
by a saturation at even lower temperatures. This effect was found to scale with the
percentage of magnetic impurity atoms in the metallic compound. For a review of the
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Kondo problem we refer the reader to the book of A. C. Hewson [2]. Shorter but more
recent reviews can be found in Refs. [3, 4, 5, 6].
After it had been explained how a local moment could form in a Fermi sea in the
so-called Anderson impurity model [7], it was the idea of J. Kondo that the spin of
the local moment ~S interacts antiferromagnetically with the spin of the conduction
electrons ~s, J ~S~s. Using this effective Hamiltonian Kondo [1] showed that the resistivity
at low temperatures increases logarithmically, which indicates the range of validity of
the perturbative calculation. Perturbation theory breaks down since at some point the
coupling to the impurity is no longer a small parameter.
The energy level of the local moment is below the Fermi energy. Due to strong
correlations between two electrons, the so-called Coulomb energy U , the occupation with
a second electron is energetically suppressed. Therefore the impurity level is occupied
with a single electron and thus with a spin-1/2 moment. This model is commonly referred
to as the Anderson impurity model [7]. The Kondo Hamiltonian can be derived from
the Anderson model by a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [8] as discussed in chapter 2
for a double quantum dot system. The Kondo interaction J can be expressed in terms
of the microscopic parameters of the Anderson impurity model. We refer the interested
reader to chapter 2 or Refs. [2, 8].
At low temperatures infinitesimal excitations of electrons around the Fermi surface
lead to a series of elastic, coherent spin-flip scattering processes. A cloud of scattered
conduction electrons builds up in the vicinity of the impurity spin. In the local moment
density of states a narrow many-particle resonance of the width of the Kondo temper-
ature TK , the so-called Abrikosov-Suhl or Kondo resonance, forms at the Fermi edge.
This resonance explains the increase of the resistivity since conduction electrons are
scattered more strongly with an increasing screening cloud. The Kondo temperature
becomes the dominant energy scale of the system, such that two different systems show
a universal behavior depending only on the ratio of the involved energies to TK . The
perturbation theory approach breaks down if the interaction between the local moment
and the sea of conduction electrons becomes too strong. For even lower temperatures
the Kondo system reaches its ground state, a singlet formation of the conduction elec-
tron screening cloud with the spin of the local moment. The host metal featuring the
compensated impurity spin can thus be described by a Fermi liquid theory as discussed
by Nozie`res [9].
The complexity of the Kondo problem led to the development of new methods to
describe the strong coupling regime of the model. A first approach to describe the
scaling to strong coupling was the “poor man’s scaling” approach by Anderson [10] in
1966. The perturbative renormalization group (RG) method as described in chapter 5
builds on the poor man’s scaling approach and therefore this method is discussed in
detail in chapter 5. Further developments for example of the numerical renormalization
group (NRG) by Wilson [11] in 1975 or the Fermi liquid description of Nozie`res [9] in
1974 are not considered in this thesis and we refer the reader to the extended literature.
A good starting point therefore is the book by A. C. Hewson [2].
1.1.1 The Two Impurity Kondo Model
The Kondo effect in metals arises from local spin moments due to magnetic impurities
in a Fermi sea of itinerant electrons. In general these impurities are dilute in their host
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metal, but if they are only a few Fermi wavelengths apart new physics arises. Due to the
polarization of the surrounding electron background two impurities can interact via an
effective spin-spin interaction, denoted the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY)
interaction. It has been claimed that a lattice of Kondo impurities can explain the
physics of heavy fermion compounds [4].
The interest in the physics of the two impurity model has not decayed up to recent
days, since the two impurity model is a necessary step towards a generalization of the
single impurity model towards a Kondo lattice. The main issues of the discussion of
the two impurity Kondo model are given here and further reading can be found in
Ref. [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
In the two impurity Kondo model, or more generally, in the so-called two impurity
Anderson model, there are two important energy scales: the Kondo temperature TK and
the RKKY interactionK. The Kondo temperature is proportional to (|ρJ |)1/2 exp(1/ρJ)
and the RKKY coupling K ∝ (ρJ)2, where ρ is the electron density of states [14]. In
general the RKKY interaction depends on the distance between the two impurities in
units of the Fermi wavelength and due to Friedel oscillations the interaction changes the
sign from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic periodically, see e.g. [18] for this derivation.
If the RKKY interaction is ferromagnetic and large compared to the Kondo tempera-
ture, the two spins form an effective spin 1 state [16]. In contrast, for an antiferromag-
netic RKKY interaction in the case of K ≫ TK the two spins form a singlet state. The
Kondo interaction favors a singlet state between each impurity spin and the conduction
electrons if TK ≫ K. These two singlet formations compete with each other. It was
found, that for K/TK ≈ 2.2 there is a transition between the two different ground states
of two Kondo screened impurities or of an uncompensated singlet state, see e.g. Ref. [14].
If the two impurity Kondo model is seen as a toy model for the Kondo lattice the phase
with the uncompensated two impurity spin singlet corresponds to an antiferromagnetic
ground state.
The works on the two-impurity Kondo model reach from perturbative scaling meth-
ods [12] over numerical methods in Refs. [13, 14, 15] to conformal field theory [16]. In the
latter is was proven that the quantum critical point between the two competing phases
occurs depending of the type of particle-hole symmetry. Up to now consensus has not
been achieved as to whether the transition between the two competing ground states is
a quantum phase transition or a cross-over if potential scattering is present [17].
In this thesis the energy regime of the quantum phase transition is not discussed, but
it is the aim of future calculations to reduce the strength of the spin-spin interaction
K down to the Kondo scale TK to be able to see signatures of this quantum phase
transition.
1.2 The Kondo Effect in Quantum Dots
Since the physics of the Kondo effect was predicted in single-electron transistors a lot
of effort has been put into the development of these microscopic circuits referred to as
quantum dots. In a very small confined region of only a few electrons the quantum
nature of electrons becomes important and the spin of the electron can give rise to
interesting phenomena like the Kondo effect. Since the first observation of the Kondo
effect in quantum dots in 1998 [19, 20] the study of the Kondo effect has undergone a
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renaissance [6]. For introductory reading we refer to the original publications [19, 20, 21]
as well as to a few recent reviews [3, 4, 5, 6] or the books [2, 22].
In general a quantum dot can be seen as an “artificial atom” or a single-electron
transistor. For example in semiconductor quantum dots [19, 20, 21] a two-dimensional
electron gas is depleted by an arrangement of gate barriers such that a zero-dimensional
region is produced. Transport through this so-called quantum dot takes place through
spin-conserving tunnel events. Therefore a quantum dot is well described by an Anderson
impurity model [7]. The first theoretical predictions that the Kondo effect should be
observable in those and similar structures were given in 1988 [23, 24]. As one of the first
realizations we would like to mention Ref. [25].
The Kondo effect is observable in the Coulomb blockade regime, which is similar to the
local moment phase explained before. The energy levels in the zero-dimensional system
are quantized due to the confinement and the Pauli principle of the electrons plays a
major role. In low dimensional systems the Coulomb repulsion between two electrons is
large, such that the highest energy level below the Fermi energy of the leads is occupied
by only one electron with an uncompensated spin. The energy of the level states can be
tuned by a gate potential and a source-drain voltage applied across can lead to a non-
equilibrium current. A contour plot of the conductance with respect to the gate voltage
and the source-drain voltage, referred to as the stability diagram, shows a diamond-like
structure. In the linear conductance a finite current is found only if an energy level is
on resonance with the Fermi surface. If the quantum dot is occupied by an odd number
of electrons, i.e. it is in the so-called Kondo regime, it shows a zero-bias anomaly. In
contrast to the Kondo effect in metallic compounds the Abrikosov-Suhl resonance, which
is energetically pinned to the Fermi surface, allows for an elastic transport through the
quantum dot, whereas it leads to an increased scattering for a magnetic impurity in an
otherwise pure metal. Therefore an increase in the conductivity of the quantum dot
is observed while the temperature is lowered. In a symmetric setup the conductivity
reaches a value of 2e2/h, the so-called unitary limit. If the chemical potential in the
leads is shifted by a large voltage Kondo resonances build up at the two different Fermi
surfaces. If the two Fermi surfaces match the energy difference between two levels or an
internal structure in the quantum dot setup, inelastic tunneling processes are enhanced
by Kondo correlations. This is studied in detail in this thesis for the system of two
coupled quantum dots.
Quantum dots have a few advantages compared to traditional Kondo systems, as
listed for example in Ref. [6]. Among other things a single Kondo impurity and not
a statistical average is measured in quantum dots. In these mesoscopic systems most
of the parameters are tunable and different setups, e.g. double quantum dots, can be
fabricated. Additionally quantum dots provide the possibility to study transport out of
equilibrium.
In a quantum dot setup a fine-tuning of the tunneling strength is always necessary.
For a large Kondo temperature TK the coupling to the leads should be chosen sufficiently
large, but the particles should also be confined to the quantum dot which sets an upper
limit to the magnitude of the coupling. In semiconductor quantum dots it is therefore
possible to achieve a TK of the order of 0.1−1K [6]. The Kondo effect was also observed
in transport through molecules and nanowires, where a larger TK can be achieved [6].
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1.2.1 Double Quantum Dot Systems
Experimental groups all over the world tried to produce a setup which could tune all the
parameters of two interacting spins in a double quantum dot setup to be able to study
the interesting physics emerging from the two-impurity Kondo model. A general review
about the state of experiments on double quantum dots in 2003 is given in Ref. [26]. It is
explained that the stability diagram for two quantum dots in series shows a honeycomb
lattice rather than the diamond structure of a single quantum dot.
The experiment which drew our attention to the setup of two coupled quantum dots
was published by the experimental group in Harvard in April 2004 [27]. It is claimed in
Ref. [27] that a ”nonlocal spin control by suppressing and splitting Kondo resonances
in one quantum dot by changing the electron number and coupling of the other dot” is
achieved. In the last three years further experiments followed, for example the work of
the Delft group [28] and experiments at the NTT in Japan [29].
In the experimental setup from N. J. Craig et al. [27] the parameters measured were
an electron temperature of 85mK and a Coulomb charging energy of U = 800µeV . The
largest tunnel coupling Γ = 2πN(0)|t|2 is claimed to be of the same order of magnitude
as the level spacing ∆ = 100µeV within each quantum dot. From the full width at half
maximum Craig et al. claim to have a Kondo temperature of TK ≈ 0.6K ∼ 51µeV . The
splitting of the Kondo peak is measured to be 0.12meV , corresponding to the energy
2.2 TK , where the quantum phase transition from the two-impurity Kondo model is
expected to be. In Ref. [27] it was observed that one of the quantum dots could be
tuned from a Kondo regime, showing a zero-bias peak, into a split peak if the coupling
to the other dot was increased by making the barrier between the dots more transparent.
Some theoretical works relating to the experiment [27] should be mentioned here.
Refs. [30, 31] discuss the physics of two quantum dots coupled by RKKY interaction
in order to explain the observed conductance characteristics. Among other things we
find in this thesis the same current characteristics as discussed in Refs. [30, 31], but in
a different energy regime than the approaches used therein.
In the following we neglect the discussion about the use of double quantum dots
for quantum computing since we are interested in inelastic and decoherent transport
processes. The aim of this thesis is to describe “Non-Equilibrium Electron Transport
through a Double Quantum Dot System”. The study of this subject was initiated by
the experiment of Craig et al. as mentioned before. The double quantum dot setup
considered here does not completely represent the experiment in [27], but it can be used
to give a quantitative description of the experimental results. Furthermore the double
quantum dot system discussed here illustrates the transfer of a non-equilibrium situation
on one quantum dot to another quantum dot mediated by a spin-spin interaction between
the dots. Before we give an outline of this thesis, we introduce very briefly a few
theoretical tools useful when dealing with physics out of equilibrium.
1.3 Theoretical Tools Out of Equilibrium
The most general definition one can give for non-equilibrium is that it is not equilibrium.
Consequently the rules of thermodynamics do not apply. In this thesis “non-equilibrium”
refers to a large voltage applied across a transport region otherwise in equilibrium. The
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transient behavior is neglected here and only the stationary state that establishes after
the transient is discussed.
In a typical transport setup two leads with different chemical potentials are connected
to a quantum mechanical system, e.g. a quantum dot. Even if the coupling between the
leads and the transport region is switched on adiabatically, the system does not return
to its initial state if the coupling is adiabatically switched off again. It is characteristic
for a non-equilibrium setup that the physics of the system is not described solely by
the ground state. As explained in detail in chapter 3 one calculational tool reverses
the time evolution after some interaction took place at time t such that the system is
taken back to t0 = −∞ where the ground state was known. By doubling the time axis
also the space of the Green’s functions is doubled and these so-called contour-ordered
Green’s functions are important out of equilibrium. Whereas the fluctuation and the
dissipation of a system are correlated in equilibrium, such a theorem is not valid e.g. if
a finite voltage is applied. This is reflected in different determining equations for the
contour-ordered Green’s functions. We refer the reader to chapter 3 of this thesis for a
brief introduction or to the Refs. [22, 32, 33, 34].
As previously mentioned any perturbation theory approach fails to describe the Kondo
Hamiltonian at low temperatures. The Kondo resonance is a sharp resonance pinned to
the Fermi surface of the leads. In a double quantum dot system a whole range of energy
scales is present, e.g. a conduction electron band width of the order of eV whereas
the applied voltages are usually in the order of µeV to meV . Anderson proposed in
1966 [10] the so-called “poor man’s scaling”, which integrates out processes to high-
energy states and incorporates their contributions into a change of the couplings in
the initial Hamiltonian. This scaling leads to an effective model at low energies. The
method is a perturbative renormalization group and therefore it does not describe e.g. the
ground state of the Kondo Hamiltonian, but its tendencies show that the Kondo singlet
is formed. In non-equilibrium the many-particle resonance builds up due to Kondo
correlations at the two different Fermi surfaces of the leads. Inelastic processes can
therefore be Kondo enhanced, such that it is necessary to include the incoming frequency
of a conduction electron in any theory.
In this thesis we discuss two different ways how to perform a perturbative renormal-
ization group out of equilibrium. In chapter 5 the method developed by A. Rosch et
al. [35, 36] is introduced and in chapter 6 the non-equilibrium flow equation method
of S. Kehrein [37, 38] is discussed. Another approach, based on the functional renor-
malization group [39, 40], is shortly addressed in chapter 5. All these methods have in
common that the frequency dependence of the coupling vertex is important and in a
transport setup all processes in the energy window opened by the voltage contribute.
For non-equilibrium setups the role of the decoherence [41] is important. It is lively dis-
cussed in the physical community, how and to which degree decoherent effects influence
a transport setup. The details of the methods and their application to the setup of two
coupled quantum dots are discussed in the respective chapters.
1.4 Structure of this Thesis
This thesis consists of four almost independent parts. It was written such that the inter-
ested reader can jump to the chapter of interest without the background of a previous
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section.
Chapter 2 is a technical chapter. It explains the basic physics of two coupled spins in
a first part and afterwards the focus is put on finding an appropriate Hamiltonian. The
Schrieffer-Wolff transformation is introduced and it is shown how an effective Kondo
model can be derived from an Anderson impurity model. Chapter 2 introduces the
Hamiltonian of the double quantum dot system which is discussed in the remaining
thesis and it is shown that the transport through each of the quantum dots can be
treated independently.
A large part of the thesis is devoted to calculations in perturbation theory. In the first
part (chapter 3) the Keldysh Green’s functions method is introduced. It is discussed
in detail why the lesser Green’s function in non-equilibrium has to be determined from
a self-consistent equation. The effect of a finite voltage and why it can be seen as
an effective temperature out of equilibrium is explained. Although the calculation is
included only in appendix C some explanations of why an off-diagonal Green’s function
arises and how it can be treated is found in chapter 3.
For readers not interested in the calculational method all results for the perturbation
theory treatment of a double quantum dot setup are summarized in chapter 4. Each
section in this chapter contains in a few lines the derivation of the physical quantity of
interest and explicit details of the calculations are given in appendix B. The discussion
includes the polarization, the magnetization, the current, the T -matrix, the noise, and
a current cross-correlation out of equilibrium. Special focus is put on the observation
that a non-equilibrium situation on one quantum dot can be transferred to a coupled
quantum dot by a finite spin-spin interaction.
In chapter 5 a schematic derivation of the perturbative RG method as introduced by
A. Rosch et al. [35, 36] is given. In non-equilibrium the poor man’s scaling approach
has to be generalized to include the effects of a finite voltage and a finite decoherence.
The self-consistent equation for the occupation probabilities also has to be taken into
account. Within the perturbative RG we show results for the polarization, the current,
and the T -matrix in the case of antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic coupling between
the two quantum dots. The transfer of a non-equilibrium situation from one quantum
dot to another is found to be enhanced by the scaling of the Kondo couplings. This
provides the hope that the effect can be observed in experiments.
The thesis closes with chapter 6 on the generalization of the flow equation approach
to non-equilibrium by S. Kehrein [37, 38]. This renormalization method is one of the few
scaling theories which is applicable out of equilibrium. The method is introduced and
some results are discussed. The flow equation method is a diagonalization scheme for the
Hamiltonian and not for physical observables like the poor man’s scaling, and therefore
the method can easily be generalized to two-loop order. To higher orders decoherence
mechanisms enter the scaling equations naturally. By contrast, the decoherence rates
had to be included by hand in chapter 5.
Conclusions regarding the different parts of the thesis are given in chapter 7. We find
that a non-equilibrium situation is transferred from one quantum dot to another by a
spin-spin interaction. It is discussed in which physical quantities this can be observed
and why there is the hope that the effect can be measured in experiments.
8
2 Model of a Double Quantum Dot
System
Quantum dots allow for an isolation of a single spin-1/2 particle and interesting effects
in electric charge transport are observed. Generalizing this setup to two electrons on
two quantum dots additionally the spin interaction of the electrons can be studied.
In the following section 2.2 we introduce a general Hamiltonian for a double quan-
tum dot and discuss within the framework of a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation how an
effective Hamiltonian can be derived for the description of spin properties which occur
at a lower energy scale than charge properties. We show that even the simple setup
introduced here leads to a spin-spin interaction between the two quantum dots.
2.1 Physics of Two Coupled Spins
Before we discuss the origin of the exchange interaction the physics of two coupled
quantum dots is discussed in detail. In this section we introduce the notations which
are used in the remaining thesis, discuss different operator structures and the relation
between product states and singlet-triplet states.
2.1.1 Product States and Singlet-Triplet States
For the following a setup of two localized spin states denoted by left (L) and right (R)
is assumed. Each spin can be described by a state |σ〉 where σ = ±1 refers to up/down
(↑ / ↓) spin orientation. The Hilbert space of the two spins is then described by the four
product states
|1〉 = | ↑〉L| ↓〉R, |2〉 = | ↓〉L| ↑〉R, |3〉 = | ↑〉L| ↑〉R, |4〉 = | ↓〉L| ↓〉R.
Since these are product states, it is easy to write down the eigenvalues of the single spin
operators
~Szα|σL〉L|σR〉R =
1
2
σα |σL〉L|σR〉R,
~S2α|σL〉L|σR〉R =
3
4
|σL〉L|σR〉R,
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where α = L,R and ~ = 1 is assumed. The ladder operators ~S+ = 1√
2
(
~Sx + i~Sy
)
and
~S− = 1√
2
(
~Sx − i~Sy
)
act as follows,
~S+L | ↑〉L|σ′〉R = 0, ~S+L | ↓〉L|σ′〉R =
1√
2
| ↑〉L|σ′〉R,
~S−L | ↓〉L|σ′〉R = 0, ~S−L | ↑〉L|σ′〉R =
1√
2
| ↓〉L|σ′〉R,
and analogous for ~S±R .
We assume that the two spins are coupled by a spin-spin or exchange interaction K
K~SL~SR = K
(
~S+L
~S−R + ~S
−
L
~S+R +
~SzL
~SzR
)
.
As known from basic quantum mechanics the product states are thus no longer eigen-
states of the system. This leads to the definition of singlet and triplet states,
|t+〉 = | ↑〉L| ↑〉R, (2.1a)
|t0〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑〉L| ↓〉R + | ↓〉L| ↑〉R) , (2.1b)
|t−〉 = | ↓〉L| ↓〉R, (2.1c)
|s〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑〉L| ↓〉R − | ↓〉L| ↑〉R) . (2.1d)
The singlet |s〉 and the triplet |t0〉, both with a magnetic moment of 0, are no longer
product states, but one often refers to them as being entangled.
|s〉 = 1√
2
(|1〉 − |2〉) , |1〉 = 1√
2
(|t0〉+ |s〉) ,
|t0〉 = 1√
2
(|1〉+ |2〉) , |2〉 = 1√
2
(|t0〉 − |s〉) ,
This is the reason why the study of two quantum dot systems has attracted a lot of
scientific interest (for a recent review see Ref. [26]). Not to mention there is also a large
interest in the entanglement and deentanglement of two states in the quantum computer
community.
The singlet and triplet states have the property
~SL~SR|tγ〉 = 1
4
|tγ〉, ~SL~SR|s〉 = −3
4
|s〉,
where γ = −, 0,+. Thus the value of the exchange coupling K corresponds to the energy
of the excitation gap between singlet and triplet states.
The square total spin moment, ~S+ = ~SL + ~SR, can be rewritten by
~S2+ =
~S2L + 2
~SL~SR + ~S
2
R,
and we find
~Sz+|tγ〉 = γ
1
2
|tγ〉, ~Sz+|s〉 = 0,
~S2+|tγ〉 = 2 |tγ〉, ~S2+|s〉 = 0.
It follows directly that the triplet is a spin 1 (S(S+1) = 2) with three different magnetic
moments γ ∈ {+, 0,−} and the singlet has spin 0. Both are bosonic particles states,
since they are composed of two electrons. They are eigenstates of ~S+ and ~SL~SR.
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2.1.2 Singlet-Triplet Representation
Instead of the spin operators ~SL and ~SR we introduce bosonic operators s
†, t†+, t
†
0 and
t†− which create a singlet or triplet state out of the vacuum.
1 Since it is not possible to
use common perturbation theory for spin operators, the pseudo particle representation
is a nice workaround to be able to do a systemic expansion in a small parameter and use
Wick’s theorem. By defining these four different states the Hilbert space is enlarged by
physically forbidden states. These states, e.g. containing 2 singlet states or a singlet and
a triplet state at the same time, have to be projected out. To find physical results we
have to enforce that the sum of the occupation probability of all pseudo particle states,
ns + nt+ + nt0 + nt− = 1, equals one. Therefore we use a method usually referred to as
the Abrikosov pseudofermion representation [42] in the notation of P. Coleman [43].
In order to fulfill the constraint,
Q = s†s + t†+t+ + t
†
0t0 + t
†
−t− = 1, (2.2)
we introduce a Langragian parameter in form of a chemical potential λ in the Hamilto-
nian
Hλ = H + λQ.
Every physical quantity O has to be calculated in the limit of this chemical potential λ
going to infinity by the rule
〈O〉Q=1 = lim
λ→∞
〈QO〉λ
〈Q〉λ , (2.3)
where 〈. . .〉λ is the grandcanonical average with respect to the Hamiltonian Hλ. Since
〈Q〉λ scales with e−βλ every physical process with one factor e−βλ survives the projection
while every process containing for example twice this factor, (e−βλ)2, is projected out
for λ → ∞. Later on this observation is often used to argue that some terms from an
expansion need not to be calculated because they will be projected out in the final step
of a physical projection.
The impurity spin ~Sα can be written in the singlet-triplet representation by (see for
example Ref. [44])
SzL =
1
2
(
t†+t+ − t†−t− + s†t0 + t†0s
)
, (2.4a)
S+L =
1
2
(
t†0t− + t
†
+t0 + s
†t− − t†+s
)
, (2.4b)
S−L =
1
2
(
t†0t+ + t
†
−t0 − s†t+ + t†−s
)
, (2.4c)
and
SzR =
1
2
(
t†+t+ − t†−t− − s†t0 − t†0s
)
, (2.5a)
S+R =
1
2
(
t†0t− + t
†
+t0 − s†t− + t†+s
)
, (2.5b)
S−R =
1
2
(
t†0t+ + t
†
−t0 + s
†t+ − t†−s
)
. (2.5c)
1The pseudo particles are chosen bosonic here, but they can also be chosen fermionic without changing
the outcome of the calculation.
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In analogy to a spin-1/2 representation we use the notation
~Sα =
1
2
t†γ′
(
~Tα
)
γ′γ
tγ ,
with a 4x4 matrix ~Tγ′γ for γ, γ
′ ∈ {s, t+, t0, t−} rather than a Pauli matrix ~τσ′σ for a
spin-1/2. The “pseudo Pauli matrices” are defined by
~T zL =


0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1

 , ~T+L = (~T−L )† =


0 0 0 1
−1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

 , (2.6)
and
~T zR =


0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1

 , ~T+R =
(
~T−R
)†
=


0 0 0 −1
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0

 . (2.7)
As mentioned before the singlet and triplet states are eigenstates of the total spin
~S+ = ~SL + ~SR and the correlation ~SL~SR. In the singlet-triplet representation we find,
~SL~SR = −3
4
s†s+
1
4
t†0t0 +
1
4
t†−t− +
1
4
t†+t+,(
~SL + ~SR
)z
=
1
4
t†+t+ −
1
4
t†−t−,(
~SL + ~SR
)2
= 2
∑
γ
t†γtγ.
Please note that the ladder operators of the total spin,(
~SL + ~SR
)+
= t†0t− + t
†
+t0,(
~SL + ~SR
)−
= t†0t+ + t
†
−t0,
contain only processes between triplet states. In contrast to the singlet with total spin
0 the triplet states have a total spin 1 and thus three different magnetic moments Sz+ =
{0,±1}. Consequently the total spin acts only on the triplet states and the singlet state is
conserved. This leads for example to a suppression of the current in the antiferromagnetic
case and is discussed in detail later on. It is shown in the next section, that any process
involving a singlet state is a transition from a singlet to a triplet or vice versa with an
energy cost of the excitation gap K.
2.1.3 Inelastic Processes
In the previous section it was demonstrated, that the singlet and triplets are eigenstates
of the total spin ~S+ = ~SL + ~SR and the spin-spin interaction ~SL~SR. The two spins can
also interact via the spin difference ~S− = ~SL − ~SR and the vector product 2i(~SL × ~SR).
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The singlet and triplet states are not eigenstates of those operators and consequently a
representation of ~S− and 2i(~SL × ~SR) in the singlet-triplet basis destroys a state e.g. a
singlet and creates a triplet state or vice versa.
From Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) we find immediately(
~SL − ~SR
)z
= s†t0 + t
†
0s,(
~SL − ~SR
)+
= s†t− − t†+s,(
~SL − ~SR
)−
= −s†t+ + t†−s.
Not directly from the definition of singlet-triplet states but also straightforwardly one
can derive
2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)z
= 2~S−L ~S
+
R − 2~S+L ~S−R = t†0s− s†t0,
2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)+
= 2~S+L
~SzR − 2~SzL~S+R = −s†t− − t†+s,
2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)−
= 2~SzL
~S−R − 2~S−L ~SzR = s†t+ + t†−s.
These processes show a change of the total spin from 0 to 1 in contrast to ~S+ and
~SL~SR which do not change the total spin. Please note that the operator structure is
antihermitian [2i(~SL × ~SR)]† = −2i(~SL × ~SR).
The combinations (~SL − ~SR)± 2i(~SL × ~SR)(
~SL − ~SR
)z
+ 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)z
= 2t†0s, (2.8a)(
~SL − ~SR
)+
+ 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)+
= −2t†+s, (2.8b)(
~SL − ~SR
)−
+ 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)−
= 2t†−s, (2.8c)(
~SL − ~SR
)z
− 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)z
= 2s†t0, (2.8d)(
~SL − ~SR
)+
− 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)+
= 2s†t−, (2.8e)(
~SL − ~SR
)−
− 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)−
= −2s†t+, (2.8f)
appear quite often for a setup with two spins (see for example Ref. [45]).
Eqs. (2.8) become important when we compare the results from the flow equation
method to the results of the perturbative RG. Since the flow equation is a calculation
on the Hamiltonian basis it does not need to represent the spins in a singlet-triplet basis
like the perturbative RG which is derived from Green’s functions.
The singlet-triplet representation is used since it diagonalizes the Hamiltonian and
therefore perturbation theory using Wick’s Theorem is possible. The Kondo coupling
addresses only the spin ~SL and ~SR and not the singlet and triplet states. If the excitation
gap K between the singlet s and the triplet t0 is of the order of their level broadening,
such that the two states have a finite overlap, then the product basis rather than the
singlet-triplet basis provides diagonality in the Hamiltonian. As is discussed later on,
this implies the need of a degenerate perturbation theory.
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We want to point out one important property of the system. The interaction between
the conduction electron spin and the impurity spin leads to the Kondo effect via res-
onant spin flip processes. Elastic transport processes are usually available through a
non spin-flip interaction ~Sz~sz. For example the impurity spin ~SzL in the singlet-triplet
representation is given by 1
2
(
s†t0 + t
†
0s+ t
†
+t+ − t†−t−
)
. If the ground state is one of the
triplets, t+ or t−, then the operation ~SzL does not cost any energy. A process like s
†t0
is accompanied by a change of the total spin of the double quantum dot system and
costs an energy of K. This simple argument indicates, that there is no transport at
zero temperature as long as the voltage does not support sufficient energy for a spin-flip
from the singlet to a triplet state. At finite temperature thermodynamically generated
excitations of higher-lying states may contribute to a finite transport current even for
small voltages.
2.2 Schrieffer-Wolff Transformation
In this section an Anderson model of two quantum dots which are capacitively coupled
is introduced and an effective Hamiltonian is derived for the lower energy physics where
the number of electrons on each dot is conserved. This Schrieffer-Wolff transformation
produces new coupling constants like the Kondo coupling, a potential scattering, and a
spin exchange interaction special to the chosen setup. This section intents to provide the
reader with an insight into the underlying physics of the double quantum dot system,
which we discuss in the remaining parts of the thesis. Especially deviations from this
model for example a leakage over the double quantum dot are derived.
After introducing the Hamiltonian of a model system in section 2.2.1 we explain the
idea behind the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation in section 2.2.2. Following up on the
definitions of the generators of the transformation we first derive the effective Hamilto-
nian in second order (section 2.2.4) followed by a derivation of the third order leakage
in section 2.2.5.
2.2.1 Model of the Double Quantum Dot System
The most general case we consider, is the set of two quantum dots as depicted in Fig. 2.1.
The setup consists of two quantum dots denoted by left (L) and right (R). Each dot
itself is described by an Anderson model
Hα =
∑
σ
ǫασd
†
ασdασ +
1
2
Uαnασnασ, (2.9)
where α = L,R. The fermionic operator d†ασ/dασ creates/annihilates an electron with
spin σ on the quantum dot α. One electron can be placed at the energy ǫα < 0, but an
additional electron is subject to a Coulomb repulsion and has to pay the energy Uα if it
occupies the same dot.
We assume that the dots are close in space such that there is additionally a Coulomb
repulsion ULR between electrons in the left dot and electrons in the right dot,
Hcap = ULR
∑
σ,σ′
nLσnRσ′ . (2.10)
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Figure 2.1: Basic model for a double quantum dot system: a left (L) and a right (R) quantum
dot connected to four leads denoted by 1, 2, 3 and 4. A hopping between the quantum dots is
allowed and it is assumed that the hopping between lead 1, 2 (3, 4) and the right (left) quantum
dot is negligible (dashed lines).
This Hamiltonian is often referred to as capacitively coupled quantum dots (see
e.g. Ref. [46, 47]). In an atom or molecule with degenerate levels it is known from
Hunds rule that electrons prefer to align their spin parallel
HHund = −JH (nL↑nR↑ + nL↓nR↓) . (2.11)
The Hund coupling JH is mainly introduced to allow for a distinction between different
spin configurations in the calculation.
Since the dots are assumed to be in close proximity we have to allow for hopping
between them,
HLR =
∑
σ
(
tLRd
†
RσdLσ + tRLd
†
LσdRσ
)
, (2.12)
but the hopping parameter tLR is assumed to be small. Since the Hamiltonian has to
be hermitian, the relation tLR = t
†
RL holds and it is usually assumed that tLR and tRL
are identical.
To measure a current and therefore properties of the quantum dots, the left and right
quantum dots are contacted by four leads which we denote by n = 1, 2, 3, 4. We describe
the leads by a kinetic term
Hn =
1
N
∑
nkσ
ǫnkσc
†
nkσcnkσ, (2.13)
where N is the number of band states. The fermionic operator c†nkσ/cnkσ creates/an-
nihilates an electron in the lead n with momentum k and spin σ. Each lead can be at
a different potential ǫnkσ = ǫkσ − µn. For most of the calculations we assume that the
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density of states is constant N (ǫ) = N (0)Θ(D − |ǫ|), where N (0) = 1/2D and the half
bandwidth D is the largest energy scale of the system. This is motivated by experiments
using GaAs quantum dots, where the leads are an electron gas in two dimensions.
The coupling between the leads and the quantum dots is given by a hopping Hamil-
tonian,
Hαn =
1
N
∑
nkσ
(
tnαd
†
ασcnkσ + tαnc
†
nkσdασ
)
, (2.14)
for n = 1, 2, 3, 4. Please note that the spin is conserved during a hopping process. Due
to hermiticity tnα = t
†
αn and it is assumed that these two couplings are identical. As the
hopping between the dots tLR also the hopping parameters tnα to the leads are assumed
to be small.
Experimentally double quantum dots are realized for example by a sophisticated setup
of tunnel barriers. We assume that the hopping between leads and dots tαn is of the
same order as the hopping between the dots tLR themselves and thus small. Therefore
we separate the Hamiltonian into an uncoupled part,
H0 = Hn +HL +HR +Hcap +HHund, (2.15)
and a coupling part,
Hint = HLR +HLn +HRn, (2.16)
which provides a perturbation to H0.
This is a simple example for a double quantum dot setup. A similar setup but including
a strong tLR is discussed in Ref. [46, 47]. We present the derivation of an effective low-
energy Hamiltonian to justify the assumptions that we use in the course of this thesis.
Although the model is treated as general as possible, we will later concentrate on the
special case of tL3 = tL4 = tR1 = tR2 = 0. This assumption is equivalent to neglecting all
dashed coupling lines in Fig. 2.1. It provides an interesting setup since the leads 1 and
2 then only probe the left quantum dot and the leads 3 and 4 are coupled to the right
quantum dot solely. In section 2.2.5 we derive to third order in the hopping energies a
so-called leakage from the left leads over the quantum dot system to the right leads and
it is shown that the leakage is negligibly small or vanishes completely in a symmetric
setup.
2.2.2 Idea behind the Schrieffer-Wolff Transformation
A finite current through the quantum dot is found for example if the number of electrons
on the double quantum dot system changes. This so-called sequential tunneling takes
place at large energy scales proportional to the charging energy. Here we concentrate
on the case of cotunneling with a fixed number of electrons, which occurs at low energy
scales.
The idea of a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation is to apply a unitary transformation H˜ =
eiSHe−iS to the Hamiltonian H to produce an effective Hamiltonian H˜ approximated
by
H˜ ≈ H + [iS,H ] + 1
2
[iS, [iS,H ]] +
1
3!
[iS, [iS, [iS,H ]]] + . . . .
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Using the separation H = H0 +Hint the rotation can be written by
H˜ ≈ H0 +Hint + [iS,H0] + [iS,Hint] + 1
2
[iS, [iS,H0]]
+
1
2
[iS, [iS,Hint]] +
1
3!
[iS, [iS, [iS,H0]]] + . . . . (2.17)
Thus a sophisticated generator S can be found such that the condition,
Hint + [iS,H0] = 0, (2.18)
is fulfilled. If Hint is of the order of t, then all processes to order t vanish in the
transformation. Consequently S is of the order of t and the expansion of eiS in the small
quantity t is justified. By inserting Eq. (2.18) in Eq. (2.17) we find
H˜ ≈H0 +Hint −Hint + [iS,Hint]− 1
2
[iS,Hint] +
1
2
[iS, [iS,Hint]]
− 1
3!
[iS, [iS,Hint]] + . . .
≈H0 + 1
2
[iS,Hint] +
1
3
[iS, [iS,Hint]] + . . . .
After the rotation the lowest order process in the effective Hamiltonian H˜ is of the order
of t2. This procedure is commonly referred to as Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [8].
The idea presented here will furthermore be utilized for the method of flow equations
(see chapter 6 or Ref. [38]). Therefore the Hamiltonian is rotated to an energy-diagonal
representation with a series of infinitesimal unitary transformations which cancel out a
perturbation term like explained above.
If the hopping t is small, we can neglect higher orders and therefore find an effective
model for further considerations. Nevertheless the third order contribution is also cal-
culated to show that the leakage which is created initially in 3rd order can be neglected.
The low-energy physics we consider does not allow for a change in the particle number.
This has to be enforced additionally. Thus in a next step we have to project onto the
particle state of interest
Heff = PH˜P ≈ PH0P + 1
2
P [iS,Hint]P + 1
3
P [iS, [iS,Hint]]P + . . . (2.19)
The specific form of the projection P will be defined later on. A few useful relations for
the calculation of the commutators are given in appendix A.1.1.
2.2.3 Generators of the Transformation
In order to perform the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation we have to find a generator S
that fulfills
HLR +HLn +HRn + [iS,H0] = 0.
Since the latter condition is linear, we can make a separation in S = SLR + SLn + SRn
as to cancel term by term,
HLR + [iSLR, H0] = 0,
Hαn + [iSαn, H0] = 0 for α = {L,R}.
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Please note, that the operator (iS) has to be antihermitian such that [iS,H0] is hermi-
tian. The next two subsections are devoted to the two different generators SLR and Sαn
respectively.
Generator SLR
To cancel the hopping HLR between the two different quantum dots we propose a gen-
erator
SLR = i
∑
σ
(
tLREˆLR(σ)d
†
RσdLσ − tRLEˆLR(σ)d†LσdRσ
)
, (2.20)
where
EˆLR(σ) =
1
ǫLσ − ǫRσ (1− nLσ) (1− nRσ)
+
1
ǫLσ − ǫRσ + ULR − UR (1− nLσ)nRσ
+
1
ǫLσ − ǫRσ + UL − ULRnLσ (1− nRσ)
+
1
ǫLσ − ǫRσ + UL − URnLσnRσ. (2.21)
(iSLR) is antihermitian as required. Please note, that in the first term of SLR the inverse
energy term EˆLR(σ) is implicitly multiplied by nRσ (1− nLσ) and in the second term by
nLσ (1− nRσ). Since EˆLR(σ) is an operator, it is important that it acts after d†RσdLσ.
We choose this convention since the expression can now be interpreted as the gain of
hopping tLR at the cost of an intermediate state defined by the combination of occupation
operators with an energy difference to the initial state as defined in the corresponding
denominator.
It has to be proven that [iSLR, H0] = −HLR. The proof is shown for one example in
appendix A.1.2
Generator Sαn
Similarly it has to be shown for the generator Sαn that −i[Sαn, H0] = Hαn. The lengthy
proof is left out here. The interested reader can look up how it should work in ap-
pendix A.1.2 or for example the corresponding chapter in Ref. [22]. The generator Sαn
is given by
Sαn = i
1
N
∑
nkσ
(
tαnEˆL(σ)c
†
nkσdασ − tnαEˆL(σ)d†ασcnkσ
)
, (2.22)
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where
Eˆα(σ) =
1
ǫασ − ζ (1− nασ) (1− nασ) (1− nασ)
+
1
ǫασ + ULR − JH − ζ (1− nασ)nασ (1− nασ)
+
1
ǫασ + ULR − ζ (1− nασ) (1− nασ)nασ
+
1
ǫασ + 2ULR − ζ (1− nασ)nασ nασ
+
1
ǫασ + Uα − ζ nασ (1− nασ) (1− nασ)
+
1
ǫασ + Uα + ULR − ζ nασ nασ (1− nασ)
+
1
ǫασ + Uα + ULR + JH − ζ nασ (1− nασ)nασ
+
1
ǫασ + Uα + 2ULR − ζ nασ nασ nασ, (2.23)
with α = L/R and α = R/L, respectively. The energy change ζ of the conduction
electron is given with respect to the Fermi energy. Usually the Coulomb energy Uα is
the largest energy scale and the energy of the involved conduction electron ζ is neglected
in comparison with it.
Having found the right generators of the transformation we can calculate the effective
interaction to higher orders in the hopping parameters tαn and tLR.
2.2.4 Effective Hamiltonian in 2nd Order
With the correct choice of generators, the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation provides a
cancellation to linear order of the hopping in and out of the quantum dots and instead
an effective interaction 1
2
i [S,Hint] of second order in the hopping. We now focus on
processes which conserve the particle number on the quantum dot. After the projection
we find that the two terms,
P [SLR, Hαn]P = P [Sαn, HLR]P = 0,
can be neglected since Hαn always changes the number of electrons on the dot.
Still the model does not constrict properties of the double quantum dot system itself.
There can still be from 0 to 4 electrons present and there are many interesting regimes
in this setup. We refer the interested reader for example to Ref. [48] and [49]. We
limit ourselves to a double quantum dot system with two electrons, especially with one
electron on each quantum dot, since this setup models the situation of two interacting
Kondo impurities.
In total there are two electrons in the double quantum dot system and we neglect the
higher lying singlet if both electrons are in one quantum dot (see Ref. [48]). Out of these
four states, the two with same spin direction are additionally shifted in energy by the
Hund coupling JH . After the calculation JH is set to zero and it is assumed that all four
states have the same energy.
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L LLL
R RRR
Figure 2.2: When there is only one electron allowed on each of the quantum dots, these are
the four possible spin states of the double quantum dot system.
The states with two electrons on one quantum dot with an energy of 2ǫα + Uα for
either α = L or R have to be energetically unfavorable in comparison to a state with
one electron on each quantum dot and an energy of ǫL + ǫR +ULR. We can always tune
the double quantum dot setup into this limit by choosing
UL, UR > ULR.
This is physically the most reasonable assumption since ULR < Uα corresponds to a
Coulomb interaction for two electron on different quantum dots that is smaller than the
energy cost if they are placed on the same.
Furthermore we demand that the number of electrons on each quantum dot remains
unchanged, and consequently the contributions from
P [SLn, HRm]P = P [SRn, HLm]P = 0
can be discarded as well.
Finally the effective Hamiltonian consists of one term which deals only with the inter-
actions on the double quantum dot system [SLR, HLR] and a term including interactions
with the leads. These are summarized in the commutator [Sαn, Hαm] for α = L,R.
Effective interaction from [SLR, HLR]
The interaction between the two quantum dots is described by strong repulsions
UL, UR, ULR and a small hopping tLR. In this limit we can do a perturbation calculation
in tLR and find the effective correlation from the term [SLR, HLR] in the Schrieffer-Wolff
transformation. By contrast, if tLR would be large and a perturbation in it is not pos-
sible, then one would have to diagonalize HLR and HL + HR to find new hybridized
eigenstates, see e.g. Refs. [46, 47]. In the following it is assumed that the hopping tLR is
small which corresponds to the experimental situation where a tunnel barrier separates
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the two dots. Then [SLR, HLR] contains three different terms,
[SLR, HLR] = i
[∑
σ
(
tLREˆLR(σ)d
†
RσdLσ − tRLEˆLR(σ)d†LσdRσ
)
,
∑
σ′
(
tLRd
†
Rσ′dLσ′ + tRLd
†
Lσ′dRσ′
)]
= i
∑
σσ′
{
(tLR)
2
[
EˆLR(σ), d
†
Rσ′dLσ′
]
d†RσdLσ
− (tRL)2
[
EˆLR(σ), d
†
Lσ′dRσ′
]
d†LσdRσ
}
(2.24)
+i
∑
σσ′
2tLRtRLEˆLR(σ)δσσ′
(
d†RσdRσ − d†LσdLσ
)
(2.25)
+i
∑
σσ′
tLRtRL
{[
EˆLR(σ), d
†
Lσ′dRσ′
]
d†RσdLσ
−
[
EˆLR(σ), d
†
Rσ′dLσ′
]
d†LσdRσ
}
, (2.26)
differing by their physical content.
Eq. (2.24) involves two particle excitations and contributes only if there is already a
doubly occupied state either in the left or in the right quantum dot.
Eq. (2.25) is spin conserving and proportional to the difference in occupation number
on the left and right quantum dot.
Eq. (2.26) conserves the number of electrons on each quantum dot, but the spin
quantum number is not conserved. This term leads to spin-flip processes and therefore
to an effective spin-spin interaction.
At this stage one should remember that the considerations here are limited to two-
particle physics – one electron in the left quantum dot and one electron in the right
quantum dot. An immediate consequence of this is that any contribution of Eq. (2.24)
is projected out in this configuration space and only Eq. (2.25) and (2.26) contribute.
Obviously a hopping process which does not change the spin state is not possible for the
two states with identical spin direction. Thus the only contribution of Eq. (2.25) arises
from the projection nLσ(1 − nLσ)nRσ(1 − nRσ) for σ =↑, ↓. After performing the spin
summation of the term
i
∑
σσ′
2tLRtRLEˆLR(σ)δσσ′ (nRσ − nLσ)
= i
∑
σ
2tLRtRL
(
1
ǫLσ − ǫRσ + UL − ULRnRσ (1− nRσ)nLσ (1− nLσ)
− 1
ǫLσ − ǫRσ + ULR − URnLσ (1− nLσ)nRσ (1− nRσ)
)
,
we find a first contribution to the new effective Hamiltonian H˜ = 1
2
[iS,Hint]
1
2
i [SLR, HLR] =
1
2
K (nL↑nR↓ + nL↓nR↑) + . . . (2.27)
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where
K =
(
2tLRtRL
ǫLσ − ǫRσ + UL − ULR −
2tLRtRL
ǫLσ − ǫRσ + ULR − UR
)
. (2.28)
Before we discuss Eq. (2.27) in further detail, we study Eq. (2.26) in the configuration
subspace.
i
∑
σσ′
tLRtRL
{[
EˆLR(σ), d
†
Lσ′dRσ′
]
d†RσdLσ −
[
EˆLR(σ), d
†
Rσ′dLσ′
]
d†LσdRσ
}
= i
∑
σ
1
2
Kd†LσdRσd
†
RσdLσ −
1
2
Kd†RσdLσd
†
LσdRσ.
This provides another contribution to the Hamiltonian H˜
1
2
i [SLR, HLR] =
1
2
K
(
d†L↑dL↓d
†
R↓dR↑ + d
†
L↓dL↑d
†
R↑dR↓
)
. . . , (2.29)
which in contrast to Eq. (2.27) is a spin-flip term.
To combine the two parts effective spin operators for the two quantum dots are intro-
duced,
Szα =
1
2
(nα↑ − nα↓) ,
S+α =
1√
2
(
~Sxα + i
~Syα
)
=
1√
2
d†α↑dα↓,
S−α =
1√
2
(
~Sxα − i~Syα
)
=
1√
2
d†α↓dα↑.
Furthermore we can use the constraint, that there is only one electron on each quantum
dot, to represent the occupation numbers nασ by spin operators,
nα↑ + nα↓ = 1,
⇒ nα↑ = 1
2
+ Szα, nα↓ =
1
2
− Szα. (2.30)
Finally the combination of Eq. (2.27) and (2.29) gives
1
2
i [SLR, HLR] = K~SL~SR − 1
4
K. (2.31)
Please note that so far this is only valid for two of the four states in the configuration
space. Taking a closer look at the two states with the same spin direction on the left
and right quantum dot we find(
K~SL~SR − 1
4
K
)
|σ〉L|σ〉R = K
(
1
2
σ · 1
2
σ + 0 + 0− 1
4
)
|σ〉L|σ〉R = 0,
such that the expression does not have an influence on those states. The expression in
Eq. (2.31) is thus the general result for the effective low-energy interaction between the
two dots.
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To understand this result from physical arguments we study the virtual processes. In
Fig. 2.3 one such exchange process is illustrated. With an energy of tLR an electron
can be excited to a doubly occupied state in one quantum dot which costs the energy
ǫL − ǫR + UL − ULR. Please note, that this process is only possible if the two spins in
the two quantum dots are antiparallel. Another hopping process of energy tRL results
in the original state or in a state where both spins are flipped. We will later on refer to
L LL
R RR
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the effective spin-spin interaction via an intermediate excited state.
The second process can lead to a spin flip or can leave the system in the initial state.
this exchange interaction as a spin-spin interaction.
The Hund rule coupling does not play a role in the expression for K since only the
states with spin ↑ and ↓ are shifted in energy by the spin-spin interaction. Please
note that applying a magnetic field does not change the interaction since the difference
ǫLσ − ǫRσ of the initial and intermediate state is of the same spin species and a shift by
1
2
σB cancels out.
Effective Interaction from [SLn, HLm] and [SRn, HRm]
In the previous section we found that the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation produces in 2nd
order an exchange interaction between the spins of the two quantum dots. Due to the
similar coupling Hamiltonians we expect that the two terms [SLn, HLm] and [SRn, HRm]
lead similarly to an effective spin-spin interaction between the electron on the quantum
dot and electrons in the leads.
The commutator [Sαn, Hαm] for α = L,R is given by,
[Sαn, Hαm] = i
[
1
N
∑
nkσ
(
tαnEˆα(σ)c
†
nkσdασ − tnαEˆα(σ)d†ασcnkσ
)
,
1
N
∑
mk′σ′
(
tαmc
†
mk′σ′dασ′ + tmαd
†
ασ′cmk′σ′
)]
.
We separate the particle-conserving contributions
itαntmα
1
N2
∑
nkσ
∑
mk′σ′
[
Eˆα(σ)c
†
nkσdασ, d
†
ασ′cmk′σ′
]
− itnαtαm 1
N2
∑
nkσ
∑
mk′σ′
[
Eˆα(σ)d
†
ασcnkσ, c
†
mk′σ′dασ′
]
,
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from the non-particle-conserving contributions
itαntαm
1
N2
∑
nkσ
∑
mk′σ′
[
Eˆα(σ)c
†
nkσdασ, c
†
mk′σ′dασ′
]
− itnαtmα 1
N2
∑
nkσ
∑
mk′σ′
[
Eˆα(σ)d
†
ασcnkσ, d
†
ασ′cmk′σ′
]
.
The latter can be directly neglected due to the projection P into the two-particle sub-
space since it does not conserve the number of electrons on the quantum dot system.
We find similar to the commutator [SLR, HLR] a spin conserving contribution
i
N2
∑
nkσ
∑
mk′σ′
tαntmαEˆα(σ)
{
c†nkσcmk′σδσσ′ − δkk′δmnδσσ′d†ασ′dασ + h.c.
}
, (2.32)
and a spin-flip contribution
i
N2
∑
nkσ
∑
mk′σ′
{
tαntmα
[
Eˆα(σ), d
†
ασ′
]
cmk′σ′c
†
nkσdασ
−tnαtαmc†mk′σ′
[
Eˆα(σ), dασ′
]
d†ασcnkσ
}
. (2.33)
First we concentrate on the contribution from Eq. (2.32). The term with
1/N2
∑
k′k δk,k′ is of order 1/N where N is the number of states in the leads, and is
negligible small in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞ in comparison with all other
terms. Thus it is neglected in the following. The terms in Eˆα, which are compatible
with the projection to the two particle subspace, lead to a contribution to the interacting
Hamiltonian 1
2
i [Sαn, Hαm] of the form
−1
2
1
N2
∑
nkσ
∑
mk′σ′
c†nkσcmk′σ{
tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − JH − ζ nασ (1− nασ)nασ (1− nασ)
+
tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − ζ nασ (1− nασ) (1− nασ)nασ
+
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR − ζ (1− nασ)nασ nασ (1− nασ)
+
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR + JH − ζ (1− nασ)nασ (1− nασ)nασ
}
+ h.c. (2.34)
To bring this expression into a short form spin operators for the conduction electrons
are introduced,
~snm =
1
N2
∑
k′k
∑
σ′σ
c†nkσ
1
2
~τσ′σcmk′σ′ . (2.35)
Thus we can reformulate
c†nk↑cmk′↑ =
1
2
∑
σ
c†nkσcmk′σ + s
z
nm,
c†nk↓cmk′↓ =
1
2
∑
σ
c†nkσcmk′σ − sznm,
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to separate the potential scattering from the spin interaction part. By performing the
sum in Eq. (2.34) over spin indices rigorously many different coupling terms are created.
A sketch of this calculation is given in appendix A.1.3. In the following the Hund
coupling JH = 0 is set to zero and we neglect the spin dependence of the bare energy
levels ǫασ = ǫα, which is justified for zero or negligibly small magnetic field.
Then the commutator 1
2
i [Sαn, Hαm] gives
=
1
2
∑
mn
Jαnms
z
nmS
z
α + h.c.
+
1
2
∑
mnσ
1
N2
∑
kk′
Vαnmc
†
nkσcmk′σ + h.c.,
where
Jαnm =
2tαntmα
ǫα + Uα + ULR − ζ −
2tαntmα
ǫα + ULR − ζ , (2.36)
Vαnm =− 1
2
(
tαntmα
ǫα + Uα + ULR − ζ +
tαntmα
ǫα + ULR − ζ
)
. (2.37)
Additionally there is a contribution from the spin flip part in Eq. (2.33). Leaving out
the actual calculation we state the result
i
∑{ tαntmα
ǫα + ULR − JH − ζ nασ (1− nασ)
+
tαntmα
ǫα + ULR − ζ (1− nασ)nασ
− tαntmα
ǫα + Uα + ULR − ζ nασ (1− nασ)
− tαntmα
ǫα + Uα + ULR + JH − ζ (1− nασ)nασ
}
c†nkσcmk′σd
†
ασdασ + h.c.
Using again the spin representation of the operators we find a contribution to the inter-
acting Hamiltonian H˜ , again in the case of JH = 0,
1
2
∑
Jαnm
(
s+nmS
−
α + s
−
nmS
+
α
)
+ h.c..
Summary of Effective Hamiltonian
Collecting all terms from the two previous sections we find the new effective Hamiltonian
H˜ = H0 + H˜int with H0 = HL +HR +Hcap +HHund and
H˜int = K~SL~SR − 1
4
K
+
∑
nm
JLnm~SL~snm +
∑
nm
JRnm~SR~snm
+
∑
nmσ
1
N2
∑
k,k′
VLnmc
†
nkσcmk′σ +
∑
nmσ
1
N2
∑
k,k′
VRnmc
†
nkσcmk′σ,
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where it is assumed that tαn = tnα. With this assumption h.c. and the sum over m,n
cancels the prefactor of 1/2.
The coupling strengths are given in terms of the initial hopping matrix elements tαn
and tLR and the interaction energies ULR and Uα,
Jαnm =
2tαntαm
ǫα + Uα + ULR − ζ −
2tαntαm
ǫα + ULR − ζ ,
Vαnm =− 1
2
(
tαntαm
ǫα + Uα + ULR − ζ +
tαntαm
ǫα + ULR − ζ
)
,
K =
2tLRtRL
ǫL − ǫR + UL − ULR −
2tLRtRL
ǫL − ǫR + ULR − UR .
A discussion of these terms follows in section 2.3.
Please note, that the spin-spin interaction Jαnm is proportional to t
2
αn. Thus in the
case of interest when tL3 = tL4 = 0 there exists no coupling between the spin in the
left quantum dot and the right leads. The same applies for the right quantum dot and
the left leads in the case of tR1 = tR2 = 0. Since this independent spin control is an
interesting setup, it should be checked if a leakage exists in higher order and how strong
its influence could be.
2.2.5 Contributions from 3rd Order
So far all terms of higher order than t2 were neglected using the assumption that the
hopping is small. In this section we study the so-called leakage, which denotes a coupling
between the leads connected to the left quantum dot to the leads connected to the right.
Such a term is created to 3rd order in the coupling t and the aim of this section is to
compare its magnitude to the other terms from 2nd order.
The 3rd order contribution is given by
1
3
[iS, [iS,Hint]]
=
i2
3
[SLR + SLn + SRn, [SLR + SLm + SRm, HLR +HLν +HRν ]] .
Since the system is projected onto a double quantum dot system with 2 electrons in
total and a fixed number of one electron on each quantum dot, a few terms can be
neglected. For example all commutators contributing to the 2nd order in the Schrieffer-
Wolff transformation are projected out in the 3rd order term, since they conserve the
particle number only in a 2nd order process,
P i
2
3
[SLR + SLn + SRn, [SLR, HLR] + [Sαm, Hαν ]]P = 0.
Thus 9 terms are projected out while there are 18 which could potentially be important.
Fortunately even more processes are projected out,
P i
2
3
[SLR, [SLR, HLν +HRν ] + [SLm + SRm, HLR]]P = 0,
P i
2
3
[SLn + SRn, [SLm, HRν ] + [SRm, HLν]]P = 0,
P i
2
3
[Sαn, [SLR, Hαν ] + [Sαm, HLR]]P = 0, for α = L,R,
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since they do not conserve the electron number on the quantum dots. Finally we have
to take into account only the following contributions
1
3
[iS, [iS,Hint]] =
i2
3
[SLR, [SLm, HRν ] + [SRm, HLν ]]
+
i2
3
[SLn, [SLR, HRν ] + [SRm, HLR]]
+
i2
3
[SRn, [SLR, HLν] + [SLm, HLR]] .
Thus any contribution to third order in the coupling is of the type tnLtLRtRm and corre-
sponds to a “leakage” from the left to the right leads. In general we expect two different
types of processes as depicted in Fig. 2.4. In one process (left panel) an electron is trans-
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Figure 2.4: Two different processes can contribute to the leakage of an electron in one of the
left leads to an electron in one of the right leads over the double quantum dot system. The
two types of processes are discussed in the text.
ferred from a left electrode m to a right electrode n over virtual three-particle states. In
this type of leakage an electron from one of the leads hops onto the dot. It is obvious that
the same process can take place over virtual one-electron states when the first process
is a hopping out of one dot into one of the leads. It is observed later that the path of
the particle and the hole cancel each other in a symmetric setup. This type of leakage
is possible for any state of the double quantum dot system and it can leave the original
state unchanged or lead to a spin-flip like shown in Fig. 2.4 (left panel).
The other type of process involves first a virtual state inside the double quantum dot
system as depicted in the right panel of Fig. 2.4. This process is only possible in the
case of antiparallel oriented spins. Two interaction processes with the leads lead to a
non-zero leakage, but the two processes with the leads are uncorrelated and independent
of the spin orientation. It is found later on that also in this type of leakage two paths
cancel each other in a symmetric setup such that the contribution vanishes completely.
The calculation of the leakage is shown in appendix A.2. In the derivation of leakage
terms we focus on the derivation of a spin interaction similar to a Kondo coupling Jnm
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in second order, but with one electron created in the left leads and one destroyed in the
right leads or vice versa. In appendix A.2 an indirect Kondo coupling of the left leads
to the right leads via the double quantum dot ~Sα~snm where m ∈ {1, 2} and n ∈ {3, 4}
is calculated. There are further types of couplings created to third order. Nevertheless
we focus on the magnitude to which the leakage contributes to the coupling part of the
effective Hamiltonian.
In order to compare this term with the 2nd order contributions analytically we con-
centrate on the special case of two identical quantum dots, i.e. ǫL = ǫR = ǫ and
UL = UR = U . Summarizing thus the calculation to third order we find a contribu-
tion to the Hamiltonian
J leakagenm
~S−α ~s
+
nm
of the order of
J leakagenm =
2
3
tmLtLRtRn{
1
ǫ+ ULR − ζ
(
1
ǫ+ U − ζ −
1
ǫ+ ULR − ζ
)
+
1
U − ULR
(
1
ǫ+ 2ULR − ζ +
1
ǫ+ U − ζ
)
+2
1
U − ULR
(
1
ǫ+ ULR − ζ +
1
ǫ+ U + ULR − ζ
)
+
1
ǫ+ U + ULR − ζ
(
1
ǫ+ U + ULR − ζ −
1
ǫ+ 2ULR − ζ
)}
. (2.38)
This term gives rise to an interaction which moves an electron from a left lead to a right
lead or vice versa over the double quantum dot system even if tL3 = tL4 = tR1 = tR2 = 0
is assumed. In the next section the importance of this term compared to the other
interactions is discussed.
2.3 Effective Hamiltonian and Discussion
We derived an effective Hamiltonian for the low energy properties of the double quantum
dot system as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. In the new interaction Hamiltonian H˜int the number
of particles on the quantum dot is conserved and the interaction takes place only via a
spin-spin interaction or a potential scattering. Using a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation
we derived a Kondo model from the Anderson model. In the following it is assumed
that the Hund coupling JH = 0 does not split up the four spin states of the double
quantum dot system and that the bare energy levels are not spin dependent ǫασ = ǫα.
Furthermore it is assumed that the two quantum dots are identical,
ǫL = ǫR = ǫ and UL = UR = U.
With these assumptions it is possible to discuss the spin exchange interaction, the Kondo
coupling J and the leakage coupling quantitatively.
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2.3.1 Spin Exchange Interaction
The spin exchange interaction in the symmetric setup is given by
K = 4
tLRtRL
U − URL .
Since we are in the regime where ULR < U the interaction is positive and therefore the
two quantum dot spins align antiferromagnetically.
This can be understood from a simple argument as already depicted in Fig. 2.3: Two
parallel oriented spins are fixed on each quantum dot since hopping is forbidden from
the Pauli principle. Two antiparallel oriented spins can have a virtual transition to the
other quantum dot thus gaining the kinetic energy tLR while the virtual doubly occupied
state costs the energy U − URL. Through this process the two states can lower their
energy.
Please note that in a lot of experiments the spin exchange interaction is observed
to be ferromagnetic. It is not aim of this thesis to generalize the model such that it is
additionally capable of describing ferromagnetism. Usually the quantum dots are further
apart such that there is no direct hopping, but the interaction is mediated by an electron
bath. In experiments this can be for example a larger (metallic) quantum dot like in [27]
or a nanowire like in [29]. The intermediate region leads to an RKKY interaction between
the two quantum dots, which can be ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic depending on
the distance. For an explanation of the RKKY interaction see for example Ref. [18].
In this thesis we want to discuss the properties of a double quantum dot system
coupled to a set of leads. It was shown that even a simple hopping and capacitative
coupling between the two dots leads to an exchange interaction. The presence of a spin-
spin interaction is assumed from now on without further mentioning where it comes
from and how it is created.
2.3.2 Particle-Hole Symmetry
The interactions of the quantum dots with the leads in the symmetric setup are given
by
Jnm =2tntm
(
1
ǫ+ U + ULR − ζ −
1
ǫ+ ULR − ζ
)
,
Vnm =− 1
2
tntm
(
1
ǫ+ U + ULR − ζ +
1
ǫ+ ULR − ζ
)
.
In an experimental setup the level energy ǫ can be tuned by a gate voltage. This has the
advantage that this parameter can be chosen such that the potential scattering vanishes.
Then the paths of a particle and a hole have the same energy and cancel each other.
The particle-hole symmetric energy of the quantum dot,
ǫPH = −U/2− ULR,
depends on the capacitance ULR. Inserting the energy ǫPH in the expression for the
couplings we find
JPHnm = 4tntm/U and V
PH
nm = 0,
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where the intermediate energy ζ of a conduction electron is neglected in comparison
with the energy scale of the Coulomb repulsion. The Kondo coupling JPHnm does not
depend on ULR in contrast to the exchange interaction K. Later on it is assumed that
the spin exchange interaction is sufficiently large such that the two spins are locked into
singlet and triplet states while the coupling to the leads is still treated perturbatively.
This is not justified from this simple model, but as mentioned before there are several
mechanisms which can create a spin-spin interaction. Since the results of this model are
comparable to experimental results it is justified to assume that the spin-spin interaction
locks the double quantum dot into singlet and triplet states while the spin-spin coupling
to the leads is just a small perturbation, which leads to a finite current through either
the left or the right quantum dot.
2.3.3 Discussion of the Leakage
For the remaining thesis it is further assumed that there is no tunneling from the left to
the right leads and vice versa. Therefore the leakage term in the effective Hamiltonian
has to be small. For the symmetric setup of two identical quantum dots in the particle-
hole symmetric case we find
JPH,leakagenm = 0,
such that all paths cancel each other. This can be understood from Fig. 2.4: For each
particle traveling from the left to the right lead there is a hole which takes the opposite
way with the same energy cost in a particle-hole symmetric setup. Similarly a process
involving an excited singlet state costs the same energy on the left quantum dot as on
the right quantum dot in the case of left-right symmetry. In the calculation we find that
the phases of the two processes are of opposite sign and therefore the paths cancel each
other.
In a not particle-hole symmetric case the leakage is given in Eq. (2.38). For two
asymmetric quantum dots J leakagenm has to be derived along the lines of the calculation in
appendix A.2. We find numerically for typical values of a quantum dot experiment2 that
the leakage is an order of magnitude smaller than the Kondo coupling since it is of the
order of t3 and t is assumed to be a small parameter. Thus it can be claimed that there
is no leakage from a left lead to a right lead, especially in the preferred particle-hole
symmetric case.
2.4 Summary and Outlook
In this section we introduced the double quantum dot setup, which is studied in the
remaining part of the thesis. Two quantum dots are occupied by one electron each and
coupled via a spin-spin interaction K. The origin of the spin-spin interaction is for
example an exchange interaction or an RKKY interaction as discussed in section 2.3.
Both dots are coupled to two leads which allow for an electronic transport. We
proved that for two identical quantum dots in the particle-hole symmetric case there
is no leakage from the left to the right leads and argued that away from particle-hole
2This numerical comparison is not explicitly shown here.
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symmetry the leakage is still small. Thus we can treat the current through the left and
the current through the right quantum dot independently.
For a strong spin-spin interaction the two electrons on the left and right quantum
dot are entangled. In section 2.1 we introduced singlet-triplet states and pseudo bosons,
which create those states out of the vacuum. Using the pseudo-particle-representation
common perturbation theory is possible.
Some physical insights have been gained from this introductory chapter. For example
we learned that the interaction between the leads and for example the left quantum
dot is via an interaction with the spin ~SL and not via an interaction with the singlet-
triplet states. We introduced a representation for the spin ~SL and ~SR in the singlet-
triplet representation. An important observation is, that we do not find a singlet-singlet
interaction. A singlet can only interact with the cost of K to a triplet state. Thus if we
have for example a singlet ground state we do not expect any non-zero current until an
energy scale like the voltage or the temperature provides sufficient energy to overcome
the singlet-triplet excitation gap K.
We also like to mention at this point that the singlet-triplet representation is only valid
if the spin-spin interaction is strong. The singlet and triplet states are in competition
with product states if the gap K and the broadening of the resonance Γ become of the
same order of magnitude. This problem is addressed in chapter 3 and appendix C is
devoted to perturbation theory in the case of degenerate states.
After setting up a model, deriving an effective Hamiltonian and introducing the frame-
work of singlet-triplet states we now proceed and discuss the physics of the double
quantum dot system. Therefore we start with the lowest order approach - perturbation
theory to 2nd order - although it is known that it fails in the Kondo regime, it gives
some insight into physical behavior and a first quantitative description of the physics of
a double quantum dot system at high temperatures.
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3 Perturbation Theory – Part I:
Method
In this chapter we discuss in detail the physics of a double quantum dot system in lowest
order perturbation theory. Some ideas of perturbation theory in non-equilibrium were
already given in the introduction in section 1.3. Since this method is a well-known
concept we mention here only some of the most important definitions and refer the
reader to the literature on the subject.
After having introduced the principles of perturbation theory out of equilibrium we
define the Hamiltonian of the double quantum dot system of interest. In section 3.2 the
Green’s functions of the system are defined and their lowest order expression is written
down. Building on the first two sections we calculate the perturbative correction to the
double quantum dot system when the coupling to the leads is small. The result of the
self energy from section 3.3 is then used in the Dyson equation for the retarded Green’s
function in section 3.4. The major impact of a finite self energy is reflected in a finite
life time of the pseudo particles, i.e. a finite level broadening Γ. Even more significant is
the effect of a finite self energy on the lesser Green’s function. It is discussed in detail in
section 3.5 that this leads to a quantum Boltzmann equation for the occupation prob-
ability of the double quantum dot states. Some complications in solving this equation
are mentioned. For a discussion of results we refer the reader to chapter 4.
3.1 Introduction
Perturbation theory is closely related to the interaction picture in quantum mechanics.
It is assumed that there is a part H0 of the Hamiltonian which can be solved exactly
and a perturbation or interacting part Hint which is coupled to the system H0 by a small
quantity. The idea is to treatHint approximately by performing a series expansion in this
small quantity. In this thesis we calculate e.g. the current properties, thus the double
quantum dot setup and the leads are treated exactly and we perform a perturbation
expansion in the coupling from the dots to the leads which allows for transport. An
introduction to perturbation theory and further references can be found for example in
the books Refs. [33, 22, 34].
In order to apply perturbation theory we have to choose a physical observable that
should be described approximately. As mentioned before this can be the current or in
general the Green’s function for a single particle. There are different types of Green’s
functions, for example the retarded Green’s function
Gr(t, t′) = −iΘ(t− t′) 〈{f(t), f †(t′)}〉 .
The retarded Green’s function Gr(t, t′) describes the dynamics of a fermion f which is
created at time t′, interacts with the system until it is taken out again at time t. In the
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interaction picture the time evolution of the ground state |Φ0〉 of H0 at t = −∞ to the
interacting state at time t is described by |Ψ(t)〉 = S(t,−∞)|Φ0〉, where the S-matrix is
given by
S(t, t′) = Tt exp

−i
t∫
t′
dt1Hint(t1)

 .
Tt stands for the time-ordering of the operators on the time axis, such that the latest
time stands to the left. For a detailed derivation please see Ref. [33]. In the interaction
picture the time evolution of the states is determined only by the interaction Hamiltonian
Hint(t).
The expectation value of the retarded Green’s function Gr can be expressed in terms of
the ground state at t = ±∞ by including TtS(∞,−∞) in the expression for the Green’s
function.1 Usually it is assumed that the perturbation is switched on adiabatically at
some time and switched off again in the far future. The assumption that the ground
state of the system is the same at t = −∞ before switching on and at t = +∞ after
switching off the interaction fails sometimes. Especially in the case of a finite voltage it is
immediately obvious that the particles which have been transported from one lead to the
other do not flow back if the coupling is switched off. In this situation a perturbation
theory which originates from Keldysh [50] and Kadanoff & Baym [51] applies. The
notation used in the following goes back to a review article of Rammer & Smith [32].
The way this introductory section is structured is closely related to some chapters of the
book by Haug & Jauho [34].
t
1
2
Figure 3.1: Picture of the Keldysh contour, where the time evolution is taken back to infinity
t→ −∞. The upper contour is usually denoted by 1 and the lower with opposite time direction
by 2.
Keldysh doubled the time axes as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The system is prepared in a
known initial state. After switching on the coupling adiabatically, the interaction of a
particle with the system is probed and afterwards the time is taken back on the contour
2 to the far past where the initial state is known. Using this trick the Green’s function is
in general a 2×2 matrix in the indices 1 and 2. In a short notation the Green’s function
matrix is written as G(τ, τ ′) = −i〈Tcf(τ)f †(τ ′)〉, where τ is a time on the contour and
Tc refers to the time-ordering along the contour. After the projection onto one of the
contours τ is replaced by t since then it refers to a physical time.
1This is a sloppy formulation, but we present only the rough idea of perturbation theory. The interested
reader should consult Ref. [33] for a rigorous derivation.
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In the Keldysh language it is distinguished between four different Green’s functions
G11(t, t′) = Gt(t, t′) = −i 〈Tt f(t)f †(t′)〉 ,
G22(t, t′) = Gt˜(t, t′) = −i
〈
T˜t f(t)f
†(t′)
〉
,
G21(t, t′) = G>(t, t′) = −i 〈f(t)f †(t′)〉 ,
G12(t, t′) = G<(t, t′) = ±i 〈f †(t′)f(t)〉 ,
where the upper sign is for fermions and the lower for bosons. The time-ordered Green’s
function Gt(t, t′) is the same as in usual perturbation theory. Tt is the time-ordering
on contour 1 as defined before, such that the latest time stands to the left. The anti-
time-ordered Green’s function Gt˜ is time-ordered on contour 2. These two functions are
related by [Gt˜(t, t′)]† = Gt(t, t′). The lesser Green’s function G<(t, t′) has a fixed order
of operators. It is proportional to the occupation number G<(t, t) = ±in. The greater
Green’s function G>(t, t′) at t′ = t can be interpreted as the occupation of a hole state.
The four Green’s functions are not independent. They are related by
G11(t, t′) +G22(t, t′) = G<(t, t′) +G>(t, t′).
Sometimes also the Keldysh Green’s function GK(t, t′) is used which is defined by
GK(t, t′) = G<(t, t′) +G>(t, t′).
The time-ordered, anti-time-ordered, and also Keldysh Green’s functions are not con-
sidered in the following, rather relations to the retarded and advanced Green’s function
are used,
G11(t, t′) = Gr(t, t′) +G<(t, t′),
G22(t, t′) = G<(t, t′)−Ga(t, t′),
where the retarded and the advanced Green’s function are defined like in equilibrium
perturbation theory
Gr(t, t′) = −iΘ(t− t′)〈{f(t), f †(t′)}〉 = Θ(t− t′) (G>(t, t′)−G<(t, t′)) ,
Ga(t, t′) = iΘ(t′ − t)〈{f(t), f †(t′)}〉 = Θ(t′ − t) (G<(t, t′)−G>(t, t′)) .
It follows immediately that
Gr(t, t′)−Ga(t, t′) = G>(t, t′)−G<(t, t′),
and the spectral function A = i(Gr − Ga) = 2iIm[Gr] can be expressed as well by the
difference of the greater and lesser Green’s function. As illustrated in e.g. Ref. [34, 32]
the relation,
G<(ω) = −e−β(ω−µ)G>(ω),
holds in equilibrium, where the density matrix is determined by eβH . It follows directly
from this equation that
G<(ω)
(
1 + e−β(ω−µ)
)
= −e−β(ω−µ) (Gr(ω)−Ga(ω))
⇒ G<(ω) = i 1
1 + eβ(ω−µ)
A(ω).
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Thus in equilibrium the lesser Green’s function G< and the spectral function A or more
generally the retarded Green’s function Gr are related by what it usually referred to as
a fluctuation-dissipation theorem. We use the ansatz of the lesser Green’s function to be
a product of a distribution function and the spectral function in the rest of the thesis.
For further reading we refer to Refs. [34, 32].
For a finite voltage or another non-equilibrium situation we find that the retarded
and lesser Green’s function are no longer related by a fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
Thus both have to be calculated by different determining equations. As included in the
name the only information we have about a non-equilibrium state is, that it is not in
equilibrium. Thermodynamic properties like the magnetization are now determined by
the voltage V (and decoherence rate Γ) instead of by the temperature T .
After having introduced the Green’s function, which is treated perturbatively, we now
explain very shortly the principles of perturbation theory. More thorough explanations
can be found in introductory books like Refs. [33, 22, 34]. As already mentioned the time
evolution in the interaction picture is carried by the S-matrix, which in non-equilibrium
is time-ordered by Tc on the Keldysh contour
2. The expansion of the exponential gives
a series in Hint,
Sc = Tc exp
[
−i
∫
c
dτ1Hint(τ1)
]
≈ Tc
[
1− i
∫
c
dτ1Hint(τ1) +
(−i)2
2
∫
c
dτ1
∫
c
dτ2Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2)± . . .
]
.
The first term is the non-interacting result, the second term is the first order correction
and so on and so forth. This expansion provides the perturbation series to any order of
the interaction Hamiltonian Hint.
In the model of a double quantum dot system the small parameter in the perturbative
expansion is the coupling to the leads. Perturbation theory is used to calculate the
Green’s functions of the system, the current, the T-matrix and current-current correla-
tions. To perform this calculation the concepts of Wick’s theorem and the self energy
have to be introduced, although a derivation or closer explanation is avoided due to
length reasons.
Wick’s theorem allows to reduce all higher-order Green’s function with more than 2
operators to the single-particle Green’s functions as introduced before. Wick’s theorem
is only valid for example if the non-interacting Hamiltonian H0 is quadratic.
3 Since these
conditions are fulfilled for the Hamiltonian chosen for the double quantum dot system
Wick’s theorem is applicable.
If one performs the expansion in the interacting Hamiltonian as described above,
one would find a series of various contributions conveniently represented by Feynman
diagrams. As illustrated in Fig. 3.2 some diagrams appear repeatedly. Consequently the
Green’s function can be written in a self-consistent equation, which includes an infinite
order of the so-called self energy Σ. The self energy Σ is a collection of all irreducible
2This calculation contains a lot of technical pitfalls and needs a careful derivation. We refer the
interested reader to the review [32] for further reading.
3See one of the references [33, 22] for further details.
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Figure 3.2: Diagrammatic illustration of the Dyson equation.
diagrams in the perturbation expansion. The Dyson equation,
G(τ, τ ′) = G(0)(τ, τ ′) +
∫
c
dτ1
∫
c
dτ2 G
(0)(τ, τ1)Σ(τ1, τ2)G(τ2, τ
′),
is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The diagrams which enter the self energy Σ can be determined
by calculating the expansion series and identifying the irreducible diagrams in the cor-
responding order of perturbation theory. Please see section 3.3 for a typical derivation
and Refs. [33, 22, 34] for further reading.
For example the calculation of the self energy contains products of Keldysh Green’s
functions and the lesser or retarded part of these products has to be determined. For
this purpose one either has to sum over all possible contour diagrams (see for example
section 4.6) or use the so-called Langreth rules of analytical continuation.
We will use repeatedly the Langreth rules for A(τ, τ ′) = B(τ, τ ′)C(τ ′, τ),
A</>(t, t′) = B</>(t, t′)C>/<(t′, t),
Ar/a(t, t′) = B<(t, t′)Ca/r(t′, t) +Br/a(t, t′)C<(t′, t),
and A(τ, τ ′) = B(τ, τ ′)C(τ, τ ′),
A</>(t, t′) = B</>(t, t′)C</>(t′, t),
Ar(t, t′) = B<(t, t′)Cr(t′, t) +Br(t, t′)C<(t′, t) +Br(t, t′)Cr(t′, t).
All these rules are derived in Ref. [34] or can be calculated straightforwardly.
A further combination that arises frequently is A(τ, τ ′) =
∫
c
dτ1B(τ, τ1)C(τ1, τ
′) and
can be written as
A<(t, t′) =
∫
dt1 (B
r(t, t1)C
<(t1, t
′) +B<(t, t1)Ca(t1, t′)) ,
Ar(t, t′) =
∫
dt1B
r(t, t1)C
r(t1, t
′).
In future calculations we always refer to this section and the rules written down here.
As already mentioned in the introduction 1.1 a Kondo coupling is accompanied by
a failure of perturbation theory. For low temperatures a many-body effect with the
leads produces a term in higher order perturbation theory that diverges logarithmically.
Special treatment is therefore necessary to understand the physics at low temperatures.
Renormalization methods for non-equilibrium situations are discussed in chapters 5 and
6. Nevertheless, at finite temperatures or in the case of another finite energy scale in
the system, the perturbation theory is valid. In any case it provides a first qualitative
insight into the physics of the double quantum dot system at hand.
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3.2 Notations and Definitions
In this section we introduce the basic notation used in this chapter and for the rest of
the thesis. After introducing the Hamiltonian and the model system, we summarize
the ansatz for the Green’s functions and write down their 0th order expressions. We
comment on some conservation rules and how they can be used to simplify parts of the
calculations in appendix B.1.
3.2.1 Hamiltonian of the Double Quantum Dot System
As already explained in the introduction the system of two Kondo impurities exhibits
interesting physics. After the experimental breakthrough in producing quantum dots the
study of two coupled quantum dots has found renewed interest, as well in the connection
of quantum phase transitions as in the context of quantum computing. Here we study a
double quantum dot which is in neither of these regimes, but focus on strongly coupled
dots and the influence of decoherence on the system for large applied voltages.
In the following the setup of two coupled quantum dots is used as motivated in sec-
tion 2.2.
H =H0 +Hint,
H0 =
∑
n,k,σ
ǫkc
†
nkσcnkσ +
∑
γ
ǫγt
†
γtγ + λQ, (3.1)
Hint =
∑
m,n=1,2
Jmn~SL ~smn +
∑
m,n=3,4
Jmn~SR ~smn, (3.2)
Q =s†s + t†0t0 + t
†
+t+ + t
†
−t−. (3.3)
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Figure 3.3: Double quantum dot system: Two Kondo impurities denoted L, R each connected
to two leads 1, 2 and 3, 4, respectively, and coupled to each other by a not further defined spin
exchange interaction K.
The operator cnkσ creates a conduction electron in the lead n with spin σ and mo-
mentum k. To describe the coupled double quantum dots singlet and triplet states are
used. The bosonic operator tγ(t
†
γ) destroys (creates) a singlet or triplet state. The
states are ordered by tγ ∈ {s, t+, t0, t−}. The corresponding eigenenergies including a
finite magnetic field −B (SzL + SzR) are
ǫs = −3
4
K, ǫt+ =
1
4
K − B, ǫt0 =
1
4
K, ǫt− =
1
4
K +B.
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To enforce that only one state is occupied at a time (Q = 1), we use the Abrikosov
pseudo fermion representation [42] as introduced in section 2.1.2.
The perturbative part of the Hamiltonian Hint contains the spin-spin interaction be-
tween the impurity spin and the spin of the conduction electrons defined by
~smn =
1
2
∑
k,k′,σ,σ′
c†mk′σ′~τσ′σcnkσ. (3.4)
For m 6= n the operators ~smn are tunneling operators and the corresponding interaction
Jmn is responsible for the electronic transport. If a finite voltage is applied to two of the
leads, e.g. 1 and 2, then a current can flow over the quantum dot due to processes given
in the interaction Hamiltonian Hint, Eq. (3.2), to orders of the coupling Jmn. The spin
of the left or right quantum dot is defined by
~Sα =
1
2
t†γ′
(
~Tα
)
γ′γ
tγ ,
where α = L,R and the pseudo Pauli matrices as defined in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) in
section 2.1.
Please note, that the quantum dot spin ~Sα interacts due to the definition in Eq. (3.4)
with the sum over momentum states in the leads.4 It is therefore convenient to use the
momentum integrated conduction electron Green’s function.
Please note, that the leads 1, 2 and 3, 4 are decoupled from each other. There is
no current flowing over the double quantum dot system, but only through each of the
quantum dots. The only connection between the two dots is the spin-spin interaction
K. As has been shown the leakage over the two quantum dots is negligibly small in the
case of two close-by quantum dots even if a hopping between the dots is allowed. Please
see section 2.2 in the previous chapter for more details.
3.2.2 Green’s Functions
We define the Green’s function for the conduction electrons by
Gnkσ(τ, τ
′) = −i〈Tccnkσ(τ)c†nkσ(τ ′)〉.
In the following calculations it is assumed, that the leads are in equilibrium and the
influence of a magnetic field on the conduction electrons is neglected.5 We explicitly take
into account a chemical potential µ = µ0±eV/2 which corresponds to the thermodynamic
chemical potential µ0 ≈ ǫF and an additional shift due to the applied voltage. We will
occasionally refer to V as an energy such that a factor of e is implied but not explicitly
written.
Since the pseudo-particles interact with electrons of all momentum k, usually the
momentum integrated expression for the conduction electron Green’s function is used.
The band structure is assumed to be constant N(ǫ) = N(0)Θ(D − |ǫ|) as illustrated in
Fig. 3.4. The band cutoff D is assumed to be the largest energy scale of the system.
The spectral function is given by
A(ǫ) = 2πN(0)Θ(D − |ǫ|).
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N(0)
D−D
N(ω)
ω
Figure 3.4: Illustration of the constant density of states N(ω) = N(0)Θ(D − |ω|).
Normalization of A(ω) fixes N(0) to the value N(0) = 1/2D. The real part of the
retarded or advanced Green’s function is given by
Re
∑
G
r/a
nk (ω) =
∑
k
P
1
ω − ǫk =
∫
dǫN(0)Θ(D − |ǫ|)P 1
ω − ǫ = N(0) ln
D − ω
D + ω
.
Since typical frequencies of the system are much smaller than the band cutoff, ω ≪ D,
the real part Re[Gr/a] is neglected in the following.
The ansatz used throughout the thesis for the conduction electron Green’s functions
are ∑
k
G<nk(ω) = if(ω − µn)2πN(0)Θ (D − |ω|) , (3.5a)∑
k
G>nk(ω) = −i(1− f(ω − µn))2πN(0)Θ (D − |ω|) , (3.5b)
Im
∑
k
Grnk(ω) = −iπN(0)Θ (D − |ω|) , (3.5c)
Im
∑
k
Gank(ω) = iπN(0)Θ (D − |ω|) , (3.5d)
where µn is the chemical potential of lead n.
The double quantum dot is driven into a non-equilibrium state by the applied voltage.
It is the purpose of this work to calculate the effect of an arbitrary voltage applied to
the transport region. The contour-ordered Green’s functions for the double quantum
dot system are defined by
Gγγ′(τ, τ
′) = −i〈Tctγ(τ)t†γ′(τ ′)〉.
Please note, that the singlet and triplet states s, t+, t0, t− are chosen bosonic. We ex-
plicitly write down γ and γ′ since the calculation shows, that between the singlet s and
the triplet t0, both with magnetic moment 0, the average in higher order perturbation
theory does not vanish 〈s†t0〉 6= 0. For a small level splitting between the singlet and
the triplet there exists an ambiguity to the product states as discussed in section 2.1. In
a self-consistent calculation those effects have to be taken into account very carefully.
4In the following a prefactor 1/N2 is neglected.
5In realistic setups the g-factor in the leads is negligible small, see discussion in Ref. [52].
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Rewriting the Green’s functions Gγγ′(ω) for all possible γ, γ
′ in form of the matrix G,
G(ω) =


Gss(ω) 0 Gst0(ω) 0
0 Gt+t+(ω) 0 0
Gt0s(ω) 0 Gt0t0(ω) 0
0 0 0 Gt−t−(ω)

 , (3.6)
allows us later to express e.g. the self energy in a short and descriptive way.
Since the pseudo particles for the singlet and triplet states are bosonic the 0th order
ansatz is given by
(
G(0)γ
)<
(ω) = −inγAγ(ω), (3.7a)(
G(0)γ
)>
(ω) = −i(1 + nγ)Aγ(ω), (3.7b)(
G(0)γ
)r/a
(ω) =
1
ω − ǫγ ± iδ , (3.7c)
A(0)γ (ω) = 2πδ(ω − ǫg). (3.7d)
It is assumed in the following that the lesser Green’s function G<(ω) can be written
as the product of the spectral function A(ω) and an in general frequency-dependent
occupation function n(ω). Since the spectral function is strongly peaked, it is further
assumed that the occupation is just a number with the value nγ = nγ(ωγ).
In this section we introduced the Hamiltonian for the double quantum dot system
which is discussed in the remaining part of the thesis. We defined the Green’s functions
for the conduction electrons and the pseudo particles in the uncoupled case. If the
interaction with the leads is switched on, the Green’s functions for the double quantum
dot system change as is discussed in the following. Some additional information on the
matrix Green’s function from sum rule considerations are given in appendix B.1.
3.3 Self Energy Calculation of the Pseudo Particles
Now corrections to the isolated double quantum dot system are calculated as we turn
on the coupling J to the leads and consequently drive a current through the system if
the leads are at different chemical potentials. The perturbation theory in the Kondo
coupling J is valid as long as J is small such that the order O(N + 1) contributions
can be neglected in comparison with the O(N) contribution. It is known from Kondo
physics that perturbation theory fails at low temperatures, but it provides a first insight
into the double quantum dot setup and is correct at higher temperatures.
The Dyson equation,
G(τ, τ ′) = G(0)(τ, τ ′) +
∫
c
dτ1
∫
c
dτ2G(0)(τ, τ1)Σ(τ1, τ2)G(τ2, τ ′),
determines the influence of the self energy Σ on the Green’s function G. The Green’s
function G(0) is the unperturbed Green’s function of the isolated double quantum dot
system. The contour-ordered Green’s function were defined in Eqs. (3.7). Please note,
that the Dyson equation as written down here is a matrix equation for the matrix Green’s
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function and the matrix self energy,
Σ =


Σss 0 Σst0 0
0 Σt+t+ 0 0
Σt0s 0 Σt0t0 0
0 0 0 Σt−t−

 . (3.8)
In the next section it is shown, tht the self energy is not diagonal but block diagonal
with respect to the s-t0 and t+-t− sectors.
The first correction Σ(1) to the unperturbed result originates from the first order
expansion in the interaction Hamiltonian,∫
dτ1〈Tctγ(τ)Hint(τ1)t†γ′(τ ′)〉.
Since the conduction electron contribution can be separated from the pseudo boson part,
this expectation value only is non-zero if 〈smn(τ1)〉 6= 0. The expectation value
〈smn(τ1)〉 = 〈c†mk′σ′(τ1)τσ′σcnkσ(τ1)〉 = τ zσσδm,nnnkσ,
is proportional to nnk↑ − nnk↓. If the occupation number of the conduction electrons is
not spin dependent, then Tr[τ zσσ] = 0. The influence of the magnetic field on the leads
is neglected in this calculation here. Consequently, the first order in the perturbation
expansion does not contribute to the self energy. The first finite contribution is thus of
2nd order.
3.3.1 Calculation of 2nd Order Self Energy
In order to calculate the second order self energy Σ
(2)
γγ′ , we have to calculate the expec-
tation value
〈Tctγ(τ)Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2)t†γ′(τ ′)〉
=
∑ 1
4
~τ iσ′σ~τ
j
s′sJ
i
mnJ
j
MN〈tγ(τ)~Si(τ1)~Sj(τ2)t†γ′(τ ′)〉
〈c†mk′σ′(τ1)cnkσ(τ1)c†Mp′s′(τ2)cNps(τ2)〉,
where the sum is over all variables, that appear at least twice (Einstein summation
convention) and the whole expression is integrated over the contour-times
∫
c
dτ1 and∫
c
dτ2. Since the leads 1, 2 and 3, 4 are decoupled, no contribution from 〈SLSR〉 is found.
For the perturbation calculation the indices i and j in the Kondo couplings J imn and
J jMN are of no importance. They are dragged along only since they become important
in the context of perturbative RG, see chapter 5.
One should not forget that when calculating the self energy factor of 1
2
(−i)3 from the
perturbative expansion has to be included. The contraction of the conduction electrons
is straightforward and leads to
1
2
(−i)3 1
4
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′J
i
mnJ
j
nm
−1
(−i)2 Gnkσ(τ1, τ2)Gmk′σ′(τ2, τ1)〈tγ(τ)
~Si(τ1)~S
j(τ2)t
†
γ′(τ
′)〉.
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We introduce a useful abbreviation for the conduction electron loop, which is similar to
the spin susceptibility
Xnm(τ1, τ2) =
1
(−i)2
∑
k,k′
Gnk′(τ1, τ2)Gmk(τ2, τ1). (3.9)
This quantity is calculated and discussed in detail in appendix B.2.
Since Wick’s theorem applies we find by inserting the pseudo particle representation
into the expression for the self energy
−1
2
1
16
∑
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′J
i
mnJ
j
nmX
n
m(τ1, τ2)
×
(
Gγγ′1(τ, τ1)
~T iγ′1γ1Gγ1,γ
′
2
(τ1, τ2)~T
j
γ′2γ2
Gγ2,γ′(τ2, τ
′)
+Gγγ′2(τ, τ2)
~T jγ′2γ2
Gγ2,γ′1(τ2, τ1)
~T iγ′1γ1Gγ1,γ
′(τ1, τ
′)
)
.
Since the summation is over all internal variables, the second contribution is identical to
the first one as can be seen using the variable shift τ1 ↔ τ2, i↔ j, m↔ n, and σ′ ↔ σ.
The self energy Σ(2) can now be extracted from
(−i)3
2!
∫
c
dτ1
∫
c
dτ2〈tγ(τ)Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2)t†γ′(τ ′)〉
=
∫
c
dτ1
∫
c
dτ2Gγ,γ′1(τ, τ1)Σγ′1,γ2(τ1, τ2)Gγ2,γ′(τ2, τ
′),
where
Σγ′1,γ2(τ1, τ2) = −
1
2
1
16
∑
2J imnJ
j
nmτ
i
σ′στ
j
σσ′X
n
m(τ1, τ2)
~T iγ′1γ1Gγ1,γ
′
2
(τ1, τ2)~T
j
γ′2γ2
. (3.10)
To second order perturbation theory in the Kondo couplings J , diagrams like the one
shown in Fig. 3.5 enter the self energy.
Figure 3.5: Typical diagram which enters the self energy in second order perturbation theory.
Solid lines: conduction electron Green’s functions; dashed lines: pseudo particles of the double
quantum dot system.
In the summation over all lead indices it has to be distinguished between the left and
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the right side:
YL(τ1, τ2) =
∑
m,n=1,2
2JmnJnmGnkσ(τ1, τ2)Gmk′σ′(τ2, τ1)
=
∑
m,n=1,2
2JmnJnm X
m
n (τ1, τ2), (3.11)
YR(τ1, τ2) =
∑
m,n=3,4
2JmnJnmGnkσ(τ1, τ2)Gmk′σ′(τ2, τ1)
=
∑
m,n=3,4
2JmnJnm X
m
n (τ1, τ2). (3.12)
The following relations for α = L,R are useful in the calculation,
Xnm(τ2, τ1) =
1
(−i)2
∑
k,k′
Gnk′(τ2, τ1)Gmk(τ1, τ2) = X
m
n (τ1, τ2)
and Yα(τ2, τ1) = Yα(τ1, τ2).
With this abbreviations and making use of the matrix representation for the self energy
Σ and the Green’s function G, the general result for the second order self energy gives
Σ(τ1, τ2) = −1
2
1
16
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′
∑
α=L,R
Yα(τ1, τ2)~T
i
αG(τ1, τ2)~T jα. (3.13)
After performing the spin summation and using Tr[τ iτ j ] = 2δi,j the self energy simplifies
to
Σ(τ1, τ2) = − 1
16
∑
α
Yα(τ1, τ2)~TαG(τ1, τ2)~Tα,
where ~TG ~T is short for T+ G T− + T− G T+ + T z G T z.
3.3.2 Results for the 2nd Order Self Energy
The result in Eq. (3.13) is as general as possible. It is valid for any Kondo system
coupled to leads if one replaces the pseudo Pauli matrices ~T by the corresponding spin
representation for the interacting system, e.g. for a spin-1/2 system by the usual Pauli
matrices ~T = ~τ . For the double quantum dot system of interest, we use the spin matrices
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as defined in section 2.1. The following self energies are found
Σss(τ1, τ2) = − 1
16
[(
Gt0t0(τ1, τ2) +Gt+t+(τ1, τ2) +Gt−t−(τ1, τ2)
)
(YL(τ1, τ2) + YR(τ1, τ2))] , (3.14)
Σt0t0(τ1, τ2) = −
1
16
[(
Gss(τ1, τ2) +Gt+t+(τ1, τ2) +Gt−t−(τ1, τ2)
)
(YL(τ1, τ2) + YR(τ1, τ2))] , (3.15)
Σt+t+(τ1, τ2) = −
1
16
[(
Gss(τ1, τ2) +Gt0t0(τ1, τ2) +Gt+t+(τ1, τ2)
)
(YL(τ1, τ2) + YR(τ1, τ2))
− (Gst0(τ1, τ2) +Gt0s(τ1, τ2)) (YL(τ1, τ2)− YR(τ1, τ2))] , (3.16)
Σt−t−(τ1, τ2) = −
1
16
[(
Gss(τ1, τ2) +Gt0t0(τ1, τ2) +Gt−t−(τ1, τ2)
)
(YL(τ1, τ2) + YR(τ1, τ2))
+ (Gst0(τ1, τ2) +Gt0s(τ1, τ2)) (YL(τ1, τ2)− YR(τ1, τ2))] , (3.17)
and
Σst0(τ1, τ2) = −
1
16
[(
Gt−t−(τ1, τ2)−Gt+t+(τ1, τ2)
)
(YL(τ1, τ2)− YR(τ1, τ2))
+Gt0s(τ1, τ2) (YL(τ1, τ2) + YR(τ1, τ2))] , (3.18)
Σt0s(τ1, τ2) = −
1
16
[(
Gt−t−(τ1, τ2)−Gt+t+(τ1, τ2)
)
(YL(τ1, τ2)− YR(τ1, τ2))
+Gst0(τ1, τ2) (YL(τ1, τ2) + YR(τ1, τ2))] . (3.19)
There exists an off-diagonal self energy contribution in second order. As a consequence
there also exists an off-diagonal Green’s function G
(2)
st0 = G
(0)
ss Σ
(2)
st0G
(0)
t0t0 . Before the im-
portance and consequences of the off-diagonal self energy is discussed, a few remarks are
given about the actual calculation and it is commented on some usual assumptions,
In the following we only need the lesser self energy Σ< and the spectral weight Γ. The
broadening Γγ gives a finite life time of the pseudo particle tγ and is also proportional
to the rate of tunneling out of the singlet or triplet state. The lesser self energy Σ<γ is
important in the context of the quantum Boltzmann equation discussed in section 3.5
and can be interpreted as the sum of all rates that end in the state tγ .
Time-translational invariance is assumed and that all quantities have reached a sta-
tionary state such that they depend only on the time difference t− t′.
After Fourier transformation all quantities depend only on one frequency ω and we
find
(Xnm)
< (ω) =− 2πN(0)2nB(ω + µn − µm)[ω + µn − µm], (3.20)
Y <L (ω) =(−2π)
[(
g211 + g
2
22
)
2ωnB(ω)
+2g12g21 ((ω + eVL)nB(ω + eVL) + (ω − eVL)nB(ω − eVL))] , (3.21)
Y <R (ω) =(−2π)
[(
g233 + g
2
44
)
2ωnB(ω)
+2g34g43 ((ω + eVR)nB(ω + eVR) + (ω − eVR)nB(ω − eVR))] , (3.22)
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where gmn = N(0)Jmn is the dimensionless Kondo coupling and nB(x) = 1/(exp[x/T ]−
1) is the Bose distribution function. For a derivation of these quantities please see
appendix B.2. The relation Xnm(τ1, τ2) = X
m
n (τ2, τ1) for the time arguments translates
to
(Xnm)
< (ω) = (Xmn )
> (−ω), (3.23)
Y >α (ω) = Y
<
α (−ω). (3.24)
The function Y <α (ω) for α = L,R is related to Y
<
α (−ω) by
Y <α (−ω) = Y <α (ω) + (−2π)2g2αw, (3.25)
where the following abbreviations are introduced also for later
4g2L = g
2
11 + g
2
22 + 2g12g21, (3.26)
4g2R = g
2
33 + g
2
44 + 2g34g43, (3.27)
g2all = 4g
2
L + 4g
2
R. (3.28)
With these definitions and relations we can now write down the Fourier transform of
the lesser self energy Σ< and the broadening Γ. We find with the Langreth rules from
section 3.1
Σ<(ω) ∝
∫
dǫ
2π
~TG<(ω − ǫ)~TY <(ǫ) =
∫
dǫ
2π
~TG<(ǫ)~TY <(ω − ǫ), (3.29)
−iΓ(ω) = Σ>(ω)− Σ<(ω) = Σr(ω)− Σa(ω)
∝
∫
dǫ
2π
[
~TG>(ǫ)~TY >(ω − ǫ)− ~TG<(ǫ)~TY <(ω − ǫ)
]
=
∫
dǫ
2π
[
~T (G<(ǫ)− iA(ǫ)) ~TY <(−ω + ǫ)− ~TG<(ǫ)~TY <(ω − ǫ)
]
≈ −i
∫
dǫ
2π
~TA(ǫ)~TY <(ǫ− ω) +O(e−βλ). (3.30)
Due to the constraint, Eq. (3.3), the terms in Γ which are proportional to the lesser
Green’s function G< are neglected. To extract physical quantities we have to project
observables onto the physical Hilbert space. Since G< is already proportional to e−βλ,
the combination with any physical quantity e.g. with n in the quantum Boltzmann
equation is projected out, see section 2.1 or [42]. To simplify the calculation this term
is neglected already during the calculation.
3.3.3 Discussion of the Off-Diagonal Self Energy Σst0
The self energy, Eq. (3.13), of a double quantum dot state is determined by the excitation
of an intermediate state by means of a particle-hole pair in the leads (see also Fig. 3.5).
The intermediate state decays to the initial state when the electron-hole pair recombines.
If the broadening is larger than the splitting between different levels, it can happen that
the recombination of the electron-hole pair leaves the system in a different state. This
is general for every system with two nearly degenerate energy levels and one or more
additional levels which are allowed as intermediate states. Or more generally: if there
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are more spin and orbital degrees of freedom in the impurity structure than there are in
the electron leads, the off-diagonal contributions can be finite.
For example for the double quantum dot system we find a non-zero self energy Σst0
from Eq. (3.18),
Σst0(τ1, τ2) = −
1
16
[Gt0s(τ1, τ2) (YL(τ1, τ2) + YR(τ1, τ2))
+
(
Gt−t−(τ1, τ2)−Gt+t+(τ1, τ2)
)
(YL(τ1, τ2)− YR(τ1, τ2))
]
.
The off-diagonal contribution is created by the term (Gt−t− − Gt+t+)(YL − YR) because
Gt0s does not exist in lowest order. Consequently the self energy is non-zero if the
symmetry of the setup is broken due to a finite magnetic field t+ 6= t− (spin symmetry
broken) and due to a left-right asymmetry YL 6= YR. The left-right symmetry is broken
if the coupling to the left lead JL is not identical to the coupling to the right lead JR,
see therefore the definition of YL and YR in Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22).
This can be understood from a simple argument: Starting from a singlet state the
+−
+ −
t+
t+
t+t+
t−
t−
t−t−
t0
t0
t0t0
s
s
ss
Figure 3.6: Illustration of the symmetries in the off-diagonal self energy. There are two different
paths with different signs which can lead from the singlet to the triplet t0. Green/left sign for
interaction with left leads. Red/right sign for interaction with right leads.
interaction part of the Hamiltonian allows the transition to an intermediate/excited
state by changing the spin of either the left or the right quantum dot. Changing the left
spin of a singlet state
S−L |s〉 = +
1√
2
|t−〉, S+L |s〉 = −
1√
2
|t+〉,
creates an intermediate state with Sztot 6= 0 and the two triplet states t+ and t− arise
with a different sign, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. If the excited triplets decay back into the
singlet the same sign appears and cancels out finally. By contrast, if they decay into the
Sztot = 0 triplet the sign remains the same. This is the reason why the off-diagonal self
energy Σst0 vanishes for zero magnetic field. In that case the two paths are identical but
with opposite phase and destructive interference leads to a cancellation.
The observed symmetry with respect to left and right leads can be understood along
the same line of argument. If the spin state of the right quantum dot is changed starting
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from a singlet state, we find
S−R |s〉 = −
1√
2
|t−〉, S+R |s〉 = +
1√
2
|t+〉.
Thus if the coupling to the left and the right leads is identical and the creation of an
electron-hole pair in the leads costs the same amount of energy, then these two path
interfere with each other destructively.
Please note that these two symmetrical points are special to the double quantum dot
setup discussed here. Off-diagonal contributions can always appear as soon as there are
two levels close in energy and one or more intermediate states available. The double
quantum dot setup studied here is known to show a quantum phase transition at small
values of the singlet-triplet gap K as discussed in chapter 1. Additionally it is known
for example from conformal field theory (see e.g. Ref. [16]) that the operator ~SL − ~SR
destroys this property. It is also obvious that for a finite magnetic field the system can
no longer form a Kondo singlet. These two broken symmetries are thus well-known in
the community working with double quantum dots.
In this section we derived and discussed the second order self energy of a double
quantum dot system coupled to leads by the small parameter J . We showed that in a
setup where there are more spin and orbital degrees of freedom in the quantum dot than
degrees of freedom in the leads, off-diagonal entries in the self energy are found to higher
orders in perturbation theory. Now the influence of this self energy is studied, first on
the retarded Green’s function in section 3.4 and then on the lesser Green’s function for
a finite voltage in section 3.5.
3.4 Retarded Green’s Function
The retarded Green’s function has to fulfill the Dyson equation
Gr = Gr0 + Gr0ΣrGr or Gr =
[
(Gr0)−1 − Σr
]−1
, (3.31)
with the self energy Σr given in the previous section. The real part of the self energy
Re[Σr] shifts the energy of the level and the imaginary part iIm[Σr] is a measure for the
finite life time of the pseudo particle states due to an interaction with the leads. The
imaginary part of the retarded self energy is often also referred to as the broadening
of the level Γ = 2Im[Σr]. The advanced Green’s function Ga is the conjugate of the
retarded Green’s function Gr = [Ga]†. It contains the same physics and therefore the
discussion here is limited to the retarded Green’s function.
We find for the retarded Green’s function matrix,
[
(Gr0)−1 − Σr
]−1
=

(
ω − ωt0 − Σrt0t0
)
/det 0 Σrst0/det 0
0 Grt+t+(ω) 0 0
Σrt0s/det 0 (ω − ωs − Σrss) /det 0
0 0 0 Grt−t−(ω)

 , (3.32)
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where
det =
(
ω − ωt0 − Σrt0t0
)
(ω − ωs − Σrss)− Σrst0Σrt0s, (3.33)
Grt±t±(ω) =
(
ω − ωt± − Σrt±t±
)−1
.
There are now two different cases, which are discussed in the following: the off-diagonal
self energy Σrst0 = 0 or Σ
r
st0
6= 0.
3.4.1 Special Case: Σrst0 = 0
In the case of zero magnetic field B = 0 or symmetric coupling JL = JR, the self
energy Σrst0 = 0 is zero as discussed in section 3.3.3. It follows immediately, that the
off-diagonal retarded Green’s function Grst0 = 0 vanishes and is not created to all orders
of perturbation theory, i.e. no off-diagonals complications appear in the calculation. The
diagonal retarded Green’s functions can be expressed for γ = {s, t+, t0, t−} as
Grγγ(ω) =
1
ω − ωγ + iΓγγ/2 .
The shift of the real part of the retarded self energy Re[Σr] is usually neglected. Since
it is quadratic in the small property J2 it is only a small correction to the actual level
energy ωγ which is of the order of O(J0). Though the shift can be important in some
special cases (see Ref. [53]), it is not important in the parameter space discussed in this
thesis.
Additionally in most of the calculations here the influence of a retarded self energy on
the broadening of the level is neglected. It is assumed that all other physical properties
change on a larger energy scale than the broadening Γ. Effectively the broadening is
treated infinitesimally small such that the spectral function is a δ-function,
Grγγ(ω) = P
1
ω − ωγ + iπδ(ω − ωγ).
Due to this “on-shell” assumption most of the calculations simplify, for example integral
equation turn into linear equations. The real part of the retarded Green’s function is
usually neglected.
In the perturbative RG in chapter 5 we include the broadening again, since the physics
of a finite lifetime destroys the Kondo effect. For the 2nd order perturbation theory in
this chapter, the broadening is of the order g2all. All other physical quantities change
on a much larger energy scale and thus the effect of a finite retarded self energy on the
diagonal Green’s functions is often neglected. In section 4.2 there is a small remark on
how a finite broadening Γ influences the outcome of a current calculation.
3.4.2 Finite Off-Diagonal Self Energy Σrst0 6= 0
If both the left-right symmetry JL 6= JR and the spin symmetry B 6= 0 are broken, we
find a non-zero off-diagonal self energy Σrst0 . Since the Dyson equation for the retarded
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Green’s function can be solved exactly, Eq. (3.31), this is not a principle problem. From
Eq. (3.32) the solution for the retarded Green’s function is given by
Grst0(ω) =
Σrst0(ω)(
ω − ωt0 − Σrt0t0(ω)
)
(ω − ωs − Σrss(ω))− Σrst0(ω)Σrt0s(ω)
. (3.34)
In comparison with the diagonal Green’s function this is not a Lorentzian, but a more
complex frequency dependent function. It can be written as the difference between two
Lorentzians as illustrated in appendix C. Note that the spectral weight on resonance at
ωs or ωt0 is finite. For example at ω = ωs we find for the off-diagonal retarded Green’s
function
Grst0(ωs) =
Σrst0(ωs)
Σrss(ωs)
(
K + Σrt0t0(ωs)
)− Σrst0(ωs)Σrt0s(ωs) .
This value is suppressed by a large K such that the off-diagonal components only be-
come important at vanishingly small singlet-triplet gap K. A detailed calculation of
the retarded Green’s function in the case of K = 0 and for finite K can be found in
appendix C.1.1 and C.1.2, respectively. For the calculations in the main part of the
thesis, two remarks are in place. First, there exists an off-diagonal retarded Green’s
function Grst0 if there are more spin or orbital degrees on freedom in the transport re-
gion, e.g. in a double quantum dot setup, than in the leads. Second, the off-diagonal
retarded Green’s function is of the order Σrst0/K. It can be neglected in the case of a
large singlet-triplet splitting and vanishes in the case of left-right symmetry JL = JR or
magnetic field B = 0.
3.5 Lesser Green’s Function and the Quantum
Boltzmann Equation
In an equilibrium situation the lesser Green’s function would be connected to the spectral
function via a fluctuation-dissipation theorem as discussed in section 3.1. The thermo-
dynamic result is shown in section 3.5.1. In a non-equilibrium case, for example with a
finite applied voltage, the lesser Green’s function has to be determined independently.
The dynamics of the system is no longer described by eβH . Most of this section is de-
voted to this non-equilibrium effect. In section 3.5.2 we derive the determining equation
for G< and emphasize why it is a self-consistent equation. Although the self energy
corrections are of 2nd order in the coupling J , they give rise to a 0th order correction
to G<. The results are discussed in chapter 4.
3.5.1 In Equilibrium
In equilibrium the system is not coupled to the leads and there is no transport through
the dots. The occupation of the singlet and triplet states is determined assuming that
the double quantum dot system is coupled to a thermal bath. We find in the canonical
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representation
ns =
eK/T
1 + eB/T + e−B/T + eK/T
,
ntγ =
e−γB/T
1 + eB/T + e−B/T + eK/T
.
Although the singlet and triplet states are bosonic particles, their occupation is not given
by the Bose distribution function. The occupation numbers contain the information that
in the antiferromagnetic case K > 0 the singlet is the ground state. If K < 0 and B > 0,
the triplet t+ is the ground state, and in the special case of B = 0 the three triplets
form a degenerate ground state.
The occupation numbers ns and ntγ are not observables which can be measured in
experiment, but correlation functions like the polarization 〈~SL~SR〉 or the magnetization
M = 〈~SzL + ~SzR〉 are measurable observables.
3.5.2 Derivation of the Quantum Boltzmann Equation
If a finite voltage V is applied to the setup, the dynamics is no longer described by the
temperature T , see Refs. [52, 54]. A determining equation for the occupation number n
is derived from the Dyson equation for the lesser Green’s function G<. This equation is
called the quantum Boltzmann equation most of the time but sometimes also referred
to as the quantum kinetic equation. To 2nd order this equation is identical to the rate
or master equation where the transition rates are determined from Fermi’s golden rule.
The Dyson equation for the lesser Green’s function G<,
G−10 G
< = ΣrG< + Σ<Ga, (3.35)
can be rewritten as [
G−10 − Σr
]
G< = Σ<Ga
⇒ (Gr)−1 G< = Σ<Ga.
Further on a symmetrized version is used. Starting from
G<
[
G−10 − Σa
]
= Gr Σ<
⇒ G< (Ga)−1 = Gr Σ<,
the difference of the two latter equations is taken, which gives
(Gr)−1 G< −G< (Ga)−1 = Σ<Ga −Gr Σ<. (3.36)
By taking this difference the transient behavior is disregarded and only information on
the stationary state is obtained, which is the limit here considered (see also Ref. [34]).
If off-diagonal contributions are neglected in Eq. (3.36) we have to solve the following
equations [
(Gr)−1 − (Ga)−1]
γγ
(ω)G<γγ(ω) = Σ
<
γγ(ω) [G
a −Gr]γγ (ω) (3.37)
⇒ G<γγ(ω) =
Σ<γγ(ω)
Γγγ(ω)
Aγγ(ω).
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Using the ansatz G<γγ = −inγ(ω)Aγγ(ω) the expression (3.37) corresponds to a self-
consistent equation for the occupation number nγ(ω) = iΣ
<
γγ(ω)/Γγγ(ω) [52]. In general
nγ is a frequency dependent function, but it is assumed that it deviates from the value on
resonance on a larger energy scale than the energy scale on which the spectral function
Aγ changes. Usually the spectral function is approximated by a δ-distribution. Conse-
quently the occupation number is described by the constant value nγ = nγ(ωγ) at the
resonance ω = ωγ. Since Eq. (3.37) is an equation for the distribution function of the
pseudo particle states, it is plausible why it is called the quantum Boltzmann equation.
Eq. (3.36) is a self-consistent equation for the occupation numbers, or probability dis-
tributions, of the singlet and triplet states. The dependence on the occupation number
enters through the lesser self energy Σ<γγ which is an integral over the lesser Green’s
functions G<γ′γ′ , see Eq. (3.29). Although the rates Γγγ are calculated to 2nd order per-
turbation theory the effect on the occupation number from the self-consistent equation
is a 0th order effect.
The off-diagonal lesser Green’s function is defined by
G<st0(t, t
′) = −i
〈
t†0(t
′)s(t)
〉
.
The function G<st0 is zero for the unperturbed system in contrast to the diagonal Green’s
functions for example G
(0)
ss = −ins 2πδ(ω − ωs), but G<st0 is created to second order
in the perturbation theory. Still it cannot be neglected like the retarded off-diagonal
Green’s function. The calculation of the non-equilibrium distribution functions with
the quantum Boltzmann equation has to be self-consistent in second order. Thus the
off-diagonal terms contribute to the same amount as the rates of diagonal terms do, and
both are 0th order in the coupling J to the leads.
Including the off-diagonal elements the quantum Boltzmann equation becomes a com-
plex structure. We write down the equation (3.36) for G<st0 explicitly with the frequency
dependence
(Gr)−1ss (ω)G
<
st0
(ω)−G<ss(ω) (Ga)−1st0 (ω) + (Gr)
−1
st0
(ω)G<t0t0(ω)−G<st0(ω) (Ga)−1t0t0 (ω)
=Σ<ss(ω)G
a
st0(ω)−Grss(ω) Σ<st0(ω) + Σ<st0(ω)Gat0t0(ω)−Grst0(ω) Σ<t0t0(ω).
The equation mixes G<st0(ω) with the singlet G
<
ss(ω) and triplet G
<
t0t0(ω) components.
Additionally the spectral weight is distributed at different frequencies. In the discussion
of the retarded Green’s function we found that the off-diagonal Green’s function has a
complicated frequency dependence. The self energy in the quantum Boltzmann equation
is given by a convolution of the Green’s functions with a contribution from the leads.
In principle the quantum Boltzmann equation for the off-diagonal Green’s function
can be solved if one finds a correct ansatz for G<st0 and if one manages to solve the integral
equation. Here we suggest a different approach. As explained in detail in appendix C we
perform a transformation of the singlet-triplet basis and solve the quantum Boltzmann
equation in a new basis. Since the calculation contains a lot of details, it is included in
the appendix. Here only the main ideas of the calculation in chapter C are presented.
3.5.3 Idea behind the Degenerate Perturbation Theory
The problem of the self-consistent quantum Boltzmann equation in the limit of small
exchange interaction K is the frequency-dependence. In case the off-diagonals can be
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neglected, the ansatz that the spectral function is strongly peaked can be used, i.e. the
occupation number is calculated on resonance only. We want to be able to make the
same ansatz in the case when there are non-zero off-diagonal Green’s functions.
In a first step we therefore transform the retarded Green’s function matrix Gr by
U−1GrU to a diagonal retarded Green’s function matrix G˜r. The transformation gives
two new retarded Green’s functions at the two frequencies ω1 and ω2. These Green’s
functions Gr1 and G
r
2 are orthonormal since they are eigenvectors of the retarded Green’s
function matrix. The quantum Boltzmann equation can be thus treated independently
at the two frequencies ω1 and ω2. The retarded Green’s functions G
r
ss, G
r
t0t0
, and Grst0
consist of sums or differences of Gr1 and G
r
2. The explicit calculation can be found in
appendix C.1.2. It is found that in the case of K = 0 the new eigenstates of the system
after the rotation correspond to the product basis as introduced in section 2.1. This
is obvious from a simple physical argument: if there is no spin-spin interaction K, the
product states describe the system exactly. The singlet s and the triplet t0 are not pure
states in this case. On the other hand if K 6= 0 the singlet and triplet states rather than
the product states are pure states, since they provide an eigenbasis to K~SL~SR. The idea
behind the rotation is to get rid of the corresponding entanglement and find the correct
eigenbasis for the Hamiltonian depending on the strength of K. Please note, that the
rotation is only important if K becomes of the order of the broadening Γ.
The advanced Green’s function is rotated differently. From the sum rule consideration
[Gast0 ]
† = Grt0s the rotation is in principle given by U
∗. This is discussed in more detail
in section C.1.4.
In non-equilibrium it is necessary to solve the quantum Boltzmann equation. There-
fore we rotate the retarded and the advanced Green’s function in Eq. (3.36) correspond-
ingly. This produces a transformed lesser Green’s function G˜< and also a rotated self
energy Σ˜<. Details of this calculation are found in appendix C.2.2. In the transformed
self energy the rotation can be included into the pseudo Pauli matrices ~T . With the
diagonal retarded Green’s function in the eigenspace the quantum Boltzmann equation
can be written again as a linear equation and the self-consistent set of equations for
the occupation numbers can be solved in the rotated basis. The initial lesser Green’s
functions G<ss, G
<
t0t0 and G
<
st0 are found by a back-transformation. In the case of K = 0
as discussed in section C.2.1 the occupation of the singlet and triplet states are given
as the sum or difference of the occupation numbers of the product states. The more
general case of finite K is discussed in appendix C.2.2. To simplify the calculation we
utilize the results from section B.1. How to create an ansatz for the transformed lesser
Green’s function is described in the appendix in section C.2.2.
Finally the reader should be reminded that the transformation is necessary only in the
limit when K is of the order of the broadening Γ. If the spin-spin interaction is stronger
and the singlet-triplet gap has opened sufficiently, then the off-diagonal self energy can
be neglected in the quantum Boltzmann equation.
For the parameter regimes discussed in the remaining part of this thesis the off-
diagonal elements are neglected and the interested reader is referred to the chapter C in
the appendix.
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3.6 Summary and Outlook
In part I of the topic perturbation theory we discussed the basic concepts of perturbation
theory out of equilibrium. Physical observables and results of the quantum Boltzmann
equation are discussed in part II in chapter 4.
In section 3.1 the most important concepts of perturbation theory in non-equilibrium
were mentioned. If a finite voltage is applied to the double quantum dot system, the
lesser and the retarded Green’s function do not obey a fluctuation-dissipation theorem
as in equilibrium. They have to be determined independently by solving two different
Dyson equations. Section 3.4 is devoted to the retarded Green’s function. Its Dyson
equation can be solved exactly, but since the retarded self energy is a 2nd order correction
to the unperturbed result, the effect of a finite retarded self energy is usually neglected.
In chapter 5 this is reconsidered and we discuss the effect of a finite imaginary part of
the retarded self energy, because it leads to a finite life time of the pseudo particle states
and therefore to decoherence effects.
The lesser Green’s function obeys a self-consistent equation as derived in section 3.5.
The rates to 2nd order in perturbation theory contribute to 0th order in the perturbative
expansion. It is assumed that the lesser Green’s function G<(ω) = −inA(ω) can be
written by a product of the spectral function, as determined from the imaginary part
of the retarded Green’s function, and an occupation number, which obeys the self-
consistent quantum Boltzmann equation. The solution for the occupation numbers and
a discussion of the results follows in section 4.1.
4 Perturbation Theory – Part II:
Results
After having introduced the calculational method in chapter 3, we continue with dis-
cussions of the results in chapter 4. The voltage-dependent occupation numbers and
related thermodynamic properties are studied in section 4.1. As a physical observable
which is easily accessible in experiment the current through one of the quantum dots is
discussed in section 4.2. By tuning the parameters of the double quantum dot system
we show interesting effects that appear only out of equilibrium, for example the so-called
transconductance. Since it is a quantity that is comparable to the impurity density of
states of an Anderson model, the T -matrix of the conduction electrons is discussed in
section 4.3. Performing the same calculation within the framework of perturbative RG
in chapter 5 opens the possibility to compare the results with NRG calculations. So far it
was assumed that the spin-spin interaction between the two quantum dot spins is antifer-
romagnetic, because this case shows interesting physics due to competing ground states
as discussed in chapter 1. Results for the ferromagnetic case are shown in section 4.4
and the difference to the antiferromagnetic setup is discussed.
Motivated by the observation that there is a communication between the left and
the right quantum dot in non-equilibrium, we study current-current correlations: In
section 4.5 the noise is introduced and results of the current-current correlation in one
lead are shown. In section 4.6 we prove that the cross-correlation between the current
in the left and the current in the right lead is non-zero.
4.1 Polarization and Magnetization
The occupation numbers for the singlet and triplet states are not physical observables,
but they determine the voltage dependence of thermodynamic quantities like the polar-
ization p and the magnetization M . We discuss results for B = 0 in section 4.1.1 and
for finite magnetic field in section 4.1.2.
In this chapter the contributions from the off-diagonal self energy Σst0 = Σt0s are
neglected. This approximation is exact for symmetrically coupled quantum dots even
if the magnetic field is non-zero. It fails in the case of asymmetric coupling JL 6= JR
and finite magnetic field B 6= 0. This failure is shown at the end of this section and as
discussed in the previous chapter a resolution to this problem is presented in appendix C.
As discussed in section 3.5.2 we have to solve the set of equations (3.37),
Γγγ(ωγ)nγ = iΣ
<
γγ(ωγ),
for γ ∈ {s, t+, t0, t−}. To derive this equation the ansatz G<γ = −inγAγ(ω) was used
and it was assumed that the frequency dependence is dominated by a strongly peaked
spectral function Aγ(ω). The self-consistency of the equation is hidden in Σ
<
γγ which
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explicitly depends on the occupation numbers nγ . The system of the four equations
for γ ∈ {s, t+, t0, t−} is underdetermined. In order to find a non-trivial solution for the
occupation numbers we need additionally the constraint
ns + nt+ + nt0 + nt− = 1.
Taking this constraint into account we find voltage-dependent solutions for the states of
the double quantum dot system ns, nt+ , nt0 and nt− . The calculation and the solutions
are given in detail in appendix B.3.
We restrict ourselves to the case of degenerate triplet states in the next section. This
case is studied in great detail, since the calculations in the framework of the perturbative
RG in section 5, and of the flow equation method in chapter 6 do not include a finite
magnetic field either.
4.1.1 Polarization in the Case of Vanishing Magnetic Field B = 0
In the case of B = 0 all triplet states are degenerate and nt+ = nt0 = nt− ≡ nt. The
following system of equation has to be solved,
Y <L+R(−K)ns = Y >L+R(K)nt,
ns + 3nt = 1,
and the solution can be written down immediately. We find for the occupation numbers,
ns/t =
Y <L+R(∓K)
Y <L+R(−K) + 3Y <L+R(K)
,
where Y <L+R(ω) = Y
<
L (ω) + Y
<
R (ω). The derivation of Yα is shown in appendix B.2. The
function Y <α (ω) for α = L,R depends on the voltage Vα and on the coupling to the left
or right leads, as given in Eqs. (3.21) or (3.22) respectively.
Since the pseudo particles do not correspond to a physical observable, rather the
polarization p is discussed, which is a measure for the spin-spin correlation,
〈~SL~SR〉 = −3
4
(ns − nt) = −3
4
p.
The polarization p = ns − nt is given by
p = ns − nt =
Y <L+R(−K)− Y <L+R(K)
Y <L+R(−K) + 3Y <L+R(K)
= 1− 4 Y
<
L+R(K)
Y <L+R(−K) + 3Y <L+R(K)
. (4.1)
For voltage VL = 0 we find
p = ns − nt = 1− e
−K/T
1 + 3e−K/T
= 1− 4 1
eK/T + 3
.
In Fig. 4.1 we illustrate the difference between the voltage dependence of the polarization
p (Fig. 4.1(a)) and the temperature dependence (Fig. 4.1(b)).
In an equilibrium setup with VL = VR = 0 the exponential factor e
−K/T is asympto-
tically 1 in the limit of T > K. The polarization decreases in this limit as
p ∝ 1
4
(
1− e−K/T)
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Figure 4.1: Dependence of the polarization p on the voltage eVL/K (left panel) for T/K = 0.001
and on the temperature (right panel) for eVL/K = 0. Both plots use VR = 0, B = 0 and small
coupling gL = gR = 0.1.
to the value 0 if the singlet and triplet states are equilibrated and both have an occupa-
tion probability of 1/4. For even larger temperatures, T ≫ K, the behavior goes over
to a 1/T Curie-like decay, which is obvious from a further expansion of the exponential
p ∝ (1− 1 +K/T + . . .)/4 ≈ K/4T .
By contrast in the finite voltage case the quantity Y <L+R = Y
<
L + Y
<
R for VR = 0 is
given by
Y <L+R(±K) =
(
g211 + g
2
22 + 4g
2
R
)
2(±K)nB(±K)
+ 2g12g21 [(±K + eVL)nB(±K + eVL) + (±K − eVL)nB(±K − eVL)] .
Assuming that the temperature is the smallest energy scale in the system and using the
approximation nB(x) = e
−βx ≈ 0 for x > 0 and nB(x) ≈ −1 for x < 0, we find for
VL ≫ K > 0
Y <L+R(K) ≈ 2g12g21(eVL −K),
Y <L+R(−K) ≈ 2
(
g211 + g
2
22 + 4g
2
R
)
K + 2g12g21(eVL +K)
= 2
(
4g2L + 4g
2
R
)
K + 2g12g21(eVL −K).
Inserting into the expression for the polarization we find in the large voltage limit
p ∝ (4g
2
L + 4g
2
R)K
(4g2L + 4g
2
R)K + 2 · 2g12g21(eVL −K)
.
The dependence of p on the voltage is thus algebraic. This is in contrast to the depen-
dence on the temperature T which is exponential. For very large voltages VL ≫ K the
polarization falls off like
p ≈ g
2
all
4g12g21eVL
K.
This behavior is similar to a Curie law, but with an effective temperature of
(g12g21/g
2
all)eVL. It is important to notice that the effect of a finite voltage on the
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(a) Kernel for V = 0 and the two different tem-
peratures T/K = 0.001 and T/K = 0.5.
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(b) Kernel for T/K = 0.001 and the two differ-
ent voltages V = 0 and eV/K = 1.5.
Figure 4.2: Kernel f(ǫ+K − eV/2)(1 − f(ǫ+ eV/2)) at K = 1 for two different temperatures
T/K in the left panel and for different voltages eV/K in the right panel.
polarization is of 0th order in the perturbative expansion to orders of the coupling g to
the leads.
To illustrate where the difference from the equilibrium to the non-equilibrium result
originates from, we have to refer to an analytical detail in the calculation. As already
discussed in the derivation of the self energy (section 3.3) the 2nd order contribution
originates from an electron-hole pair which is created and recombined in the leads during
two interaction processes. The function Y <L+R(ω) contains this contribution from the
leads. As can be seen from the derivation in appendix B.2 Y <α (ω) is proportional to the
convolution
D∫
−D
dǫf(ǫ+ ω − µm) (1− f(ǫ− µn)) ,
where the chemical potential is µm,n = ±eVα/2 in the leads m,n and α = L,R. The
kernel of this integral is sketched in Fig. 4.2. The integral is non-zero if the distribution
of the electron f(ǫ+ ω − µm) overlaps with the distribution of the hole (1− f(ǫ− µn)).
The frequency ω in Y <α (ω) takes the values ω = ±K in Eq. (4.1) for the polarization.
For ω = −K the distribution f of the electron and (1 − f) of the hole have a finite
overlap. The observed dependencies therefore arise from the contribution of ω = K. In
this case the temperature T or the voltage V have to be large to provide a finite overlap
(see in Fig. 4.2). The temperature enters the exponential and smoothens the step in the
Fermi distribution function. The voltage shifts the onset of (1− f) and the offset of f ,
respectively. This explains the exponential and algebraic dependence of the polarization
on the temperature and voltage, respectively.
In Fig. 4.3 it is shown that the polarization p does not only depend on the voltage VL
applied to the left quantum dot, but that also the voltage VR affects the non-equilibrium
distribution of the double quantum dot system. If the voltage VR reaches the threshold
eVR ≈ K, a finite current through the right quantum dot leads to an occupation of
the excited triplet states via decoherent processes. Thus the value of the polarization
p(eVL < K) deviates from the value 1. Since we chose a symmetric setup the value for
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Figure 4.3: Dependence of the polarization p = ns − nt on the voltage eVL/K if the voltage
VR applied to the right quantum dot is varied. The plots for eVR/K = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 lie on top
of each other. The other parameters are gL = gR = 0.1, T/K = 0.001, and B = 0.
eVR/K = 1.5 and VL = 0 is the same as for eVL/K = 1.5 and VR = 0 as can be seen in
Fig. 4.3.
The voltage is sometimes interpreted as an effective temperature. As in thermody-
namic considerations the finite occupation of excited states is possible if sufficient energy
is provided to overcome the gap. While in thermodynamics this process is described by
the Boltzmann factor eβHˆ here it is described by the quantum Boltzmann equation in
non-equilibrium. The transition rates between the pseudo particle states play an impor-
tant role in this context and the finite life times of the states is induced by a current
driven through the system. The decoherence rates Γ are proportional to the coupling
g2 to the leads, the singlet-triplet gap K and the finite voltages VL and VR in left and
right leads, respectively. Although the rates are of 2nd order in the coupling, the effect
on the occupation number is of 0th order. The decrease of p seen in Fig. 4.3 is clearly
not proportional to g2 ≈ 0.01, rather the polarization falls off like 1/VL.
This discussion is general for every microscopic system where a finite voltage is ap-
plied [52, 54]. Consequently we find the same behavior even if we apply a finite magnetic
field to the quantum dot system.
4.1.2 Polarization and Magnetization for Finite Magnetic Field
B 6= 0
In the case of finite magnetic field the solutions of the non-equilibrium distribution
functions, ns, nt+ , nt0 and nt−, are given in appendix B.3. In the symmetric case, when
the coupling JL to the left leads is identical to the coupling JR to the right leads, we
can perform the calculation without any assumptions.1 We show in Fig. 4.4(a) how the
occupation numbers of the singlet and triplet states depend on the voltage for a finite
magnetic field B/K = 0.5. The singlet remains the ground state of the system but
the triplet t+ is already occupied for eVL = K − B. Then sequentially the triplet t0 at
eVL = K and t− at eVL = K +B become occupied when increasing VL.
If there is a magnetic field B 6= 0, the magnetization is finite. The magnetization M
1If the left-right symmetry is conserved, the off-diagonal entries of the self energy Σst0 = Σt0s = 0 are
exactly zero.
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is defined by2,
M = 〈~SzL + ~SzR〉 = nt+ − nt− .
For a finite magnetic field the polarization p is redefined according to section 2.1 by
p = −4
3
〈~SL~SR〉 = ns − 1
3
(
nt+ + nt0 + nt−
)
.
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(a) Non-equilibrium occupation numbers vs.
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(b) Polarization and magnetization vs. voltage.
Figure 4.4: Non-equilibrium occupation numbers, the polarization p and the magnetization M
dependent on the voltage for vanishing temperature T/K = 0.001, small coupling gL = gR =
0.1, finite magnetic field B/K = 0.5, and VR = 0.
Then it has to be distinguished between three different cases: magnetic field B lesser,
greater or identical to the spin-spin interaction K.
For two coupled quantum dots with a strong spin-spin interaction K > B, the singlet
is the ground state and the polarization p has the value 1. If the magnetic field B > K
is stronger than the spin-spin interaction K then the triplet t+ is the ground state and
the polarization is −1/3 as can be seen in Fig. 4.5. The transition between these two
cases happens at K = B when the singlet s and triplet t+ are degenerate and both
are occupied with a probability 1/2. The polarization is then +1/3. The transitions
between the three values of p = 1, 1/3,−1/3 happen on a scale set by the temperature.
A finite voltage provides the energy to occupy excited states. In the large voltage limit
the system tends to equilibrate in the sense that all states become populated with the
same probability. As can be seen from Fig. 4.4(b) and Fig. 4.5 the polarization always
increases or decreases like 1/VL to 0.
Similar statements hold for the magnetization of the system. It reaches the first non-
zero value at B = K when the triplet t+ becomes the ground state of the system. From
the value of 0 in Fig. 4.4(b) it changes over the value of 0.5 to 1 in Fig. 4.5 in a energy
window which is determined by the temperature. The voltage provides sufficient energy
to occupy the excited triplet t− and consequently the magnetization M tends to 0 like
1/V .
2This definition is related to the total magnetization Mtot = 2〈SzL + SzR〉 = 2M . The factor of 2 is left
out due to convenience.
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Figure 4.5: Polarization and magnetization for magnetic field B = K and degenerate ground
state (left panel), and for magnetic field B = 2K and a triplet ground state (right panel).
4.1.3 Magnetization in the Case of Spin-Spin Interaction K = 0
The approximation that the off-diagonal self energy contributions can be neglected, fails
in the case of small spin-spin interaction K < Γ. This failure is illustrated here in the
case of K = 0.
In the case of K = 0 we find that the occupation for the singlet s and triplet t0 are
identical, ns = nt0 . Thus the following system of coupled equations has to be solved,
2Y <L+R(±B)nt± = 2Y <L+R(∓B)ns,
2ns + nt+ + nt− = 1.
The solution is
ns =
Y <L+R(B)Y
<
L+R(−B)(
Y <L+R(B) + Y
<
L+R(−B)
)2 ,
nt± =
(
Y <L+R(±B)
Y <L+R(B) + Y
<
L+R(−B)
)2
.
The magnetization of the left quantum dot is thus given by
ML = 2〈SzL〉 = nt+ − nt−
=
(
Y <L+R(B)
)2 − (Y <L+R(−B))2(
Y <L+R(B) + Y
<
L+R(−B)
)2 = Y <L+R(B)− Y <L+R(−B)Y <L+R(B) + Y <L+R(−B) . (4.2)
The magnetization ML of the left quantum dot should be decoupled from the right side
when K = 0. The solution of ML in Eq. (4.2) depends on Y
<
R (±B) and consequently on
the voltage VR and the coupling of the right quantum dot to the leads 3 and 4. Thus the
calculation fails since the magnetization of a quantum dot depends on the properties of
another quantum dot which is decoupled.
The result for the magnetization ML for K = 0 in Eq. (4.2) is not wrong in the
case of conserved spin symmetry or conserved left-right symmetry. In those cases the
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off-diagonal self energy Σst0 is identical to 0 as discussed in section 3.3.3. In the case of
B = 0 the magnetization is ML = 0 as expected, since for B = K = 0 all pseudo states
are occupied by the same probability of 1
4
. In the case of YL = YR, YL+R can be rewritten
by 2YL. Then the result Eq. (4.2) is identical to the result for a single quantum dot with
a finite magnetic field see Ref. [52].
For a finite magnetic field and for asymmetric coupling of the quantum dots to the
left and right leads care must be taken regarding the off-diagonal contributions. How to
include the off-diagonal contributions in the quantum Boltzmann equation was already
discussed in section 3.5.3 and is described in detail in appendix C.
In section 4.1 we showed that the pseudo particle occupation numbers depend on the
voltage applied to the quantum dot system to 0th order in the perturbation expansion.
The non-equilibrium situation also affects thermodynamic quantities like the polarization
and magnetization of the double quantum dot system. Instead of a Curie 1/T -law these
observables decrease like 1/V for large voltages. Due to a finite current the states in the
double quantum dot system are subject to decoherent processes.
4.2 Non-Equilibrium Current
The magnetization M and the polarization p are physical observables, but they are
not easily accessible in experiments. By contrast the current can be measured directly.
We discuss the differential conductance dI/dV in detail in this section. This quantity
gives a measure of the level distribution in a mesoscopic device and is therefore studied
extensively. In experiments of double quantum dot setups, e.g. Ref. [27, 29], the applied
voltages are of the order or larger than internal energy scales of the mesoscopic system.
To describe the experimental results it is therefore necessary to include non-equilibrium
effects into the calculation.
We discuss the current and related derivatives for vanishing magnetic field B = 0
(section 4.2.2) and finite magnetic field B 6= 0 (section 4.2.3). The calculation of the
current expression in section 4.2.1 follows along the lines of Refs. [55, 56, 57], see also
Ref. [34].
4.2.1 Derivation of the Non-Equilibrium Current
The current through the left quantum dot is defined by the charge of an electron times
the change in the charge carrier density of for example the first lead,
IL = −e
∑
σ
d
dt
n1σ = −e
∑
σ
1
i~
[∑
k
c†1kσc1kσ, H
]
= i
e
~
[
J12~SL~s12 − J21~SL~s21
]
.
Defining the correlation function
D12(τ, τ
′) = −i
〈
Tc~SL(τ)~s12(τ
′)
〉
, (4.3)
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the current becomes proportional to the real part of D>12,
IL = −e
~
(J12D
>
12(t, t)− J21[D>21]⋆(t, t))
= −2 e
~
J12
∫
dω
2π
Re [D>12(ω)] , if J12 = J21. (4.4)
In 0th order D
(0)
12 does not contribute since the expectation value of 〈c†1k′σ′ 12~τσ′σc2kσ〉 is
zero. The lowest order contribution originates from
D
(1)
12 (τ, τ
′) = (−i)2
∫
dτ1
〈
Tc~SL(τ)Hint(τ1)~s12(τ
′)
〉
.
Wick’s theorem applied to the conduction electron part implies, that there are only
the following three terms,
D
(1)
12 (τ, τ
′) = (−i)2J21
∫
dτ1
[〈
TcS
+
L (τ)S
−
L (τ1)s
+
21(τ1)s
−
12(τ
′)
〉
+
〈
TcS
−
L (τ)S
+
L (τ1)s
−
21(τ1)s
+
12(τ
′)
〉
+ 〈TcSzL(τ)SzL(τ1)sz21(τ1)sz12(τ ′)〉] .
The lowest order diagram for the current has the form given in Fig. (4.6). As is obvious
τ1
τ ′τ
Figure 4.6: First order diagram for the correlation function D12 (Eq. (4.3)), which determines
the current. Solid line: conduction electrons, dashed line: singlet-triplet states.
from the expression forD
(1)
12 and the diagram, it is effectively the conduction electron spin
susceptibility 〈Tc~s21(τ1)~s12(τ ′)〉 and the quantum dot spin susceptibility 〈Tc~SL(τ)~SL(τ1)〉
which enter the formula for the current.
After applying Wick’s theorem we find
D
(1)
12 (τ, τ
′) =
1
16
J21
∫
dτ1τ
i
σ′στ
j
σσ′T
i
γ′γT
j
γ′1γ1
1
(−i)2
∑
kk′
G2kσ(τ
′, τ1)G1k′σ′(τ1, τ ′)
1
(−i)2Gγ1γ′(τ1, τ)Gγγ′1(τ, τ1).
The spin susceptibility of the conduction electrons is defined as3,
X12 (τ1, τ
′) =
1
(−i)2
∑
k,k′
G1k′(τ1, τ
′)G2k(τ ′, τ1),
3Please compare to the definition of Xnm in Eq. (3.9) on page 43.
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where the spin index is neglected since the conduction electrons are independent of the
spin state. For a derivation and discussion of this conduction electron spin susceptibility
we refer to the appendix B.2. Since the change of the particles number is calculated in
the first lead, the indices m and n are restricted to 1 and 2. Furthermore we define the
spin susceptibility for the double quantum dot system (DQD),
XDQD(τ, τ1) =
∑
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′T
j
γ′1γ1
Gγ1γ′(τ1, τ)T
i
γ′γGγγ′1(τ, τ1) = 2Tr
[
~TG ~TG
]
, (4.5)
where the sum is over all indices (Einstein summation convention). The sum over all
indices is equivalent to the trace of the matrix product.
Using these notations we can rewrite the correlation function as
D
(1)
12 (τ, τ
′) =− 1
16
J21
∫
dτ1XDQD(τ, τ1)X
1
2 (τ1, τ
′).
To derive the current we need the greater component, which can be extracted using the
Langreth rules given in section 3.1,
D>12(t, t
′) = − 1
16
J21
∫
dt1
(
XrDQD(t, t1)
(
X12
)>
(t1, t
′) +X>DQD(t, t1)
(
X12
)a
(t1, t
′)
)
.
Only D>(t, t′) at t′ = t enters the expression for the current. To simplify the calculation
we perform a Fourier transformation and transform back at a later stage. In frequency
space we thus find
D>12(ω) = −
1
16
J21
(
XrDQD(ω)
(
X12
)>
(ω) +X>DQD(ω)
(
X12
)a
(ω)
)
. (4.6)
Similar to the rules for single particle Green’s functions, there are also relations be-
tween the susceptibilities. For the conduction electron spin susceptibility we find the
relation (
X12
)a
(ω) ≈ −1
2
(
X12
)>
(ω) +
1
2
(
X12
)<
(ω). (4.7)
This is closely related to Ga ≈ 1
2
iA = −1
2
(G>−G<), since A = i(Gr−Ga) = i(G>−G<)
and consequently −iA = G>−G<. A proof of this relation can be found in appendix B.2.
Since the current is proportional to the real part of the correlation function D>12(ω), the
real part of the conduction electron Green’s functions can be neglected.
A similar relation holds for XrDQD,
XrDQD(ω) =
1
2
X>DQD(ω)−
1
2
X<DQD(ω). (4.8)
The derivation of Eq. (4.8) can be found in appendix B.4.
Using Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8) the expression for D>12(ω) in Eq. (4.6) simplifies to
D>12(ω) = −
1
16
J21
1
2
(
X>DQD(ω)
(
X12
)<
(ω)−X<DQD(ω)
(
X12
)>
(ω)
)
.
Inserting further D>12(ω) into the expression for the current, Eq. (4.4), we find
IL =
e
h
∫
dω
1
4
J12
1
4
J21
(
X>DQD(ω)
(
X12
)<
(ω)−X<DQD(ω)
(
X12
)>
(ω)
)
.
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The next step is to calculate the spin susceptibility of the double quantum dot system
within the singlet-triplet representation.
If the contributions of Σst0 and Σt0s are neglected no off-diagonal terms appear. The
well-known ansatz for the lesser Green’s functions G<γ (ω) = −inγAγ(ω) is used, where
the spectral function Aγ(ω) = i
(
Grγ(ω)−Gaγ(ω)
)
= 2πδ(ω − ǫγ)4 is assumed to be
strongly peaked. Since all other physical quantities change on a larger energy scale
we can neglect the finite width and assume a δ-function rather than a Lorentz peak.
Directly related to this sharp structure of the spectral function Aγ(ω) is the assumption
that the occupation number nγ can be assumed to be frequency independent since it
does not change rapidly within the width of the spectral function5. The value of the
occupation number itself has to be calculated from a quantum Boltzmann equation as
explained in section 4.1.
The calculation of the spin susceptibility of the double quantum dot system is now
straightforward. Later on we refer back to the derivation here when it appears in fur-
ther calculations. Note that a contribution from G< × G< is projected out since it is
proportional to e−2βλ and is thus neglected in the following.
X>DQD(ω) =
∑
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′
∫
dǫ
2π
Tr
[
G<(ǫ)T iG>(ǫ+ ω)T j
]
≈
∑
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′
∫
dǫ
2π
G<γ′(ǫ)T
i
γ′γ
(
Grγ(ǫ+ ω)−Gaγ(ǫ+ w)
)
T jγγ′
=
∑
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′
∫
dǫ
2π
(−i)2πnγ′δ (ǫ− ǫγ′)T iγ′γ(−i)2πδ (ǫ+ ω − ǫγ)T jγγ′
= −
∑
2πδ (ω − ǫγ + ǫγ′) τ iσ′στ jσσ′T jγγ′nγ′T iγ′γ ,
and analogously we get
X<DQD(ω) ≈
∑
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′
∫
dǫ
2π
(
Grγ′(ǫ− ω)−Gaγ′(ǫ− w)
)
T iγ′γG
<
γ (ǫ)T
j
γγ′
= −
∑
2πδ (ω − ǫγ + ǫγ′) τ iσ′στ jσσ′T iγ′γnγT jγγ′ .
We find explicitly that the symmetry X>DQD(ω) = X
<
DQD(−ω) is fulfilled. This result is
only valid if the spectral function is assumed to be a δ-function. A finite broadening will
be discussed later.
The corresponding expression for the current is thus
IL =2π
e
h
(
1
4
J12τ
i
σ′σT
i
γ′γ
)(
1
4
J21τ
j
σσ′T
j
γγ′
)
∫
dω
(
−nγ′
(
X12
)<
(ω) + nγ
(
X12
)>
(ω)
)
δ (ω − ǫγ + ǫγ′) . (4.9)
The expression in Eq. (4.9) is generalized to calculate the current using the perturbative
RG method in chapter 5.
4Here a factor of ~ is understood such that the frequency ω has the unit of an energy, ~ω.
5In section 4.2.2 we show one result of the current including a finite decoherence rate Γ.
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The conduction electron spin susceptibility X12 is calculated in appendix B.2 and
inserted into Eq. (4.9). After a summation over all indices the result is
IL =(2π)
2 e
h
1
16
g12g21τ
i
σ′στ
j
σσ′T
i
γ′γnγT
j
γγ′
((ǫγ′ − ǫγ − eVL)nB (ǫγ′ − ǫγ − eVL)− (ǫγ′ − ǫγ + eVL)nB (ǫγ′ − ǫγ + eVL)) ,
where g refers to the dimensionless coupling g = N(0)J and the voltage is defined by
eVL = µ1 − µ2. (4.10)
The current is antisymmetric with respect to the voltage. Using the relation nB(x) =
1
2
coth(1
2
βx)− 1
2
x, we define the function F3(x, V ),
F3(x, V ) =
1
2
(x− eV ) coth (x− eV )− 1
2
(x+ eV ) coth (x+ eV ) , (4.11)
which reflects the antisymmetry since F3(x,−V ) = −F3(x, V ). This leads immediately
to the conclusion that the current vanishes if the voltage is zero, F3(x, V = 0) = 0. The
same symmetry arguments apply to the first argument of the function F3(x, V )
F3(−x, V ) = −F3(x, V ), F3(0, V ) = F3(x, 0) = 0.
Using the function F3(x, V ) the current can be written in the final form,
IL =
1
16
(2π)2
e
h
g12g21τ
i
σ′στ
j
σσ′T
i
γ′γnγT
j
γγ′ (eVL + F3(ǫγ′ − ǫγ , VL)) . (4.12)
Since this current expression is general, any setup of quantum dots with the correspond-
ing pseudo-spin matrix ~T can be calculated in this framework. The only assumptions
entering the result of the current in Eq. (4.12) are, that the Green’s functions Gγγ′ = Gγ
are diagonal and the ansatz for the lesser Green’s function, G<(ω) = −inA(ω), applies.
4.2.2 Discussion of the Current for Vanishing Magnetic Field B = 0
In the case of vanishing magnetic field B = 0 all triplet states are degenerate, nt0 =
nt− = nt+ ≡ nt. The energy eigenvalues of the states are given by ωt0 = ωt+ = ωt− = 14K
and ωs = −34K. After summation of the conduction electron and quantum dot indices
in Eq. (4.12) the current IL through the left quantum dot is given by
IL =
1
8
(2π)2
e
h
g12g21 [3eVL − 3 (nt − ns)F3 (K, VL)] . (4.13)
The first term in Eq. (4.13) is linear in the voltage and the second term is a function
proportional to the polarization p = ns − nt.
In Fig. 4.7(a) the current IL versus the voltage eVL/K applied to the left quantum
dot is shown at low temperatures T/K = 0.001 and a small coupling gL = gR = 0.1. If
not stated differently the couplings to the leads are assumed to be identical g11 = g22 =
g12 = g21 = gL and g33 = g44 = g34 = g43 = gR. The result is shown only for VL > 0
since the current for VL < 0 is given according to I(−VL) = −IL(VL). In the case of
an antiferromagnetic coupling K > 0 between the two quantum dots, the singlet is the
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Figure 4.7: Current IL[e/h], differential conductance dIL/dVL[e
2/h] and the second derivative
of the current d2IL/dV
2
L versus voltage eVL/K for B = VR = 0, gL = gR = 0.1 and small
temperature T/K = 0.001. The right panel includes the result for dIL/dVL if the physics of
the quantum Boltzmann equation (QBE) is ignored.
ground state of the system. The ferromagnetic case and its different physics is discussed
separately in section 4.4. As already mentioned in chapter 2 there is no current through
the quantum dot if the singlet is the ground state. Any process involves a transition to
a triplet state. This is only possible if the energy gap can be overcome by an energy
of the system like a temperature or a voltage of the order of the singlet-triplet gap.
This argument is valid in the particle-hole symmetric case if potential scattering is not
present (see section 2.2). Otherwise the current would have a finite slope and would not
be suppressed for voltages below the singlet-triplet gap.
The threshold behavior is more pronounced in the differential conductance dIL/dVL.
As it is obvious from Fig. 4.7(a) the conductance displays the level structure of the
mesoscopic system which is attached to the leads. The differential conductance is sym-
metric with respect to the voltage and we show only the positive voltage axis. Contrary
to the common expectation the maximum is not at eVL = K. In non-equilibrium the
voltage at the inflection point corresponds to the value of the energy gap. Alternatively
the level splitting can be determined from the second derivate of the current as illus-
trated in Fig. 4.7(b). In the same panel we also illustrate the effect of the self-consistent
calculation of the occupation numbers. If the quantum Boltzmann equation is ignored,
the differential conductance has a step rather than a cusp at eVL = K. As was shown
in Ref. [52] the voltage-dependent occupation probabilities are necessary to describe
experimental results.
In Fig. 4.8(a) the influence of the temperature on the differential conductance is illus-
trated. We observe that the width of the cusp becomes broader for higher temperatures,
since there are electron excitations present within an energy of 2T around the Fermi
edge. In Fig. 4.8(b) the effect of different couplings to the leads is illustrated. The
derivation of the Kondo model from an underlying Anderson model implies
J12J21 = (4t1t2/U)
2 = J11J22,
with the expression derived for Jnm in section 2.3.2 in the particle-hole symmetric case.
Therefore the parameters in Fig. 4.8(b) go beyond the Anderson model. We define a
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Figure 4.8: Differential conductance dIL/dVL[e
2/h] vs. voltage eVL/K for B = VR = 0. In the
left panel different values of the temperature T/K = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 are shown and the coupling
gL = gR = 0.1 is kept constant. In the right panel the temperature is constant T/K = 0.001
and we vary the Kondo coupling to the leads, while the transport coupling g12 = g21 = gt is
kept constant to the value 0.1.
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Figure 4.9: Differential conductance dIL/dVL vs. eVL/K for finite, but small temperature
T/K = 0.001 in comparison with a calculation including the finite level broadening Γ of the
pseudo particles. The other parameters are B = VR = 0, gL = gR = 0.1.
diagonal Kondo coupling gd = g11 = g22 and a transport Kondo coupling gt = g12 = g21.
It is obvious from Eq. (4.13) that the transport is governed by the coupling gt. In
Fig. 4.8(b) the coupling gd is changed while gt is kept constant. The cusp at eVL = K
is enhanced if gt = 2gd and lowered if gd = 2gt compared to the symmetric case gd = gt.
Apart from that the structure of the peak does not change. This observation originates
in the dependence of the non-equilibrium occupation on the ratio gd/gt.
In Fig. 4.9 it is taken into account that the singlet and triplet states gain a finite life
time due to the interaction with the leads. This hybridization is reflected in a finite
broadening Γ. The effect of a finite decoherence due to the non-equilibrium situation
is discussed in more detail in chapter 5. Here we only illustrate that the physics is
dominated by Γ instead of by the temperature T , if Γ > T . In this limit the spectral
function A(ω) is approximated by a Lorentzian 1/π Γ/((ω − ǫγ)2 + Γ2) instead of a
δ-function in the convolution with X21 . The calculation is given in appendix B.2. In
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analogy to nB(x) =
1
2
(coth(βx/2) − 1) we define the broadened nΓB(x) = 12(c˜(x) − 1),
where
c˜(x) =
1
π
(
arctan
(
x+ 2T
Γ
)
+ arctan
(
x− 2T
Γ
))
+
2T
x
1
π
(
arctan
(
x+ 2T
Γ
)
− arctan
(
x− 2T
Γ
))
− Γ
2x
1
π
(
ln
[
(x+ 2T )2 + Γ2
]
+ ln
[
(x− 2T )2 + Γ2]) .
This expression is valid for T ≪ x,Γ, since the derivation makes use of the expansion
of xnB(x) at T ≪ x. In Fig. 4.9 we show a comparison of the result of the conductance
if the broadening is neglected and if a finite Γ of the order of g2K = 0.01 is taken
into account. Please note that the resonance is broadened and additionally the shape
changes.
The effect of a finite decoherence can also be studied indirectly via the effect of a finite
voltage VR applied to the right quantum dot on the current through the left quantum
dot. In Fig. 4.10 it is shown that as soon as the voltage VR reaches the threshold
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Figure 4.10: Dependence of the differential conductance dIL/dVR on the voltage eVL/K if the
voltage VR applied to the right quantum dot is varied. The plots for eVR/K = 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0
lie on top of each other. Further parameters are gL = gR = 0.1, T/K = 0.001, and B = 0.
eVR > K, triplet states become occupied. The non-equilibrium situation on the right
quantum dot is transferred by the spin-spin interaction K to the left quantum dot and
a finite conductance dIL/dVL is observed even in the linear regime eVL < K.
In Fig. 4.11 we study the differential dependence of the current through the left quan-
tum dot on the voltage applied to the right quantum dot. The current IL depends on VR
via the polarization p = ns − nt. In the inset of Fig. 4.11 we plot the rescaled quantity
(K/eVL)dIL/dVR. This so-called transconductance does not dependent on the voltage
VL or the spin-spin interaction K, as long as VL is below the threshold eVL < K.
From the expression for the current in Eq. (4.13) we can derive an expression for the
transconductance,
dIL
dVR
=
3
8
(2π)2
e
h
g12g21
(
− dp
dVR
)
F3(K, VL)
=
3
4
(2π)2
e
h
2g12g21 2g34g43
g2allK
p2 F3(K, VL)
(
dF1
dVR
(K, VR)
)
, (4.14)
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Figure 4.11: Transconductance dIL/dVR[e
2/h] vs. eVR/K for various values of eVL/K =
0.01, 0.1, 0.5 and gL = gR = 0.1, B = 0 and T/K = 0.001. Inset: transconductance rescaled
with a factor of K/eVL.
since (
− dp
dVR
)
= p2
1
2g2allK
4
d
dVR
YL+R(K) = 4p
2 2g34g43
2g2allK
d
dVR
F1(K, VR),
and where F1(K, VR) = (K + eVR)nB(K + eVR) + (K − eVR)nB(K − eVR).
The increase of dIL/dVR at the voltage eVR = K originates from d/dVRF1(K, VR) and
the decrease in Fig. 4.11 is then due to p2. Both effects are closely related to the non-
equilibrium occupation number of the pseudo particle states. The transconductance is a
capacitive effect which becomes obvious from the combination of the couplings to the left
and right leads. If we assume that all couplings are derived from an underlying Anderson
model such that g12g21 = g11g22 and additionally g11 = g22 = gL (and analogously for
the leads 3 and 4), the expression for dIL/dVR is proportional to
1/
(
1
g2L
+
1
g2R
)
.
The transconductance (K/eVL)dIL/dVR is thus finite and reaches its largest value if the
couplings gL and gR are identical.
As a last point in this section it should be mentioned, that although the current
through the left quantum dot can be tuned by a voltage applied to the right quantum
dot, the chosen setup of a double quantum dot system can not be used as a switch. This
conclusion is proven in appendix B.4.
4.2.3 Current in the Case of a Finite Magnetic Field B 6= 0
If the coupling is left-right-symmetric, the off-diagonals are exactly zero.6 Performing
the same steps to calculate the current as in the case for zero magnetic field, we can
derive an expression for the current in finite magnetic field B.
6In the antisymmetric case JL 6= JR the off-diagonal contributions can only be neglected for K ≫ Γ.
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Evaluating the spin product T iγ′γnγT
j
γγ′ in Eq. (4.12) we obtain
IL =
1
8
(2π)2
e
h
g12g21 [3eVL − (nt+ − nt−)F3 (B, VL)− (nt+ − ns)F3 (K +B, VL)
− (nt0 − ns)F3 (K, VL)− (nt− − ns)F3 (K − B, VL) ] . (4.15)
This result is only valid in the regime where off-diagonal contributions are negligible.
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Figure 4.12: In the left panel we show the differential conductance dIL/dVL vs. eVL/K for
finite values of the magnetic field B/K = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 at low temperature T/K = 0.001,
VR = 0 and gL = gR = 0.1. In the right panel the dependence of the current on the magnetic
field B is shown at eVL/K = 0.1 and same set of parameters as in left panel.
In Fig. 4.12(a) we show the differential conductance for finite magnetic field B. As in
the calculation of the magnetization in section 4.1.2 the current shows different physical
behavior for B < K, B = K, and B > K. A degenerate ground state e.g. for B = K as
well as a triplet ground state show a finite current in the linear regime eVL < K. From
Fig. 4.12(b) it is obvious that the crossover between singlet and triplet ground states
happens on the energy scale given by the temperature T .7 The differential conductance
can thus be used to analyze the energy spectrum of an unknown sample, since the series
of peaks is linked to the level structure of the transport region, see therefore also the
discussion in Refs. [31, 30].
In the limit of K → 0 the current in Eq. (4.15) depends on the total magnetization
Mtot = 2〈~SzL+ ~SzR〉 rather than onML = 2〈~SzL〉 solely. Consequently the current depends
on the voltage VR although the two quantum dots are decoupled, see therefore the
discussion in section 4.1.3. The assumption that the off-diagonal contributions can be
neglected fails in the limit K → 0. It is explained in appendix C how the current can
be calculated in that special case.
In this section we derived the expression for the current through one of the quantum
dots. The differential conductance dI/dV shows the same qualitative behavior as the
results of various experiments (e.g. Ref. [27, 29]). The shape of the resonance is affected
by the non-equilibrium occupation numbers. Besides the temperate T the broadening
of the cusp depends on the broadening Γ. A finite voltage VR applied to the right
7As discussed in Ref. [45] the differential conductance at B = K is Kondo enhanced.
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quantum dot creates a non-equilibrium situation for the whole quantum dot system.
This effect can be probed by the transconductance (K/eVL)dIL/dVR, which illustrates
that the current IL through the left quantum dot can be tuned by the voltage VR.
Without solving the quantum Boltzmann equation this effect would not be present and
it originates exclusively from the decoherence of singlet and triplet states due to a large
voltage.
4.3 T -Matrix
So far we discussed mainly the properties of the double quantum dot system. In this
section we focus on the scattering of conduction electrons off the Kondo impurities. A
useful quantity in scattering problems is the so-called T -matrix or reducible self energy
of the conduction electron Green’s function (see e.g. Ref. [2, 58, 59]). It is defined by
the perturbative expansion of the conduction electron Green’s function,
Gr = Gr0 +G
r
0T
rGr0.
By writing the expansion one can derive a self-consistent equation for the T -matrix,
T = Hint +HintG0Hint +HintG0HintG0Hint + . . .
= Hint +HintG0T. (4.16)
It was shown e.g. in Ref. [59] for a quantum dot subject to a magnetic field, that
the T -matrix links the Anderson model for the double quantum dot system, that was
discussed in section 2.2, to the Kondo model studied in chapters 3 and 4. The low
frequency part of the d-level density of states (DOS) in the Anderson model can be
identified with the T -matrix by
Ad(ω, T,K) = −1
π
Im [N(0)T r(ω, T,K)] . (4.17)
This relation is imperfect in the case of 2nd order perturbation theory, but the T -matrix
is discussed again in the context of perturbative RG in chapter 5. With the knowledge of
the spectral function the linear response conductance can be calculated as (see Ref. [58])
G =
dI
dV
∣∣∣
V→0
=
e2
~
∑
σ
∫
dωAdσ(ω)
(
−∂f
∂ω
)
.
Since we already derived the differential conductance for a finite voltage in the previous
section, the comparison of the T -matrix from the Kondo model with the spectral function
of the Anderson model is the main issue of this section.
4.3.1 Calculation of the T -Matrix
In second order perturbation theory the T -matrix or reducible self energy is identical to
the irreducible self energy of the conduction electron Green’s function. On the Keldysh
contour the Green’s function is defined as
Gnkσ(τ, τ
′) = −i〈Tccnkσ(τ)c†nkσ(τ ′)〉.
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In the following we concentrate on the case of vanishing magnetic field, B = 0. The first
order of perturbation theory does not contribute in this case since it is proportional to
〈~SL〉. The leading contribution originates from 2nd order perturbation theory,
1
2
(−i)3
∫
dτ1
∫
dτ2〈Tccnkσ(τ)Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2)c†nkσ(τ ′)〉.
In the following we consider only one of the left leads (n = 1, 2). Since the calculation
is similar to the derivation of the self energy it is not shown here. After applying Wick’s
theorem we can extract the expression for the T -matrix in 2nd order perturbation theory,
Tn(τ1, τ2) =
1
4
J inmJ
j
mnτ
i
σσ′τ
j
σ′σGmk′σ′(τ1, τ2)〈SiL(τ1)SjL(τ2)〉. (4.18)
The corresponding diagram is illustrated in Fig. 4.13. Eq. (4.18) can be rewritten by
Figure 4.13: Typical diagram which determines the T -matrix to second order perturbation
theory. Solid lines: conduction electron Green’s functions; dashed lines: pseudo particles of
the double quantum dot system.
introducing the spin susceptibility for the double quantum dot system (DQD),
Tn(τ1, τ2) = − 1
16
JnmJmnGmk′σ′(τ1, τ2)XDQD(τ2, τ1), (4.19)
where XDQD for the singlet-triplet states is given by
XDQD(τ2, τ1) =
∑
τ iσσ′τ
j
σ′σGγ′(τ2, τ1)T
i
γ′γGγ(τ1, τ2)T
j
γγ′ .
This is identical to the definition in Eq. (4.5) in section 4.2. By using the Langreth rules
from section 3.1 we find the expression for the retarded T -matrix,
T rn(t1, t2) = −
1
16
JnmJmn
(
G<(t1, t2)X
a
DQD(t2, t1) +G
r(t1, t2)X
<
DQD(t2, t1)
)
.
After Fourier transformation the frequency dependent T -matrix is given by the convo-
lution
T rn(ω) = −
1
16
JnmJmn
∫
dǫ
2π
(
G<(ǫ+ ω)XaDQD(ǫ) +G
r(ǫ+ ω)X<DQD(ǫ)
)
.
By inserting the usual ansatz for the conduction electron Green’s functions and the
results of XDQD as known from previous sections we find
−1
π
Im [N(0)T rn(ω)] =
1
16
gnmgmnτ
i
σ′στ
j
σσ′T
i
γ′γT
j
γγ′
[f(ω + ǫγ′ − ǫγ − µm) (nγ − nγ′)− nγ′ ] . (4.20)
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This result is generally valid for any setup of quantum dots. In the case of two coupled
quantum dots the pseudo Pauli matrices from Eq. (2.6) in section 2.1 are inserted and
thus we obtain
− 1
π
Im [N(0)T r(ω)]
=− 3
8
∑
m
gnmgmn [1 + (ns − nt) (f(ω +K − µm)− f(ω −K − µm))] . (4.21)
The T -matrix is symmetric with respect to the frequency, T r(−ω) = T r(ω), which can
be seen by rewriting the difference of the two Fermi distribution functions as 2f(x) =
(1− tanh(βx/2)).
4.3.2 Discussion of Results for the T -Matrix
In the case of antiferromagnetic spin-spin interaction K > 0 the singlet is the ground
state. In Fig. 4.14 it is observed that the T -matrix is zero until the frequency ω reaches
the value K. Since T r(ω) is symmetric in ω only the values for ω > 0 are shown. In
Fig. 4.14 the effect of an increasing temperature is illustrated, when the Fermi function
becomes smeared over the energy scale of 2T . Thermodynamically excited states con-
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Figure 4.14: T -matrix −1/πIm[N(0)T r(ω)] of one of the left leads at gL = gR = 0.1, VL =
VR = 0, and different temperatures T/K.
tribute and the T -matrix at low frequencies has a finite value. The shape of this curve is
due to Eq. (4.17) identical to the low frequency spectrum of the d-level density of states
in the Anderson model. The step-like behavior corresponds to the gap due to singlet
and triplet states, but the peak structure due to a Kondo enhancement is not observed
since the calculation is only to lowest (2nd) order perturbation theory.
A finite voltage provides a non-equilibrium situation (see Fig. 4.15). We distinguish
between a direct effect and an indirect effect. If the T -matrix is studied in one of the
left leads and a finite voltage VL is applied to the left leads, the T -matrix is directly
effected by VL. If a finite voltage VR is applied to the right leads, the T -matrix shows
an indirect dependence on VR. In both cases an effect is observed which is different
to the temperature broadening as illustrated in Fig. 4.14. In Fig. 4.15(a) the chemical
potential in lead n = 1 is shifted by +eVL/2. With increasing voltage two steps appear
at ω = K ∓ eVL/2. Since the chemical potential in lead 1 is µ1 = eVL/2, we expect
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Figure 4.15: T -matrix of one of the left leads in 2nd order perturbation theory for different
values of the voltage eVL/K (and VR = 0) in the left panel and voltage eVR/K (and VL = 0)
in the right panel. The plots for eVR/K = 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0 lie on top of each other. Further
parameters of the system are gL = gR = 0.1, T/K = 0.001 and B = 0.
the singlet-triplet splitting to vanish at an energy of eVL = 2K such that the value of
the T -matrix at ω = 0 is non-zero. A typical feature of a non-equilibrium situation is
the voltage-dependent occupation numbers. This effect can be observed in Fig. 4.15(a).
Since the triplet states become occupied as soon as the voltage reaches the threshold
eVL = K, the zero-frequency value of Im[T
r] is finite already before eVL reaches the
value 2K.
The effect of non-equilibrium occupation numbers also manifests itself in the plot
of the T -matrix of one of the left leads while changing the voltage VR applied to the
right leads. In Fig. 4.15(b) the resonance does not split like in the case with finite VL,
but we observe the effect of non-equilibrium occupation numbers as soon as VR reaches
the threshold K. The T -matrix at frequencies ω < K is finite and therefore deviates
from the equilibrium value. As for the transconductance in the previous section this
increase is only observable if the quantum Boltzmann equation is taken into account.
The decoherent processes due to a finite current in the system provide the basis for this
physical behavior.
In this section the T -matrix was calculated and the effect of a finite voltage on its
behavior was shown. The results discussed here are limited to the case where K > 0,
i.e. when the singlet is the ground state of the double quantum dot system.
4.4 Ferromagnetic Spin-Spin Coupling
So far the spin-spin interaction K between the left and right quantum dot spins was
assumed to be antiferromagnetic. In the low temperature limit the singlet ground state
is then in competition with the Kondo singlet of a quantum dot spin and the spin of
the leads. Since this competition gives rise to interesting physics the ferromagnetic
case coupling was ignored so far. Experiments observe both parallel and anti-parallel
orientation of quantum dot spins8. Therefore we shortly address this case as well and
8How a ferromagnetic interaction can arise is discussed in section 2.2.
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show the differences to the antiferromagnetic case, and how these two cases can be
distinguished in an experiment.
In the case of a ferromagnetic coupling between the two quantum dots, the triplets are
the ground state of the system. They are threefold degenerate, but split up in a finite
magnetic field such that the triplet t+ with both spins in the direction of the magnetic
field ~B is the ground state.
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(a) Voltage-dependent occupation numbers for
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Figure 4.16: For ferromagnetic spin-spin coupling, K < 0, the occupation numbers and the
differential conductance dIL/dVL behave different than the antiferromagnetic case. Parameters
of the plots are VR = 0, gL = gR = 0.1, T/|K| = 0.001.
For antiferromagnetic coupling and B/K = 0.5 the level distributions was shown in
Fig. 4.4(b) on page 60. There the singlet was the ground state and t+ the first excited
state, with a gap of K − B. In the ferromagnetic case in Fig. 4.16(a) the triplet t+ is
the ground state and the first excited state is the triplet t0, separated by the energy B.
In agreement with the antiferromagnetic case the occupations of the singlet and triplet
states tend towards equilibration and fall off algebraicly with 1/V for large values of the
voltage.
In the antiferromagnetic case in Fig. 4.12(a) on page 71 transport is suppressed in the
linear voltage regime for eVL < K. Since the singlet is the ground state, all transport
channels are blocked due to a finite excitation energy to a triplet state. In the ferro-
magnetic case with zero magnetic field, the ground state is three-fold degenerate and we
find a finite current flowing even in the linear regime. In an experimental setup of two
coupled quantum dots one can therefore read out from the linear conductance regime if
the coupling is ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic, see also discussion in Refs. [30, 31].
Applying a magnetic field to the double quantum dot lifts the degeneracy of the
triplet ground state. The level structure of the transport region can be measured by
the differential conductance as illustrated in Fig. 4.16. Note that the triplet t+ does
not block the transport in contrast to a singlet ground state, since elastic tunneling is
allowed.9
A similar behavior can be observed in the T -matrix in the case of ferromagnetic
coupling K < 0, as can be seen in Fig. 4.17 for B = 0. We find a finite value at ω = 0
9An elastic transport process involves ~SzL ∝ t†+t+.
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and a step at ω = |K|. The double quantum dot system is a two-level structure with an
energy gap of K both in the case of a singlet and in the case of a threefold degenerate
triplet ground state. In Fig. 4.17 it can be seen that the excited singlet state becomes
populated for eVL > |K|, but the effect is less significant than in the antiferromagnetic
case. There is also a finite transconductance in the ferromagnetic setup, but with the
same argument as before the effect is less pronounced if three triplet states loose some
weight to one singlet state than vice versa.
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Figure 4.17: T -matrix −1/πIm[N(0)T r(ω)] of one of the left leads for different values of the
voltage eVL/|K|. For comparison the T -matrix for VL = 0 and K > 0 is added to the graph.
Parameters is this plot are gL = gR = 0.1, T/|K| = 0.001 and VR = B = 0.
4.5 Non-Equilibrium Shot Noise
In this section we study the fluctuation of the current through one of the quantum dots.
The current was studied in detail in section 4.2. More information on the nature of the
transport and on the correlation between particles carrying the current can be found in
the noise spectrum. After defining the noise and introducing the notations which are
used in that community, we calculate the shot noise in 2nd order perturbation theory
in section 4.5.2. The introduction is kept short and most of the explanations to the
physical background of the noise are given in section 4.5.3 accompanied with results.
Shown here are only a few results and a sorrow investigation of the whole parameter
space will be the aim of future work. The introduction in section 4.5.1 is based mainly
on Refs. [60] and [61].
4.5.1 Introduction to Shot Noise
The current measured in experiment is the average value of a dynamic observable that
fluctuates due to finite temperatures and the stochastic nature of electron transport.
The noise in general is defined as the fluctuations of the current around its average
value10
δI(t) = I(t)− 〈I(t)〉, (4.22)
S(t− t′) = 〈δI(t)δI(t′) + δI(t′)δI(t)〉 = 〈I(t)I(t′) + I(t′)I(t)〉 − 2〈I(0)〉2. (4.23)
10Please note that there are different definitions for this quantity, which differ by factors of 2.
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Often S(t− t′) is referred to as the current-current correlation function and its Fourier
transform S(ω) is denoted the noise spectrum. As for the current we discuss only the
stationary state, and the frequency dependent noise is determined by
S(ω) =
∫
d(t− t′) eiω(t−t′) S(t− t′). (4.24)
The noise at zero temperature T = 0 is commonly referred to as the shot noise. Its finite
value is a consequence of the stochastic nature of the electron transport (fluctuation in
the occupation number).
The noise provides information about the correlation between individual transport
processes, which can not be accessed in a current measurement.
A finite temperature provides a source of noise. Fluctuations of the average occupation
number for electrons are given by f(1− f), where f is the Fermi distribution function.
The equilibrium current (V = 0) is proportional to the change of the electron occupation
number. The thermal noise, also denoted the Nyquist-Johnson noise, is related to the
conductance G = I/V via a fluctuation-dissipation theorem
S(ω) = 4kBT G for ~ω ≪ kBT.
Only the shot noise provides new information about the transport process, but it has to
be studied in a non-equilibrium situation with a finite applied voltage.
If successive, elementary transport processes are uncorrelated, such that the electrons
are transmitted randomly and independent with a small transmission rate T ≪ 1, then
the shot noise is related to the current by
S = 2e〈I〉.
This relation was found in 1918 by W. Schottky. It follows straightforward assuming
that the arrival of particles obeys a Poisson statistics.
In connection with the Schottky noise the Fano factor, defined as
F =
S
2e〈I〉 , (4.25)
is often discussed. In the case of uncorrelated and rare transport events, the Fano factor
is 1 and the shot noise is referred to as Poissonian. If F > 1 then the shot noise is
super-poissonian, and if F < 1 it is called subpoissonian.
Electrons experience a repulsion by the Pauli principle, which leads in general to
subpoissonian values of the Fano factor. This is derived from scattering theory in a
semi-classical approach and phenomena like cotunneling are not included in this theory.
There are a few cases where correlations can enhance the noise (see Ref. [62, 63]). This
is discussed in detail in the results, section 4.5.3, and the physical explanations are given
correspondingly.
Additionally it is observed in experiments that the noise at low frequencies generally
depends inversely on the frequency f . The reviews Ref. [60, 61] claim that to this point
the physics of the so-called 1/f -noise is not fully understood.
In the next section the shot noise spectrum S(ω) is calculated to lowest order in
perturbation theory. The derivation is kept short and more emphasis is put on the
discussion of the results given in section 4.5.3.
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4.5.2 Calculation of Shot Noise
In this section the noise in the left lead of the double quantum dot setup is calculated.
Therefore we study the current-current correlation as defined in Eq. (4.23) and generalize
it to the Keldysh space to be able to treat non-equilibrium situations,
SL(τ, τ
′) = 〈TcIL(τ)IL(τ ′)〉.
Since the noise calculation is performed only to 2nd order in the coupling, the term
〈I(0)〉2 does not appear since the current is finite only in 2nd or higher orders. For the
rest of the calculation we are interested only in the noise power,
S>L (ω) =
∫
dt eiωt S>L (t, 0),
and pay special attention to the shot noise S(0) at frequency ω = 0.
The noise in transport through the right quantum dot follows analogously and we
treat only SL(ω) since we also only discussed the current through the left quantum dot
in section 4.2.
The current IL through the left quantum dot is defined by
IL(τ) = i
e
~
(
J12~SL(τ)~s12(τ)− J21~SL(τ)~s21(τ)
)
.
It is antisymmetric in the leads 1 and 2 and therefore antisymmetric with respect to the
voltage VL since µ1 = −µ2 = eVL/2. The noise on the other hand is symmetric in the
voltage since it is quadratic in the current.
The lowest order expectation value of the current 〈IL(0)〉0 is zero. Contrary the
product of two current operators in the definition of the noise is finite,
SL(τ, τ
′) =
(
i
e
~
)2
〈Tc
(
J12~SL(τ)~s12(τ)− J21~SL(τ)~s21(τ)
)
(
J12~SL(τ
′)~s12(τ ′)− J21~SL(τ ′)~s21(τ ′)
)
〉.
Since the derivation of the noise is similar to the calculation of the current, we state the
result immediately. The calculation is given in appendix B.5. We find the result
S>L (ω) =
(2π)2
8
e2
h
J12J21 ~T
j
γγ′nγ′
~T iγ′γ
[(
X12
)<
(ǫγ − ǫγ′ − ~ω) +
(
X21
)<
(ǫγ − ǫγ′ − ~ω)
]
,
(4.26)
where ~T are the pseudo Pauli matrices of the singlet-triplet states andXmn the conduction
electron spin susceptibilities as defined in appendix B.2.
The result in Eq. (4.26) is similar to the expression for the current as is obvious from
the lowest order diagram as illustrated in Fig. 4.18. In contrast to the current there is no
integration over an internal time. This has the consequence that the noise is symmetric
in the voltage while the current in antisymmetric. This is seen when the summation
over the pseudo particle indices is performed explicitly,
S>L (ω) =
(2π)2
8
e2
h
g12g21 [ns (F2(K − B − ~ω) + F2(K +B − ~ω) + F2(K − ~ω))
+nt+ (F2(−K +B − ~ω) + F2(B − ~ω) + F2(−~ω))
+nt0 (F2(−K − ~ω) + F2(B − ~ω) + F2(−B − ~ω))
+nt− (F2(−K − B − ~ω) + F2(−B − ~ω) + F2(−~ω))
]
,
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τ τ ′
Figure 4.18: Diagram for the lowest order contribution to the shot noise S(τ, τ ′) in perturbation
theory. Solid line: conduction electrons, dashed line: singlet-triplet states.
where
F2(x) = nB(x+ eVL)(x+ eVL) + nB(x− eVL)(x− eVL).
The function F2(x) is symmetric in the voltage,
F2(x) = 1
2
(x+ eVL) coth
(
1
2
β(x+ eVL)
)
+
1
2
(x− eVL) coth
(
1
2
β(x− eVL)
)
− x,
and for VL = 0 it reduces to the finite value 2xnB(x) = x(coth(βx/2) − 1). This
temperature dependent value is related to the thermal noise. From the definition of the
noise in Eq. (4.23) the noise SL(ω) consists of the sum of the greater S
>
L (ω) and lesser
component S<L (ω) in non-equilibrium.
In the case of a vanishing magnetic field, B = 0, the noise is given by
SL(ω) =
(2π)2
8
e2
h
g12g213 [ns (F2(K − ~ω) + F2(K + ~ω))
+nt (F2(−K − ~ω) + F2(−K + ~ω))
+2nt (F2(−~ω) + F2(~ω))] . (4.27)
Eq. (4.27) is discussed in detail in the next section.
4.5.3 Discussion of Results for the Shot Noise
The noise is defined in terms of the current-current correlation. If the singlet is the
ground state of the double quantum dot system, there is no current flowing through
neither the left quantum dot nor the right quantum dot. Consequently we expect the
noise to show no signal until the voltage VL reaches the threshold K and excited triplet
states allow for a transport through the left quantum dot.
This behavior is indeed observed in Fig. 4.19(a) for B = 0. As long as the singlet is
the ground state the noise is zero and becomes finite at the energy scale of the voltage
where the first triplet state is occupied. If the magnetic field B is larger than the spin-
spin interaction K the triplet t+ is the ground state of the system. In that case a finite
current is flowing and the noise has a finite value as also seen in Fig. 4.19(a).
As can be seen from Fig. 4.19(a) the noise shows a similar behavior to the current in
section 4.2. The Fano factor11 shows the characteristic thermal divergence coth(βV/2) at
small voltages. The noise is most often Poissonian, but close to the transitions between
11A preliminary calculation of the Fano factor can be found in appendix B.5.1.
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Figure 4.19: Noise SL(ω = 0)[e
3/h] vs. eVL/K for finite values of the magnetic field B/K =
0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and VR = 0 in left panel, and dependence of SL(ω = 0) on the voltage eVL/K
for different values of the voltage VR applied to the right quantum dot and B = 0 in the right
panel. The plots for eVR/K = 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0 lie on top of each other. Further parameters
are gL = gR = 0.1, and T/K = 0.001.
two pseudo particle states we observe a super-poissonian value. In analogy to Ref. [62, 63]
we interpret this result as the existence of two states with finite life time. For example if
the singlet state is occupied the current is 0 and if the triplet t+ is occupied the current
is finite. The measured current jumps between these two states with a time indirect
proportional to the life time of the states. At low frequencies ω → 0 this enhances the
noise power.
Again we observe that a non-equilibrium situation on one quantum dot has an impact
on the transport through the other quantum dot. In Fig. 4.19(b) we show the noise
SL(ω = 0) for different values of the voltage VR applied to the right quantum dot. The
transconductance effect becomes visible as soon as the voltage reaches the threshold
eVR = K. Thus triplet states become populated and a current can flow. A finite current
leads to a finite noise as observed in Fig. 4.19(b) for eVR/K = 1.5.
The results given here are preliminary. Thus the calculation and interpretation of
the effect of a finite voltage applied to either the left or right quantum dot and the
corresponding Fano factor is the aim of future work. The study of the interplay between
finite frequency noise and a finite voltage could also provide new insights into the physics
of the transport through a double quantum dot system.
4.6 Current Cross-Correlation
It was observed in the previous calculations that the current flowing through the right
quantum dot is correlated to the current through the left quantum dot and vice versa.
In the calculation of the left current IL the voltage VR on the right quantum dot enters
via the non-equilibrium occupation number. The non-equilibrium occupation number is
a 0th order contribution and the lowest contribution to the current is of 2nd order in the
coupling to the leads. Thus this current cross-correlation is so far observed indirectly.
Now we study directly the correlation between the current through the left quantum dot
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IL and the current through the right quantum dot IR. Therefore the following correlation
function is investigated
D(τ, τ ′) = 〈TcIL(τ)IR(τ ′)〉, (4.28)
where the currents are given by
IL(τ) = i
e
~
(
J12~SL(τ)~s12(τ)− J21~SL(τ)~s21(τ)
)
,
IR(τ
′) = i
e
~
(
J34~SR(τ
′)~s34(τ
′)− J43~SR(τ ′)~s43(τ ′)
)
.
Since 〈~smn〉 = 0 for m 6= n, both the 0th and the 1st order do not contribute to D(τ, τ ′).
Please note that the current Iα for α = L,R is antisymmetric in the applied voltage Vα
and therefore D is antisymmetric in VL and VR. The 2nd order term,
D(2)(τ, τ ′) = (−i)
2
2
∫
C
dτ1
∫
C
dτ2 〈TcIL(τ)Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2)IR(τ ′)〉, (4.29)
gives a finite contribution to the current cross-correlation. Since the current is already
linear in the coupling to the leads the expression in Eq. (4.29) is 4th order in the Kondo
coupling J .
4.6.1 Derivation of the Current Cross-Correlation
In the correlation function D we find that only the following terms contribute,
D(2)(τ, τ ′) = (−i)
2
2
( e
~
)2∑∫
dτ1
∫
dτ2
{〈
Tc~S
i
L(τ)
~Si1L (τ1)
~Sj2R (τ2)
~SjR(τ
′)[(
J12~s
i
12(τ)− J21~s i21(τ)
)
Jmn~s
i1
mn(τ1)
]
[
JMN~s
j2
MN(τ2)
(
J34~s
j
34(τ
′)− J43~s j43(τ ′)
)] 〉
+
〈
Tc~S
i
L(τ)~S
j1
R (τ1)
~Si2L (τ2)
~SjR(τ
′)[(
J12~s
i
12(τ)− J21~s i21(τ)
)
JMN~s
i2
MN(τ2)
]
[
Jmn~s
j1
mn(τ1)
(
J34~s
j
34(τ
′)− J43~s j43(τ ′)
)] 〉}
,
where the sum goes over all indices. By changing the summation indices, it can be shown
that the second term is identical to the first term. This cancels the prefactor of 1
2
from
the perturbative expansion.
Conduction Electron Contribution
We define two different conduction electron contributions, one for the left quantum dot
χL(τ, τ1) =
〈
Tc
[(
J12~s
i
12(τ)− J21~si21(τ)
)
Jmns
i1
mn(τ1)
]〉
=
1
4
J12J21~τ
i
σ′σ~τ
i1
σσ′ (G2kσ(τ, τ1)G1k′σ′(τ1, τ)−G1k′σ′(τ, τ1)G2kσ(τ1, τ)) , (4.30)
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and one for the right quantum dot,
χR(τ
′, τ2) =
〈
Tc
[
JMNs
j2
MN(τ2)
(
J34~s
j
34(τ
′)− J43~sj43(τ ′)
)]〉
=
1
4
J34J43~τ
j
s′s~τ
j2
ss′ (G4ps(τ
′, τ2)G3p′s′(τ2, τ ′)−G3p′s′(τ ′, τ2)G4ps(τ2, τ ′)) . (4.31)
Both terms are polarization bubbles and the calculation is given in appendix B.2. Please
note the special asymmetry of these bubbles,
χL(τ, τ1) = −χL(τ1, τ), (4.32)
χR(τ
′, τ2) = −χR(τ2, τ ′), (4.33)
which reflects the antisymmetry with respect to the voltage eVL = µ1 − µ2 and eVR =
µ3 − µ4.
Thus the correlation function can be expressed by
D(2)(τ, τ ′) = −
(
2π
e
h
)2 ∫
dτ1
∫
dτ2
〈
Tc~S
i
L(τ)
~Si1L (τ1)
~Sj2R (τ2)
~SjR(τ
′)
〉
χL(τ, τ1)χR(τ
′, τ2).
(4.34)
The physics of a coupled double quantum dot system manifests itself in a finite expec-
tation value of the left and right impurity spins in Eq. (4.34).
Double Quantum Dot Contribution
The conduction electrons of the left and the right leads are decoupled, thus the only
mediation of a current cross-correlation is via the spin-spin interaction K. We calculate
〈Tc~SiL(τ)~Si1L (τ1)~Sj2R (τ2)~SjR(τ ′)〉 (4.35)
in the singlet-triplet representation. Eq. (4.35) is explicitly written down in ap-
pendix B.6.
In general Eq. (4.35) gives 24 different contributions without taking the pseudo par-
ticle constraint into account. The projection mechanism as explained in section 2.1
projects out all diagrams with a product of two or more occupation numbers, since
they correspond to unphysical states. Using this projection all diagrams with two in-
dependent pseudo particle loops can be neglected. The singlet-triplet states are pseudo
bosonic states and the setup allows only for transitions between them; it is not possible
to create two singlet and triplet states in the double quantum dot system and thus two
independent loops are unphysical. For example the contribution from 〈IL〉λ〈IR〉λ12 does
not have to be taken into account since it consists of two independent diagrams.
After the projection six different diagrams remain which contribute to the current
cross-correlation. We divide them into two groups:
• two “vertex”, or “virtual interaction”, diagrams (see section 4.6.2)
• four “self energy” diagrams (see section 4.6.3)
12In contrast, the product of 〈IL〉Q=1〈IR〉Q=1 is finite since the projection already took place.
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We will furthermore simplify the calculation by assuming, that either the spin
symmetry (B = 0) or the left-right symmetry (gL = gR) is fulfilled, such that all
pseudo particle Green’s functions are diagonal. It is also assumed that the pseudo
particle Green’s functions can be represented by the ansatz G<γ (ω) = in
λ
γAγ(ω) and
Grγ(ω)−Gaγ(ω) = −iAγ(ω), where Aγ(ω) = 2πδ(ω − ǫγ).
For a shorter notation the function d(τ, τ ′) is introduced which corresponds to the
correlation function without the prefactor,
D(τ, τ ′) = −
(
2π
e
h
)2
d(τ, τ ′).
Before performing the spin index summation, the Green’s function structure on the
Keldysh contour is worked out. In the following the lesser correlation function,
D<(t, t′) = D12(t, t′),
is studied. This implies that τ → t is on the upper contour (1) and τ ′ → t′ is on the
lower contour (2). The two contour times τ1 and τ2 can be either on the upper or lower
contour, and all four possibilities have to be taken into account. Note that a vertex on
the lower contour (2) is accompanied by a minus sign.
Since it is easier to do the calculation with retarded and advanced Green’s functions
than with time-ordered and anti-time-ordered Green’s functions the following equalities
are utilized (compare section 3.1),
G11(t, t′) = Gr(t, t′) +G<(t, t′), (4.36)
G22(t, t′) = G<(t, t′)−Ga(t, t′). (4.37)
Furthermore we use that the system of four Keldysh Green’s functions is over-determined
and express the greater Green’s function G> in terms of the lesser Green’s function G<,
G21(t, t′) = G>(t, t′) = G<(t, t′) +Gr(t, t′)−Ga(t, t′). (4.38)
Please note, that the pseudo particle constraint allows only for one lesser Green’s
function in the whole expression. A product of two lesser Green’s functions is imme-
diately proportional to e−2βλ and will be projected out in any calculation of a physical
observable (see section 2.1 for an explanation of the pseudo particle projection [42, 43]).
4.6.2 Contributions from the “Vertex” Diagrams
The two diagrams, which are denoted as “vertex” diagrams, are summarized in Fig. 4.20.
An electron-hole pair in the left leads, χL(τ, τ1), travels between the times τ and τ1,
while another electron-hole pair in the right leads, χR(τ
′, τ2) propagates independently
between times τ ′ and τ2. The current cross-correlation is finite due to a closed loop of
four singlet-triplet scattering processes with the leads. In the “vertex” diagram such a
series of processes consists of a pseudo particle interacting with the left leads, then the
right leads, again with a left lead and finally with the right leads.
We call these diagrams “vertex” diagrams, since they contain the structure of a vertex
correction, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.21(a). The diagram in Fig. 4.20 is produced when
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Figure 4.20: Diagrams for the so-called “vertex” contributions to the current cross-correlation.
Solid lines: conduction electrons, dashed line: singlet and triplet states.
(a) Diagram for a vertex correction. (b) Diagram for effective or “vir-
tual” spin-spin interaction.
Figure 4.21: Schematic diagrams for a vertex contribution (left panel) and for an effective
interaction (right panel). Dashed lines represent pseudo particles and solid lines stand for
conduction electrons.
the external legs of a renormalized vertex are closed with an additional pure interaction
vertex at a fourth time.
Alternatively one could also interpret the diagrams in Fig. 4.20 as a “virtual” inter-
action ~SL~SL or ~SR~SR mediated over the conduction electrons in the respective leads.
A combination of two “virtual” interactions of the type of Fig. 4.21(b) produces the
current cross-correlation diagrams in Fig. 4.20.
There are two different “vertex” diagrams as illustrated in Fig. 4.20. The full calcu-
lation can be found in appendix B.6.2. Here we show only the result of one of the two
“vertex” diagrams dv since the other one gives a similar but time-reserved expression.
From one “vertex” diagram we find the following contribution to the current cross-
correlation
d<v (ω) =
1
16
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
nγ
(
~T jR
)
γg
(
~T i1L
)
gγ1
(
~T j2R
)
γ1γ′∫
dω˜
2π
{
Grγ1(ω˜ + [ω − ǫγ + ǫg])Grγ′(ω˜)χ11L (ω˜ − ǫγ + ω)χ>R(−ω + ǫγ − ǫg)
+Gag(−ω˜ + [−ω + ǫγ + ǫγ1 ])Grγ′(ω˜)χ<L(ω˜ − ǫγ + ω)χ>R(ω˜ − ǫγ1)
+ Gag(ω˜)G
a
γ1
(ω˜ + [ω − ǫγ + ǫγ′ ])χ<L(ω − ǫγ + ǫγ′)χ22R (−ω˜ + ǫγ − ω)
}
.
Note that each of the three terms has the residual of the retarded or advanced Green’s
function on the same half plane. The integration can thus be closed over the other half
plane and the integral is zero if we assume that χL and χR do not have residuals.
13 The
contribution from dv to the current cross-correlation is negligibly small.
The purpose of calculating a current cross-correlation was to find a direct coupling
between the current through the left quantum dot and the current through the right
quantum dot. In previous sections we found that there is e.g. a finite transconductance
13See therefore also discussion of vertex diagrams in Ref. [41].
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due to the decoherence of the pseudo particle states, which is created by a finite current
in a finite voltage situation. The “vertex” diagram contribution to the current cross-
correlation was discussed to be negligible. This could be understood from the structure
of the interaction, see Fig. 4.20. A pseudo particle which interacts with an electron-hole
pair in the left leads at time τ , creates another electron-hole pair in the right leads at
time τ2 before an interaction and recombination of the left electron-hole pair takes place
at time τ1. Finally the electron hole-pair in the right leads recombines with the initial
and final pseudo particle. No decoherent processes took place in this series of events.
Although a vertex is usually associated with decoherence, the process explained here
is not sufficient to find a non-zero current cross-correlation in lowest order. We expect
diagrams in higher order perturbation theory to have a finite contribution.
4.6.3 Contributions from the “Self Energy” Diagrams
Since the first two diagrams were shown to give only a negligible contribution to the
current cross-correlation we concentrate now on the remaining contributions. The dia-
grams in Fig. 4.22, denoted as “self energy” diagrams, consist of two different types with
each a time-reversed partner. In contrast to the “vertex” diagrams a pseudo particle
creates and recombines with an electron hole pair e.g. in the left leads in the course of
two interaction processes before an interaction with the right leads takes place. These
diagrams are therefore more promising to give a finite contribution for the decoherent
correlation effect we want to describe. It is observed that every diagram shows a combi-
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Figure 4.22: Diagrams for the so-called ”self energy” contributions to the current cross-
correlation. Solid lines: conduction electrons; dashed lines: double quantum dot states.
nation of χα(τ, τi)G(τ, τi). The “self energy” like structure S is defined for the left and
right leads, respectively, by
(SL)γ′γ1 (τ, τ1) =
1
4
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
Gγ(τ, τ1)
(
~T i1L
)
γγ1
χL(τ, τ1), (4.39)
(SR)g′γ2 (τ ′, τ2) =
1
4
(
~T jR
)
g′g
Gg(τ
′, τ2)
(
~T j2R
)
gγ2
χR(τ
′, τ2). (4.40)
The function Sα for α = L,R is strictly speaking not a self energy. The diagram
looks similar, but Sα contains only electron-hole pairs in two different leads, e.g. 1 and
2 for α = L, and no processes within the same lead. In addition, the function Sα is
antisymmetric with respect to the voltage Vα or an exchange of the lead indices 1 and
2, which originates from the antisymmetry of χα (see Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33)).
As every function in Keldysh space the function Sα fulfills for example S>α − S<α =
Srα − Saα. It is important to notice that
S<α (ti, tj) =
1
4
~T G<(ti, tj) ~T χ<α (ti, tj)
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Figure 4.23: Diagram of the “self energy” like structure S.
is proportional to the lesser Green’s function and therefore proportional to e−βλ in the
pseudo particle constraint.
The result of the current cross-correlation D is given by the sum of all diagrams in
Fig. 4.22. The calculation can be found in appendix B.6.3. In the result we distinguish
between two different kind of contributions, ds0 and ds. In ds0 all terms that cancel each
other at zero frequency ω = 0 are collected,
d<s0(ω) =
∫
dω˜
2π
{[S11L (ω˜ + ω)− S11L (ω˜)]
× [G12(ω˜ + ω)S21R (ω˜)G11(ω˜)− G11(ω˜ + ω)S12R (ω˜ + ω)G21(ω˜)]
+
[S22R (ω˜ + ω)− S22R (ω˜)]
× [G22(ω˜)S21L (ω˜)G12(ω˜ + ω)− G21(ω˜)S12L (ω˜ + ω)G22(ω˜ + ω)]
− [S11L (ω˜ + ω)− S11L (ω˜)]G12(ω˜ + ω)
× [S22R (ω˜)− S22R (ω˜ + ω)]G21(ω˜)} .
In ds there are only two contributions from the “self energy” diagrams, which are finite
in the case of ω = 0,
d<s (ω) =
∫
dω˜
2π
{−S12L (ω˜ + ω)G22(ω˜ + ω)S21R (ω˜)G11(ω˜)
−S21L (ω˜)G11(ω˜ + ω)S12R (ω˜ + ω)G22(ω˜)
}
≈
∫
dω˜
2π
{S<L (ω˜ + ω)Ga(ω˜ + ω)S>R (ω˜)Gr(ω˜)
+S>L (ω˜)Gr(ω˜ + ω)S<R (ω˜ + ω)Ga(ω˜)} .
It should be noticed that these two finite contributions originate solely from the two
right diagrams in Fig. 4.22.
Finally we can write down the result for the current cross-correlation D(ω) in the zero
frequency limit14,
D<(ω → 0) = −e
2
h
∫
dω˜Tr [S<L (ω˜)Ga(ω˜)S>R (ω˜)Gr(ω˜) + {L↔ R}] . (4.41)
Please note that this is a general result that can be applied to any quantum dot setup
with a pseudo Pauli matrix. For the rest of this section Eq. (4.41) is worked out in the
case of two coupled quantum dots.
14The result is corrected by a factor of ~ since the frequency ω is treated implicitly as an energy ~ω.
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4.6.4 Calculation of D<(ω = 0)
If the ansatz Gγ = −inγAγ(ω) is used and S>α ≈ Srα − Saα is approximated due to the
pseudo-particle projection, we find the two expressions
(SL)<γ′γ1 (ω˜) =
1
4
i
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
nγχ
<
L(ω˜ − ǫγ)
(
~T i1L
)
γγ1
,
(SR)>g′γ2 (ω˜) ≈
1
4
i
(
~T jR
)
g′g
χ<R(ǫg − ω˜)
(
~T j2R
)
gγ2
.
For the explicit calculation of χα we refer to section B.2. In frequency space the expres-
sion gives,
χ<L (ω˜) = −2
2π
4
g12g21 (nB(ω˜ + eVL)(ω˜ + eVL)− nB(ω˜ − eVL)(ω˜ − eVL)) , (4.42)
χ<R(ω˜) = −2
2π
4
g34g43 (nB(ω˜ + eVR)(ω˜ + eVR)− nB(ω˜ − eVR)(ω˜ − eVR)) , (4.43)
where eVL = µ1 − µ2 and eVR = µ3 − µ4. The factor of 2 originates from the spin
summation and the dimensionless couplings g = N(0)J is used. The Bose distribution
function nB(x) = 1/(e
−βx− 1) is singular at x = 0, but the product xnB(x) is finite and
in the limit of x/T ≪ 1 it can be approximated by
xnB(x) =


0 if x > 2T
T − 1
2
x if |x| < 2T
|x| if x < −2T
. (4.44)
Consequently χ<L(ω˜ − ǫγ) in S>L (ω˜) provides an upper cutoff and χ<R(ǫg − ω˜) in S>R (ω˜)
provides a lower cutoff for the integration over the frequency ω˜ in Eq. (4.41). The cutoff
is determined by system parameters like the voltages VL and VR, the singlet-triplet
gap K, the temperature T , and in general the magnetic field B. In the following it is
assumed, that there is no magnetic field B = 0. Thus the self energy, and hence also
the function S, is a diagonal matrix.
In this case the trace in Eq. (4.41) can be carried out and yields
D<(ω = 0) =
e2
h
3
16
∫
dω˜ [3ntχ
<
L(ω˜ − ǫt)Gas (ω˜)χ<R(ǫt − ω˜)Grs(ω˜)
+s<L(ω˜)Gat (ω˜)s>R(ω˜)Grt (ω˜)
+{L↔ R}] , (4.45)
where
s<L(ω˜) = nsχ
<
L(ω˜ − ǫs) + 2ntχ<L(ω˜ − ǫt),
s>R(ω˜) = χ
<
R(ǫs − ω˜) + 2χ<R(ǫt − ω˜).
For the derivation of this expression we used that the spectral function Aγ(ω) is a δ-
function in the calculation of SL and SR. This implies, that the pseudo particle Green’s
functions were so far used in the lowest, unperturbed order.
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0th order retarded Green’s functions
If we attempt to calculate the integral in Eq. (4.45) with the unperturbed pseudo par-
ticle Green’s functions Gr/a(ω˜) = 1/(ω˜ − ǫγ ± iη), we encounter a divergence. η is an
infinitesimally small convergence factor. The limit η → 0 sends the width of the pseudo
particle resonance to zero. Thus the spectral function is a δ-function and the life time
of the particles is infinite. Without a coupling to the leads this assumption is justified.
The product Grγ(ω˜)G
a
γ(ω˜), can be expressed by the spectral function Aγ(ω˜) by
Grγ(ω˜)G
a
γ(ω˜) =
1
ω˜ − ǫγ + iη
1
ω˜ − ǫγ − iη =
1
2iη
2iη
(ω˜ − ǫγ)2 + η2 =
1
2η
Aγ(ω˜).
The limit of the life time 1/η to infinity has to be taken after the integration over
ω˜ of the spectral function Aγ(ω˜) in Eq. (4.45). Consequently the expression for the
current cross-correlation diverges. We suspect that this problem is correlated with the
discussions in Ref. [63, 62]. A related work which derives cross-correlations in a three-
terminal setup can be found in Ref. [64]. It is the aim of future work to study the current
cross-correlation in more detail, especially also for finite frequencies ω 6= 0.
2nd order retarded Green’s functions
It is therefore important to include the finite life time of the pseudo particle states
into the calculation. If a finite broadening of the retarded and advanced self energy is
assumed, e.g. from the second order self energy, we find
Grγ(ω˜)G
a
γ(ω˜) =
1
Σrγ(ω˜)− Σaγ(ω˜)
(
Grγ(ω˜)−Gaγ(ω˜)
)
=
1
Γγ(ω˜)
Aγ(ω˜),
where the broadening due to the leads is given by Γγ(ω˜) = i(Σ
r
γ(ω˜) − Σaγ(ω˜)) and the
spectral function Aγ(ω˜) is thus a Lorentzian of width Γγ . A broadening is always present
for finite temperatures and finite voltages.
As in all previous calculations it is assumed, that the broadening of the spectral
function is smaller than other system parameters, e.g. the singlet-triplet energy gap K,
and that all the other functions vary on a slower energy scale than the spectral function.
Then we can approximate the Lorentzian inside the integration by a δ-function.
Using these considerations in Eq. (4.45) we find the result for the current cross-
correlation in the zero-frequency limit,
D<(ω = 0) = 2π
e2
h
3
16
[
(2nt χ
<
L(0) + ns χ
<
L(K)) (2χ
<
R(0) + χ
<
R(−K))
Γt(ǫt)
+3nt
χ<L(−K)χ<R(K)
Γs(ǫs)
+ {L↔ R}
]
. (4.46)
Including the hybridization of the double quantum dot states with the leads, a finite
current cross-correlation exists.
4.6.5 Discussion of Results for the Current Cross-Correlation
The current cross-correlation was calculated in Eq. (4.45) to fourth order in perturbation
theory. It was found that the expression diverges if the life time of the particles is
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assumed to be infinite and thus a finite broadening Γ of the spectral function was included
in the calculation, Eq. (4.46). Since Γ is calculated to 2nd order in the perturbation
theory, the result of the current cross-correlation in Eq. (4.46) is effectively of 2nd order
in the perturbation theory.15
In Fig. 4.24 it is shown that there is a non-zero current cross-correlation. Since the
current IR(VR = 0) = 0 is always zero, we find in the case of VR = 0 a trivial result
〈ILIR〉 = 0 for all VL. As long as the voltage VR > 0 applied to the right quantum dot
is below the threshold eVR < K, the current cross-correlation D
<(ω = 0) also shows a
threshold behavior. After either the voltage VR or the voltage VL reaches the threshold,
there is enough energy in the system to populate triplet states. A finite occupation of
triplet states opens the possibility to have a current through both quantum dots, and
the current cross-correlation 〈ILIR〉 becomes finite, see Fig. 4.24.
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Figure 4.24: Dependence of the current cross-correlation D<(ω = 0) on the voltage eVL/K if
the voltage eVR/K applied to the right quantum dot is varied. D
<(ω = 0) ≡ 0 for VR = 0 as
explained in the text. Further parameters are gL = gR = 0.1, T/K = 0.001, and B = 0.
In the previous section we observed a correlation between the current in the left
quantum dot and the voltage applied to the right (see discussion of the transconductance
in section 4.2), mediated by the voltage-dependence of the non-equilibrium occupation
numbers. The purpose of this section was to find a quantity which shows the correlation
directly. Strikingly we did not find a direct correlation between the current through the
left and the right quantum dot. The result as it is shown in Fig. 4.24 is non-zero due to
a finite life time of the pseudo particle states. As in the case of the transconductance
the decoherence is the driving force out of equilibrium. The same transition rates are
involved in the self-consistent equation for the non-equilibrium distribution functions
and in the finite life time for the singlet and triplet states in the calculation of D<(ω =
0). Both dIL/dVR and 〈ILIR〉 are non-zero in 2nd order perturbation theory and both
are strongly connected to a non-equilibrium situation, where a voltage larger than a
threshold is applied.
4.7 Summary and Outlook
This chapter was devoted to results for selected physical properties of a double quantum
dot setup in lowest order perturbation theory. As will be discussed in the following
15Schematically one can say: χL · χR/Γ ∝ g2 · g2/g2 ∝ g2.
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chapters the perturbation theory fails at low temperatures and new methods to cope
with this problem are introduced. Some of the physical insights we achieved from the
discussion in this chapter are included in the approaches further on.
The most important finding from non-equilibrium perturbation theory is the depen-
dence of the singlet and triplet occupation numbers on the current through, or the
voltage across, the double quantum dot system. This dependence originates from finite
decoherence rates due to a hybridization with the leads, but since the 2nd order rates
are used in a self-consistent equation the effect on the occupation probability is to 0th
order in the perturbative expansion. A finite voltage can, like a finite temperature, pro-
vide the energy to excite states above the ground state. Thermodynamic properties like
the polarization or magnetization (see section 4.1) fall off inversely proportional to the
voltage V , similar to a Curie-law with an effective temperature.
This has an immediate effect on the current characteristic. For two antiferromagnet-
ically coupled quantum dots the ground state is a singlet and as explained before (see
section 2.1 or 4.2) all transport channels are blocked due to a finite excitation gap to
the triplet states. A finite voltage applied to the left or right quantum dot can provide
sufficient energy to occupy the excited triplet states and thus allow a finite current. We
discussed in detail in section 4.2 the quantity (K/eVL)dIL/dVR, referred to as transcon-
ductance. The transconductance is non-zero in a non-equilibrium situation solely due
to the discussed non-equilibrium distribution functions. Since the current is a quantity
which is easily accessible in experiments, there is the possibility that by a measurement
of the transconductance also the voltage-dependence of the level distributions can be
probed.
In this chapter also the T -matrix as in the scattering problem for conduction electrons
was discussed and we found an effect similar to the transconductance. We studied the
case of a ferromagnetic coupling between the two quantum dots and found a different
current characteristic than for an antiferromagnetic coupling. This allows to distinguish
between the ferro- and antiferromagnetic case in an experiment and the magnitude of the
singlet-triplet gap can be read off from the peak structure in the differential conductance.
It was discussed that the transconductance is less significant in the ferromagnetic case,
since the triplet ground state does not block the transport like the singlet ground state
in the antiferromagnetic case.
Finally we studied certain current-current correlations. The shot noise, i.e. the current-
current correlation 〈ILIL〉, as found in section 4.5 is Poissonian, i.e. proportional to the
current since the tunneling events which lead to the transport are uncorrelated. Conse-
quently we can observe the same effect in the noise as found in the current. More thor-
ough investigations are needed to understand the result of the current cross-correlation
in section 4.6. We find that 〈ILIR〉 is finite if one of the voltages eVL or eVR is larger
than the threshold K. Although the calculation is done to 4th order perturbation the-
ory, the result is effectively proportional to 2nd order in the coupling J . Therefore the
observation of a finite current cross-correlation is, as the transconductance, an indirect
effect, which originates from the finite life time of the singlet and triplet states due to a
hybridization with the leads. To measure the noise in experiment is difficult because of
the small values of the order of e3/h. We hope that the current cross-correlation is more
easily accessible in experiments since it involves two current measurements and not the
measurement of fluctuations around the mean value of the current.
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The appearance of a non-zero transconductance is by now well understood and using
the perturbative RG method it was published in Ref. [65]. By contrast the interpretation
of the noise and the current cross-correlation needs more thorough investigations, but
the preliminary results shown here are promising. It is the aim of future work to study
these quantities also at finite frequencies ω 6= 0. Recently a new experimental setup was
presented and current cross-correlation were measured for a double quantum dot system
at the charge degeneracy point [66, 67]. Since this setup is similar to the model studied
here we hope that the measurement of a current cross-correlation will soon be realized
in experiments.
In conclusion, we found for several physical quantities that the spin-spin interaction
K in a double quantum dot setup can transfer a non-equilibrium situation from one
quantum dot to another quantum dot, which is not subject to a large voltage.
5 Perturbative Renormalization Group
The perturbative treatment of the Kondo model fails at low temperatures. The physical
concept of a perturbative renormalization group (RG) theory is explained in section 5.1.
We spend some time on motivating the origin of the renormalization group (RG) equation
out of equilibrium in section 5.2. The difference to equilibrium properties is discussed
and the frequency dependent flow of the couplings is derived in section 5.3.
The non-equilibrium occupation numbers were shown to play an important role in
the perturbation theory (chapters 3 and 4) and are discussed in the framework of per-
turbative RG in section 5.4. An emphasis is put on the effect of a finite decoherence
that appears due to a finite voltage across or a finite current through one quantum dot.
As an example of a measurable quantity the current is discussed in section 5.5 and we
show that the transconductance is not only non-zero but also enhanced by the scaling.
To compare the result of the rescaled T -matrix with the result from numerical renor-
malization group (NRG) is an ongoing project. A discussion of this subject is found in
section 5.6. Finally the case of ferromagnetic coupling between the two quantum dots
is discussed in section 5.7 and it is illustrated why this case reaches the limits of the
perturbative RG out of equilibrium.
5.1 Introduction
The enhancement of the resistivity found in some metals with magnetic impurities was
first explained by Jun Kondo [1] using perturbation theory. The T -Matrix (see sec-
tion 4.3), which can be used to calculate transport, shows a logarithmic enhancement at
low temperatures. This logarithmic behavior is one of the major features of the Kondo
interaction Hint = J ~S~s between the impurity spin and the conduction electron spin,
but the divergence is not physical. Due to a factor of ln(D/T ) the contribution from
3rd order perturbation theory becomes larger than the 2nd order at low temperatures
indicating the break-down of perturbation theory. By contrast experiments show, that
after a logarithmic increase the resistivity saturates again at even lower temperatures
below the so-called Kondo temperature TK . This behavior can not be explained using
perturbation theory.
By now the physical background of the Kondo divergence is well established. The spin
of the conduction electrons ~s scatters with the impurity spin ~S. The resistivity increases
at lower temperatures when the impurity spin becomes localized. Due to a series of
coherent scattering processes a screening cloud forms around the impurity which can
be seen as a sharp resonance of the density of states at the Fermi energy, the so-called
Abrikosov-Suhl resonance. At zero temperature the impurity spin is completely screened
and the system can be described by an effective Fermi liquid theory with a spin-singlet
ground state as found by Nozie`res [9]. A lot of work has been done on the Kondo model
and new methods were developed, which are now also used for other condensed matter
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or particle physics problems as discussed in the introduction, section 1.
One of the first attempts to go beyond perturbation theory was an approach from
Anderson [10] called the “poor man’s scaling”. This method was recently generalized to
the non-equilibrium problem of transport at a finite bias voltage by A. Rosch et al. [35].
The poor man’s scaling method uses the separation of energy scales in the system.
The spin-scattering processes at low temperatures take place in a small energy window
around the Fermi surface. By contrast, the energy of the electrons available for scat-
tering processes reaches from the lower cutoff −D to the upper cutoff D, where D is
orders of magnitudes larger than other system parameters like the temperature.1 The
scaling procedure integrates out scattering to high-lying energy states and includes the
changes into renormalized couplings, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. By further decreasing
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Figure 5.1: Schematic scaling step in poor man’s scaling.
the band cutoff in infinitesimal steps, an effective model for the physics at low energies
is generated. This effective model in poor man’s scaling is of the same form as the
initial Hamiltonian Hint, but the value of the coupling J is renormalized. This scaling
is described by a flow equation for the coupling J(D) depending on the change of the
band cutoff D. For the Kondo model of a single impurity in a metallic host the flow
equation is, as derived in Ref. [2],
∂J(D)
∂ lnD
= −2N(0) (J(D))2 .
If the cutoff is reduced from D0 to some cutoff D < D0, the coupling flows according to
N(0)J(D) =
1
1
N(0)J(D0)
+ 2 ln D
D0
=
N(0)J(D0)
1 + 2N(0)J(D0) ln
D
D0
.
Since the band cutoff is lowered, the ratio D/D0 < 1 is smaller than one such that the
logarithm ln(D/D0) < 0 has a negative sign. For antiferromagnetic coupling J > 0 the
denominator is zero at the energy scale denoted as the Kondo temperature TK , where
TK = D0 e
− 1
2N(0)J(D0) .
1Typical values of the bandwidth are D ≈ 1eV and temperatures of T = 4K ∼ 0.3 meV .
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The cutoff-dependent coupling J(D) diverges logarithmically at the energy scale of TK ,
N(0)J(D) =
1
2 ln D
TK
.
The poor man’s scaling is a perturbative method since the change of the coupling is
calculated by a perturbative series. The perturbative RG is valid only as long as T ≫ TK .
It can be seen as an infinite summation of the leading logarithmic order diagrams, i.e. the
“parquet” diagrams see Ref. [2]. Thus the Kondo temperature TK depends exponentially
on the coupling. This non-analytical dependence can not be described by standard
perturbation theory.
A finite temperature or another energy of the system can cut off the flow of the
coupling J(D) even before D is reduced to the Kondo temperature. For example in a
magnetic field the energy levels of the spin are split up by the Zeeman effect. Resonant
spin flip processes are thus no longer possible since a spin flip costs the energy B. The
spin-flip coupling at the Fermi energy is no longer logarithmically divergent. The flow
of this coupling is therefore cut off and prevented to flow to strong-coupling. On the
contrary the coupling at a finite frequency of ω = B is logarithmically divergent and the
physical system contains information on finite energy scales away from the ground state
Fermi energy.
In the case of a finite bias voltage and thus different chemical potentials a similar
argument applies. In this case the Kondo resonance builds up at the two Fermi surfaces
and the couplings at the finite frequencies ω = ±eV/2 diverge logarithmically. Taking
into account the frequency dependence of coupling functions, allows us to calculate
non-equilibrium properties for example the non-equilibrium current through a Kondo
impurity. A finite voltage and therefore a finite current leads to a finite decoherence as
discussed already in the previous chapters. To capture all effects of non-equilibrium the
decoherence has to be taken into account as an additional energy scale of the system. It
is important that the occupation probabilities of the impurity states are dependent on
the transition rates and obey a quantum Boltzmann equation as discussed in section 3.5.
In the following it is discussed how the perturbative RG method introduced by A. Rosch
et al. [35, 36] includes these effects.
5.2 RG Equations
We consider the double quantum dot system as introduced in chapters 3 and 4. Tak-
ing into account the frequency dependence of the coupling functions, the interacting
Hamiltonian is rewritten as
Hint =
∑ 1
4
(
~Tα
)
γ′γ
~τσ′σJ
nkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′c
γ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′
t†γ′tγc
†
mk′σ′cnkσ,
where the sum is over all indices (Einstein summation convention). For the coupling J
the convention is used, that the index of the incoming energy is written to the left, and
the outgoing to the right, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. A conduction electron in the lead
n with momentum k and spin σ, which comes in with a frequency ωc, interacts with
a pseudo particle of the double quantum dot system with index γ ∈ {s, t+, t0, t−}, and
frequency ωγ. After the scattering event a conduction electron with momentum k
′ and
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nkσ, ωc mk
′σ′, ω′c
γ, ωγ γ
′, ωγ′
Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of the pure vertex Vnkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′cγ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′ .
spin σ′ leaves with an energy of ω′c in the lead m while the double quantum dot system
is left in the pseudo particle state γ′ with frequency ωγ′ . The energy is conserved such
that the energy of the two incoming particles is equal to the energy of the two outgoing
particles, ωc + ωγ = ω
′
c + ωγ′ . The interaction is local in time and thus takes place on
the same time contour. In case the time is on the anti-time ordered contour (2), the
interaction gains a minus sign.
The vertex V flows as the cutoff is reduced. The initial condition for V is given by the
initial Hamiltonian,
Vnkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′cγ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′ (D = D0) =
1
4
N(0)Jmn
(
~Tα
)
γ′γ
~τσ′σ.
The interaction always takes place either on the left quantum dot n,m = 1, 2 or on the
right quantum dot m,n = 3, 4. An interaction from a left lead with the right quantum
dot is not allowed and will hence not be generated in the poor man’s scaling approach.
5.2.1 Derivation of the Scaling Equations
For the derivation of the scaling equations in the poor man’s scaling approach the steps
of P.W. Anderson in Ref. [68] are followed and generalized to non-equilibrium. Anderson
described the poor man’s scaling as a technique “to eliminate successively the higher
energy regions in favor of an effective interaction” [68].
The idea is to scale down the band cutoff D and change the coupling correspondingly
such that physical quantities do not change their value. As a typical physical quantity
the T -matrix is studied. As derived in section 4.3 the T -matrix obeys a self-consistent
equation of the type,
T = Hint +HintG
(0)T. (5.1)
We introduce a projection P∆D on the states with the energy ±(D−∆D) in the vicinity
of the upper or lower band edge ±D, respectively. Then we find by resubstituting
T = Hint +HintP∆DG
(0)T +Hint(1− P∆D)G(0)T into the equation (5.1) for T ,
T =Hint +HintP∆DG
(0)Hint
+ (Hint +HintP∆DG
(0)Hint)(1− P∆D)G(0)T +HintP∆DG(0)HintP∆DG(0)T
=H˜int + H˜int(1− P∆D)G(0)T,
where H˜int = Hint +∆Hint and
∆Hint = HintP∆DG
(0)Hint. (5.2)
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This is the idea of renormalization: by using a new cutoff (D − ∆D) the T -matrix is
calculated self-consistently as in Eq. (5.1), but with a coupling H˜int which incorporates
the contribution of the states in the energy regime [D −∆D,D] and [−D,−D + ∆D].
To derive the effective interaction in Eq. (5.2) a term which is proportional to (∆D)2 is
neglected. This is justified since the renormalization step can be made arbitrarily small.
In the case of a finite voltage and non-equilibrium Green’s functions this approach
has to be modified. The interaction Hamiltonian Hint ∝ J ~Sα~τσ′σ c†mk′σ′cnkσ describes a
spin scattering from a conduction electron state k to a state k′. We define the projection
P∆D that projects the conduction electron state into the energy regimes [D − ∆D,D]
and [−D,−D +∆D].
In the perturbation theory expansion in the Keldysh language (section 3.1) we find an
expression for the T -matrix (compare section 4.3) from an expansion of the conduction
electron Green’s function,
iGnkσ(τ, τ
′) =〈cnkσ(τ)c†nkσ(τ ′)〉+ 〈cnkσ(τ)(−i)
[∫
c
dτ1Hint(τ1)
]
c†nkσ(τ
′)〉
+ 〈cnkσ(τ)
(−i)2
2!
[∫
c
dτ1
∫
c
dτ2Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2)
]
c†nkσ(τ
′)〉+ . . . .
Translating the idea of scaling from Ref. [68] to this expression we aim at writing the
whole series with an effective interaction Hamiltonian H˜int(τ1) in the projected subspace.
Inserting Hint = [P∆D + (1− P∆D)]Hint[P∆D + (1− P∆D)] we find, that H˜int∫
c
dτ1H˜int(τ1) =
∫
c
dτ1(1− P∆D)Hint(τ1)(1− P∆D)
+
−i
2
∫
c
dτ1
∫
c
dτ2(1− P∆D)Hint(τ1)P∆DHint(τ2)(1− P∆D),
reproduces a first order contribution in the perturbative series with an effective inter-
action H˜int. Again ∆D is assumed to be small such that scattering within the energy
window [D−∆D,D] and [−D,−D+∆D] can be neglected. In general the poor man’s
scaling is a perturbative expansion in the interaction Hamiltonian Hint, but higher orders
are usually not taken into account. In the following we calculate the expansion for an
effective Hamiltonian H˜int by
H˜int(τ1)−Hint(τ1) = − i
2
Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2). (5.3)
Instead of the projection of particles to the band edges, the change of the Hamiltonian
∆Hint(D) = Hint − H˜int is calculated for the full bandwidth and afterwards the change
of i/2Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2) is determined by a derivation with respect to the cutoff D.
2 If the
derivative D∂/∂D = ∂/∂ lnD of Eq. (5.3) is taken, we find a scaling equation for the
cutoff dependent Hamiltonian
∂Hint(D)
∂ lnD
= D
∂
∂D
[
i
2
Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2)
]
. (5.4)
2In other words, the minus sign from−i/2 is cancelled since the band cutoff is reduced: (D−∆D)−D =
−∆D.
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The cutoff D is reduced in infinitesimal steps until an energy scale D∗ is reached which
cuts off the flow and the HamiltonianHint(D
∗) provides an effective model for the physics
on this low energy scale. The first correction Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2) to the interacting Hamil-
tonian H˜int(D) for the double quantum dot system is now studied in detail.
The poor man’s scaling is a renormalization group treatment to lowest order. The
summation of the leading logarithmic order diagrams is also referred to as one-loop order.
In chapter 6 the flow equation method to two-loop order is discussed and although this
scaling method is differently structured than the perturbative RG a discussion of the
physical content of higher order diagrams is given there.
5.2.2 Generating the Scaling Equations
In the following derivation we focus on the coupling of the left quantum dot to the leads.
The derivation here explains how the RG equations in Ref. [36] arise. Currently we are
working on a rigorous derivation of the scaling equations and here only the cornerstones
of the calculation are given. A rigorous derivation can be produced along the lines of
functional RG (e.g. Ref. [40, 39]).
To calculate the correction to the vertex in second order we have to contract one
conduction electron line and one pseudo particle line in Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2). As mentioned
before only the renormalization of the vertices which exist before the rescaling steps are
taken into account. On the Keldysh contour the interaction can take place either on the
first contour or on the second contour, where the interaction on the anti-time-ordered
axis gains a minus sign. In the following it is assumed, that the times τ1 and τ2 are on
the first contour, since the calculation for the second contour follows analogously.
In the following equations the notation γ is used for γ, ωγ and n stands for nkσ, ωc
etc. We find for i/2Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2),
i
2
Hint(τ1)Hint(τ2) =
i
2
1
16
Jn;mγ1;γ′1
Jν;µγ2;γ′2
(
~Tα
)i
γ′1γ1
τ iσ′σ
(
~Tα
)j
γ′2γ2
τ js′s
×
(
t†γ′1(τ1)
〈
tγ1(τ1)t
†
γ′2
(τ2)
〉
tγ2(τ2) + t
†
γ′2
(τ2)
〈
tγ2(τ2)t
†
γ′1
(τ1)
〉
tγ1(τ1)
)
×
(
c†mk′σ′(τ1)
〈
cnkσ(τ1)c
†
µp′s′(τ2)
〉
cνps(τ2) + c
†
µp′s′(τ2)
〈
cνps(τ2)c
†
mk′σ′(τ1)
〉
cnkσ(τ1)
)
.
The contraction leads to the two different diagrams illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The factor
of 1/2 from the perturbative expansion cancels since each diagram appears twice.
nkσ, ωc mk
′σ′, ω′c
γ, ωγ γ
′, ωγ′
η, ωη
νqs, ω∗
(a) “Cooper” contribution.
nkσ, ωc mk
′σ′, ω′c
γ, ωγ γ
′, ωγ′
η, ωη
νqs, ω∗
(b) “Peierls” contribution.
Figure 5.3: Illustration of the two diagrams which lead to Kondo physics. Left diagram is
referred to as the “ Cooper” contribution and right diagram as the “Peierls” contribution.
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As mentioned before τ1 and τ2 are assumed to be on the first Keldysh contour. In the
following only the frequency dependence of the vertices is discussed. In frequency space
the interaction Hamiltonian is renormalized by the term
i3
1
16
Jν;mη;γ′ J
n;ν
γ;η′
(
~Tα
)i
γ′η
~τ iσ′s
(
~Tα
)j
ηγ
~τ jsσt
†
γ′tγc
†
mσ′cnσG
11
η (ωη)G
11
νqs(ω
∗)
+i3
1
16
Jn;νη;γ′J
ν;m
γ;η′
(
~Tα
)i
γ′η
~τ isσ
(
~Tα
)j
ηγ
~τ jσ′st
†
γ′tγc
†
mσ′cnσG
11
η (ωη)G
11
νqs(ω
∗). (5.5)
The first term corresponds to the diagram in Fig. 5.3(a), where both Green’s functions
point in the same direction. This part is from now on referred to as the “Cooper”
contribution, since both particles travel in the same direction in time. The second term
corresponds to the diagram in Fig. 5.3(b). Here the Green’s functions propagate in
opposite directions. This diagram is denoted the “Peierls” contribution.
Eq. (5.5) needs to be integrated over the internal frequencies. Due to the energy
conservation on the two pure vertices the frequency ω∗ is fixed, but its value is different
for the Cooper and the Peierls contribution. In the following sections these two different
terms are discussed.
Calculation of the Cooper Contribution
The contribution of the Cooper diagram (Fig. 5.3(a) or first term in Eq. (5.5)) is defined
by
Cνqsη = −i
∫
dωη
2π
G11η (ωη)G
11
νqs(ω
∗), (5.6)
where ω∗ is determined by the energy conservation at one of the two pure vertices,
e.g. the vertex of the incoming particles gives ω∗ = ωc + ωγ − ωη. The time-ordered
Green’s function G11 = G< + Gr can be expressed in terms of the lesser and retarded
Green’s functions. In general the convolution of (G<η G
<
νqs+G
<
η G
r
νqs+G
r
ηG
<
νqs+G
r
ηG
r
νqs)
has to be calculated. Nevertheless for the scaling equation only the terms that are
dependent on the cutoff D contribute. To leading order we therefore neglect all terms
besides the contribution from Re[Grη] G
<
νqσ. The correction to the interaction vertex
is thus real. In higher orders imaginary parts have to be accounted for, but they are
neglected in this framework. The perturbative RG method is thus consistent only to
leading logarithmic order and it is valid only above the Kondo temperature TK .
A short side remark is added here about the possible contributions of the off-diagonal
retarded Green’s functions Grst0 and G
r
t0s
as found in section 3.4. Both are of the order
Γ/K and therefore they can be neglected to leading logarithmic order if K is finite. For
the scaling equations, it is not important to take into account off-diagonal components.
Only to 0th order, like in the calculation of the non-equilibrium distribution functions,
they can not be neglected. It is assumed in the calculation here, that the retarded Green’s
functions are diagonal and all off-diagonal self energy contributions can be neglected.
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The Cooper term in Eq. (5.6) is given to leading logarithmic order by
Cνqsη = −i
∫
dωη
2π
Re[Grη(ωη)]G
<
νqs(ωc + ωγ − ωη)
≈ −1
2
N(0)
∫
dx
1
∆ωC − x tanh
( x
2T
)
Θ (D − |x|)
= −1
2
N(0)
D∫
−D
dx
1
∆ωC − x tanh
( x
2T
)
,
where ∆ωC = ωc+ωγ−µν−ǫη and x = ω∗−µν = ωc+ωγ−ωη−µν . Only 12 tanh(ω∗/2T ),
the asymmetric part of the Fermi function f(ω∗) = (1− tanh(ω∗/2T ))/2 in G<νs(ω∗) =
if(ω∗)A(ω∗), is taken into account since the other terms do not contribute to leading
logarithmic order. The spectral function of the conduction electron Green’s function
A(ω∗) = 2πΘ(D− |ω∗|) is assumed to have a sharp cutoff at the two band edges D and
−D.
The derive the cutoff dependence for the renormalization flow of the interaction Hamil-
tonian the derivative D∂/∂D of Eq. (5.5) is taken. The incoming and outgoing operators
t†γ′tγc
†
mσ′cnσ and the spin structure due to
(
~Tα
)i
γ′η
~τ iσ′s
(
~Tα
)j
ηγ
~τ jsσ are assumed to be in-
dependent of the cutoff. The cutoff dependence of the Cooper contribution is therefore
determined by
∂
∂ lnD
J
νqs,ω∗;mk′σ′,ω′c
η,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′
Jnkσ,ωc;νqs,ω
∗
γ,ωγ ;η,ωη C
νqs
η
= −1
2
N(0)D
[
J
νqs,ω∗=D+µν ;mk′σ′,ω′c
η,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′
Jnkσ,ωc;νqs,ω
∗=D+µν
γ,ωγ ;η,ωη
1
∆ωC −D
−Jνqs,ω∗=−D+µν ;mk′σ′,ωcη,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′ J
nkσ,ωc;νqσ,ω∗=−D+µν
γ,ωγ ;η′,ωη′
(−1)
∆ωC +D
]
,
where tanh(x/2T ) is approximated by sign(x) since the temperature T is assumed to
be negligibly small compared to every other energy scale of the system. So far the
calculation is equivalent to the calculation of Anderson [10]. In the original paper on
poor man’s scaling the frequency ∆ωC is neglected in comparison to the cutoff D, since
the cutoff is the largest energy scale of the system.
During the renormalization the cutoff D is sent to zero. As long as D > ∆ωC the
ratio,
D
∆ωC −D ≈ −1 for D ≫ ∆ωC ,
can be approximated by −1. At some energy scale the cutoff D is reduced below ∆ωC .
Since the ratio,
D
∆ωC −D ≈ 0 for D ≪ ∆ωC ,
is then negligibly small, the flow of the coupling is stopped by the energy scale ∆ωC ,
which is given by internal energies scales of the system. In the following the ratio
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D/(∆ωC −D) is approximated by a step function,
− D
D ∓∆ωC ≈ −Θ(D − |∆ωC |).
The absolute value of ∆ωC is taken such that this assumption is also valid for the ratio
−D/(D+∆ωC). The approximation of a step-like behavior fails if the cutoff D and ∆ωC
are of the same order of magnitude. A more rigorous derivation of the cutoff function
Θ(D − |∆ωC |) is needed to deal with this energy regime of the flow, e.g. in functional
RG or in the flow equation method (see chapter 6).
The Cooper contribution to the RG equation thus gives
∂
∂ lnD
J
νqs,ω∗;mk′σ′,ω′c
η,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′
Jnkσ,ωc;νqs,ω
∗
γ,ωγ ;η,ωη C
νqs
η
=
1
2
N(0)Θ(D − |ωc + ωγ − µν − ǫη|)
∑
λ=±1
J
νqs,λD+µν ;mk′σ′,ω′c
η,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′
Jnkσ,ωc;νqs,λD+µνγ,ωγ ;η,ωη . (5.7)
The cutoff D is reduced to 0 and therefore λD → 0 in Eq. (5.7) is approximated by zero.
This is valid under the assumption that the frequency dependence of the Θ-function
is stronger than the frequency dependence of the coupling functions. Then Eq. (5.7)
simplifies to
∂
∂ lnD
J
νqs,ω∗;mk′σ′,ω′c
η,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′
Jnkσ,ωc;νqs,ω
∗
γ,ωγ ;η,ωη C
νqs
η
=N(0)Θ(D − |ωc + ωγ − µν − ǫη|)Jνqs,µν ;mk
′σ′,ω′c
η,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′
Jnkσ,ωc;νqs,µνγ,ωγ ;η,ωη . (5.8)
Calculation of the Peierls Contribution
The same derivation has now to be done for the Peierls contribution of the scaling
equation (5.5). In contrast to the Cooper contribution the two intermediate particles
in the Peierls contribution propagate in different directions in time as illustrated in
Fig. 5.3(b). The Peierls contribution is given by
Pνqsη = −i
∫
dωη
2π
G11η (ωη)G
11
νqs(ω
∗),
where ω∗ = ωc + ωη − ωγ′ in this case.
Analogous to the derivation of the Cooper contribution we find
Pνqsη = −i
∫
dωη
2π
Re[Grη(ωη)]G
<
νqs(ωc + ωη − ωγ′)
≈ −1
2
N(0)
D∫
−D
dx
1
x−∆ωP tanh
( x
2T
)
,
where ∆ωP = ωγ′ − ωc + µν − ǫη. Since a hole is involved in the Peierls contribution,
the conduction energy ωc enters with a different sign in ∆ωP compared to ∆ωC in the
Cooper contribution.
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With the same assumptions as used in the derivation of Eq. (5.7) we obtain
∂
∂ lnD
Jnkσ,ωc;νqs,ω
∗
η,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′
Jνqs,ω
∗;mk′σ′,ω′c
γ,ωγ ;η,ωη P
νqs
η
=− 1
2
N(0)Θ(D − |ωγ′ − ωc + µν − ǫη|)
∑
λ=±1
Jnkσ,ωc;νqs,λD+µνη,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′ J
νqs,λD+µν ;mk′σ′,ω′c
γ,ωγ ;η,ωη . (5.9)
In the limit of D → 0 and if the frequency dependence of the coupling function is
neglected, Eq. (5.9) simplifies to
∂
∂ lnD
Jnkσ,ωc;νqs,ω
∗
η,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′
Jνqs,ω
∗;mk′σ′,ω′c
γ,ωγ ;η,ωη P
νqs
η
=−N(0)Θ(D − |ωγ′ − ωc + µν − ǫη|)Jnkσ,ωc;νqs,µνη,ωη;γ′,ωγ′ J
νqs,µν ;mk′σ′,ω′c
γ,ωγ ;η,ωη . (5.10)
Summary and General RG Equation
Using the result of Eq. (5.7) and (5.9) in Eq. (5.5) the RG equation for the general vertex
V is given by
∂Vnkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′cγ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′
∂ lnD
=
1
2
∑
λ=±1
∑
η,ν,s
×
(
Vνqs;λD+µν ;mk′σ′,ω′cη,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′ Θ|ωc+ωγ−µν−ǫη |V
nkσ,ωc;νqs,λD+µν
γ,ωγ ;η,ωη
−Vnkσ,ωc;νqs,λD+µνη,ωη ;γ′,ωγ′ Θ|ωγ′−ωc+µν−ǫη |V
νqs,λD+µν ;mk′σ′,ω′c
γ,ωγ ;η,ωη
)
, (5.11)
where we introduced the notation Θx = Θ(D − |x|). The general vertex is defined by
Vnkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′cγ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′ =
1
4
~τσ′σ
(
~Tα
)
γ′γ
N(0)J
nkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′c
γ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′
.
Eq. (5.11) is the generalization of Eq. (6) in the paper of A. Rosch et al. [36].
The expression (5.11) can be applied to every Kondo model with a number of leads
and some level structure of the Kondo dot if the interaction can be written as a general
vertex V. To derive the scaling equation for a specific problem, the first step is to perform
the spin product of the conduction electron spin. One has to be careful since the spin
matrices appear in a different order in the Cooper and the Peierls contributions. The
RG equations are specialized to e.g. the double quantum dot system when the pseudo
Pauli-matrices ~T are inserted in Eq. (5.11).
A finite current through a quantum dot system leads to fluctuations in the occupation
probabilities and the impurity states gain a finite life time. Since the Kondo effect is
sensitive to the coherence of scattering processes, the broadening Γ has to be included
in the RG flow to compensate for the fact that the flow of the running couplings, if not
stopped by a system parameter before, is stopped at the energy scale of the dephasing
Γ. This mechanism including self energy and vertex corrections has been discussed in
detail in Ref. [41]. Here it is only motivated how an additional cutoff arises in the poor
man’s scaling framework. The real part of the retarded Green’s function with a finite
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width Γ leads to a Cooper contribution Cνqsη of
∂
∂ lnD
Cνqsη = −
1
2
N(0)D
∂
∂D
D∫
−D
dx
∆ωC − x
(∆ωC − x)2 + (Γ/2)2 tanh
( x
2T
)
= −1
2
N(0)D
∆ωC −D
(∆ωC −D)2 + (Γ/2)2 +
1
2
N(0)D
∆ωC +D
(∆ωC +D)2 + (Γ/2)2
.
If ∆ωc ±D ≫ Γ/2 the decoherence does not play a role and we find the step-like cutoff
as discussed before, whereas in the case of ∆ωc ±D ≪ Γ/2 we find
∂
∂ lnD
Cνqsη ≈ N(0)
(∆ωC)
2 +D2
(Γ/2)2
≪ 1.
The finite life time of the pseudo particle states provides an additional cutoff in the RG
scheme. Since the decoherence is large in the case of a finite voltage, this additional
cutoff is important in a non-equilibrium calculation. In the following we redefine the
cutoff function Θx as
Θx = Θ
(
D −
√
x2 + Γ2
)
. (5.12)
The decoherence provides also an additional cutoff in equilibrium if the coupling diverges
at a finite frequency, e.g. the singlet-triplet gap K. A detailed discussion of this and
to which leading order the decoherence enters the scaling equations can be found in
Ref. [41].
5.2.3 Calculation and Assumptions for the RG Equations of the
Double Quantum Dot System
The derivation of the RG equations for the double quantum dot system is shown for
one coupling as an example in appendix D.1. For a spin-flip process where the double
quantum dot state changes from the triplet t+ to the singlet s the spin of the involved
conduction electron changes correspondingly from ↓ to ↑. The flow of this coupling is
given by
∂g
nk↓,ωc;mk′↑,ω′c
t+,ωt+ ;s,ωs
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(
g
νq↓,ω∗;mk′↑,ω′c
t+,ωt+ ;s,ωs
gnk↓,ωc;νq↓,ω
∗
t+,ωt+ ;t+,ωt+
Θωc+ωt+−µν−ωt+
+gnk↓,ωc;νq↑,ω
∗
t+,ωt+ ;s,ωs
g
νq↑,ω∗;mk′↑,ω′c
t+,ωt+ ;t+,ωt+
Θωs−ωc+µν−ωt+
+g
νq↑,ω∗;mk′↑,ω′c
t0,ωt0 ;s,ωs
gnk↓,ωc;νq↑,ω
∗
t+,ωt+ ;t0,ωt0
Θωc+ωt+−µν−ωt0
+gnk↓,ωc;νq↓,ω
∗
t0,ωt0 ;s,ωs
g
νq↓,ω∗;mk′↑,ω′c
t+,ωt+ ;t0,ωt0
Θωs−ωc+µν−ωt0
)
. (5.13)
In general the coupling vertex has four different frequencies, one for each incoming and
each outgoing leg. It is assumed that the pseudo particle energies can be approximated
by their values on resonance, i.e. on-shell. This approximation is justified since the
broadening of the spectral weight is much smaller than other physical quantities of the
system, especially in comparison with the band width of the c
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of states. If the frequencies of the double quantum dot states are assumed to be on
resonance, we can rewrite
g
nkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′c
t+,ωt+ ;s,ωs
→ gnkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′c
t+,
1
4
K−B;s,− 3
4
K
.
After assuming the pseudo particle energies to be on-shell the vertex thus only depends
on two frequencies. The energy conservation on the vertex determines one of these two
frequencies and it is assumed in the following, that the frequency of a vertex is always
given by the incoming frequency, i.e. ωc in g
nkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′c
t+,
1
4
K−B;s,− 3
4
K
. For this example we replace
in the coupling function ωc → ω and ω′c → ωc+ωs− ωt+ = ω+K −B. In the following
the coupling function is written as
g
nkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′c
t+,
1
4
K−B;s,− 3
4
K
→ gnkσ;mk′σ′t+;s (ω).
With these assumptions the RG equation (5.13) simplifies to
∂gn↓;m↑t+;s (ω)
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(
gν↓;m↑t+;s (ω)g
n↓;ν↓
t+;t+ (ω)Θω−µν
+gn↓;ν↑t+;s (ω)g
ν↑;m↑
t+;t+ (ω +K − B)Θω−µν+K−B
+gν↑;m↑t0;s (ω − B)gn↓;ν↑t+;t0 (ω)Θω−µν−B
+gn↓;ν↓t0;s (ω)g
ν↓;m↑
t+;t0 (ω +K)Θω−µν+K
)
.
The derivation of this scaling equation is shown in detail in appendix D.1. In general
one can derive all scaling equations analogously, even in the case of a finite magnetic
field B, but we restrict ourselves to the discussion of the case B = 0. The study of a
finite magnetic field applied to a double quantum dot setup is the aim of future work.
It was observed in chapter 3 that the self energy can have off-diagonal contributions
in the limit of K ≪ Γ. Nevertheless, the leading logarithmic order as discussed above
originates from a convolution of a conduction electron Green’s function with the retarded
Green’s function for the double quantum dot system. As discussed in section 3.4 the
off-diagonal retarded Green’s function is proportional to Γ/K and Γ ∝ g2 ∝ 1/ ln2 can
thus be neglected to leading logarithmic order. As discussed in section 3.5 the quantum
Boltzmann equation is difficult to solve in the case of vanishing K. It is not the scope
of this thesis to discuss this subject further. In future work one would have to rederive
the scaling equations in the rotated subspace as explained in chapter C in the appendix
to avoid the problems mentioned there.
5.2.4 RG Equations of the Double Quantum Dot System
In the case of zero magnetic field B = 0 the three triplet states are degenerate. As
discussed previously the complications due to off-diagonal contributions do not appear.
We assume further a symmetric Kondo setup such that the spin conserving Jz and
the spin-flip J⊥ couplings are not distinct. This assumption is justified since the spin
symmetry is conserved in zero magnetic field.
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Consequently there are only three different RG equations,
∂gnmts (ω)
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(2gνmts (ω)g
nν
tt (ω)Θω−µν
+2gnνts (ω)g
νm
tt (ω +K)Θω−µν+K) ,
∂gnmst (ω)
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(2gνmtt (ω −K)gnνst (ω)Θω−µν−K
+2gnνtt (ω)g
νm
st (ω)Θω−µν) ,
∂gnmtt (ω)
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(gνmst (ω +K)g
nν
ts (ω)Θω−µν+K
+gnνst (ω)g
νm
ts (ω −K)Θω−µν−K
+2gνmtt (ω)g
nν
tt (ω)Θω−µν) .
The chemical potential is defined by µ1/2 = ±eVL/2 for the leads 1 and 2 on the left
side and µ3,4 = ±eVR/2 for the leads 3 and 4 on the right side. A summation over the
internal lead index ν is implicitly understood. Please note, that these RG equations are
only valid to leading logarithmic order.
Further Assumptions
The dependence on the frequency appears in the coupling function g(ω) and in the cutoff
function Θω. At the initial cutoff D0 the couplings are not frequency dependent and
the flow is the same for every frequency ω. If the band cutoff D is reduced below some
energy scale like the exchange interaction K then the flow of the coupling function is
stopped for certain frequencies while the flow for other frequencies continues. Below this
energy scale the coupling function is not a constant but explicitly frequency dependent.
In the following it is assumed, that the frequency dependence of the coupling function
is negligible in comparison to the strong frequency dependence of the Θ-function. The
approximation,
f(∆ω)Θ(D − |∆ω|)→ f(0)Θ(D − |∆ω|),
is used and it is assumed, that the frequency argument of the couplings functions is
determined by the corresponding Θ-function.
Using these assumptions the RG equations of the double quantum dot system in the
case of zero magnetic field are
∂gnmts (ω)
∂ lnD
= − 1
2
(2gνmts (µν)g
nν
tt (µν)Θω−µν
+2gnνts (µν −K)gνmtt (µν)Θω−µν+K) , (5.14a)
∂gnmst (ω)
∂ lnD
= − 1
2
(2gνmtt (µν)g
nν
st (µν +K)Θω−µν−K
+2gnνtt (µν)g
νm
st (µν)Θω−µν ) , (5.14b)
∂gnmtt (ω)
∂ lnD
= − 1
2
(gνmst (µν)g
nν
ts (µν −K)Θω−µν+K
+gnνst (µν +K)g
νm
ts (µν)Θω−µν−K
+2gνmtt (µν)g
nν
tt (µν)Θω−µν ) . (5.14c)
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These RG equations are similar to the scaling equations for the Kondo effect in a
singlet-triplet setup [45] and for the double quantum dot considerations in Refs. [46,
69]. However, none of these works includes the frequency dependence of the coupling
functions.
Symmetry Relations
Due to the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian symmetry arguments between the three coup-
ling functions have to hold,
gnmtt (ω) = g
mn
tt (ω), (5.15a)
gnmst (ω) = g
mn
ts (ω −K), (5.15b)
gnmts (ω) = g
mn
st (ω +K). (5.15c)
Consequently there are only two independent coupling functions, because the coupling
gnmts can be represented by the coupling g
mn
st with different frequency argument or vice
versa.
5.3 Flow of the Couplings
The RG equations for a system of two coupled quantum dots are given in Eq. (5.14).
In the following we concentrate on the couplings to the left quantum dot. A detailed
derivation of the flow of the couplings is given in appendix D.2 assuming that VL = 0.
The general case can be worked out straightforwardly in the same manner. In this
section the physical content of the scaling equations is addressed. It is assumed that
K ≫ Γ and the temperature T is negligibly small compared to the decoherence rate Γ.
One has to distinguish between three different energy regimes for the flowing cutoff D:
D0 > D > K, K > D > Γ, and Γ > D. These originate from the two different cut off
regimes in Eq. (5.14), Θ(D − |K|) and Θ(D − |Γ|).
5.3.1 Flow in the Energy Regime D0 > D > K
The cutoff D0 is the largest energy scale of the system. The initial couplings at D = D0
are frequency independent and until the scale D∗ = K no frequency dependence is
created by the flow, and thus the frequency argument of the coupling functions can be
neglected. All Θ-functions have the value one in the regime D0 > D > K and the RG
equations (5.14) in that regime are given by
∂gnmts
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(2gνmts g
nν
tt + 2g
nν
ts g
νm
tt ) , (5.16)
∂gnmtt
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(gνmst g
nν
ts + g
nν
st g
νm
ts + 2g
νm
tt g
nν
tt ) . (5.17)
The coupling gst is related to gts by the symmetry relation g
mn
st (ω) = g
nm
ts (ω − K).
In this regime the frequency dependence can be neglected and consequently it follows
that gnmst = g
mn
ts . The couplings g
11
γγ′ = g
22
γγ′ , denoted the diagonal coupling g
d
γγ′ , obey
a different scaling equation than the couplings g12γγ′ = g
21
γγ′ , defined as the transport
coupling gtγγ′ .
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The equations for the couplings gdts, g
t
ts, g
d
tt and g
t
tt can be decoupled by defining
symmetrized couplings as
g±+ = (g
d
tt ± gttt) + (gdst ± gtst),
g±− = (g
d
tt ± gttt)− (gdst ± gtst).
Then the equations for the four different couplings g±± have the same form,
∂g±±
∂ lnD
= − (g±±)2 . (5.18)
Eq. (5.18) is the typical flow of a Kondo coupling. The solution for the differential
equation (5.18) is
g±±(D) =
1
1
g±±(D0)
+ ln (D/D0)
.
This expression diverges if the cutoff D is reduced to the energy scale TK , where
TK = D0 e
−1/g±±(D0).
Altogether there are four different energy scales on which the four different couplings g±±
become divergent. The largest energy scale determines the breakdown of the perturba-
tion. From the definitions of g±± it is obvious, that g
+
+ is the largest coupling, since it is
the sum of four couplings. Therefore the Kondo temperature is determined by the initial
value of g++(D = D0). In appendix D.2 the general case of different initial couplings is
discussed. The discussion here is limited to the special case of symmetric couplings,
g(D) ≡ gdtt(D) = gttt(D) = gdst(D) = gtst(D) =
g++(D)
4
,
where
g++(D) =
1
ln(D/TK)
,
TK = D0 e
−1/4g(D0).
Since the double quantum dot system has four degrees of freedom due to the singlet and
triplet states and the diagonal and transport processes, the Kondo temperature is given
by D0e
−1/(4gDQD) instead of D0e−1/(2g1QD) as in a setup with only one quantum dot.
5.3.2 Flow in the Energy Regime K > D > Γ
When the cutoff is reduced below the energy scale of K, the frequency dependence of
the coupling plays a role. In the RG equations Eq. (5.14) either Θ(D − √ω2 + Γ) or
Θ(D −√(ω ±K)2 + Γ) cuts off the flow.
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In the regime K > D > Γ and for VL = 0 the RG equations (5.14) are given by
∂gnmts (ω)
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(2gνmts (0)g
nν
tt (0)Θω
+2gnνts (−K)gνmtt (0)Θω+K) , (5.19)
∂gnmtt (ω)
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(gνmst (0)g
nν
ts (−K)Θω+K
+gnνst (K)g
νm
ts (0)Θω−K
+2gνmtt (0)g
nν
tt (0)Θω) . (5.20)
In Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) the triplet-triplet coupling gtt(ω) appears on the right hand
side only with the frequency ω = 0. As in the regime D0 > D > K the diagonal
gdtt(ω = 0) = g
11
tt (ω = 0) = g
22
tt (ω = 0) and the transport coupling g
t
tt(ω = 0) = g
12
tt (ω =
0) = g21tt (ω = 0) obey each an RG equation. As before their flow equations are coupled,
but can be decoupled by using the sum and difference g±tt = g
d
tt ± gttt, respectively,
∂g±tt (ω = 0, D)
∂ lnD
= − (g±tt (ω = 0, D))2 .
Since we assumed symmetric coupling, gttt(ω = 0, D
∗ = K) = gdtt(ω = 0, D
∗ = K), the
coupling g−tt (ω = 0, D
∗ = K) = 0 is initially zero and is not created during the flow. The
solution of the differential equation for g+tt is
g+tt (0, D) =
1
ln
(
D
T ∗
) ,
where
T ∗ = D∗e−1/g
+
tt(ω=0,D=D
∗) = Ke
−2 ln
“
K
TK
”
= K
(
1
K/TK
)2
= TK
TK
K
,
and D∗ = K is the energy scale where the flow of the coupling functions becomes
frequency dependent.
We find for the flow of the triplet-triplet coupling in the regime K > D > Γ,
gdtt(ω = 0, D) = g
t
tt(ω = 0, D) =
1
2 ln
(
D
T ∗
) .
On the right hand side of equations (5.19) and (5.20) only the couplings gnmts (ω = 0)
and gnmts (ω = −K) appear, since gnmst (ω = 0) = gmnts (ω = −K) and gnmst (ω = K) =
gmnts (ω = 0). The flow of g
nm
ts (ω = 0, D) and g
nm
ts (ω = −K,D) is dependent on the
flow of gtt(0, D). The transport and the diagonal couplings are defined analogous to the
triplet-triplet couplings. From the initial condition at D∗ = K it follows immediately
that g−ts(ω,D) = g
d
ts(ω,D) − gtts(ω,D) = 0 and these couplings are not created during
the flow.
Thus only the flow of g+ts(ω = 0, D) = g
d
ts(ω = 0, D) + g
t
st(ω = 0, D) and g
+
ts(ω =
−K,D) = gdts(ω = −K,D) + gtts(ω = −K,D) has to be calculated, for example
∂g+ts(ω = 0, D)
∂ lnD
= −g+ts(ω = 0, D)
1
ln(D/T ∗)
.
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This differential equation is solved straightforwardly and we find
g+ts(ω = 0, D) = g
+
ts(ω = 0, D
∗)
lnD∗/T ∗
lnD/T ∗
=
1
ln
(
D
T ∗
) .
The coupling g
d/t
ts (ω = −K,D) has the same initial value and obeys the same scaling
equation. Thus it also flows like
g+ts(ω = −K,D) =
1
ln
(
D
T ∗
) .
The couplings g+ts(ω = 0, D), g
+
ts(ω = −K,D) and g+tt (ω = 0, D) follow the identical flow.
Assuming that all coupling functions start with the same initial value, also in the regime
of K > D > Γ the frequency dependent couplings at ω = 0,±K flow to the same value,
g
d/t
ts (ω = 0, D) = g
d/t
ts (ω = −K,D) = gd/ttt (ω = 0, D) =
1
2 lnD/T ∗
=
1
2(lnD/TK + lnK/TK)
.
5.3.3 Flow in the Energy Regime D < Γ
If the band width D is reduced below the lowest energy scale of the system, none of the
couplings flows any more. The couplings scale to a constant value given by the energy
scale Γ. The decoherence destroys an infinite series of coherent scattering events that
could lead to the strong-coupling behavior of the Kondo couplings. If the band cutoff
D is reduced to 0, the coupling functions converge to the value
gdts(ω = 0, D→ 0) = gtts(ω = −K,D → 0) = gttt(0, D → 0) =
1
2(ln Γ/TK + lnK/TK)
.
5.3.4 Illustration of the Flow of the Couplings
The flow of the coupling functions is illustrated in Fig. 5.4 for the parameters of the
double quantum dot system used in this thesis. The discussion of the parameters follows
in section 5.4.2.
An apparent frequency dependence of the coupling functions is observed in Fig. 5.4.
For a large band cutoff D > K the coupling functions follow the same flow at every
frequency, but at later stages of the flow the peak structure becomes pronounced. In gst
and gts there are two resonances, which are shifted by the energy K with respect to each
other. This confirms the symmetry relation of Eq. (5.15). As discussed in the previous
section the peaks flow with the same logarithmic dependence. There are satellite peaks
in gtt, which are less pronounced than the peak in gts at finite frequency. The parameters
are chosen with a large decoherence Γ such that the flow of the couplings stops at g ≪ 1.
Therefore the calculation of the current or other physical quantities in second order is
justified.
Fig. 5.4 illustrates the flow of characteristic values chosen for the double quantum dot
setup considered here. It is found in chapter 6 that the scaling in the flow equation
method shows a similar behavior. After the development of the perturbative RG by
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Figure 5.4: Flow of the frequency-dependent couplings gst(ω), gts(ω), and gtt(ω) for the dif-
ferent values of the cutoff D = 1000, 100, 10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001. The flow of the coupling stops
when the energy scale of the decoherence is reached. The parameters 1/ ln(K/TK) = 0.2,
T/TK = 0.1, B = VL = VR = 0, and g0 = 0.0165 result in a decoherence rate Γ = 0.0063.
A. Rosch et al. [35, 36], the method was applied to other setups as well, here should be
mentioned only a few like the singlet-triplet Kondo effect [48], a electrostatically coupled
double quantum dot setup in Ref. [70] and the application to the two-channel Kondo
model [53].
5.4 Polarization
A detailed discussion of the polarization, p = ns − nt, is found in section 4.1, where
this thermodynamic quantity was shown to depend on the finite voltage to 0th order
in a perturbative expansion of the coupling J to the leads. The quantum Boltzmann
equation is equivalent to a rate equation of the form
Γs→tns = Γt→snt,
where Γs→t is the rate for a transition from a singlet state to a triplet state and analogous
for Γt→s. In 2nd order perturbation theory these rates are equivalent to the expressions
derived from Fermi’s golden rule. The rate Γs→t corresponds to the broadening Γss(ωs)/3
of the singlet state in the notation used in chapters 3 and 4.
Thus the finite life time of the singlet state 1/Γss(ωs) is responsible both for a broad-
ening of the singlet resonance and for a non-equilibrium occupation probability of the
singlet level. In this section it is discussed how to take both effects into account.
In the following the effect of a finite magnetic field is not addressed. As was discussed
in chapter 3 contributions from off-diagonal singlet-triplet Green’s functions and self
energies can not be neglected for a double quantum dot system with finite magnetic
field B 6= 0 and left-right asymmetry gL 6= gR. Since these off-diagonal contributions
additionally are important only in the case of K ≪ Γ, this small parameter space is left
out of discussion in this part of the thesis.
5.4.1 Self Energy Σ and Spectral Weight Γ
A non-zero self energy of the pseudo particles has two consequences. On the one hand
the retarded self energy shifts the resonance by the value of the real part of ReΣr and
on the other hand it leads to a broadening Γ = i (Σ> − Σ<) = 2iImΣr of the spectral
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function. The pseudo particles gain a finite life time due to interactions with the leads.
Resonant processes only take place within a time 1/Γ. The Kondo effect itself arises
due to resonant spin-flip processes and is destroyed by a finite life time of the pseudo
particle states. The broadening Γ has to be included into perturbative RG in order
to compensate for the fact that the flow of the running couplings, if not stopped by a
system parameter before, is stopped by the decoherence rate Γ.3 Since the broadening
Γ provides a cutoff for the flow of the coupling functions and the coupling functions
enter the derivation of the broadening Γ, the flow of the couplings has to be calculated
self-consistently. In the routine used here this is done by a few iterative steps until
convergence is reached.
On the other hand the lesser self energy plays a major role in a non-equilibrium
situation due to a large applied voltage. In this case the lesser and retarded Green’s
function do no longer fulfill a fluctuation-dissipation theorem as in equilibrium and have
to be calculated independently. The lesser Green’s functions are derived from a quantum
Boltzmann equation, see section 3.5 for a more detailed discussion. The concepts of the
non-equilibrium perturbation theory in chapters 3 and 4 are here generalized to the
perturbative renormalization group.
In perturbative RG the contour-ordered self energy is given by
Σγ′1,γ2(τ1, τ2) = −
1
16
∑
J
nkσ,ωc;mk′σ′,ω′c
γ1,ωγ1 ;γ
′
1,ωγ′
1
Jmk
′σ′,ω′c;nkσ,ωc
γ2,ωγ2 ;γ1,ωγ1
~τ iσ′σ
~T iγ′1γ1X
n
m(τ1, τ2)Gγ1(τ1, τ2)
~T jγ1γ2~τ
j
σσ′ . (5.21)
One has to distinguish between the lesser self energy Σ<, which enters the quantum
Boltzmann equation, and the broadening Γ = i(Σ>−Σ<) that provides a finite life time
of the double quantum dot states. In the following only the diagonal parts of the self
energy are taken into account. As discussed in the beginning of this section the rates
Γ enter as well the retarded Green’s functions as the quantum Boltzmann equation in
non-equilibrium. Using this information derived in chapter 4 the calculation of the lesser
self energy Σ< is redundant.
With the assumptions for the coupling functions g(ω) as discussed in section 5.3 the
spectral weight Γ is given by
Γγγ(ω) = i
(
Σ>γγ(ω)− Σ<γγ(ω)
)
≈ 1
16
∫
dǫ
2π
Jnkσ;mk
′σ′
γ′;γ (ǫ
′)Jmk
′σ′;nkσ
γ;γ′ (ǫ
′ + ω − ǫ)
(Xnm)
> (ω − ǫ)~τ iσ′σ ~T iγγ′Aγ′(ǫ)~T jγ′γ~τ jσσ′ .
The definition and the derivation of the conduction electron spin susceptibility, Xnm, is
found in section B.2. The function Xnm allows only processes within an energy window
according to the chosen frequency of the involved physical processes and also determines
the energy of the conduction electrons in the particle-hole loop. This is seen from the
3Compare to the definition of the cutoff in Eq. (5.12).
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definition,
(Xnm)
> (ω − ǫ) = −
∫
dǫ′
2π
G<nkσ(ǫ
′)G>mk′σ′(ǫ
′ + ω − ǫ)
= −2πN(0)2
∫ ′
dǫ′ ferm[ǫ− ω + µm, µn](ǫ′),
where
ferm[a, b](ω) = (1− f(ω − a)) f(ω − b),∫ ′
dǫ′ =
∫
dǫ′Θ(D − |ǫ′|)Θ(D − |ǫ′ + ω − ǫ|).
The function ferm[a, b](ω) equals zero if a > b. In the case a < b and for zero tem-
1
a b
ferm[a, b](ω)
ω
Figure 5.5: Illustration of the function ferm[a, b](ω) for a < b.
perature T = 0, ferm[a, b](ω) is equivalent to a box of height one between a and b as
illustrated in Fig. 5.5. A finite voltage V shifts the chemical potentials in the leads µn,m
to ±eV/2. If the energy transfer between the state γ′ (≡ ǫ) and γ (≡ w) takes place
in the window opened by the voltage, then this process contributes to the self energy.
This behavior was already discussed in the context of the voltage-dependence of the
polarization in section 4.1.
It is straightforward to simplify the expression for Γ using the approximation, that the
ω-dependence in the integration limits ±D + ω can be neglected, since the band cutoff
is larger than any other energy scale of the system. We thus find that the broadening Γ
in perturbative RG is given by
Γγγ(ω) = − 1
16
∫
dǫ
∫ D
−D
dǫ′ gnkσ;mk
′σ′
γ′;γ (ǫ
′)gmk
′σ′;nkσ
γ;γ′ (ǫ
′ + ω − ǫ)
ferm[ǫ− ω + µm, µn](ǫ′) ~τ iσ′σ ~T iγγ′Aγ′(ǫ)~T jγ′γ~τ jσσ′ .
Remark about the Numerical Calculation
As illustrated in Fig. 5.5 the function ferm[a, b] is a box of the height one between
a and b. Rather than a convolution with the function ferm the Kondo couplings are
approximated by their average in the interval from a to b
gnkσ;mk
′σ′
γ′;γ (ǫ
′)gmk
′σ′;nkσ
γ;γ′ (ǫ
′ + ω − ǫ) ≈ 1
b− a g
nkσ;mk′σ′
γ′;γ g
mk′σ′;nkσ
γ;γ′ (a, b),
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where
gnkσ;mk
′σ′
γ′;γ g
mk′σ′;nkσ
γ;γ′ (a, b) =
∫ b
a
dǫ′gnkσ;mk
′σ′
γ′;γ (ǫ
′)gmk
′σ′;nkσ
γ;γ′ (ǫ
′ + ǫγ − ǫγ′).
Accordingly we approximate
ferm[a, b] ≈ 1
b− a
∫ b
a
dǫ′ferm[a, b](ǫ′).
The incoming frequency ω → ǫγ and the intermediate frequency ǫ → ǫγ′ are approxi-
mated by the energy of the pseudo particle states on resonance. Using the average of
the coupling functions the integrals in the spectral weight Γ can be separated,
Γγγ(ǫγ) = − 1
16
µn∫
ǫγ′−ǫγ+µm
dǫ′ gnkσ;mk
′σ′
γ′;γ (ǫ
′)gmk
′σ′;nkσ
γ;γ′ (ǫ
′ + ǫγ − ǫγ′)
∫
dǫ ferm[ǫ− ǫγ + µm, µn] ~τ iσ′σ ~T iγγ′Aγ′(ǫ)~T jγ′γ~τ jσσ′ . (5.22)
The approximation that the pseudo particle frequency can be taken on resonance is used
again in the expression (5.22) and it is assumed that Γγγ(ω) is calculated on resonance
ω = ǫγ . The broadening of Aγ′ is neglected in the integration over the coupling functions,
but it enters the convolution with ferm[ǫ− ǫγ + µm, µn].
The expression for Γγγ(ǫγ) in Eq. (5.22) has to be calculated self-consistently. The
spectral weight Γ determines the life time of the pseudo particles and therefore prevents
the flow to strong-coupling since the Kondo resonance is destroyed by a non-zero deco-
herence. The broadening of the spectral function Aγ(ω) = πΓ/((ω− ǫγ)2 + (Γ/2)2) is in
comparison with the perturbation theory calculation in chapter 4 not neglected and as
shown later the broadening Γ determines the width of the resonances. Finally, the rate
Γ determines the non-equilibrium distribution function of the singlet and triplet states
in a self-consistent equation.
5.4.2 Discussion of the Chosen Parameter Set
If not stated differently the following parameter set is used throughout this chapter
gmn = 0.0165,
D0 = 1000,
TK = D0e
−1/(4g),
T = 0.1 TK ,
1/ ln(K/TK) = 0.2,
VL = VR = B = 0.
In Fig. 5.6 we show the different energy scales of the system. It is found in a renormal-
ization group treatment of the Kondo model, that the energy scale TK determines the
physics of the whole system. All energy scale are thus given in units of TK . The Kondo
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Figure 5.6: Energy comparison and voltage dependence of the decoherence rates Γs→t, Γt→s,
and Γt→t for typical parameters of the system 1/ ln(K/TK) = 0.2, T = 0.1TK , gL = gR =
0.0165 and VR = B = 0. Explanations are given in the text.
temperature TK was calculated in the previous section. The band cutoff D0 is assumed
to be of the order of 1000meV motivated by experimental values. The coupling gmn is
chosen such that the system does not flow to strong-coupling before the reduced band
cutoffD reaches the energy scale of the decoherence Γ. Since there is a finite decoherence
present in the system the temperature is chosen below the Kondo temperature and is
thus negligibly small. On the other hand the singlet-triplet gap K has then to be large.
For an antiferromagnetic coupling the ground state of the system is a singlet. The rate
Γs→t is the largest decoherence rate in Fig. 5.6 since the phase space of the singlet states
is larger than of the triplet states. Since there are no singlet-singlet processes allowed
in the double quantum dot setup, every process includes a transition from a singlet to
a triplet state. Thus the rate Γs→t is involved in all physical process. A singlet-triplet
transition is allowed for voltages eVL above the threshold K. At this energy scale the
other rates, Γt→s and Γt→t, are comparable or larger than the Kondo temperature. In the
following calculations of the current and the T -matrix it is thus assumed that all physical
quantities are cut off by the rate Γs→t, which is justified in the case of antiferromagnetic
coupling. In section 5.7 the ferromagnetic case is discussed and different decoherence
rates of singlet and triplet processes are taken into account.
An applied voltage leads to a finite current. Transport processes lead to an increase of
the decoherence rates with increasing voltage. Since these decoherence rates also enter
the quantum Boltzmann equations, they are responsible for a non-equilibrium occupation
number. The voltage dependence of Γ therefore leads to the voltage dependence of
thermodynamic properties like the polarization.
Here we only discussed the self energy as a source of decoherence, although in general
there are further sources like vertex renormalizations (see Ref. [41]). The vertex correc-
tions can be treated in higher orders or other scaling methods, but are left out in the
discussion here.
5.4.3 Discussion of the Polarization
Since no magnetic field is applied, the magnetization equals zero. Nevertheless thermo-
dynamic properties of the double quantum dot system can be studied in the spin-spin
correlation 〈~SL~SR〉. The spin-spin correlation is proportional to the difference in the
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occupation of singlet and triplet states,
〈~SL~SR〉 = 3
4
(nt − ns) .
Therefore this quantity indicates deviations from the singlet ground state, as discussed
in detail in section 4.1.
In the following we discuss the properties of the polarization p using perturbative RG
instead of perturbation theory. The polarization,
p (T,K, VL, VR) = ns − nt,
depends on the temperature T , the exchange interaction K, and the two different volt-
ages VL and VR applied to the left and the right quantum dots, respectively.
In Fig. 5.7 the dependence of p on the voltage VL applied to the left quantum dot is
shown. The voltage applied to the right quantum dot is assumed to be zero, VR = 0. The
value of p at VL = 0 is close to one, which is the thermodynamic value from equilibrium
physics. A special feature of the non-equilibrium situation is the dependence of p on the
voltage. As soon as the voltage reaches a value of the order of the exchange interactionK
the channel for singlet-triplet processes is opened, and the value of p deviates from 1. For
higher voltages not only the singlet is occupied but also triplet states are populated, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.7(a). For eVL ≫ K the polarization decreases inversely proportional
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(a) Polarization p vs. voltage eVL/K.
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Figure 5.7: Polarization p = ns − nt in dependence of eVL/K for different values of ln(K/TK)
when the temperature T/TK = 0.1 is negligibly small. The Kondo coupling on the left and
right side is assumed to be identical, gL = gR = 0.00165.
to the voltage VL as discussed in detail in section 4.1. This threshold behavior is generic,
but in contrast to the perturbation theory calculation the polarization p in perturbative
RG depends on the value of the coupling K.
This is studied in Fig. 5.7(b) where the derivative of p with respect to the voltage
is shown. The derivative dp/dVL is inversely proportional to the spin-spin coupling K
such that Kdp/dVL is shown in Fig. 5.7(b) for a better comparison. The derivative is
negative, since the polarization decreases. For large voltages the decrease is proportional
to 1/V 2L since the polarization falls off like 1/VL. We find a pronounced feature at the
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threshold eVL = K, where the polarization starts to deviate from the equilibrium value.
The width of the structure is given by the decoherence rate Γ. It is observed that the
smaller the values of K the broader the resonance, since the coupling flows to larger
values. In this case the decoherence is larger since it is roughly proportional to g2K.
This explains the smearing of the threshold with increasing decoherence rate Γ.
In Fig. 5.8 the dependence of the polarization p on the two different voltages VL and
VR is shown. If the voltage eVR reaches the threshold K it has an influence on the
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Figure 5.8: Polarization for a negligibly small temperature of T/TK = 0.1 and fixed interaction
1/ ln(K/TK) = 0.2. The Kondo coupling on the left and right side is assumed to be identical,
gL = gR = 0.0165. The voltage VR applied to the right quantum dot is changed and the
behavior of p on the voltage eVL/K is shown.
behavior of p with VL. This threshold corresponds to the energy necessary for a spin-flip
process which in the double quantum dot system is always connected to a singlet-triplet
process. A finite value of VR can provide the energy to populate the triplet states
in the same way as VL does. Since we have assumed the Kondo temperature to be
the same on both quantum dots, the left-right symmetry is preserved and VL can be
interchanged by VR in all figures. Similar to the discussion in perturbation theory we
expect the voltage dependence of the polarization to influence the currents through the
two coupled quantum dots significantly.
5.5 Non-Equilibrium Current
In this section we discuss the current in perturbative RG as an example of a physical
quantity which can be measured in experiment. As was shown in Ref. [35] the pertur-
bative RG method is to leading logarithmic order comparable with experimental data
for a single Kondo impurity. After an expression for the current in derived we discuss in
detail the properties of the current through a double quantum dot system. An emphasis
is put on the transconductance, which was defined in section 4.2 to measure the effect
of a voltage applied to the right quantum dot on the current through the left quantum
dot. Using the perturbative RG method it is shown that all resonances, also in the
transconductance, are enhanced by taking the scaling of the couplings into account.
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5.5.1 Calculation of the Non-Equilibrium Current
To derive the expression for the current in the perturbative RG approach we use the
result for the current to second order in perturbation theory in Eq. (4.9) in the previous
chapter. Including a few straightforward generalizations it is given by
I =(2π)2
e2
h
(
1
4
N(0)JL12τ
i
σ′σT
i
γ′γ
)(
1
4
N(0)JL21τ
j
σσ′T
j
γγ′
)
∫ D
−D
dǫ
∫
dω
∫
dωγ
2π
Aγ(ωγ)Aγ′(ωγ − ω)
(nγ′f(ǫ+ ω − µ1) (1− f(ǫ− µ2))− nγf(ǫ− µ2) (1− f(ǫ+ ω − µ1))) , (5.23)
where X12 (ω) = −2πN(0)f(ǫ+ ω − µ1)(1− f(ǫ− µ2)) and the analogous expression for
X21 (ω) was inserted. The spectral functions are assumed to be Lorentzians rather than
δ-functions to take into account the effect of a finite broadening. The convolution of
two Lorentzians gives another Lorentzian with a new width of Γγ + Γγ′ and a modified
resonance position. This justifies the approximation that Γs→t can be used as an averaged
broadening, since any process involves a transition of a singlet to a triplet state in the
case of antiferromagnetic coupling K > 0.
The coupling constants are generalized to coupling functions or rather general vertices,
but this is straightforward in Eq. (5.23). The replacements are given by
(
1
4
N(0)JL12τ
i
σ′σT
i
γ′γ
)
→ V2σ,ǫ;1σ′,ǫ+ωγ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′ ,(
1
4
N(0)JL21τ
j
σσ′T
j
γγ′
)
→ V1σ′,ǫ+ω;2σ,ǫγ′,ωγ′ ;γ,ωγ ,
where the first index in the vertex refers to the incoming and the second to the outgoing
particles of the interaction.
After some straightforward steps the current in the perturbative RG approach is given
by
I = (2π)2
e2
h
1
16
τ iσ′σT
i
γ′γ nγ T
j
γγ′τ
j
σσ′∫
dǫ
∫
dω
[
Aγ(ω + ωγ′)ferm[−ω + µ2, µ1](ǫ)g1σ;2σ′γ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′ (ǫ)g
2σ′;1σ
γ′,ωγ′ ;γ,ωγ
(ǫ+ ω)
− Aγ(ω + ωγ′)ferm[−ω + µ1, µ2](ǫ)g2σ;1σ′γ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′ (ǫ)g
1σ′;2σ
γ′,ωγ′ ;γ,ωγ
(ǫ+ ω)
]
. (5.24)
The first part in Eq. (5.24) describes electrons flowing from lead 2 to lead 1. The second
term in Eq. (5.24) with the opposite sign diminishes the current by the flow from lead 1
to lead 2, such that the total current is the difference between these two parts. In order
to calculate the current numerically including the flowing coupling functions the same
approximations as for the calculation of the self energy are used.
Therefore the energy of the spectral function Aγ(ω + ωγ′) is shifted to Aγ(ω). Effec-
tively the integral limits, −D and D, would thus be shifted by ωγ′, but it is assumed
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that ωγ′ is as smaller than the cutoff and therefore the shift is neglected,
I
h
e
= (2π)2
1
16
τ iσ′σT
i
γ′γ nγ T
j
γγ′τ
j
σσ′∫
dǫ
∫
dωAγ(ω)ferm[−ω + ωγ′ + µ2, µ1](ǫ)
g1σ;2σ
′
γ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′
(ǫ)g2σ
′;1σ
γ′,ωγ′ ;γ,ωγ
(ǫ+ ω − ωγ′)− {1↔ 2}. (5.25)
It is also assumed that it is sufficient to use the average of the couplings in the window
opened by the function ferm similar to the approximations in the calculation of Γ.
Therefore the two integrals can be calculated independently. This approximation is
justified since we are only interested in the leading logarithmic order.
Finally the current in the numerical routine is calculated by
I
h
e
= (2π)2
∑ 1
16
τ iσ′σT
i
γ′γ nγ T
j
γγ′τ
j
σσ′[∫ µ2
ωγ′−ωγ′+µ1
dǫ g1σ;2σ
′
γ,ωγ ;γ′,ωγ′
(ǫ)g2σ
′;1σ
γ′,ωγ′ ;γ,ωγ
(ǫ+ ω − ωγ′)
]
[∫
dωAγ(ω)ferm[−ω + ωγ′ + µ2, µ1]
]
− {1↔ 2}.
The results and the physical content of the current of a double quantum dot system are
discussed in the following section.
5.5.2 Current through a Double Quantum Dot System
The expression (5.25) is specialized to the double quantum dot system. Assuming all
triplets to be degenerate for zero magnetic field B = 0, the evaluation of the summation
over all spin degrees of freedom gives the current
I =
e2
h
(2π)2
1
8
∫
dǫ { 3ntferm[−K + µ2, µ1](ǫ)g12ts (ǫ)g21st (ǫ+K)
+ 3nsferm[K + µ2, µ1](ǫ)g
12
st (ǫ)g
21
ts (ǫ−K)
+ 6ntferm[µ2, µ1](ǫ)g
12
tt (ǫ)g
21
tt (ǫ)
− {1↔ 2} } . (5.26)
The chemical potentials are shifted by a finite voltage, µ1 = +eVL/2 and µ2 = −eVL/2.
The function ferm appears in Eq. (5.26) with six different arguments. Only a few give
a finite contribution. In the following considerations the spin-spin coupling is assumed
to be antiferromagnetic K > 0. A discussion of the ferromagnetic case K < 0 follows in
section 5.7. At V = 0 the current is zero by symmetry. In the following we assume that
the voltage V is in the linear regime, i.e. it is smaller than the singlet-triplet excitation
gap K such that the threshold or Kondo enhanced resonance is not reached.
Then ferm[µ2, µ1] is proportional to the voltage VL or temperature T in the case of
VL = 0, but the temperature is assumed to be negligibly small. The functions ferm[µ1, µ2]
and ferm[K+µ1, µ2] are identically zero, and also the contribution from ferm[K+µ2, µ1]
vanishes as long as eVL < K. The function ferm[−K + µ1, µ2] is non-zero in the energy
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window between −K + eVL/2 and −eVL/2. Finally the most important contribution
comes from ferm[−K +µ2, µ1] in the energy window between −K − eVL/2 and +eVL/2.
Using the relations gn,ms,t (ǫ+K) = g
m,n
t,s (ǫ) and g
n,m
t,t (ǫ) = g
m,n
t,t (ǫ) and neglecting a finite
broadening of the decoherence or the temperature, the current can be written by
IL
h
e2
= (2π)2
3
8
nt


V/2∫
−K−V/2
dǫ
(
g12ts (ǫ)
)2
+ 2
V/2∫
−V/2
dǫ
(
g12tt (ǫ)
)2 −
−V/2∫
−K+V/2
dǫ
(
g21ts (ǫ)
)2

 .
(5.27)
It is observed that the current in the linear voltage regime is proportional to nt. If the
exchange interaction K is antiferromagnetic, the singlet is the ground state and there is
only a non-zero current below the threshold if there is a finite occupation of the triplet
states due to e.g. a large voltage eVR > K applied to the right quantum dot.
5.5.3 Discussion of the Current Properties
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Figure 5.9: Current IL[e
2/h] characteristic for the left quantum dot and differential conduc-
tance dIL/dVL[e
2/h] from this curve for B = VR = 0, gL = gR = 0.0165 and exchange
interaction of 1/ ln(K/TK) = 0.2. The temperature is chosen to be small T/TK = 0.1 such
that the broadening originates only from the dephasing. For comparison the result of the 2nd
order perturbation theory (PT) is shown.
In Fig. 5.9(a) we show a typical current characteristic for a double quantum dot
system in the case of zero magnetic field. The current is antisymmetric with respect to
the applied voltage, and thus only the positive voltage axis is shown. It is assumed that
there is no difference in the chemical potentials on the right side (VR = 0). For a small
applied voltage the current is approximately zero and only thermodynamically excited
processes contribute to a small transport current. As soon as the voltage becomes of the
order of the exchange interaction K the current starts to increase, because the voltage
provides the energy for inelastic processes. This threshold behavior is better seen in
the derivative of the current. The dI/dV curve in Fig. 5.9(b) shows a resonance close
to eVL ∼ K. Although eVL = K is the inflection point and not the maximum of the
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curve. As discussed in section 4.2 the maximum in the 2nd derivative of the current
with respect to the voltage, d2IL/dV
2
L , is equivalent to the exchange coupling K.
As illustrated in Fig. 5.9 the perturbative RG and the perturbation theory results
show certain differences. Both differential conductance dIL/dVL curves show a resonance
around K, but the value of the differential conductance at the resonance is Kondo
enhanced in the perturbative RG approach. At the negligibly small temperature chosen
in Fig. 5.9 the broadening originates only from decoherence processes in the singlet-
triplet channel and is not given by the temperature T as in the perturbation theory. It
can be shown, although not illustrated here, that including a finite broadening in the
current calculation and using a rescaled coupling constant fails to describe the current
characteristic found in perturbative RG. At a finite energy, e.g. ω = K, the conduction
electrons can provide the energy for coherent spin-flip processes. The coupling flows
logarithmically at this certain frequency and thus the step in the differential conductance
is significantly enhanced. This confirms that the frequency dependence of the coupling
functions is important.
For temperatures larger than the Kondo temperature TK the broadening is determined
by the temperature and not by the dephasing, as illustrated in Fig. 5.10(a). A finite
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(a) Differential conductance vs. voltage for dif-
ferent values of the temperature.
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Figure 5.10: Differential conductance dIL/dVL[e
2/h] through the left quantum dot for zero
magnetic field B = 0 and voltage VR = 0. In the left panel the temperature is changed from
below the Kondo temperature T/TK = 0.1 to values above TK while the interaction is kept
constant at 1/ ln(K/TK) = 0.2. In the right panel different values of the exchange interaction
ln(K/TK) are shown, which are chosen such that the perturbative approach is still valid. The
temperature here is negligibly small T/TK = 0.1.
temperature smears the Fermi surface of the conduction electrons and therefore destroys
the coherent scattering processes which lead to the Kondo divergence. The value at the
resonance is lower than the unitary value of 2e2/h. For temperatures close to and below
the Kondo temperature TK one expects a Kondo resonance to form, i.e. the resonance
reaches the unitary limit. The transport through the quantum dot destroys the coherence
which is important for the build-up of the Kondo effect and the behavior is determined
by the finite broadening Γ of the double quantum dot levels. As observed in Fig. 5.10(a)
the differential conductance dIL/dVL does not depend on the temperature of the system
for temperatures T lower than Γ.
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In Fig. 5.10(b) the dependence of the differential conductance through the left quan-
tum dot on the voltage is shown for different strength of the interaction K/TK . The
perturbative RG is a perturbative method, such that we are not able to calculate physi-
cal properties within the Kondo regime. The flow has to be cut off to keep the coupling
in the perturbative regime. For a double quantum dot setup there are three parameters
which provide a cutoff for the flow. First there is the temperature which is assumed to
be negligibly small, T/TK = 0.1 in Fig. 5.10(b). The applied voltage also cuts off the
flow indirectly through the mechanism of dephasing. Besides the voltage dependence of
the different broadenings Γ it was shown in Fig. 5.6 that the energy scale which cuts off
the flow is on average given by the decoherence rate Γ = Γs→t. Due to the finite phase
space Γs→t is always larger than TK , but for example Γt→t is only comparable to TK at
eVL ∼ K, see also discussion in sections 5.4.2 and 5.7. The exchange coupling K leads
to a level splitting of the singlet and triplet states and it also provides a cutoff. As dis-
cussed in section 5.3 the couplings in a symmetric setup flow to the value of 1
2 ln(ΓK/T 2K)
.
The effect of the cutoff by K is observed in Fig 5.10(b). For larger values of K the flow
is stopped at a smaller values of the coupling and the absolute value of dI/dV decreases
further below the unitary value 2e2/h.
Transconductance
It was observed in the differential conductance that no transport takes place as long
as the voltage VL is below the threshold given by the singlet-triplet excitation gap K.
For an antiferromagnetic exchange interaction the singlet is the ground state. There are
no spin-conserving processes which allow for a transport without changing the singlet
to a triplet state. Only if the voltage VL provides sufficient energy, a finite dIL/dVL is
observed. If triplet states are occupied for example due to a finite temperature, elastic
processes contribute to a small current signal even within the linear voltage regime.
In section 5.4.3 it was observed that the polarization p = ns − nt deviates from
one if a sufficiently large voltage is applied to the right quantum dot. A finite voltage
provides the energy to populate triplet states. If triplet states are available for transport,
there is a finite current for small voltages VL, as discussed in Eq. (5.27). In Fig. 5.11
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Figure 5.11: Differential current dIL/dVL versus eVL/K for an spin-spin interaction
1/ ln(K/TK) = 0.2 while the voltage eVR/K is changed. The Kondo couplings on the left and
right side are assumed to be the identical to gL = gR = 0.0165 and temperature T/TK = 0.1
is chosen negligibly small.
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this effect is observed. As long as the voltage VR across the right quantum dot is
smaller than the exchange interaction K, only an increase in the width of the resonance
due to a larger decoherence rate is observed. As soon as the voltage VR reaches the
threshold, the dIL/dVL characteristic changes. This is a pure non-equilibrium effect and
originates from the 0th order correction of the occupation numbers due to the quantum
Boltzmann equation. A comparison of the zero bias value of dIL/dVL with the slope
of the polarization p with increasing voltage shows a good agreement, see Fig. 5.7(a).
A double quantum dot setup therefore provides the possibility to measure the voltage-
dependence of the double quantum dot states within a current measurement. Since
the current is more easily accessible in experiments than a correlation like 〈~SL~SR〉, this
provides an interesting experimental means.
An expression for the differential conductance dIL/dVL is derived from the expression
for the current in Eq. (5.27). In the linear regime of the voltage eVL < K it is assumed
that the triplet occupation does not depend on VL and thus dnt/dVL = 0. Therefore we
find
dIL
dVL
h
e2
= (2π)2
3
8
nt
1
2
{(
g12ts (VL/2)
)2
+
(
g12ts (−K − VL/2)
)2
+
(
g21ts (−VL/2)
)2
+
(
g21ts (−K + VL/2)
)2
+2
(
g12tt (VL/2)
)2
+ 2
(
g12tt (VL/2)
)2}
. (5.28)
The voltage VR enters through the occupation of the triplet states nt =
1
4
(1− p). The
polarization p = ns − nt was discussed in detail in the previous section and also in
section 5.4.
In Fig. 5.11 the differential conductance develops a zero-bias peak due to Kondo
correlations. This originates from the coupling gtt in Eq. (5.28). Since the triplet states
are degenerate for B = 0 and thus coherent spin-flip processes can take place, the
coupling gtt at ω = 0 diverges logarithmically as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. For large values
of the voltage eVR > K there is a sufficient population of triplet states such that this
effect becomes visible.
We suggested in Ref. [65] to measure in experiment the so-called transconductance as
illustrated in Fig. 5.12. The transconductance (K/eVL)dIL/dVR is defined as the renor-
malized derivative of the current IL through the left quantum dot with respect to the
voltage VR applied to the right quantum dot. This quantity was already discussed in
detail in section 4.2 and an analytical expression for it was given in Eq. (4.14) to second
order in perturbation theory (O(2)). Whereas the differential conductance dIL/dVL at
zero bias voltage increases proportional to the occupation of triplet states and there-
fore the polarization p, the transconductance (K/eVL)dIL/dVR increases proportional to
Kdp/dVR. as illustrated in Fig. 5.7(b) this slope shows a similarity to the behavior ob-
served in Fig. 5.12. The peak is enhanced by the scaling of the couplings in perturbative
RG compared to the result in perturbation theory. In contrast to the second order result
the transconductance depends additionally on the strength of K, see therefore discussion
of the dependence of the differential conductance dIL/dVL on K. It was shown in sec-
tion 4.2 that the transconductance to second order in perturbation theory is generic for
all voltages below the threshold. As illustrated in Fig. 5.12(b) this is not valid using the
perturbative RG approach. The deviations in Fig. 5.12(b) originate from the non-zero
decoherence rate. On one hand a different voltage also leads to a different decoherence.
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Figure 5.12: Transconductance (K/eVL)dIL/dVR[e
2/h] versus eVR/K for different coupling
strength ln(K/TK) and different voltages eVL/K. The parameters are chosen gL = gR =
0.0165, T = 0.1TK , and B = 0.
On the other hand this leads to a smearing of the threshold such that there is already a
occupations probability for triplet states in the vicinity of Γ around the threshold.
The perturbative RG facilitates a comparison with experiments. There are already
some experimental setups, e.g. [27, 29], which provide the possibility to compare the
theoretical results for the differential conductance. As mentioned before a qualitative
comparison with experiment is possible such that we can describe the structure of the
split Kondo peak. Since the perturbative RG is limited to the weak-coupling regime we
are not able to discuss the transition from a Kondo screened quantum dot to a double
quantum dot singlet, see therefore the discussion in Refs. [30, 31]. We hope that a finite
transconductance will be observed in the near future.
5.6 T -Matrix
As explained in section 4.3 the T -matrix in a Kondo model is equivalent to the low-
frequency limit of the density of states of the impurity level of a corresponding Anderson
impurity model. A calculation of the T -matrix using the perturbative RG approach
thus allows for a comparison with numerical methods like the NRG [59]. The numerical
RG can provide exact results in the strong-coupling limit, but the method is based on
ground state properties and can therefore not be generalized to non-equilibrium. The
comparison of the two methods is therefore interesting and an ongoing project exists
with Prof. Chung-Hou Chung [71] from the National Chiao-Tung University, Taiwan.
5.6.1 Calculation of the T -Matrix
In section 4.3 an expression for the T -matrix to 2nd order in perturbation theory was
derived. This expression, Eq. (4.19), is generalized to coupling functions in the frame-
work of perturbative RG, similar to the expression for the current in the previous section.
Leaving out a few steps of the calculation we find the general expression for the T -matrix
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in perturbative RG,
− 1
π
Im [N(0)T r(ω)]
=Vmσ′,ω+ǫγ′−ǫγ ;nσ,ωγ,ǫγ ;γ′,ǫγ′ V
nσ,ω;mσ′,ω+ǫγ′−ǫγ
γ′,ǫγ′ ;γ,ǫγ
D∫
−D
dǫ
∫
dǫ1 ([nγ − nγ′ ] f(ω + ǫ− µm) + nγ′)Aγ′(ǫ1 + ǫ)Aγ(ǫ1), (5.29)
where it is assumed that the leads are in equilibrium such that their distribution is given
by the Fermi function f(ω). The pseudo particle energies are assumed to be on-resonance
such that the general vertex V can be taken out of the integration in Eq. (5.29). As
discussed in the previous sections the influence of a finite decoherence becomes important
out of equilibrium. Therefore the spectral function in Eq. (5.29) is not approximated by
a δ-function.
The T -matrix is given by a convolution of the Fermi function with two spectral func-
tions of the pseudo particle states. The convolution of two Lorentzians in Eq. (5.29)
gives another Lorentzian with the resonance at ǫγ′ − ǫγ and a width given by the sum of
the broadenings. This justifies that the term Γs→t is used as an averaged broadening Γ
in the numerical routine. The first part of the integral in Eq. (5.29) over the Lorentzian
equals one due to normalization. The second part of the integral is a convolution of
f(ω) = 1
2
(1− tanh(ω/2T )) with the Lorentzian of the width Γ. This convolution can be
approximated by a broadened Fermi-function,
fΓ(ω) =
1
2
(
1− 2
π
arctan
(ω
Γ
))
. (5.30)
This expression is only valid for a negligibly small temperature T . A derivation
of Eq. (5.30) is found in appendix B.2. The function fΓ(ω) is proportional to
(− arctan(ω/Γ)) where the width is determined by Γ rather than to (− tanh(ω/2T ))
which is broadened by the temperature T . The frequency dependence of Γ is neglected,
since it is only important if the integration takes place over a large energy scale. A
discussion of a frequency dependent spectral width is given in appendix A of Ref. [52].
Using the definition of fΓ(ω), Eq. (5.30), the T -matrix can be written without an
integration,
−1
π
Im [N(0)T r(ω)] =Vmσ
′,ω+ǫγ′−ǫγ ;nσ,ω
γ,ǫγ ;γ′,ǫγ′
Vnσ,ω;mσ
′,ω+ǫγ′−ǫγ
γ′,ǫγ′ ;γ,ǫγ[
1
2
[nγ + nγ′ ] +
1
2
[nγ − nγ′ ] (2fΓ(ω + ǫγ′ − ǫγ − µm)− 1)
]
.
(5.31)
Eq. (5.31) is generally valid for any setup of quantum dots, and the explicit properties
of the system are given by the structure of the general vertex V.
Explicit Formula
In order to calculate a specific expression for the T -matrix of a double quantum dot
system the summation over the corresponding vertices V is performed in equation (5.31).
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If the magnetic field vanishes, B = 0, the triplet states are degenerated and the symmetry
in spin space is conserved. The sum over nγ thus gives
1
16
T iγ′γnγT
j
γγ′τ
i
σσ′τ
j
σ′σg
nσ,ω;mσ′,ω+ǫγ′−ǫγ
γ′,ǫγ′ ;γ,ǫγ
g
mσ′,ω+ǫγ′−ǫγ ;nσ,ω
γ,ǫγ ;γ′,ǫγ′
=
2 · 3
16
[nt g
mn
ts (ω −K)gnmst (ω) + ns gmnst (ω +K)gnmts (ω) + 2nt gmntt (ω)gnmtt (ω)] .
Using the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian (e.g. gmnts (ω −K) = gnmst (ω)) this expression
simplifies to
3
8
[
nt (g
nm
st (ω))
2 + ns (g
nm
ts (ω))
2 + 2nt (g
nm
tt (ω))
2] .
Analogously to the previous calculation the sum over nγ′ gives
1
16
T jγγ′nγ′T
i
γ′γτ
j
σ′στ
i
σσ′g
mσ′,ω+ǫγ′−ǫγ ;nσ,ω
γ,ǫγ ;γ′,ǫγ′
g
nσ,ω;mσ′,ω+ǫγ′−ǫγ
γ′,ǫγ′ ;γ,ǫγ
=
3
8
[
ns (g
nm
st (ω))
2 + nt (g
nm
ts (ω))
2 + 2nt (g
nm
tt (ω))
2] .
In the T -matrix a factor of 2 originates from the spin summation of the conduction
electron spin, Tr [~τ~τ ] = 2, and the factor of 3 originates from the three room coordinates
since for zero magnetic field the spin symmetry is conserved.
Consequently Eq. (5.31) gives
−1
π
Im [N(0)T r(ω)] =
3
8
[1
2
(gnmts (ω))
2 [ns − nt] (2fΓ(ω +K − µm)− 1)
− 1
2
(gnmst (ω))
2 [ns − nt] (2fΓ(ω −K − µm)− 1)
+ nt
(
1
2
(gnmst (ω))
2 +
1
2
(gnmts (ω))
2 + 2 (gnmtt (ω))
2
)
+ ns
(
1
2
(gnmst (ω))
2 +
1
2
(gnmts (ω))
2
)]
. (5.32)
5.6.2 Discussion of Results for the T -Matrix
The difference between the perturbation theory calculation to 2nd order and the per-
turbative RG is illustrated in Fig. 5.13(a) using the same set of parameters as used in
the current calculation. We observe two major differences, first of all the perturbative
RG calculation is non-zero for ω = 0. This originates from a finite broadening since the
value is identical to zero if a different broadening, e.g. Γ = T , is used. Additionally
the T -matrix in perturbative RG is logarithmically enhanced at the step and decreases
for larger values of ω whereas in perturbation theory the step stays constant at a finite
value. If the broadening is given by the temperature, the value at ω = 0 is zero and the
resonance is logarithmically enhanced as seen in Fig. 5.13(a). For Γ = T in Fig. 5.13(a)
also the cutoff of the flowing coupling functions is provided by the negligibly small tem-
perature. Thus the divergence of the coupling gst(ω = K) is stopped at a later stage in
the flow compared to the flow with finite Γ. For a comparison of perturbative RG with
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Figure 5.13: T -matrix −1/πIm[N(0)T r(ω)] versus frequency ω/K at temperature T/TK = 0.1,
voltages VL = VR = 0, and initial coupling gL = gR = 0.0165. The difference between the
calculation to second order in perturbation theory (PT) and perturbative RG is illustrated
in the left panel for 1/ ln(K/TK) = 0.2. For comparison a result is shown assuming that the
decoherence is given solely by the temperature. In the right panel the T -matrix T r(ω) is shown
for different values of the exchange interaction K/TK .
NRG [71] it is therefore important to find the equivalent broadening schemes, since the
result depends significantly on the choice of Γ.
In contrast to perturbation theory the T -matrix in perturbative RG also depends on
the exchange interaction K as shown in Fig. 5.13(b). The flow is cut off at different en-
ergy scales dependent on the singlet-triplet gap and the decoherence rate. This explains
the difference between the different exchange interactions K/TK , see also discussion of
the dependence of the current on different coupling strength.
The behavior of the T -matrix changes if we apply a finite voltage either across the
left or the right quantum dot. As discussed in section 4.3 this leads to a direct or
an indirect effect. For a voltage applied across the left quantum dot it is observed in
Fig. 5.14(a) that the step moves into the valley. Since in non-equilibrium the Kondo
coupling is enhanced at both Fermi edges, rather a peak than a step is found at the
energies ω = K ± eVL/2. For a voltage above the threshold, eVL > K, triplet states
become populated and the value of the T -matrix at low frequencies increases.
In Fig. 5.14(b) the T -matrix is plotted for equilibrium (VL = 0) at the probed leads
and a finite shift of the chemical potential ±VR/2 at the other leads. A non-equilibrium
situation on the right dot increases the population of triplet states. In perturbative
RG this leads to a small zero-bias peak due to Kondo enhanced processes from the
triplet-triplet coupling gtt at zero frequency as seen in Fig. 5.14(b).
We found in the study of the T -matrix that interesting physical behavior arises if a
finite voltage is applied to a system of two coupled quantum dots. As in the discussion of
the previous section we found signatures in the T -matrix that a non-equilibrium situation
e.g. on the right quantum dot is transferred to the left quantum dot. Since the T -matrix
of the studied Kondo model is identical to the low-frequency spectral function of the
corresponding Anderson impurity model [59], this calculation provides the possibility
to compare the results of the perturbative RG with NRG. Such a comparison is an
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Figure 5.14: T -matrix −1/πIm[N(0)T r(ω)] versus frequency ω/K at 1/ ln(K/TK) = 0.2, tem-
perature T = 0.1TK , and B = 0. The chemical potentials of the left leads are shifted by
±eVL/2 in the left panel while VR = 0 and VR is changed in the right panel while VL = 0.
on-going project with Prof. Chung-Hou Chung. The perturbative RG can resolve the
resonances at finite frequencies and the NRG is able to describe the Kondo ground state
beyond the weak-coupling limit. In non-equilibrium further aspects become important
as for example the voltage-dependent occupation numbers and the finite life time of the
states. For a comparison between both methods it is important to find a consistent
broadening mechanism.
5.7 Ferromagnetic Spin-Spin Coupling
Throughout this chapter the magnetic field is assumed to be zero. In the case of fer-
romagnetic coupling the triplet ground state is therefore threefold degenerate. Conse-
quently there is a finite conductance in the linear voltage regime, since elastic cotunneling
between triplet states is not energetically suppressed. The voltage is assumed to be in
the linear regime, i.e. eVL < |K|. In contrast to the antiferromagnetic coupling the term
ferm[K + µ2, µ1] in Eq. (5.26) gives a finite contribution while ferm[−K + µ2, µ1] does
not contribute.
For voltages eVL < |K| the current is given by
IL
h
e
= (2π)2
3
8

2nt
eVL/2∫
−eVL/2
dǫ
(
g12tt (ǫ)
)2
+ns
eVL/2∫
−|K|−eVL/2
dǫ
(
g12st (ǫ)
)2 − ns
−eVL/2∫
−|K|+eVL/2
dǫ
(
g12st (ǫ)
)2

 . (5.33)
Including the scaling of the triplet-triplet coupling gtt in perturbative RG a zero-bias
peak in the conductance is found, as is seen in the expression for the current in Eq. (5.33).
If the flow of the coupling gtt is not stopped by a finite temperature or decoherence, gtt
diverges to strong-coupling. Additionally we expect a transconductance effect from the
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terms proportional to ns in Eq. (5.33). The perturbative RG method provides reliable
results for the current if the Kondo couplings do not flow to strong-coupling. Both the
spin-spin interaction K and the temperature T have to be large to provide a cutoff in
the scaling equations.
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Figure 5.15: Differential conductance dIL/dVL and transconductance (K/eVL)dIL/dVR
vs. eVL/|K| and eVR/|K|, respectively. The temperature 1/ ln(T/TK) = 0.25 and the fer-
romagnetic spin-spin interaction 1/ ln(−K/TK) = 0.15 are large.
The differential conductance dIL/dVL in Fig. 5.15(a) shows a pronounced zero-bias
peak. In Fig. 5.15(a) each coupling is cut off by the corresponding transition rate,
i.e. gtt by Γt→t. Please note, that this is different than the broadening scheme used
the antiferromagnetic case, where every process involved a singlet-triplet excitation and
therefore the decoherence rate Γs→t provided an average broadening. Therefore the
zero-bias peak and the satellite peaks have a different width in the ferromagnetic case.
The effect of a finite voltage VR in Fig. 5.15(a) is not as pronounced as for the antifer-
romagnetic case, see Fig. 5.11. Whereas the singlet is an off-state and does not allow for
an elastic transport processes, the threefold degenerate triplet states allow for a finite
current flow. For ferromagnetic coupling the singlet is the excited state, it becomes
populated due to a large voltage VR on the right impurity. In contrast to Fig. 5.11
we find that the zero-bias peak decreases initially. This behavior originates from an
enhanced decoherence due to a finite voltage applied to the right leads. Therefore the
transconductance is negative in the linear voltage regime, as illustrated in Fig. 5.15(b).
It changes around eVR ∼ K to a positive value. For eVR > K all channels, singlet and
triplet states, contribute to the transport and thus the current IL is increased compared
to eVR < K where only the triplet states contribute. As in the antiferromagnetic case
this transconductance is only observable since the non-equilibrium occupation numbers
of the double quantum dot states are taken into account. In the ferromagnetic case the
increased decoherence due to a finite VR additionally diminishes the zero-bias peak.
The T -matrix of two ferromagnetically coupled quantum dots is shown in Fig. 5.16
for different values of the voltage. Using perturbative RG the T -matrix shows a sharp
resonance at ω = 0 in contrast to the perturbation theory calculations in section 4.4.
Since the T -matrix of a Kondo model can be identified with the spectral function of an
Anderson impurity model, see Ref. [59] or section 5.6, the resonance at ω = 0 corresponds
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Figure 5.16: T -matrix −1/πIm[N(0)T r(ω)] versus frequency ω/|K| for a ferromagnetic coup-
ling 1/ ln(−K/TK) = 0.15, a large temperature 1/ ln(T/TK) = 0.25, VR = B = 0 and three
different values of the voltages eVL/|K| = 0, 0.6, 1.2.
to a Kondo resonance at the Fermi surface. In the perturbative RG method it is not
possible to calculate T r for ferromagnetic coupling K < 0 at the point ω = 0 in the case
of small K, T , VR, and VL. The numerical RG is able to calculate the spectral function
exactly beyond the perturbation approach used here. In contrast, NRG is not able to
capture a non-equilibrium situation where the perturbative RG provides reliable results.
Thus it is observed in Fig. 5.16 for a finite voltage, that the resonance at ω = 0 is split
and two resonances show up at the two Fermi surfaces ±eVL/2. Also the resonance at
finite frequency is split. It is also observed that the decoherence is stronger for larger
voltages since the value of the T -matrix on resonance is smaller. In the antiferromagnetic
case an additional feature was observed if the voltage reaches the threshold eVL > |K|.
Also in the ferromagnetic case the voltage thus provides the energy to populate the
excited singlet state. Since the ground state is already a three-fold degenerate triplet,
this effect is hardly visible in Fig. 5.16.
In this section we discussed the case of ferromagnetically coupled quantum dots. Co-
herent spin-flip processes are possible for the three-fold degenerate triplet ground state
and thus a Kondo resonance builds up at zero-bias in the differential conductance or
at zero frequency in the T -matrix. The perturbative RG method provides only reliable
results if the triplet-triplet coupling stays in the weak-coupling regime. Thus the temper-
ature has to be chosen large since the voltage and the singlet-triplet gap do not provide
a cutoff for the triplet-triplet coupling. The transfer of a non-equilibrium situation from
e.g. the right quantum dot to the left is present, but less pronounced than in the case of
antiferromagnetic coupling. This parameter space is interesting in another aspect, since
it provides the possibility to compare the exact result from a numerical RG calculation
for example in equilibrium with the perturbative RG calculation which becomes valid
in the non-equilibrium regime when a finite voltage provides a decoherence to prevent
the system to flow to strong-coupling. As mentioned before this is an existing project
developed together with Prof. Chung-Hou Chung.
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5.8 Summary and Outlook
A perturbative expansion in the coupling to the leads fails for the Kondo model as
shown in 1964 by J. Kondo [1]. Therefore methods beyond the perturbation theory were
invented. In section 5.1 we discussed the poor man’s scaling [10] and generalized the
approach to a non-equilibrium situation. In the poor man’s scaling approach scattering
processes involving energies at the band cutoff are integrated out. The reduction of the
band cutoff D leads to a scaling of the Kondo coupling. For the single-impurity Kondo
model the Kondo coupling g = N(0)J flows to strong-coupling and the perturbative
renormalization approach is no longer valid. In a double quantum dot system further
energy scales like the singlet-triplet energy gap enter the flow of the couplings.
If a finite voltage is applied and a current flows through the system, the decoherence
originating from fluctuations due to transport processes becomes important. The ex-
istence of a finite decoherence rate is not element of the common poor man’s scaling.
It was included by A. Rosch et al. [35, 36] in the framework of a perturbative renor-
malization group. It is important that the coupling constants g are treated as coupling
functions g(ω) with a finite frequency argument. If a finite voltage is applied to the
leads, the Kondo resonance builds up at the two different Fermi edges. All coupling
functions g(ω) in the energy range opened by the voltage enter the transport properties.
In section 5.3 the RG equations and their frequency dependence are discussed in detail.
As mentioned in the previous chapters, the rate equation of the distribution proba-
bilities is important in non-equilibrium. The population of triplet states is possible if a
large enough voltage is applied e.g. to the right quantum dot. In section 5.4 a similar
behavior to the polarization p calculated to second order perturbation theory is observed,
but the behavior is qualitatively different since the decoherence Γ takes over the role of
the temperature T in the chosen parameter regime. The non-equilibrium occupation of
triplet states leads to a finite current in the left quantum dot in the linear conductance
regime, since the triplet states do not block the transport channel in contrast to the
singlet ground state. This effect leads to a finite transconductance (K/eVL)dIL/dVR,
which is found in section 5.5 to be enhanced by the Kondo scaling in comparison to the
result from perturbation theory. Thus there will be hopefully soon experiments that
can confirm a finite transconductance and therefore measure the non-equilibrium distri-
bution function and the decoherence properties of a double quantum dot system. The
transconductance resonance is broadened by the decoherence and is therefore broader
compared to the one in perturbation theory.
The differential conductance dIL/dVL shows a resonance around eVL ∼ K similar to
the perturbation theory result, but the finite spectral width Γ broadens the resonance
and Γ takes over the role of the temperature. For the shape of the differential con-
ductance the frequency dependence of the couplings is important. The current in the
antiferromagnetic case shows a split zero bias peak in contrast to the ferromagnetic case.
The value 2K, i.e. twice the singlet-triplet gap, is not given by the distance between the
maximum, but by the difference in the inflection points or the peaks in the second deriva-
tive of the current. We also studied the shot noise in the framework of perturbative RG.
The results are not shown here, since the Fano factor is mostly Poissonian and therefore
no new physics is found in this calculation.
Besides the current through one of the quantum dot, we also studied the T -matrix
for one of the left leads. The T -matrix is equivalent to the density of states for the
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impurity levels of the Anderson impurity model in the low frequency regime [59]. The
project on the T -matrix is closely related to the work of Prof. Chung-Hou Chung [71]
and effort is put into a comparison of the perturbative RG with results from numerical
RG (NRG). The numerical RG can calculate the ground state properties of the Kondo
problem exactly, but fails in non-equilibrium when the properties of the system are
not determined solely by the ground state. The perturbative RG includes those non-
equilibrium properties but it is valid only for T ≫ TK . Thus the comparison is especially
interesting in the case of ferromagnetic coupling between the two quantum dots where
the perturbative RG fails at low temperatures since the triplet-triplet coupling flows to
strong-coupling.
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6 The Flow Equation Method
In this chapter the flow equation method out of equilibrium [37, 38] is introduced. The
flow equation method is a scaling method which is able to include the frequency of the
incoming and outgoing particle in the procedure. This was discussed in the previous
chapter to be important for the calculation of transport phenomena.
Here only a brief introduction to the flow equation method is given. We refer the
reader to the book of S. Kehrein [38] which provides a nice introduction. The main
ideas and the basic equations for the flow equation approach are given in section 6.1.
The Hamiltonian of the double quantum dot system is introduced in section 6.2. The
representation is slightly changed in comparison to the previous chapters since the flow
equation method can treat the spin operator exactly whereas the spin operators were
represented by singlet-triplet states in the perturbative treatment.
For the system of two coupled quantum dots the linear, second and third order contri-
butions to the flow equation are discussed. In section 6.3 the linear order, also denoted
the kinetic order, is calculated and it is shown that the flow makes the energy pro-
cesses in the Hamiltonian successively energy-diagonal. To second or one-loop order in
the coupling the scaling equations show the characteristic Kondo scaling. Some com-
mon assumptions and approximations are discussed in section 6.4 and results for the
different couplings of the double quantum dot system are shown. A further issue of
section 6.4 is the flow equation method out of equilibrium and the comparison with the
non-equilibrium perturbative RG method [35, 36]. The third order or two-loop contri-
bution is a correction to the flow in second order, whereas in a non-equilibrium situation
it can dominate the lower order contributions. The different mechanisms of decoher-
ence and how they enter the flow equations are discussed in section 6.5. The results to
3rd order are preliminary, but it is already obvious that a non-equilibrium situation is
transferred from one quantum dot to a coupled quantum dot.
6.1 Introduction to the Flow Equation Method
6.1.1 The Idea of Renormalization
The concept of renormalization is used to derive an effective model on a low energy scale
for systems which have contributions from a large energy range. The poor man’s scaling
approach (see section 5.1) by P. W. Anderson [10] succeeded in describing the physics of a
Kondo system. Therein scattering processes at the band cutoff, which is large compared
to energy scales at the Fermi energy, are integrated out and their contribution leads to
a change of the coupling (see Fig. 5.1 on page 94). The coupling of a quantum dot with
the leads flows to strong-coupling and the Kondo impurity builds a many-particle state
with the surrounding electron cloud.
The poor man’s scaling approach eliminates high-energy states by integrating out
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degrees of freedom. By iteratively reducing the band cutoff D, also denoted ultraviolet
cutoff ΛRG in the following, we receive an effective Hamiltonian at a low energy scale and
a running coupling constant. By the successive integration of high-lying energy states a
lot of information on the Hilbert space gets lost and after some steps information of the
physics only in a reduced space around the Fermi energy is kept. This is illustrated in
Fig. 6.1(a) for the renormalized energy space of an interaction involving an incoming k′
and outgoing k particle.
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(a) Illustration of poor man’s scaling in a 2D
energy plot.
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(b) Illustration of the flow equation approach in
a 2D energy plot.
Figure 6.1: Comparison of the two different renormalization schemes, poor man’s scaling and
flow equation approach, in a two-dimensional (2D) energy plot for an incoming particle k′ that
scatters into an outgoing particle k.
On the contrary the flow equation method does not integrate out higher lying states,
but makes the interaction processes successively more energy-diagonal as illustrated
in Fig. 6.1(b). After a series of infinitesimal steps the coupling Hamiltonian becomes
energy-diagonal by iteratively reducing the energy-diagonality parameter Λfeq. The in-
formation on processes with a high energy transfer is lost during the scaling, whereas the
contributions of these scattering events are included in the energy-diagonal processes.
The phase space of the Hamiltonian is thus not reduced and a calculation of dynamical
quantities on all energy scales is possible.
This becomes important for the study of transport problems. As illustrated in Fig. 6.2
for a finite voltage it is important to include all processes in the energy regime provided
by the voltage, denoted as the voltage window. The flow equation method includes
Figure 6.2: During the flow the coupling Hamiltonian becomes energy-diagonal. Since the
information is kept on all energy scales, the flow equation method is applicable to transport
problems with a finite voltage.
by construction all processes in the energy window, which are energy-diagonal, and
therefore gives a first approximation to the problem of non-equilibrium transport. In
the next section we discuss the generating equations of the flow equation method and
discuss the physics of it on the example of a double quantum dot setup.
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6.1.2 The Flow Equation Approach
As illustrated in Fig. 6.1(b) we like to find a transformation such that the Hamiltonian
becomes successively more energy-diagonal during the flow. A nice derivation is given
in Ref. [38]. Thus only the main lines are discussed here.
Since the scaling should leave the energy spectrum unchanged, the transformation of
the Hamiltonian has to be unitary. The separation of energy scales is an important
ingredient for the scaling theory. Since the higher energy processes should not mix with
the low energy physics, the unitary transformation has to take infinitesimal steps.
We define a family of unitarily equivalent Hamiltonians H(B),
dH(B)
dB
= [η(B), H(B)] , (6.1)
where B is a not further defined flow parameter and the initial Hamiltonian is given by
H(B = 0) = H.
The generator of the flow η(B) is anti-hermitian,
η(B) = −η(B)†,
since the Hamiltonian H(B) has to be hermitian. This provides a good consistency
check during the calculation.
The flow equation is similar to the idea of the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation as
discussed in section 2.2.2. Parts of the coupling Hamiltonian are eliminated by an
appropriate transformation. In the flow equation approach the transformation of the
Hamiltonian dH(B)/dB is carried out in infinitesimal steps. In contrast to the poor
man’s scaling we eliminate successively interaction matrix elements that couple states
with an energy transfer ∆E ∈ [Λfeq − δΛfeq,Λfeq], rather than eliminating the states
within this energy window.
6.1.3 The Canonical Generator
The flow parameter B is given by the choice of the generator η. As in the interaction
picture the Hamiltonian is separated into a diagonal part H0 and an interaction part
Hint, which is not diagonal.
The so-called canonical generator is given by
η(B) = [H0(B), Hint(B)] . (6.2)
It was suggested by F. Wegner. In the following the notation of Ref. [38]1 is used.
If the two conditions
Tr [H0(B)Hint(B)] = 0
and Tr
[
dH0(B)
dB
Hint(B)
]
= 0
1Please see for references of the original papers therein.
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are fulfilled, it can be shown that2
d
dB
Tr
[
H2int(B)
] ≤ 0.
Thus the Hamiltonian H(B) becomes successively more energy-diagonal during the flow.
This is the expected behavior of the flow equations, see section 6.1.1.
The canonical generator in Eq. (6.2) is quadratic in the energy since it is a product
of two Hamiltonians. Consequently the flow parameter is inversely proportional to the
square of the energy. We define the energy cutoff
Λfeq = B
−1/2.
The flow parameter B flows from 0 to ∞, while the cutoff in the energy Λfeq starts at
∞ and flows to 0, where all energy processes are diagonal.
The canonical generator is linear in the interaction Hint. Typically higher and higher
order interactions are generated during the flow. At some point there is the need to trun-
cate the series. Similar to the poor man’s scaling the flow equation approach is truncated
to some order in expansion series of the running coupling constant. In the Kondo model
the coupling J is assumed to be small and the solution of the flow equation is valid only
in the regime where the coupling J ≪ 1. If Λfeq reaches the Kondo temperature, the
flow becomes uncontrolled and the coupling diverges, i.e. flows to strong-coupling.
As a last remark in this section it should be mentioned that the low energy physics
of the flow equation method and the poor man’s scaling approach are identical. There-
fore the conventional scaling is a limiting case of flow equation, as obvious from the
comparison of Fig. 6.1(b) and Fig. 6.1(a).
6.2 A Double Quantum Dot System
The same model of a double quantum dot system as discussed in the previous chapters
is now discussed using the flow equation approach. The two quantum dots L and R are
coupled each to two leads. The two quantum dots are both occupied by a spin-1/2 and
coupled via a spin-spin interaction K. A hopping between them is not allowed. In the
following it is assumed that the coupling K is antiferromagnetic.
The coupling of the quantum dot spins to the leads is assumed to be a Kondo spin-
spin interaction, denoted J ij. A derivation of this model is given in chapter 2. As
illustrated in Fig. 6.3 and explained later in this section the quantum dots are assumed
to be coupled to a linear combination of the two left leads and two right leads, denoted
as L and R respectively. The initial Hamiltonian H0,
H0 =
∑
j=L,R
∑
k,σ
ǫk,j : c
†
kjσckjσ : +K
~SL~SR, (6.3)
is diagonal since it does not change the particle number. Therefore the canonical gener-
ator can be applied in the framework of the flow equations method. The operators are
2The proof is given in Ref. [38].
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Figure 6.3: Geometry of the double quantum dot system; explanations are given in the text.
normal ordered, such that non-vanishing contractions, e.g. the occupation number, con-
tribute to the commutator of two normal-ordered operators. An introduction to normal
ordering can be found in Ref. [38].
Each of the two quantum dots L or R is connected to the leads L or R, respectively.
The interacting Hamiltonian is given by
Hint =
∑
j=L,R
∑
k′k
JLjk′k :
~SL~s(k′j)(kj) :
+
∑
j=L,R
∑
k′k
JRjk′k :
~SR~s(k′j)(kj) :
+
∑
j=L,R
∑
k′k
Qjk′k : 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)
~s(k′j)(kj) : .
As illustrated in Fig. 6.3, there could be a finite coupling between the left quantum
dot and the right leads JLRk′k or vice versa. Even if the couplings J
LR
k′k and J
RL
k′k do not
exist initially, we find that they are created during the flow. Additionally the coupling
Qjk′k is created to lowest order in the flow and thus has to be taken into account in the
interaction Hamiltonian to every order.
We assume that the Kondo interaction is obtained from an Anderson impurity model.
For the two leads, e.g. 1 and 2 on the left side, the asymmetry rL is defined by
rL =
g11
g22
, (6.4)
and analogously for the right side: rR = g33/g44. The interlead coupling fulfills the
relation,
g212 = g11 g22. (6.5)
Using Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.5) we introduce even and odd combinations of the lead
operators. The odd combination,
cˆLkσ =
√
rL
1 + rL
c2kσ −
√
1
1 + rL
c1kσ,
decouples from the Hamiltonian if ǫ1kσ = ǫ2kσ. Thus the model can be simplified to a
double quantum dot system coupled only to the even combination of the leads,
c˜Lkσ =
√
1
1 + rL
c2kσ +
√
rL
1 + rL
c1kσ.
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Figure 6.4: The even combination of the conduction electron leads contains information about
a finite voltage in the distribution of states.
In the following we refer to c˜Lkσ as cLkσ for the left side. The operator cLkσ obeys the
usual Fermi statistics. The same applies analogously for the right side.
A finite voltage effects the distribution function of the electrons, as illustrated in
Fig. 6.4. Due to a voltage the two chemical potentials in leads 1 and lead 2 are shifted
by µ1/2 = ±eVL/2, respectively. Consequently the distribution function of the even
combination is for zero temperature, T = 0, given by
nL(ǫ) =


0 if ǫ > eVL/2
rL/(1 + rL) if |ǫ| < eVL/2
1 if ǫ < −eVL/2
. (6.6)
The distribution function enters the calculation later on via normal ordering of the
operators. The flow of the interaction has an influence on n only to higher orders in the
flow, thus it is assumed in the following that the leads are not affected by the flow.3
Current transport takes place through either the left or the right quantum dot. Due
to a strong spin-spin interaction the two quantum dots form singlet and triplet states.
As has been discussed in detail in section 2.1 the operators
(
~SL + ~SR
)
and
(
~SL~SR
)
refer to elastic processes, because they do not change the spin state.
The singlet |s〉 = |S2sum = 0, Szsum = 0〉 and triplet states |t0,±〉 = |S2sum = 1, Szsum ∈
{−1,−0, 1}〉 are eigenstates of total spin moment ~Ssum =
(
~SL + ~SR
)
. The scalar product
of the two spins,
2
(
~SL · ~SR
)2
=
(
~SL + ~SR
)2
− ~S2L − ~S2R,
does also not change the spin state. Therefore the spin-spin interaction K~SL~SR is a
diagonal part of the Hamiltonian H0 and can not be treated as a perturbation Hint.
The spin operator structures
(
~SL − ~SR
)
and
(
~SL × ~SR
)
do not conserve the spin,
3The first contribution to n originates from two-loop order and the feedback to the flow of the coupling
J is of order J4, see discussion in Ref. [38].
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such that we denote them as inelastic processes. It was shown in section 2.1 that(
~SL − ~SR + 2i~SL × ~SR
)
|0, 0〉 → |1, {0,±}〉,(
~SL − ~SR − 2i~SL × ~SR
)
|1, {0,±}〉 → |0, 0〉.
These processes always involve a change from a triplet to a singlet state. Consequently
each process costs the energy of the singlet-triplet gap K and therefore those processes
are inelastic.
In the off-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian we rearrange the couplings according to
the discussed spin operator structures,
Hint =
∑
j=L,R
∑
k′k
J sum,jk′k (B) :
(
~SL + ~SR
)
~s(k′j)(kj) :
+
∑
j=L,R
∑
k′k
Jdiff,jk′k (B) :
(
~SL − ~SR
)
~s(k′j)(kj) :
+
∑
j=L,R
∑
k′k
Qjk′k(B) : 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)
~s(k′j)(kj) : . (6.7)
There are three running couplings. J sum,jk′k is the elastic one, which allows for energy-
diagonal interaction processes of the double quantum dot system. Jdiff,jk′k and Q
j
k′k include
processes from singlet to triplet states and consequently every interaction process costs
an energy of K.
The initial values are defined by
J sum,jk′k (B = 0) =
1
2
(
JLjk′k(B = 0) + J
Rj
k′k(B = 0)
)
, (6.8a)
Jdiff,jk′k (B = 0) =
1
2
(
JLjk′k(B = 0)− JRjk′k(B = 0)
)
, (6.8b)
Qjk′k(B = 0) = 0. (6.8c)
If we start from a setup with only the left(right) leads coupled to the left(right) quantum
dot, then the initial condition additionally enforces
JLRk′k (B = 0) = J
RL
k′k (B = 0) = 0.
Please note that the Hamiltonian has to be hermitianH† = H . This leads immediately
to some symmetries of the couplings,
J sum,jk′k = J
sum,j
kk′ , (6.9a)
Jdiff,jk′k = J
diff,j
kk′ , (6.9b)
Qjk′k = −Qjkk′. (6.9c)
The relation (6.9c) is valid only if ~SL and ~SR exchange, because then [i
(
~SL × ~SR
)
]† =
−iǫabc ~SbR~ScL = −i
(
~SL × ~SR
)
.4 Using the diagonal Hamiltonian H0 defined in Eq. (6.3)
and the interaction Hamiltonian Hint, Eq. (6.7), the flow equations are generated in the
following to linear, second and third order in the coupling of the quantum dots to the
leads, J ijk′k in Hint.
4See also discussion in section 2.1.
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6.3 Linear Order and Generic Behavior
Since the non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian H0 is diagonal, we can use the canon-
ical generator of the flow equation in this double quantum dot setup. The definition of
η, Eq. (6.2), gives the generator
η =
∑
i,j=L,R
∑
k′k
ηijk′k :
~Si~s(k′j)(kj) : +
∑
j=L,R
∑
k′k
γjk′k : 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)
~s(k′j)(kj) :, (6.10)
where
ηLjk′k = (ǫk′ − ǫk)JLjk′k +KQjk′k, (6.11a)
ηRjk′k = (ǫk′ − ǫk)JRjk′k −KQjk′k, (6.11b)
γjk′k = (ǫk′ − ǫk)Qjk′k +
1
2
K
(
JLjk′k − JRjk′k
)
. (6.11c)
Some generic behavior can be drawn from this equations. The canonical generator has
the same operator structure as the interaction Hamiltonian Hint multiplied by an energy
which describes the transition between two states,
η ∝ (energy) · coupling.
The energy transfer between two processes is for example the energy of two conduction
electrons, but it can also be the energy of the singlet-triplet gap K.
Please note that the generator has to be antihermitian. This implies
ηijk′k = −ηijkk′ ,
γjk′k = γ
j
kk′.
The lowest order of flow equations is given by dH(B)/dB = [η(B), H0]. For the double
quantum dot system this leads to a flow of the Hamiltonian H(B) of
dH(B)
dB
=−
∑
i,j=L,R
∑
k′k
(ǫk′ − ǫk) ηijk′k : ~Si~s(k′j)(kj) :
−
∑
j=L,R
∑
k′k
(ǫk′ − ǫk) γjk′k : 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)
~s(k′j)(kj) :
−
∑
j=L,R
∑
k′k
1
2
K
(
ηLjk′k − ηRjk′k
)
: 2i
(
~SL × ~SR
)
~s(k′j)(kj) :
−
∑
j=L,R
∑
k′k
Kγjk′k :
(
~SL − ~SR
)
~s(k′j)(kj) : .
Immediately the flow of the various couplings can be identified, for example the elastic
coupling J sum,jk′k is given by
dJ sum,jk′k (B)
dB
= −1
2
(ǫk′ − ǫk)
(
ηLjk′k(B) + η
Rj
k′k(B)
)
= − (ǫk′ − ǫk)2 J sum,jk′k (B).
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This is the typical generic behavior of flow equations to the lowest order using the
canonical generator η = [H0, Hint],
d coupling
dB
∝ −(energy)2 · coupling.
Therefore the linear order is also referred to as the kinetic term. The generic behavior
incorporates the expected behavior of the flow equation, since the coupling flows like
J sum,jk′k (B) = e
−B(ǫk′−ǫk)2J sum,jk′k (B = 0). (6.12)
For B → ∞ any process is exponentially suppressed if it is not diagonal in energy
ǫk′ = ǫk. As obvious from Eq. (6.12) the flow parameter B is of the unit 1/ǫ
2. The
energy cutoff Λfeq = B
−1/2 describes the cutoff of the energy scale, e−((ǫk′−ǫk)/Λfeq)
2
.
Eq. (6.12) serves as a starting point for approximations in further calculations.
The flow for the inelastic couplings is not diagonal as J sum,jk′k , but given by
dJdiff,jk′k (B)
dB
= − (ǫk′ − ǫk) 1
2
(
ηLjk′k(B)− ηRjk′k(B)
)
−Kγjk′k(B),
dQjk′k(B)
dB
= − (ǫk′ − ǫk) γjk′k(B)−K
1
2
(
ηLjk′k(B)− ηRjk′k(B)
)
.
The couplings Jdiff,jk′k and Q
j
k′k are given by coupled differential equations. This motivates
the definition of new couplings which are the sum or difference of Jdiff,jk′k and Q
j
k′k. We
define
P jk′k =
1
2
(
Jdiff,jk′k +Q
j
k′k
)
, (6.13)
M jk′k =
1
2
(
Jdiff,jk′k −Qjk′k
)
. (6.14)
The new parameters refer the coupling of the lead electrons to (~SL− ~SR)± 2i(~SL× ~SR),
i.e. to the transition between singlet and triplet states.
In the calculation of Jdiff,jk′k and Q
j
k′k half of the values of k
′k are given by the symmetry
relations of Eqs. (6.9). For the couplings P jk′k and M
j
k′k the symmetry relations are
different,
(
P jk′k
)†
=
1
2
(
Jdiff,jkk′ +Q
j
kk′
)
=
1
2
(
Jdiff,jk′k −Qjk′k
)
=M jk′k. (6.15)
Thus all values of M jk′k can be extracted from a calculation of P
j
k′k due to Eq. (6.15). In
the following only the coupling P jk′k is discussed for brevity of expressions.
The two new couplings P jk′k and M
j
k′k fulfill two independent differential equations,
dP jk′k(B)
dB
= − (ǫk′ − ǫk +K)2 P jk′k(B), (6.16)
dM jk′k(B)
dB
= − (ǫk′ − ǫk −K)2M jk′k(B). (6.17)
The symmetry P jkk′ = M
j
k′k is clearly visible in equation (6.16) and (6.17). It is also
obvious from those equations that a process proportional to the coupling P jk′k involves
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a transition between a singlet and a triplet states and the energy difference in the lead
electrons, ǫk′ − ǫk, has to provide the energy of the singlet-triplet gap K.
We can immediately write down the solution of the kinetic flow equation for P jk′k,
P jk′k(B) = e
−B(ǫk′−ǫk+K)2P jk′k(B = 0), (6.18)
where the initial value is
P jkk(B = 0) =
1
2
(
Jdiff,jk′k (B = 0) +Q
j
k′k(B = 0)
)
.
For B →∞ and ǫk′ = ǫk, which corresponds to energy-diagonal processes, the coupling
is exponentially suppressed by the energy gap K of the singlet-triplet excitation. This
justifies the notation as an inelastic coupling.
The solutions for Jdiff,jk′k (B) and Q
j
k′k(B) are given by the solution of P
j
k′k and we find
Jdiff,jk′k (B) =e
−B(ǫk′−ǫk)22 cosh (2K (ǫk′ − ǫk)B) e−BK2 Jdiff,jk′k (B = 0)
+ e−B(ǫk′−ǫk)
2
2nh (2K (ǫk′ − ǫk)B) e−BK2 Qjk′k(B = 0), (6.19)
Qjk′k(B) =e
−B(ǫk′−ǫk)22nh (2K (ǫk′ − ǫk)B) e−BK2 Jdiff,jk′k (B = 0)
+ e−B(ǫk′−ǫk)
2
2 cosh (2K (ǫk′ − ǫk)B) e−BK2 Qjk′k(B = 0). (6.20)
From the lowest order contribution to the flow we find an exponential suppression
of off-diagonal energy processes. At early stages of the flow the off-diagonal matrix
elements in the interaction Hamiltonian are thus eliminated. At later stages of the flow
the feedback of higher order terms becomes important.
6.4 Second Order or One-Loop Result
Additionally to the contribution [η(B), H0] we include [η(B), Hint(B)] into the flow
dH(B)/dB of the Hamiltonian. The new term includes two interaction processes, one
from η and one from Hint. Therefore there is one intermediate process involved with a
conduction electron of the energy ǫqv. This energy has to be integrated over the whole
band width from −D to +D. Thus it gives rise to e.g. the strong-coupling scaling of the
Kondo model. The left and the right side are decoupled to this order since no process
exists that leaves the left leads, interacts virtually with the right quantum dot, and
enters the left leads again.
In the following we write down only major steps of the calculation to explain the
underlying physics and leave out details of the calculation. After having calculated
[η(B), Hint(B)] we sort the terms corresponding to the contributions in Hint(B). For
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example the coupling to the left quantum dot JLjk′k obeys the equation,
dJLjk′k
dB
= − (ǫk′ − ǫk) ηLjk′k −Kγjk′k
− 1
2
∑
v
(
ηLjk′vJ
Lj
vk − JLjk′vηLjvk
)
(1− 2n(vj))
− 1
2
∑
v
((
γjk′vJ
Rj
vk −Qjk′vηRjvk
)
+
(
JRjk′vγ
j
vk − ηRjk′vQjvk
))
+
1
2
∑
v
(
γjk′vQ
j
vk −Qjk′vγjvk
)
, (6.21)
and the coupling to the right quantum dot JRjk′k flows like
dJRjk′k
dB
= − (ǫk′ − ǫk) ηRjk′k +Kγjk′k
− 1
2
∑
v
(
ηRjk′vJ
Rj
vk − JRjk′vηRjvk
)
(1− 2n(vj))
− 1
2
∑
v
((
γjk′vJ
Lj
vk −Qjk′vηLjvk
)
+
(
JLjk′vγ
j
vk − ηLjk′vQjvk
))
+
1
2
∑
v
(
γjk′vQ
j
vk −Qjk′vγjvk
)
. (6.22)
Both are renormalized to first loop order. If there is no spin-spin interaction K = 0 and
consequently Qjk′k = γ
j
k′k = 0, then all terms besides the first proportional to η
ij
k′vJ
ij
vk
vanish in the flow equation of the couplings J ijk′k. The remaining term is the common
Kondo scaling of the left(right) quantum dot with the left(right) leads. Please compare
to the calculation in Ref. [38].
The coupling Qjk′k, which is created in linear order, continues to flow in first loop
order. The flow equation gives
dQjk′k
dB
= − (ǫk′ − ǫk) γik′k −
1
2
K
(
ηLjk′k − ηRjk′k
)
+
1
4
∑
v
((
ηLjk′vJ
Rj
vk + J
Rj
k′vη
Lj
vk
)
−
(
ηRjk′vJ
Lj
vk + J
Lj
k′vη
Rj
vk
))
+
1
4
∑
v
((
γjk′vJ
Rj
vk −Qjk′vηRjvk
)
−
(
JRjk′vγ
j
vk − ηRjk′vQjvk
))
(1− 2n(vj))
− 1
4
∑
v
((
γjk′vJ
Lj
vk −Qjk′vηLjvk
)
−
(
JLjk′vγ
j
vk − ηLjk′vQjvk
))
(1− 2n(vj)).
The flow equations fulfill the symmetry relations of Eqs. (6.9), which provides a nice
check of the results.
6.4.1 Flow of the Coupling J sum,jk′k
The interaction with the total spin moment is defined by J sum,jk′k (B) =
1
2
(JLjk′k(B) +
JRjk′k(B)). If we take the sum of the two equations for J
Lj
k′k(B) and J
Rj
k′k(B) and insert
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the definition of the canonical generator η (see Eqs. (6.10)) we receive the flow equation
Eq. (E.1) in the appendix. Since the expression is lengthy the terms of order e−BD
2
are
left out in the following expression,
dJ sum,jk′k (B)
dB
= − (ǫk′ − ǫk)2 J sum,jk′k (B)
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) ((ǫk′ − ǫv)− (ǫv − ǫk)) J sum,jk′v (B)J sum,jvk (B)
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) ((ǫk′ − ǫv +K)− (ǫv − ǫk +K))P jk′v(B)P jvk(B)
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) ((ǫk′ − ǫv +K)− (ǫv − ǫk −K))P jk′v(B)M jvk(B)
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) ((ǫk′ − ǫv −K)− (ǫv − ǫk +K))M jk′v(B)P jvk(B)
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) ((ǫk′ − ǫv −K)− (ǫv − ǫk −K))M jk′v(B)M jvk(B)
+ . . . . (6.23)
The linear contribution −(ǫk′ − ǫk)2J sum,jk′k (B) enforces an exponential damping of the
momentum dependent coupling J sum,jk′k (B). Therefore the so-called diagonal parametriza-
tion, see also section 6.4.3, is introduced and the elastic coupling is written by
J sum,jk′k (B) = e
−B(ǫk′−ǫk)2 J sum,jk′k (B). (6.24)
The exponential behavior originates to linear order and the scaling of the second order
determines the flow of the coupling J sum,jk′k (B), which in general depends on k
′ and k.
In the diagonal parametrization it is further assumed that k′ = k, since the exponential
prefactor suppresses all other contributions of J sum,jk′k (B) in Eq. (6.24).
Using the outcome of the calculation in linear order a similar expression is defined
for the diagonal parametrization of the coupling P jk′k(B). From Eq. (6.18) the inelastic
coupling,
P jk′k(B) = e
−B(ǫk′−ǫk+K)2 P jk′k(B), (6.25)
is not diagonal in the energy, but each interaction process costs an energy of the singlet-
triplet gap K.
If we insert the diagonal parametrization, Eqs. (6.24) and (6.25), into the flow equation
of the coupling J sum,jk′k each term is similar to
((ǫk′ − ǫv + αK)− (ǫv − ǫk + βK)) e−B(ǫk′−ǫv+αK)2e−B(ǫv−ǫk+βK)2
=
1
2B
d
d ǫv
e−B(ǫk′−ǫv+αK)
2
e−B(ǫv−ǫk+βK)
2
,
where α, β = 0,±1. The diagonal representation simplifies in this way the integration∑
qv = ρ
∫
dǫqv over the intermediate state v. The leads are modeled by a constant
density of states ρ(ǫ) = ρΘ(D − |ǫ|) centered around the Fermi energy ǫF ≡ 0, where
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the band width is 2D and the constant density of states ρ = 1/2D.5 The dispersion
relation ǫk(k) is approximated by a linear dependence, which is a good approximation
in the vicinity of the Fermi energy. In the following the indices k′, k and q are assumed
to represent the energies ǫk′ , ǫk and ǫq correspondingly.
Assuming vanishing temperature T = 0 and vanishing voltage V = 0 the integration
over the intermediate process gives
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) d
d ǫv
f(ǫv) =
0∫
−D
dǫvρ (1− 2 · 1) d
d ǫv
f(ǫv) +
D∫
0
dǫvρ (1− 2 · 0) d
d ǫv
f(ǫv)
= −2ρ f(ǫv = 0) + ρ f(ǫv = −D) + ρ f(ǫv = D).
This term is typical for the Kondo spin interaction. Due to the spin algebra and the
discontinuity at the Fermi surface the function f(ǫv = 0) does not cancel out, but
provides a finite contribution in the flow equations.
Using this knowledge we find the flow equation of the dimensionless coupling gsum,jk′k =
ρJ sum,jk′k of the total spin moment,
e−B(ǫk′−ǫk)
2 dg
sum,j
k′k (B)
dB
=
1
2B
e−B(ǫk′)
2
e−B(−ǫk)
2
gsum,jk′0 (B) g
sum,j
0k (B)
+
1
2B
(
e−B(ǫk′+K)
2
pjk′0(B) + e
−B(ǫk′−K)2mjk′0(B)
)
(
e−B(−ǫk+K)
2
pj0k(B) + e
−B(−ǫk−K)2mj0k(B)
)
, (6.26)
neglecting additional terms which include the band cutoff and scale like e−2BD
2
. As
soon as the flow parameter B becomes of the order of 1/D2 these boundary terms are
exponentially suppressed. In the following the flow is assumed to start at
B0 =
1
D2
(6.27)
with an initial value J sum,jk′k (B0). The flow of the coupling to the total spin momentum
is thus given solely by Eq. (6.26) using the new initial condition.
6.4.2 Flow of the Coupling P jk′k(B)
We leave out all steps of the calculation that were already explained for gsum,jk′k (B) and
write down only the result for dimensionless coupling pjk′k(B) = ρP
j
k′k(B) for B > B0 =
5These conditions are fulfilled for example for a two-dimensional electron gas.
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1/D2,
e−B(ǫk′−ǫk+K)
2 dp
j
k′k(B)
dB
=
1
2
1
2B
(
e−B(ǫk′+K)
2
pjk′0(B) + e
−B(ǫk′−K)2mjk′0(B)
)
e−B(−ǫk)
2
gsum,j0k (B)
+
1
2
1
2B
e−B(ǫk′)
2
gsum,jk′0 (B)(
e−B(−ǫk+K)
2
pj0k(B) + e
−B(−ǫk−K)2mj0k(B)
)
+
1
2B
e−B(ǫk′+K)
2
e−B(−ǫk+K)
2
pjk′0(B) p
j
0k(B)
− 1
2B
e−B(ǫk′−K)
2
e−B(−ǫk−K)
2
mjk′0(B) m
j
0k(B). (6.28)
In the diagonal representation Eq. (6.25) only the terms with ǫk′ − ǫk +K = 0 are not
exponentially suppressed. In the following we discuss analytical and numerical results
of the two flow equations Eqs. (6.26) and (6.28).
6.4.3 Approximations and Results
Exact Solution
The exact solution of the Eqs. (6.26) and (6.28) is given in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6, re-
spectively. It is assumed that JLR = JRL = 0 and thus the initial value of J sum,jk′k is
identical to P jk′k/2. In Fig. 6.5 the energies k and k
′ are chosen to be a two-dimensional
k
k′
0
0
D0
D0
(a) B = B0
k
k′
0
0
D0
D0
(b) BK2 = 0.1
k
k′
0
0
D0
D0
(c) BK2 = 1.0
Figure 6.5: Flow of the coupling gsum,jk′k , exactly calculated, on a two-dimensional energy plot.
grid and the strength of the coupling is illustrated by a grey scale code, where light
corresponds to strong and dark to negligible coupling strength. For values of the flow
parameter B from B0 to 1/K
2 a diagonal structure emerges. The exponential envelope
originates from the linear order contribution to the flow equation. A substructure de-
velops on the energy-diagonal ǫk = ǫk′ such that at ǫk = ǫk′ = 0 the coupling flows to a
higher value compared to a finite ǫk 6= 0. This substructure given by the one-loop order
terms is included in the discussion of the diagonal parametrization whereas the infrared
parametrization is focused on the value at zero energy.
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k
k′
0
0
D0
D0
(a) B = B0
k
k′
0
0
D0
D0
(b) BK2 = 0.1
k
k′
0
0
D0
D0
(c) BK2 = 1.0
Figure 6.6: Flow of the coupling pjk′k, exactly calculated, on a two-dimensional energy plot.
In Fig. 6.6 the same calculation as for elastic coupling J sum,jk′k is shown for the inelastic
coupling P jk′k. Similarly a large range of the couplings in the k
′-k space is suppressed
exponentially. In contrast to Fig. 6.5 the energy values of ǫk′ − ǫk + K = 0 flow the
strongest. Any process involving the coupling P jk′k costs an energy of K.
Diagonal Parametrization
The assumptions used in the diagonal parametrization have already been written down
in Eqs. (6.24) and (6.25). For example the elastic coupling J sum,jk′k with an arbitrary value
of ǫk′ and ǫk is assumed to be exponentially suppressed by e
−B(ǫk′−ǫk)2 and its prefactor
given by the mean value (ǫk′ − ǫk)/2 [38].
In Fig. 6.7 it is shown how the flow of the coupling J sum,jk′k and P
j
k′k evolves numerically
for different energies ǫk. As in the exact solution, the starting value is the same for all
-1 0 10.01
0.011
0.012
B →∞
ǫk/K
g
su
m
,j
k
k
(a) Flow of the coupling gsum,jkk .
-1 0 10.01
0.011
0.012
B →∞
ǫk/K
2
pj k
k
(b) Flow of the coupling 2 pjkk.
Figure 6.7: Value of the elastic gsum,jkk and inelastic coupling 2 p
j
kk in the diagonal
parametrization vs. the energy ǫk for increasing values of the flow parameter BK
2 =
0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10, 102 , 103.
couplings at every energy. As the flow parameter increases a frequency structure starts to
develop. Please note that in Fig. 6.7 the flow of the couplings without the exponential
prefactor is shown. In the flow of J sum,jkk the two energies ǫk = 0 and ǫk = ±K are
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pronounced. This scaling is similar to the behavior observed in Fig. 5.4 in the previous
section about perturbative RG. A comparison of the two methods is the scope of an
upcoming section. As discussed before the coupling is most interesting on the energy-
diagonal. For ǫk′ = ǫk the coupling in diagonal parametrization is equivalent to the
general coupling,
gsum,jk′k (B) = g
sum,j
k′k (B) if ǫk′ = ǫk.
The flow of the coupling pjk′k
6 is shown only for values of ǫk′ = ǫk. Therefore the value
saturates as soon as the flow parameter reaches the energy scale B = 1/K2. Afterwards
the flow does no longer evolve, but this should not be misunderstood such that the coup-
ling saturates. In Fig. 6.7 only the prefactor of the diagonal parametrization is shown,
the inelastic coupling is additionally suppressed by the exponential prefactor of e−BK
2
.
In contrast to other scaling methods the regime of B > 1/K2 is not ill-defined. The flow
equation methods makes the Hamiltonian increasingly energy-diagonal. As illustrated
Figure 6.8: The flow equation method is sensible to energy scales. A coupling does no longer
flow if the energy-diagonalization reaches the value of the energy transfer of the corresponding
process. The scaling equation thus changes, see discussion in the text.
in Fig. 6.8 at some stage inelastic processes are not included in the Hamiltonian and
only scattering on the energy-diagonal is taken into account. The scaling equation for
the coupling changes and it is shown in detail in one of the next sections that the flow
in 2nd order is negligibly small if a finite voltage is applied to the system. Thus third
order contributions have to be calculated which include decoherence mechanisms that
are important out of equilibrium. The subject of a finite temperature is not discussed
in this thesis and we refer the reader to the corresponding chapter in the book [38].
Infrared Parametrization
The flow of the coupling gsum,jk′k is determined by the exponential dependence on
e−B(ǫk′−ǫk)
2
. As discussed in the previous section only the couplings on the energy-
diagonal are not suppressed during the flow. The Hamiltonian for B → ∞ is energy-
diagonal. It was also observed that the couplings at the energy ǫk′ = ǫk = 0 and
ǫk′ = ǫk = ±K continue to flow while the flow saturates at other energy scales.
6The coupling pjk′k in Fig. 6.7 is multiplied by a factor of 2 such that it is directly comparable to the
coupling gsum,jk′k .
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In some cases it is sufficient to study the physics only at the zero energy scale, which
corresponds to the Fermi energy of the leads. For the coupling gsum,j00 the flow is given
by inserting ǫk′ = ǫk = 0 in the flow equation (6.26) and (6.28),
dgsum,j00 (B)
dB
=
1
2B
(
gsum,j00 (B)
)2
+ 4
1
2B
e−2BK
2
(
pj00(B)
)2
, (6.29)
dpj00(B)
dB
= 2
1
2B
pj00(B)g
sum,j
00 (B), (6.30)
where we inserted pj00 = m
j
00.
The flow of the couplings in the infrared parametrization gsum,j00 (B) = g
sum,j
IR (B) and
pj00(B) = e
−BK2pjIR(B) is shown in Fig. 6.9. Whereas the coupling p
j
IR saturates at a
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1000.01
0.011
0.012
2 p
j
IR
(B)
g
sum,j
IR
(B)
BK2
Figure 6.9: Flow of the coupling gsum,jIR (B) and 2 p
j
IR(B) in the infrared parametrization.
constant value after the flow reached 1/K2, the coupling for gsum,jIR continues to flow log-
arithmically. Notice that only the prefactor of the coupling pj00 without the exponential
dependence by e−BK
2
is shown. In the coupling gsum,jIR the exponential prefactor is equal
to unity.
At later stages of the flow, i.e. for B > BK where BK = 1/K
2, the contribution of
the inelastic coupling is exponentially suppressed in the flow equation. For B > BK the
differential equation for gsum,jIR is solved by
dgsum,jIR (B)
dB
=
1
2B
(
gsum,jIR (B)
)2
⇒ 1
gsum,jIR (B)
=
1
gsum,jIR (BK)
− 1
2
ln
(
B
BK
)
gsum,jIR (B) =
1
1
2
ln (Bc/B)
, (6.31)
with a critical value of the flow parameter Bc = BK exp
[
2/gsum,jIR (BK)
]
. As long as
B < Bc the ratio Bc/B > 1. Approaching the critical value, the coupling diverges
logarithmically.
This divergence is characteristic for the Kondo coupling between the quantum dots
and the leads. Instead of a spin-1/2 here a degenerate triplet state with spin-1 is studied
and the elastic coupling gsum,jk′k describes the flow of the total spin moment. The flow
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parameter B, which has the unit 1/energy2, is translated to an energy cutoff by B =
1/Λ2feq. Therefore we find,
Λcfeq = K exp
[−1/gsum,j00 (K)] ,
gsum,j00 (B) =
1
ln
(
Λfeq/Λcfeq
) ,
equivalently a divergent behavior if the energy cutoff is lowered below the critical value of
Λcfeq, which corresponds to the Kondo temperature as discussed in the previous chapter.
The calculation is controlled as long as the coupling stays small during the flow. If
the flow parameter B reaches the critical value the couplings diverge. In the infrared
parametrization the flow equation approach is therefore equivalent to the poor man’s
scaling approach, since it covers the correct physics at the Fermi edge. The strong-
coupling in the Kondo problem does not exist if e.g. a finite voltage is applied to the
system as is discussed in the next section. The chemical potentials of the leads are shifted
by a finite voltage and therefore the infrared parametrization is no longer sufficient, since
it provides results only at the energy scale ǫk′ = ǫk = 0. As in the discussion of the previ-
ous chapter, the frequency dependence of the couplings is important in non-equilibrium
and the flow equation approach should be solved in the diagonal representation.
6.4.4 The Flow Equation Method Out of Equilibrium
The infrared parametrization fails if the double quantum dot setup is subject to a finite
voltage, since there are two Fermi surfaces present at ±eV/2. For transport processes
all couplings in the energy window opened by the voltage contribute as illustrated in
Fig. 6.10. Two Kondo resonances evolve at the two Fermi surfaces, such that the elastic
Figure 6.10: If a finite voltage is applied, two Fermi surfaces at ±eV/2 show strong-coupling
behavior. Important for transport quantities is the coupling averaged over the voltage window.
coupling gsum,jk′k at the energies ǫk = ǫk′ = ±eV/2 flows to strong-coupling.
This can be seen from the flow equation Eq. (6.23) calculated including a finite voltage.
The voltage enters the flow equations via the step-like distribution function of the leads
as defined in Eq. (6.6). The integration over the intermediate state in non-equilibrium
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gives
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) d
dǫv
f(ǫv)
= (1− 2)
−Vj/2∫
−D
dǫρ
d
dǫ
f(ǫ) +
(
1− 2 rj
1 + rj
) Vj/2∫
−Vj/2
dǫρ
d
dǫ
f(ǫ) + (1− 0)
D∫
Vj/2
dǫρ
d
dǫ
f(ǫ)
≈ −2 rj
1 + rj
ρf(ǫ = Vj/2)− 2 1
1 + rj
ρf(ǫ = −Vj/2).
Since the couplings to the left and the right leads are independent of each other to this
order, the index j = L,R is not always written explicitly. Using this integration we find
the flow equation for the elastic coupling gsum,jk′k (B) in non-equilibrium,
e−B(ǫk′−ǫk)
2 dg
sum,j
k′k (B)
dB
=
1
2B
rj
1 + rj
e−B(ǫk′−eVj/2)
2
e−B(eVj/2−ǫk)
2
gsum,jk′+ (B) g
sum,j
+k (B)
+
1
2B
1
1 + rj
e−B(ǫk′+eVj/2)
2
e−B(−eVj/2−ǫk)
2
gsum,jk′− (B) g
sum,j
−k (B)
+
1
2B
rj
1 + rj
(
e−B(ǫk′−eVj/2+K)
2
pjk′+(B) + e
−B(ǫk′−eVj/2−K)2mjk′+(B)
)
(
e−B(eVj/2−ǫk+K)
2
pj+k(B) + e
−B(eVj/2−ǫk−K)2mj+k(B)
)
+
1
2B
1
1 + rj
(
e−B(ǫk′+eVj/2+K)
2
pjk′−(B) + e
−B(ǫk′+eVj/2−K)2mjk′−(B)
)
(
e−B(−eVj/2−ǫk+K)
2
pj−k(B) + e
−B(−eVj/2−ǫk−K)2mj−k(B)
)
, (6.32)
where v = ± corresponds to the momentum with energy ǫv = ±eVj/2.
In contrast to the perturbative RG in the previous section, where the derivation of
the RG equations is differently in the case of equilibrium and non-equilibrium, the flow
equation is the same in both cases and the difference enters only through a different
distribution function of the leads.
The flow of the elastic coupling gsum,jk′k is illustrated in Fig. 6.11 in the diagonal repre-
sentation for a voltage eVj/K = 0.25 smaller than the exchange interaction K. There-
fore the inelastic coupling pjk′k(B) is not shown, since it is exponentially suppressed for
B > 1/K2 even before the flow parameter B reaches 1/V 2 and the effects of a finite
voltage become important.
In comparison to Fig. 6.7 the flow in Fig. 6.11 shows a divergent coupling at six
different energy values. In second order these couplings flow to strong-coupling as soon
as B reaches the critical scale Bc. The failure of the infrared parametrization is obvious
in Fig. 6.11 since the coupling at the energy scale ǫk′ = ǫk = 0 saturates at a constant
value while strong-coupling divergences develop at ǫk′ = ǫk = ±eVj/2. This can also be
seen in the flow equation (6.32), where the coupling at the energy scale ǫk′ = ǫk = 0 is
exponentially suppressed by e−2B(eVj/2)
2
.
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Figure 6.11: Value of the elastic gsum,jkk in the diagonal parametrization vs. the energy ǫk for
increasing values of the flow parameter BK2 = 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10, 102 , 103. The finite voltage is
chosen eVj/K = 0.25.
All processes within the energy window opened by the voltage contribute to transport
processes, as illustrated in Fig. 6.10. It is an advantage of the flow equation that during
the flow the Hamiltonian becomes more energy-diagonal while the information on all
energy scales is kept, see also discussion in the introductory section of this chapter. In
contrast contributions from higher energy scales are integrated out in the standard poor
man’s scaling approach.
We define a transport coupling,
gsum,jt (B) =
1
V
V/2∫
−V/2
dǫkg
sum,j
kk (B), (6.33)
which is the average of all couplings in the voltage window.
In the following we discuss the scaling equation for the transport coupling assuming
that the flow parameter B already exceeded the scale 1/K2 up to which the inelastic
couplings contribute. The flow parameter B is related to an energy cutoff Λfeq = B
−1/2.
During the flow only coupling processes with an energy transfer less than Λfeq are in-
cluded in the interaction Hamiltonian.
If Λfeq ≫ V the transport coupling obeys the usual scaling equation of a Kondo
coupling,
dgsum,jt
d lnΛfeq
= − (gsum,jt )2 .
As mentioned previously the flow equations are not ill-defined if the energy cutoff Λfeq
is reduced below the energy scale of the voltage. It is observed, that the flow equation
for the transport coupling changes. For an energy cutoff of Λfeq ≪ V it is given by
dgsum,jt
d lnΛfeq
= − (gsum,jt )2
√
π
2
√
2
Λfeq
V
≈ 0.
If the energy processes in the Hamiltonian are made energy-diagonal to a degree that
the energy difference between two scattering states does not exceed the voltage window,
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the coupling gsum,jt does no longer flow and its derivative is negligibly small. A higher
order contribution e.g. from two-loop order can now dominate the flow of the coupling
since the contribution from one-loop order vanishes. Before it is discussed in section 6.5
how decoherence effects can enter to third order in the coupling, the perturbative RG
method as introduced in chapter 5 is compared with the flow equation approach.
6.4.5 Comparison with Perturbative RG
The method of perturbative RG as introduced by A. Rosch et al. in Ref. [35, 36] was
discussed in detail in the previous chapter. The method generalizes the poor man’s
scaling approach to non-equilibrium by taking into account a frequency dependence of
the couplings. It also includes a voltage-dependence of the distribution functions which
becomes important if physical quantities like a non-equilibrium current is calculated. In
this section we compare the perturbative RG to the flow equation method to second
order. If a finite voltage is applied to a transport regime, decoherence effects play
a major role. They are included in the perturbative RG by a finite life time of the
quantum dot states [41] and in the flow equation method they enter in two-loop order.
Since the comparison of the two methods here is only to second order, the discussion
of how decoherence effects enter the different scaling equations is not subject of this
section.
As discussed in section 2.1 a comparison between the singlet-triplet representation
used in the perturbative RG with the spin representation used in the flow equation
approach is possible in the following way: the elastic coupling gsum,jk′k corresponds to the
triplet-triplet coupling gmntt , the inelastic coupling p
j
k′k corresponds to a singlet-triplet
transition gmnst . In the following we compare the elastic coupling g
nm
tt with g
sum,j
k′k of only
one of the quantum dots, e.g. the left, such that j = L and m,n ∈ {1, 2} is assumed
implicitly.
A visual comparison of the flow of the coupling gtt in Fig. 5.4 on page 110 and g
sum
k′k
in Fig. 6.7 supports the equivalence of the two results. An analytical comparison of the
two different scaling equations in Eq. (5.14c) and Eq. (6.32) shows the similarities and
the differences of the two approaches.
The flow parameter B starts at B0 = 1/D
2 and flows to infinity whereas the energy
cutoff Λfeq = B
−1/2 reduced the energy transfer of a scattering from D to 0, such that
the Hamiltonian is energy-diagonal at later stages of the flow. The definition of the flow
parameter, 2BdB = −d lnΛfeq, explains the different signs in the two scaling equations.
The contributions from two different Fermi surfaces enters the flow equation method
by the two different steps in the non-equilibrium distribution function. The summation
over the internal energy ǫv corresponds to the summation over the lead index v in the
perturbative RG approach. Therefore the two scaling equations are the same besides a
different cutoff scheme.
The cutoff function Θ(ΛRG−x) in perturbative RG is an approximation of the different
scaling behavior for the ratio between the involved energy x and the running cutoff ΛRG,
x≪ ΛRG and x≫ ΛRG. The cutoff e−(x/Λfeq)2 in the flow equation approach in contrast
is exact for every value of x even in the intermediate regime. The two different cutoff
regimes are identical in the limits x≪ Λ and x≫ Λ as illustrated in Fig. 6.12.
In both methods the frequency dependence is crucial to describe the physics out of
equilibrium. Without decoherence effects both methods show strong-coupling behavior
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Figure 6.12: The flow equation uses a cutoff of e−(x/Λfeq)
2
in contrast to the cutoff Θ(1−x/ΛRG)
in perturbative RG.
at special energies. The couplings diverge logarithmically. The perturbative RG and
the flow equation method in the diagonal parametrization are consistent to leading
logarithmic order. It is assumed that the frequency dependence of the cutoff function
dominates such that the frequency dependence of the coupling is neglected on the right
side of the scaling equations.
In non-equilibrium decoherence effects prevent the Kondo coupling to flow to strong-
coupling. This observation is included in the perturbative RG method by a finite life
time of the quantum dot states or by finite vertex corrections [41]. In the flow equation
approach it was shown that the second order contributions become negligibly small if
the cutoff Λfeq is reduced below the voltage, such that contributions from higher orders
can dominate the flow. How decoherence terms enter the flow equations is now discussed
in detail.
6.5 Third Order or Two-Loop Contributions
It is the aim of this section to explain the origin of decoherence effects to two-loop order
in the flow equations. Two intermediate states contribute in the flow to the third order.
We discuss in the following the physical ingredient of the higher order contributions. For
the interested reader some steps of the calculation are given in appendix E.3.
The flow of the Hamiltonian is given by dH(B)/dB = [η(B), H(B)]. So far the
interaction Hamiltonian Hint(B) as well as the generator η(B) = [H0(B), Hint(B)] were
of linear order in the coupling. To create a flow to third order in the coupling to the
leads, we have to include interaction terms, which are created to second order in the
coupling, into an Hamiltonian H
(2)
int .
6.5.1 Higher Order Contributions from 2nd Order
In the first-loop calculation new interaction terms are created. To second order in the
coupling J we find for example a potential scattering. Additionally the singlet-triplet
gap K is renormalized and a constant energy term arises. To study these couplings in
more detail will be the task of future investigations. For the rest of this thesis those
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couplings are neglected since the flow of the potential scattering or the coupling K does
not contribute to leading logarithmic order.7
To describe decoherence effects we are interested in couplings involving four conduc-
tion electrons, since they describe an effective two-particle interaction mediated by the
quantum dot system. To calculate the third order or two-loop correction of Hint we
include the second order couplings into the interacting Hamiltonian,
H
(2)
int =
∑
i,j,n=L,R
∑
k′k
∑
p′p
Ki(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) : i~Si
(
~s(k′j)(kj) × ~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:
+
∑
i,j,n=L,R
∑
k′k
∑
p′p
(2)Ki(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) : 2
(
~S!i~s(k′j)(kj)
)(
~Si~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:
+
∑
j,n=L,R
∑
k′k
∑
p′p
(3)K(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) : 2
(
~SL~SR
) (
~s(k′j)(kj)~s(p′n)(pn)
)
: . (6.34)
For example the higher order term ~SL : ~s(k′j)(kj)~s(p′n)(pn) : is created out of two inter-
action processes with the left spin, ~SL : ~s(k′j)(kj) : and ~SL : ~s(p′n)(pn) :, as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 6.13. It can be interpreted as a two-particle interaction of conduction
electrons via the impurity spin. The setup of two coupled quantum dots shows a more
=
k
k
k′
k′
p
p
p′
p′
Figure 6.13: Illustration of the higher order coupling : ~SL~s(k′j)(kj)~s(p′n)(pn) :, which is created
out of twice the Kondo coupling : ~SL~s(k′j)(kj) :. Solid (dashed) lines refer to conduction
electrons (spin states).
complicated interaction structure than a single quantum dot. The calculation of the
flow equation to third order is straightforward, see Ref. [38], and some steps of it are
given in appendix E.3.
6.5.2 Canonical Generator and Flow of the Coupling to 3rd Order
Since the interaction Hamiltonian has been changed by adding higher-order terms, H
(2)
int ,
the canonical generator η = [H0, Hint] has to be calculated correspondingly. The second
order term η(2) in the canonical generator η′ = η + η(2) is given in Eq. (E.5) in the
appendix. It shows the same interaction structure as H
(2)
int in Eq. (6.34).
The flow of the Hamiltonian is given by dH(B)/dB = [η′(B), H(B)], where the Hamil-
tonian is now defined by H = H0 + Hint + H
(2)
int . Contributions to third order in the
coupling originate from [η,H
(2)
int ] and [η
(2), Hint]. Since K(k′j)(kj);(q′v)(qv) is generated to
7The potential scattering contributes only to order J4, see discussion in Ref. [38].
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2nd order in the initial coupling J ijk′k the term [η
(2), H
(2)
int ] is of fourth order in the coupling
and is therefore neglected in the following discussion. There is also a contribution of J3
to the flow of the couplings in H
(2)
int . Since the effect of a J
3 term in the flow of the initial
couplings J is to forth order J4 this contribution can thus be neglected to leading order.
We are interested in the contribution of the higher-order couplings in H
(2)
int to the
initial couplings in the Hamiltonian Hint. Therefore we define symmetric combinations
of the higher order couplings as they appear in the flow equations. The new definitions
take respect to the symmetry relations as discussed in appendix E.3. Using the notation
KL±R = KL ±KR we find
(ka1)(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) = K
L+R
(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) −KL+R(q′ν)(qν);(k′j)(kj),
(ka2)(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) = K
L−R
(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) −KL−R(q′ν)(qν);(k′j)(kj),
(ks3)(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) =
(2) KL+R(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) +
(2) KL+R(q′ν)(qν);(k′j)(kj),
(ka4)(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) =
(2) KL−R(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) −(2) KL−R(q′ν)(qν);(k′j)(kj),
(ks5)(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) =
(3) K(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) +
(3) K(q′ν)(qν);(k′j)(kj),
where s denotes a symmetric and a an asymmetric combination of couplings with respect
to interchanging the index (q′ν)(qν) with (k′j)(kj).
So far all couplings are denoted by the energy (k′j)(kj); (q′ν)(qν). In the flow equa-
tions we also find contributions from the combination (k′j)(qj); (q′j)(kj) and define
k6 =
(3) K(k′j)(qj);(q′j)(kj) +
(3) K(q′j)(kj);(k′j)(qj),
k′6 =
(2) KL+R(k′j)(qj);(q′j)(kj) +
(2) KL+R(q′j)(kj);(k′j)(qj).
As shown in the appendix, the coupling ks3 = −ks5 and k6 = −k′6 are related, respectively.
The flow equations for the couplings k1 to k6 are shown in appendix E.3. Here only
the flow equations of the initial couplings in Hint are discussed. After some lengthy but
straightforward algebra the flow equation of the elastic coupling gsum,jk′k to the total spin
is found to third order,
dgsum,jk′k
dB
= . . .+
[n(q′v)(1− n(qv)) + n(qv)(1− n(q′v))]{
1
4
(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq − (ǫq − ǫq′)) ka1gsum,vqq′
+
1
4
(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq −K − (ǫq − ǫq′ +K)) (ka2 − ka4) pvqq′
+
1
4
(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq +K − (ǫq − ǫq′ −K)) (ka2 + ka4)mvqq′
}
. (6.35)
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The inelastic coupling which costs an energy of K is given by
dpjk′k
dB
= . . .+
[n(q′v)(1− n(qv)) + n(qv)(1− n(q′v))]{
1
8
(ǫq′ − ǫq + ǫk′ − ǫk +K − (ǫq − ǫq′)) (ka2 + ka4) gsum,vqq′
+
1
4
(ǫq′ − ǫq + ǫk′ − ǫk − (ǫq − ǫq′ +K)) (ka1 − 3ks3) pvqq′
+
1
4
δv,j (ǫq′ − ǫq + ǫk′ − ǫk − (ǫq − ǫq′ +K)) (2k′6 + k6) pjqq′
}
. (6.36)
There is also a contribution from (n(q′ν)−n(qν)) to the flow in third order. Since terms
including (n(q′ν) − n(qν)) are only proportional to the phase space between q′ and q,
these terms are neglected, see discussion in Ref. [38].
The newly generated couplings are illustrated in Fig. 6.13. They correspond to an
interaction between two incoming particles k′ and p′ with the quantum dot spin resulting
in two outgoing particles k and p. The flow equation in third order contains the inte-
gration over two intermediate states q and q′. Depending on which of the incoming or
outgoing particles of the two-particle coupling interacts with another particle-hole pair,
J ijqq′ , the third order contribution is a self energy or a vertex correction, as illustrated
in Fig. 6.14. As discussed in detail in chapter 5, these third order contributions stop
the flow to strong-coupling in the case of a finite voltage. Thus these terms are often
referred to as decoherence terms. There are different types of decoherence. The elastic
coupling gsum,jk′k in Eq. (6.35) has only contributions from an interaction structure like
(k′j)(kj); (q′ν)(qν) × (qν)(q′ν). As illustrated in Fig. 6.14(b) this corresponds to a self
energy correction, i.e. due to hybridization with the leads the quantum dot spins gain
a finite life time. If this effect is sufficiently large, for example for a large voltage as
discussed in detail in section 6.5.4, the coupling gsum,jk′k does no longer flow to strong-
coupling. By contrast, the inelastic coupling contains a combination of couplings with
(k′j)(qj); (q′j)(kj)× (qj)(q′j). This is a vertex correction as illustrated in Fig. 6.14(a).
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q
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q
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(a) Contribution of a vertex corrections.
k’ k
qq’
kk’
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q’q
qq’
(b) Contribution of a self energy correction.
Figure 6.14: Two-loop contributions to the flow of the Kondo couplings. Left panel: contribu-
tion from k6 or k
′
6; right panel: contributions from k1-k5.
In general one has to solve the set of differential equations for gsum,jk′k , p
j
k′k, k1, . . . k6.
For an analytical result we perform the calculation in two steps. First the couplings
k1−k5 are integrated over B and then the result is inserted into the differential equation
for gsum,jk′k . It is assumed that the coupling depends only weakly on the flow parameter,
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since it diverges only logarithmically. The dependence of the coupling on B is neglected
in the integration over B and thus the result is only valid to leading logarithmic order.
Furthermore it is assumed that the frequency dependence of the coupling is dominated
by the exponential prefactors. That the diagonal representation is a good approximation
to the third order calculation has been shown for the Kondo model in Ref. [38]. The
proof for the double quantum dot setup is the aim of future work.
6.5.3 Discussion of the Flow to 3rd Order
The flow equation for the elastic coupling gsum,jk′k is shown in Eq. (E.6) in the appendix.
Here we concentrate on the first term in the flow equation since the other terms are
proportional to e−BK
2
. To discuss the physical content of the third order contribution
in the flow equation we thus concentrate on the limit B ≫ 1/K2 where these further
contributions can be neglected. The full numerical solution is shown in Fig. 6.15 and
discussed at the end of this section.
For a discussion of the leading terms in the differential equation of gsum,jk′k it is useful
to define the function F (y),
F (y) =
y
8B
√
π√
2B
erf
(√
2B y
)
+
1
2(2B)2
e−2By
2
.
The function F (y) is the result of the integration
l4∫
l3
dǫq′
l2∫
l1
dǫq(ǫq′ − ǫq + αK)2e−2B(ǫq′−ǫq+αK)
2
= F (l4 − l1 + αK)− F (l4 − l2 + αK)− F (l3 − l1 + αK) + F (l3 − l2 + αK) ,
where α = 0,±1. The function F (y) is symmetric in its argument F (−y) = F (y).
In equilibrium the limits of the integration over the two intermediate energy states,
ǫq and ǫq′ , are given for temperature T = 0 by the Fermi energy ǫF ≡ 0 and the band
cutoff ±D,
∫
dǫq
∫
dǫq′ [n(qv)(1− n(q′v)) + n(q′v)(1− n(qv))] =
0∫
−D
dǫq
D∫
0
dǫq′ +
D∫
0
dǫq
0∫
−D
dǫq′ .
In analogy to the calculation in second order all contributions of the band cutoff vanish
for B ≫ 1/D2 and can thus be neglected by introducing a new initial value of the
coupling at B0 = 1/D
2. The integration simplifies to∫
dǫq′
∫
dǫq[n(qv)(1− n(q′v)) + n(q′v)(1− n(qv))](ǫq′ − ǫq + αK)2e−2B(ǫq′−ǫq+αK)
2
= 2F (αK) +O
(
e−BD
2
)
.
Consequently we find the flow equation of the elastic coupling gsum,jk′k in the limit
B ≫ 1/K2
dgsum,jk′k
dB
= . . .− 2BF (0)gsum,jk′k gsum,vq′q gsum,vqq′ +O
(
e−BK
2
)
.
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Using the definition of F (y) and inserting the result from one-loop order, the coupling
of the total spin to the leads j = L,R is given at ǫk = ǫk′ = 0 by
2
dgsum,jIR
d lnB
=
(
gsum,jIR
)2 − 1
2
gsum,jIR
(
gsum,vIR
)2
. (6.37)
Please note that this is only valid for B ≫ 1/K2 or Λfeq ≪ K.
Eq. (6.37) is the same result as found for the Kondo coupling in poor man’s scaling,
see e.g. [2]. We find that the third order contribution is a correction to the flow in
second order in the coupling. It reduces the flow but the coupling still shows a strong-
coupling behavior. Fig. 6.15 is the numerical solution for the flow of the elastic coupling
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Figure 6.15: Flow of the coupling gsum,LIR to 2nd and 3rd order in the coupling to the leads.
The voltage VL = VR = 0, K = 1 and the initial value of the coupling is g0 = 0.1.
gsum,jk′k for ǫk′ = ǫk = 0. The analytical behavior discussed above is valid for BK
2 ≫ 1.
It is observed that in the calculation to 3rd order the increase of the coupling is less
pronounced, but the coupling still flows to strong-coupling, see therefore also Ref. [38].
6.5.4 Flow Out of Equilibrium
In contrast to the linear and one-loop order there are two intermediate states involved
in a third order contribution. Therefore it is possible that the coupling of the leads to
the left quantum dot can have an influence on the right quantum dot. In analogy to the
transconductance in the previous chapters some preliminary results are presented which
show that a finite voltage applied to one quantum dot prevents the other quantum dot
to flow to strong-coupling since a finite decoherence is induced.
In non-equilibrium the occupation numbers are given according to Eq. (6.6). The
integration over the two intermediate states provides thus∫
dǫq′
∫
dǫq[n(qv)(1− n(q′v)) + n(q′v)(1− n(qv))](ǫq′ − ǫq + αK)2e−2B(ǫq′−ǫq+αK)
2
= 2
1 + r2v
(1 + rv)2
F (αK) +
2rv
(1 + rv)2
(F (αK + eVv) + F (αK − eVv)) +O
(
e−BD
2
)
,
where α = 0,±1.
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If the voltage eV is larger than K, then the contribution from P jk′k and M
j
k′k are
already negligible when the flow enters the regime of the voltage. The coupling gsum,jk′k
flows then according to
dgsum,jk′k
dB
= . . .− 2B 1 + r
2
v
(1 + rv)2
F (0)gsum,jk′k g
sum,v
q′q g
sum,v
qq′
− 2B 2rv
(1 + rv)2
F (Vv)g
sum,j
k′k g
sum,v
q′q g
sum,v
qq′ +O
(
e−BK
2
)
.
It was already discussed in detail in section 6.4.4 that the infrared parametrization
is not applicable in the case of a finite voltage, since energy processes take place at
two different Fermi surfaces shifted by ±eVv/2 from the equilibrium Fermi energy. In
non-equilibrium it is more appropriate to study the transport coupling gsum,jt defined
in Eq. (6.33), which is an average over all energy processes contributing in the energy
window opened by the voltage. It was shown in section 6.4.4 that the flow of the coupling
to second order is negligibly small in the limit of B ≫ 1/V 2. In this regime the 3rd order
contribution determines the flow of the coupling. As illustrated in Fig. 6.16(a) decoherent
processes lead to a stagnation and finally the coupling of the spin to the leads decreases
to zero. The physical meaning of this decrease is discussed in the outlook, section 6.6.
For example if a finite voltage VL is applied to the left quantum dot, the transport
coupling of the total spin to the leads j = L,R is given by
dgsum,jt
dB
≈ 1
2B
(
gsum,jt
)2 √π√
8BVj
− 1
4B
1
(1 + rv)2
gsum,jt
(
gsum,vt
)2 [
1 + r2v + 2r
2
ve
−2BV 2v
]
− Vv
4
√
π√
2B
2rv
(1 + rv)2
gsum,jt
(
gsum,vt
)2
+O
(
e−BK
2
)
. (6.38)
In the limit B ≫ 1/V 2 the right hand side of Eq. (6.38) is dominated by the term that
flows proportional to 1/
√
2B. The ansatz g = g∗/
√
1 +
√
BΓ2 solves the differential
equation,
dgsum,jt
dB
≈− Vj
4
√
π√
2B
2rj
(1 + rj)2
(
gsum,jt
)3
,
where the decoherence rate Γj for the elastic coupling to the lead j = L,R is given by
Γj =
√
π
2
2rj
(1 + rj)2
(g∗)2 Vj,
and the initial coupling g∗ is determined by the flow of the coupling at the stage where
the term proportional to the voltage starts to dominate. This is obvious from a simple
argument: The decoherence rate Γ provides a new energy scale of the system. It is of
the order of J2. Thus the third order term in the flow equation transfers to a linear
term,
dgsum,jt
d lnΛfeq
≈ Γj
2Λfeq
gsum,jt .
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(a) Flow of the coupling gsum,Lkk for finite voltage
VL and ǫk = eVL/2.
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(b) Flow of the coupling gsum,Rkk for finite voltage
VL and ǫk = 0.
Figure 6.16: Flow in third order of the coupling gsum,Lkk and g
sum,R
kk for finite voltage eVL/K = 5
in comparison with the flow in equilibrium VL = 0. The initial value is g
sum,j
kk = 0.1 and the
asymmetry is rL = rR = 1.
A term linear in the coupling dominates over a contribution to second order and thus the
physics of the system is described by the decoherence rate Γ when the energy cutoff is
lowered sufficiently, Λfeq ≪ Γ. For a detailed discussion we refer the reader to Ref. [38].
A numerical solution for the flow of the elastic coupling gsum,jkk in and out of equilib-
rium is given in Fig. 6.16. An exact implementation of the flow equations is work in
progress, but the first preliminary results shown here already promise interesting physi-
cal behavior. For the coupling gsum,Lkk shown for the energy ǫk = eVL/2 in Fig. 6.16(a) an
increase is observed in the coupling independently if a finite voltage is applied or not.
As soon as the flow parameter B reaches 1/Γ2 the coupling gsum,Lkk saturates and for later
stages of the flow the value starts to decrease. This can be explained by an entanglement
of the impurity spin with the environment on the energy scale of the dephasing Γ, as is
discussed in section 6.6. This is the characteristic behavior of a Kondo coupling subject
to a finite voltage, see also discussion in Ref. [38].
In the double quantum dot setup studied here the total spin moment couples to the
left leads, as illustrated in Fig. 6.16(a), and to the right leads. The flow of the coupling
gsum,Rkk for ǫk = 0 is shown in Fig. 6.16(b). It is expected that this coupling shows
strong-coupling behavior since there is no current through the right quantum dot. Due
to the summation over the two lead indices v in Eq. (6.38) the voltage VL enters the
flow equation of gsum,Rkk . It is observed in the numerical solution, that the coupling to the
right leads is prevented to flow to strong-coupling if a large voltage is applied to the left
leads. It is the aim of future work to find an analytical expression for this phenomenon,
and discuss the whole parameter regime of the double quantum dot system. The two
quantum dots are coupled by a spin-spin interaction and it is assumed that no particle
transfer takes place. In Fig. 6.16(b) it is illustrated that a decoherence due to current-
noise is transferred from one quantum dot to a coupled quantum dot. This effect was
discussed in details in the previous chapters of this thesis and has the direct consequence
that the transconductance (K/eVL)dIL/dVR is finite.
In conclusion we found that a finite voltage prevents the Kondo coupling to show
strong-coupling behavior. The system is dominated by decoherence due to current-
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noise. The coherent spin-flip processes which lead to the Kondo effect are prohibited
due to a finite life time of the quantum dot spin states. In the flow equation for the
coupling of the total spin moment to the leads, Eq. (6.35), only self energy contributions
as illustrated in Fig. 6.14(b) enter. Due to a hybridizaton with the leads the spin states
gain a finite life time and the coherence of scattering events is lost. In the flow equation
for the inelastic coupling, Eq. (6.36), there are also contributions from vertex corrections,
as illustrated in Fig. 6.14(a). For example the coupling of the left spin to the left leads,
JLLk′k = J
sum,L
k′k +P
L
k′k+P
L
kk′, is a combination of the elastic and inelastic couplings. It will
be studied in future work how this coupling is influenced by the different mechanisms of
decoherence.
6.6 Summary and Outlook
This chapter was devoted to the flow equation method out of equilibrium. A brief
introduction to the method is given in section 6.1 and for further reading we refer the
reader to the book of S. Kehrein [38]. The main purpose of this chapter was the discussion
of the scaling of the different couplings in a double quantum dot system. In section 6.2
the two different kinds of couplings between the double quantum dot system and the
leads were discussed: the elastic one, which interacts with the total magnetic moment
of the two spins, and the inelastic one, which involves a transition from a singlet to a
triplet state and therefore the energy difference of the singlet-triplet gap K has to be
provided by the incoming and outgoing conduction electrons.
To linear order in the coupling to the leads the flow equations for the couplings incor-
porate this behavior such that the elastic coupling J sum,jk′k is proportional to e
−B(ǫk′−ǫk)2
while the inelastic coupling P jk′k is exponentially suppressed for ǫk′ = ǫk due to the factor
e−B(ǫk′−ǫk+K)
2
. The coupling Hamiltonian becomes successively energy-diagonal with in-
creasing flow parameter B or decreasing frequency cutoff Λfeq = B
−1/2. At later stages
of the flow higher order contributions become important, and as examples the second
(one-loop) and third (two-loop) order contributions are discussed here. In general the
flow equation method is exact, whereas in practice it is perturbative since new couplings
are created during the flow and the series has to be truncated. The flow equation method
keeps the information on all energy scales since the Hamiltonian becomes successively
energy-diagonal during the flow. In non-equilibrium all coupling contributions in the en-
ergy window opened by the voltage are important and thus the flow equation method is
applicable. One advantage of the energy-diagonalization procedure is that the derivation
of the flow equations is identical in and out of equilibrium.
Various approximations to solve the scaling equations to second order in the couplings
were discussed in section 6.4. It is possible to solve the flow equations exactly in a numer-
ical framework as shown in section 6.4.3. The diagonal parametrization approximates
e.g. the coupling J sum,jk′k by a product of an exponential factor e
−B(ǫk′−ǫk)2 with an average
coupling J sum,jk′k where k
′ and k are determined by the energy conservation at the vertex,
ǫk′ = ǫk. For the energy at the Fermi surface, i.e. the infrared parametrization, the flow
equation method and the poor man’s scaling approach give identical results. It is shown
in section 6.4 that the coupling of the total spin to the leads diverges if the frequency
cutoff is reduced below a critical value. This strong-coupling behavior is characteristic
for a system with Kondo interactions.
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In chapter 5 the perturbative RG method was introduced since it is applicable to the
Kondo problem out of equilibrium. In section 6.4.5 the two different non-equilibrium
scaling methods are compared. It is found that in the diagonal parametrization the
same approximations are used as in the perturbative RG. The two methods differ by the
energy cutoff mechanism, which is given by e−(x/Λfeq)
2
in the flow equation method and
by Θ(1− x/ΛRG) in the perturbative RG. Apart from that the way the decoherence is
included is quite different. Whereas a finite life time of the double quantum dot states is
included by hand in the cutoff scheme in chapter 5, decoherence mechanisms enter the
flow equation method naturally to third order in the coupling.
The third order contributions to the scaling equations were discussed in section 6.5.
There are no imaginary contributions in the flow equations, thus the question arises
why this method can describe a finite life time of the quantum dot states.8 Decoher-
ence mechanisms arise in this framework when including two-particle interactions of the
type ~S (~sk′k × ~sp′p), which are created to second order in the coupling to the leads. To
understand how these terms lead to decoherence it is important to consider the scaling
equation both for the Hamiltonian as well as for the operators of the system. While the
Hamiltonian becomes successively more energy-diagonal, hence “simple”,9 the operator
structure can become complicated since any operator O is also transformed unitarily by
the same scaling equation as the Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.1),
dO(B)
dB
= [η(B),O(B)] ,
where O(B = 0) = O. For example in the spin-1/2 Kondo model the spin of the Kondo
impurity shows a scaling behavior. As discussed in detail in Ref. [38] the spin ~S(B) is
given by
~S(B) = h(B)~S + i
∑
γk′k(B)
(
~S × ~sk′k
)
.
It is found that the prefactor h(B) vanishes for B → ∞. The spin ~S is then given by
the operator structure (~S × ~sk′k) and thus becomes entangled with the environment,
i.e. the spin ~sk′k in the leads. In non-equilibrium the entanglement is present when the
frequency cutoff Λfeq is reduced below the energy scale of the decoherence rate Γ. This
explains why the decoherence enters the scaling equations by the newly created couplings
to second order. When the spin in the Kondo coupling ~S ~sp′p becomes entangled with
the environment, the Kondo interaction changes to
(
~S × ~sk′k
)
~sp′p, which is the coupling
taken into account to calculate the third order contribution in the flow equations. The
decoherence rate Γ is a new energy scale of the system. Since this energy is proportional
to the phase space and of second order in the coupling, J2V , the third order contribution
is effectively of linear order: J3V ∼ JΓ. Therefore the third order contribution can
dominate the scaling behavior given otherwise by the second order term.
To study the flow of the spin operators using the flow equation method is a natural
extension of this work. First preliminary results for the decoherence of a double quantum
dot system were given in section 6.5. It was explained that there are two different
8The finite life time in perturbation theory originates from the imaginary part of the self energy.
9The energy-diagonality of the Hamiltonian H(B → ∞) provides a tool to study the time evolution
of the Hamiltonian or observables, see also Ref. [38].
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decoherence mechanisms which prevent the elastic Kondo coupling to flow to strong-
coupling. An analytical discussion of the different contributions is the aim of future
work. By a numerical analysis we could show that a finite voltage applied to e.g. the
left quantum dot stops the flow of the coupling between the total spin and the left
leads. It is also observed that the flow of the coupling to the right leads does not show
strong-coupling behavior although the right leads are not subject to a large voltage. As
also observed in the previous chapters the spin-spin interaction between two coupled
quantum dots can transfer a non-equilibrium situation between the dots. In the flow
equation method this effect is observed to two-loop order when decoherence effects enter
the scaling equations. An experimental observable like the transconductance as discussed
in the previous sections is not calculated here since a new flow equation has to be solved
for every observable. The signatures of the non-equilibrium transfer that were found in
the scaling equations indicate that a finite transconductance can be found in a current
measurement, however this has to be verified explicitly in the future.
7 Conclusions
A quantum dot subject to a large voltage can drive a second, coupled dot out of equilib-
rium, although there is no particle exchange between the dots. We studied the effect of
a finite voltage applied to the system of two coupled quantum dots and found that this
non-equilibrium transfer manifests itself in different physical quantities. Before we dis-
cuss explicit examples the principle idea of the non-equilibrium mediation is explained.
In the Kondo model a quantum dot is described solely by its spin configuration. The
setup of two coupled quantum dots is connected to four leads to allow for a transport
through each of the dots independently. A finite voltage applied to the right quantum
dot drives a finite current through the dot. Repeated transport processes lead to a finite
life time of the spin state in this quantum dot. The occupation of the spin ground state
decays inversely proportional to the applied voltage for large voltages. The other (left)
quantum dot is coupled to the right quantum dot by a pure spin-spin interaction. For
an antiferromagnetic coupling of the spin system the ground state is a spin singlet. A
finite current applied to the right quantum dot leads to a decoherence of the spin state
on the right quantum dot as well as a decoherence of the coupled quantum dot system.
Even if the leads coupled to the left quantum dot are not subject to a finite voltage,
the non-equilibrium situation on the right side has an influence on the left quantum
dot. This can be observed in various physical quantities. It was the aim of this thesis
to discuss this effect and further the physical behavior of a double quantum dot system
out of equilibrium using perturbation theory and various scaling approaches.
7.1 Conclusions to “Model of a Double Quantum Dot
System”
We motivated the Kondo spin model for two coupled quantum dots by deriving an
effective model from a microscopic Hamiltonian of two Anderson impurities. We showed
that the two quantum dots can be coupled via an exchange interaction process and
discussed other mechanism which lead to a spin-spin coupling. Two coupled spin states
form singlet and triplet states and we introduced a pseudo particle representation, which
provides the means for performing perturbation calculations for a system of coupled
quantum dots. As an important detail it was shown in section 2.2, that the leakage
between leads attached to the left quantum dot and leads connected to the right quantum
dot can be neglected. For two identical quantum dots which are tuned to particle-
hole symmetry the leakage is even zero and the currents through the left and the right
quantum dot can be treated independently. Therefore we hope that the double quantum
dot setup we investigated here can soon be realized in experimental setups (similar setups
have already been discussed in Ref. [27, 29]). The magnitude of the parameters for the
double quantum dot system of interest depend on microscopic parameters, which could
be determined from experiments on these systems.
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7.2 Conclusions to “Perturbation Theory”
The well-known method of Green’s functions has to be generalized to non-equilibrium.
In the case of a finite voltage the retarded and the lesser Green’s functions fulfill two
independent Dyson equations. It was shown that the determining equation for the lesser
Green’s function leads to a self-consistent equation for the occupation number of the
double quantum dot states. A finite voltage influences the distribution functions to 0th
order in the perturbative expansion. Like an effective temperature a finite voltage can
provide the energy to occupy excited states. If the voltage reaches a threshold given
by the singlet-triplet gap, a finite current and therefore decoherent processes lead to a
finite occupation of triplet states, in case the two quantum dots are in a singlet ground
state due to an antiferromagnetic coupling. We studied the thermodynamic quantities
polarization 〈~SL~SR〉 and magnetization 2〈~SzL+ ~SzR〉 as a function of voltage and observed
in both cases that the ground state becomes depopulated, if large voltages are applied
either across the left or the right quantum dot. The decay from the initial value is
inversely proportional to the applied voltage.
This can be measured in a current measurement. Since the singlet state blocks the
transport through a single quantum dot, the excitation of triplet states opens a channel
for transport. In section 4.2 we studied in detail the so-called transconductance (see
Ref. [65]). The differential dependence of the current through the left quantum dot
in dependence on the voltage applied to the right quantum dot may be measured in
experiments and provides a proof of the voltage-dependence of the singlet and triplet
states and an indirect measure of the decoherence properties of the double quantum dot
system.
The transfer of the non-equilibrium situation on one quantum dot to another coupled
dot can also be seen in the T -matrix and the noise. It is even observed for ferromagnetic
coupling, but the effect is less pronounced. The calculation of the noise properties and
the current cross-correlation 〈ILIR〉 is on-going work, but preliminary results showed
that the correlation between the current through the left and the current through the
right quantum dot is given solely by a finite life time of the double quantum dot states.
7.3 Conclusions to “Perturbative Renormalization
Group”
The perturbation theory fails to describe the physics of the Kondo model at low tem-
peratures. In chapter 5 we introduced a recent generalization of poor man’s scaling,
the perturbative RG [35, 36], which is able to describe, for example current transport
for large applied voltages. While reducing the cutoff, the model can be mapped on an
effective Hamiltonian on a low energy scale. In non-equilibrium the frequency argument
of the coupling function cannot be neglected and the flow stops at the energy given by
the decoherence rate, if it is not stopped by an energy scale of the double quantum
dot. The rate equation for the level occupation probabilities is also taken into account
including the renormalized rates.
We discussed the method and the flow of the couplings in detail and showed in analogy
to the perturbation theory the results for the polarization and current. We found that
the effect of transconductance is enhanced by the scaling of the couplings [65]. This
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increases the possibility to measure in experiment the transfer of a non-equilibrium
situation from one quantum dot to another. As ongoing projects we also proposed the
calculation of the T -matrix in perturbative RG, with the aim to compare the results
with calculations of the spectral function in NRG. The special case of ferromagnetic
coupling was also discussed and some limitations of the perturbative RG approach were
shown.
7.4 Conclusions to “Flow Equation Method”
Although the perturbative RG incorporates all ingredients of a non-equilibrium scaling
theory, the important effect of a finite decoherence has to be inserted by hand. In
the last chapter of this thesis we therefore discussed the flow equation method out of
equilibrium [37, 38]. We applied this scaling approach to the setup of two coupled
quantum dots and found in lowest order that the couplings in the Hamiltonian flow
to strong-coupling. The flow equation method is also perturbative in the coupling of
the quantum dot to the leads, but in contrast to the perturbative RG higher orders
can be calculated straightforwardly. We showed explicitly that a decoherence scale
appears naturally in this approach. As in the other chapters we observed that due to
the finite voltage applied to the left quantum dot the couplings on the right side do
no longer flow to strong-coupling. Two antiferromagnetically coupled quantum dots
undergo a quantum phase transition from an uncompensated spin singlet to two Kondo
screened impurities for a small exchange coupling of the order of the Kondo temperature.
An intensive study of the parameter regime of this model is the aim of future work.
The perturbative RG approach fails already at couplings of one order of magnitude
larger than the Kondo temperature. The hope is that the regime of the quantum phase
transition can be approached, or signatures of it can be identified, using the flow equation
method.
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A Additional Calculations to Chapter 2
A.1 Calculation to 2nd order in the Hopping Parameter t
A.1.1 Important Commutators
For the following calculation we use repeatedly the following relations
[AB,C] = A {B,C} − {C,A}B,
[AB,C] = A [B,C]− [C,A]B,
and
[AB,CD] = A {B,C}D − C {D,A}B + CA {B,D} − {C,A}BD,
[AB,CD] = A [B,C]D − C [D,A]B + CA [B,D]− [C,A]BD.
We will often encounter
[dσ, ndσ′ ] = δσσ′ dσ, [ndσ′ , dσ] = −δσσ′ dσ, [1− ndσ′ , dσ] = δσσ′ dσ,
and analogously[
d†σ, ndσ′
]
= −δσσ′ d†σ,
[
ndσ′ , d
†
σ
]
= δσσ′ d
†
σ,
[
1− ndσ′ , d†σ
]
= −δσσ′ d†σ.
Immediately it follows
[dσ, ndσ′ndσ′] = δσ,σ′ ndσ dσ + δσ,σ′ ndσ dσ.
Also useful are the facts
[ndσ, ndσ′ ] = 0 and n
2
dσ = ndσ
for fermions.
A.1.2 Check of the Generator SLR
It has to be proven that [iSLR, H0] = −HLR. Here we show only one example, namely for
the first term in EˆLR(σ) contributing to SLR as
tLR
ǫLσ−ǫRσ (1− nLσ)(1− nRσ)d
†
RσdLσ. Since
the intermediate state is occupied by only one electron, we can forget the contribution
from Hcap and HHund and only have to calculate
i [SLR, Hn] = 0 and
i [SLR, Hα] = i
∑
σσ′
[
tLREˆLR(σ)d
†
RσdLσ − tLREˆLR(σ)d†LσdRσ,
ǫασ′nασ′ +
1
2
Uαnασ′nασ′
]
.
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For example in the case of α = R
i
∑
σσ′
[
tLR
ǫLσ − ǫRσ (1− nLσ)(1− nRσ)d
†
RσdLσ, ǫRσ′nRσ′ +
1
2
URnRσ′nRσ′
]
= i
∑
σσ′
tLR
ǫRσ′
ǫLσ − ǫRσ (1− nLσ)(1− nRσ)
[
d†Rσ, nRσ′
]
dLσ
+ tLR
1
2
UR
ǫLσ − ǫRσ (1− nLσ)(1− nRσ)
[
d†Rσ, nRσ′nRσ′
]
dLσ
= i
∑
σ
tLR
−ǫRσ
ǫLσ − ǫRσ (1− nLσ)(1− nRσ)d
†
RσdLσ
− tLR
1
2
UR
ǫLσ − ǫRσ (1− nLσ)(1− nRσ)2nRσ d
†
RσdLσ
= i
∑
σ
tLR
−ǫRσ
ǫLσ − ǫRσ (1− nLσ)(1− nRσ)d
†
RσdLσ,
where one term cancels out since nRσ(1 − nRσ) = nRσ − n2Rσ = 0 - a state cannot be
occupied and empty at the same time. The commutator with HL works similarly, but
provides a different sign
i
∑
σσ′
[
tLR
ǫLσ − ǫRσ (1− nLσ)(1− nRσ)d
†
RσdLσ, ǫLσ′nLσ′ +
1
2
ULnLσ′nLσ′
]
= i
∑
σ
tLR
ǫLσ
ǫLσ − ǫRσ (1− nLσ)(1− nRσ)d
†
RσdLσ.
Consequently the first term results in
i [SLR, Hα] = i
2
∑
tLR(1− nLσ)(1− nRσ)d†RσdLσ + . . .
and together with all other terms finally i [SLR, Hα] cancels HLR.
A.1.3 General Operator Structure to 2nd Order in the
Schrieffer-Wolff Transformation
In the section 2.2.4 we found the general result for the interacting Hamiltonian from the
spin-conserving part of 1
2
i [Sαn, Hαm] to be
−1
2
1
N2
∑
nkσ
∑
mk′σ′
c†nkσcmk′σ{
tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − JH − ζ nασ (1− nασ)nασ (1− nασ)
+
tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − ζ nασ (1− nασ) (1− nασ)nασ
+
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR − ζ (1− nασ)nασ nασ (1− nασ)
+
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR + JH − ζ (1− nασ)nασ (1− nασ)nασ
}
+ h.c.
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For this expression we now evaluate the spin summation and after using some spin
relations we find some contributions to the potential scattering and the spin interaction
part. To simplify the expressions it is assumed that the energy level ǫασ does not
dependent on the spin σ of the electron on the dot. Thus we find,
1
2
i [Sαn, Hαm] =
1
2
∑
m,n
∑
k,k′
(Jαnms
z
nmS
z
α + h.c.)
+
1
2
∑
m,n
∑
k,k′
(
Jααnms
z
nmS
z
α + h.c.
)
+
1
2
∑
m,n
∑
k,k′
(
Vαnmc
†
nkσcmk′σ + h.c.
)
+
1
2
∑
m,n
∑
k,k′
(
V SSαnmc
†
nkσcmk′σS
z
LS
z
R + h.c.
)
,
where the Kondo interactions are given by
Jαnm =
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR + JH − ζ +
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR − ζ
− tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − JH − ζ −
tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − ζ , (A.1)
Jααnm =
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR + JH − ζ −
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR − ζ
− tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − JH − ζ +
tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − ζ , (A.2)
and the potential scattering terms yield
Vαnm =− 1
4
(
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR + JH − ζ +
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR − ζ
+
tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − JH − ζ +
tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − ζ
)
, (A.3)
V SSαnm =−
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR + JH − ζ +
tαntmα
ǫασ + Uα + ULR − ζ
− tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − JH − ζ +
tαntmα
ǫασ + ULR − ζ . (A.4)
Additionally we have the spin-flip part from Eq. (2.33).
=i
∑{
tαntmα
[
Eˆα, d
†
ασ′
]
cmk′σ′c
†
nkσdασ − tnαtαmc†mk′σ′
[
Eˆα, dασ′
]
d†ασcnkσ
}
.
Leaving out the actual calculation we write down the result of the spin-flip scattering
contribution
1
2
∑
Jαnm
(
s+nmS
−
α + s
−
nmS
+
α
)
+ h.c.
+
∑
Jxαnm
(
s+nmS
−
α S
z
α − s−nmS+α Szα
)
+ h.c.,
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where
Jxαnm = V
SS
αnm. (A.5)
Collecting all terms we find the new Hamiltonian H = H0 +Hint +HHund with H0 =
HL +HR +Hcap +HJH and
Hint =K~SL~SR − 1
4
K
+
∑
nm
JLnm~SL~snm +
∑
nm
JRnm~SR~snm
+
1
N2
∑
nm
∑
σ
∑
k,k′
VLnmc
†
nkσcmk′σ +
1
N2
∑
nm
∑
σ
∑
k,k′
VRnmc
†
nkσcmk′σ,
HJH =
∑
nm
JRLnm
~SzR~s
z
nm +
∑
nm
JLRnm
~SzL~s
z
nm
+
∑
JxLnm
(
s+nmS
−
LS
z
R − s−nmS+LSzR
)
+
∑
JxRnm
(
s+nmS
−
RS
z
L − s−nmS+RSzL
)
+
∑
nm
∑
σ
∑
k,k′
(
V SSLnm + V
SS
Rnm
)
c†nkσcmk′σS
z
LS
z
R,
if we assume tαn = tnα to be real, since then h.c. provides just a factor of 2.
Please note, that if JH = 0 all couplings in HJH are zero and
Jαnm =
2tαntαm
ǫασ + Uα + ULR − ζ −
2tαntαm
ǫασ + ULR − ζ ,
Vαnm =− 1
2
(
tαntαm
ǫασ + Uα + ULR − ζ +
tαntαm
ǫασ + ULR − ζ
)
,
K =
2tLRtRL
ǫL − ǫR + ULR − UR −
2tLRtRL
ǫL − ǫR + UL − ULR .
These coupling are used in the the main text of this thesis.
A.2 Calculation of the 3rd Order Contribution to the
Leakage
From a calculational point of view we can state that to third order we only get contri-
butions from the following terms, omitting the summation over all intermediate indices∑
σ 1/N
2
∑
nk′σ′
∑
mk′′σ′′
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1
3
tmLtLRtRn
{[
EˆLR(σ)d
†
RσdLσ,
[
EˆR(σ
′)c†nk′σ′dRσ′ , d
†
Lσ′′cmk′′σ′′
]]
+
[
EˆR(σ
′)c†nk′σ′dRσ′ ,
[
EˆLR(σ)d
†
RσdLσ, d
†
Lσ′′cmk′′σ′′
]]
−
[
EˆR(σ
′)c†nk′σ′dRσ′ ,
[
EˆL(σ
′′)d†Lσ′′cmk′′σ′′ , d
†
RσdLσ
]]}
,
−1
3
tnLtLRtRm
{[
EˆLR(σ)d
†
RσdLσ,
[
EˆL(σ
′)d†Lσ′cnk′σ′ , c
†
mk′′σ′′dRσ′′
]]
+
[
EˆL(σ
′)d†Lσ′cnk′σ′ ,
[
EˆLR(σ)d
†
RσdLσ, c
†
mk′′σ′′dRσ′′
]]
+
[
EˆL(σ
′)d†Lσ′cnk′σ′ ,
[
EˆR(σ
′′)c†mk′′σ′′dRσ′′ , d
†
RσdLσ
]]}
,
+
1
3
tnRtRLtLm
{[
EˆLR(σ)d
†
LσdRσ,
[
EˆR(σ
′)d†Rσ′cnk′σ′ , c
†
mk′′σ′′dLσ′′
]]
+
[
EˆR(σ
′)d†Rσ′cnk′σ′ ,
[
EˆLR(σ)d
†
LσdRσ, c
†
mk′′σ′′dLσ′′
]]
−
[
EˆR(σ
′)d†Rσ′cnk′σ′ ,
[
EˆL(σ
′′)c†mk′′σ′′dLσ′′ , d
†
LσdRσ
]]}
,
−1
3
tmRtRLtLn
{[
EˆLR(σ)d
†
LσdRσ,
[
EˆL(σ
′)c†nk′σ′dLσ′ , d
†
Rσ′′cmk′′σ′′
]]
+
[
EˆL(σ
′)c†nk′σ′dLσ′ ,
[
EˆLR(σ)d
†
LσdRσ, d
†
Rσ′′cmk′′σ′′
]]
+
[
EˆL(σ
′)c†nk′σ′dLσ′ ,
[
EˆR(σ
′′)d†Rσ′′cmk′′σ′′ , d
†
LσdRσ
]]}
.
For the moment we concentrate on the first term in the series proportional to
tmLtLRtRn. First of all the conduction electron term is filtered out by repeated use
of
cmk′′σ′′c
†
nk′σ′ =δm,nδk′,k′′δσσ′′ − c†nk′σ′cmk′′σ′′
≈− c†nk′σ′cmk′′σ′′ .
The δk′,k′′ contribution is neglected since it is of the order of 1/N (summation over only
one momentum) in comparison with all order terms. This assumption was already used
in the calculation of the 2nd order contribution.
As an example the first term proportional to tmLtLRtRn is shown,
1
3
tmLtLRtRn
{[
EˆLR(σ)d
†
RσdLσ, EˆR(σ
′)dRσ′d
†
Lσ′′ + d
†
Lσ′′EˆR(σ
′)dRσ′
]
,
+EˆR(σ
′)dRσ′ · αˆ + αˆ · EˆR(σ′)c†nk′σ′dRσ′
}
c†nk′σ′cmk′′σ′′
where αˆ =
[
EˆLR(σ)d
†
RσdLσ, d
†
Lσ′′
]
−
[
EˆL(σ
′′)d†Lσ′′ , d
†
RσdLσ
]
.
Extracting term by term we can write down the result
1
3
tmLtLRtRn
{
c1 d
†
LσdLσ′′d
†
RσdRσ′ − c2 d†Lσ′′dLσd†RσdRσ′
+c3 d
†
LσdLσ′′d
†
Rσ′dRσ − c4 d†Lσ′′dLσd†Rσ′dRσ
}
c†nk′σ′cmk′′σ′′ ,
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where
c1 =
1
ǫL − ǫR + UL − ULR
(
1
ǫR + ULR − ζ +
1
ǫR + 2ULR − ζ
)
+
1
ǫR + ULR − ζ
(
1
ǫL − ǫR + UL − ULR +
1
ǫL + UL − ζ
)
,
c2 =
1
ǫR + ULR − ζ
(
1
ǫL − ǫR +
1
ǫL + ULR − ζ
)
,
c3 =
1
ǫR + UR + ULR − ζ
(
1
ǫL − ǫR + UL − UR +
1
ǫL + UL + ULR − ζ
)
,
c4 =
1
ǫL − ǫR + ULR − UR
(
1
ǫR + UR − ζ +
1
ǫR + UR + ULR − ζ
)
+
1
ǫR + UR + ULR − ζ
(
1
ǫL − ǫR + ULR − UR +
1
ǫL + 2ULR − ζ
)
.
Please note that the expressions are simplified by assuming JH = 0 and that the bare
energy levels are not spin-dependent ǫασ = ǫα.
The couplings c1 and c4 start or result in the state |σ〉L|σ〉R allowing only antiparallel
spin pairs on the double quantum dot. By contrast the couplings c2 and c3 do not depend
on the spin. These two different kinds of leakage were already illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
To compare this result to the 2nd order contributions we concentrate on one spe-
cial spin interaction ~s+nm and find for σ
′ =↑ and σ′′ =↓ a contribution to the effective
Hamiltonian H˜ of
1
3
tmLtLRtRn
1
2
(c1 − c2 + c3 − c4)
(
~S−L + ~S
−
R
)
.
There is a bunch of other couplings which are created to third order like
(
~SL × ~SR
)
~snm
and also potential scattering terms. Nevertheless here we do not discuss the general
case, but find out to which magnitude the leakage contributes to the coupling part of
the effective Hamiltonian. Therefore we focus on the indirect Kondo coupling of the
left leads to the right leads via the double quantum dot ~Sα~snm where m ∈ {1, 2} and
n ∈ {3, 4}.
Since the summation is over all possible lead indices m and n the term proportional
to tnLtLRtRm contributes to the same amount as the one discussed before. The general
minus sign cancels out by the different order of the lead electron creation and annihilation
operator. Leaving out details of the calculation we find
1
3
tmLtLRtRn
{
k1d
†
LσdLσ′′d
†
RσdRσ′ + k2d
†
Lσ′′dLσd
†
RσdRσ′
+k3d
†
LσdLσ′′d
†
Rσ′dRσ + k4d
†
Lσ′′dLσd
†
Rσ′dRσ
}
c†nk′σ′cmk′′σ′′ ,
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where
k1 =
1
ǫL − ǫR + UL − ULR
(
1
ǫL + UL − ζ +
1
ǫL + UL + ULR − ζ
)
+
1
ǫL + UL + ULR − ζ
(
1
ǫL − ǫR + UL − ULR −
1
ǫR + 2ULR − ζ
)
,
k2 =
1
ǫL + ULR − ζ
(
1
ǫL − ǫR −
1
ǫR + ULR − ζ
)
,
k3 =
1
ǫL + UL + ULR − ζ
(
1
ǫR + UR + ULR − ζ −
1
ǫL − ǫR + UL − UR
)
,
k4 = − 1
ǫL − ǫR + ULR − UR
(
1
ǫL + ULR − ζ +
1
ǫL + 2ULR − ζ
)
+
1
ǫL + ULR − ζ
(
1
ǫR + UR − ζ −
1
ǫL − ǫR + ULR − UR
)
.
In this example of a spin flip we find that a hopping from the left leads to the right
leads is of the order
1
3
tmLtLRtRn
1
2
(c1 + k1 − c2 + k2 + c3 + k3 − c4 + k4)
(
~S−L + ~S
−
R
)
~s+nm.
The other two terms contributing with tnRtRLtLm and tmRtRLtLn can be calculated
as well and give an analogous result to the two mentioned terms with the replacement
L↔ R and (ǫL − ǫR + ULR − UR)↔ (ǫL − ǫR + UL − ULR).
In order to compare this term with the 2nd order contributions we concentrate on the
special case of two identical quantum dots. With ǫL = ǫR = ǫ and UL = UR = U we find
first of all that the two divergent terms 1/(ǫL − ǫR) and 1/(ǫL − ǫR + UL − UR) cancel
each other and finally
1
2
(c1 + k1 − c2 + k2 + c3 + k3 − c4 + k4)
=
1
U − ULR
(
1
ǫ+ ULR − ζ +
1
ǫ+ 2ULR − ζ +
1
ǫ+ U − ζ +
1
ǫ+ U + ULR − ζ
)
+
1
ǫ+ ULR − ζ
(
1
U − ULR +
1
ǫ+ U − ζ
)
+
1
ǫ+ U + ULR − ζ
(
1
U − ULR −
1
ǫ+ 2ULR − ζ
)
+
(
1
ǫ+ U + ULR − ζ
)2
−
(
1
ǫ+ ULR − ζ
)2
.
Additionally to the left-right symmetry it is assumed that the couplings tLR = tRL
are identical without a phase. Consequently the other two terms contributing with
tnRtRLtLm and tmRtRLtLn can be taken into account by multiplying the upper result
with a factor 2. The leakage coupling J leakagenm = c1 + k1 − c2 + k2 + c3 + k3 − c4 + k4 is
discussed in detail in the section 2.2.5.
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B Explicit Calculations Referring to
Chapters 3 and 4
B.1 Relations for the Matrix Green’s Function from
Sum Rule Considerations
We find the following sum rules for a general Green’s function Gγγ′ ,
δγγ′ =
〈
[tγ, t
†
γ′ ]
〉
= i
∫
dω
2π
(
G>γγ′(ω)−G<γγ′(ω)
)
=
∫
dω
2π
Aγγ′(ω). (B.1)
Thus a diagonal spectral function Aγγ(ω) has a total weight of 1 whereas an off-diagonal
spectral function Aγγ′(ω) has a total weight of 0. As shown later on the off-diagonal
spectral function is non-zero, but contains some negative contributions which make the
total weight vanish.
Furthermore we find
[
Grγγ′(t)
]†
=
[
−iΘ(t)
〈[
tγ(t), t
†
γ′(0)
]〉]†
= iΘ(t)
〈[
tγ′(−t), t†γ(0)
]〉
= Gaγ′γ(−t)
⇒ [Grγγ′(ω)]† = Gaγ′γ(ω)
⇒ Re{Grγγ′(ω)} = Re{Gaγ′γ(ω)} ,
Im
{
Grγγ′(ω)
}
= −Im {Gaγ′γ(ω)} . (B.2)
For the diagonal part this reveals no new information, but for the off-diagonal we find
Ast0(ω) = At0s(ω), (B.3)
i.e. the spectral functions for st0 and t0s are identical. The spectral function matrix
obeys AT = A such that A is symmetric. Please note that this is a general statement
from a conservation rule. This statement still holds if we perform a perturbation theory
and thus it is used frequently in the course of the calculation.
In non-equilibrium the lesser Green’s function contains different information than the
retarded Green’s function and thus we also consider
[
G<γγ′(t)
]†
=
[
−i
〈
t†γ′(0)tγ(t)
〉]†
= i
〈
t†γ(0)tγ′(−t)
〉
= −G<γ′γ(−t)
⇒ [G<γγ′(ω)]† = −G<γ′γ(ω)
⇒ Re{G<γγ′(ω)} = −Re{G<γ′γ(ω)} ,
Im
{
G<γγ′(ω)
}
= Im
{
G<γ′γ(ω)
}
. (B.4)
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The real part of a diagonal lesser Green’s function is exactly zero and the imaginary
part contains the physical information. For the off-diagonal lesser Green’s function we
can not make such a statement. Whereas these relations can be used to make an ansatz
for the lesser off-diagonal Green’s function, see appendix C.
B.2 Conduction Electron Spin Susceptibility
The conduction electron spin susceptibility is defined by Eq. (3.9),
Xmn (τ1, τ2) =
1
(−i)2
∑
k,k′
Gmk′(τ1, τ2)Gnk(τ2, τ1).
It corresponds to an electron-hole pair which is created in the leads m and n. Therefore
it contributes to the self energy in second order. Due to a finite self energy the double
quantum dot states gain a finite life time. The broadening originates in a hybridization
of the system with the leads.
The conduction electron spin susceptibility enters the current through the combination
X12−X21 and thus also the current cross-correlation. The noise is proportional to current
fluctuations which are proportional to f(1−f), i.e.X21+X12 . Therefore it is often claimed
that the decoherence in non-equilibrium is due to current-noise.
Useful for the calculation are the relations
f(x) (1− f(y)) = nB(x− y) (f(y)− f(x)) ,∫ ∞
−∞
dx (f(x+ a)− f(x)) = −a,
where f(x) is the Fermi function and nB(x) is the Bose function in equilibrium. Fur-
thermore we find
nB(x) =
1
2
(
coth
(
1
2
βx
)
− 1
)
,
f(x) =
1
2
(
1− tanh
(
1
2
βx
))
.
The different contributions from Xmn on the contour are given by the Langreth rules
in section 3.1,
(Xmn )
< (t, t′) = −
∑
k,k′
G<mk′σ′(t, t
′)G>nkσ(t
′, t),
(Xmn )
> (t, t′) = −
∑
k,k′
G>mk′σ′(t, t
′)G<nkσ(t
′, t),
(Xmn )
r (t, t′) = −
∑
k,k′
(G<mk′σ′(t, t
′)Gankσ(t
′, t) +Grmk′σ′(t, t
′)G<nkσ(t
′, t)) ,
(Xmn )
a (t, t′) = −
∑
k,k′
(G<mk′σ′(t, t
′)Grnkσ(t
′, t) +Gamk′σ′(t, t
′)G<nkσ(t
′, t)) .
We use the ansatz for the momentum integrated conduction electron Green’s function
as given in Eq. 3.5 in section 3.2.2.
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We calculate Xmn in Fourier space. For example (X
m
n )
> (ω) is given by
(Xmn )
> (ω) = −2πN(0)2
∫ D
−D
dǫf(ǫ− µn) (1− f(ǫ+ ω − µm))
= −2πN(0)2nB(−ω + µm − µn)
∫ D
−D
dǫ (f(ǫ+ ω − µm)− f(ǫ− µn))
≈ −2πN(0)2nB(−ω + µm − µn)
∫ ∞
−∞
dǫ′ (f(ǫ′ + ω − µm + µn)− f(ǫ′))
= −2πN(0)2nB(−ω + µm − µn) [−ω + µm − µn] .
Therefore it is assumed that the band cutoff D is the largest energy scale in the system
such that the integration limits can be sent to infinity and a frequency in those limits
can be neglected.
For (Xnm)
< (ω) we find
(Xmn )
< (ω) = −2πN(0)2
∫ D
−D
dǫf(ǫ+ ω − µm) (1− f(ǫ− µn))
= −2πN(0)2nB(ω − µm + µn)
∫ D
−D
dǫ (f(ǫ− µn)− f(ǫ+ ω − µm))
≈ −2πN(0)2nB(ω − µm + µn)
∫ ∞
−∞
dǫ′ (f(ǫ′ − ω + µm − µn)− f(ǫ′))
= −2πN(0)2nB(ω − µm + µn) [ω − µm + µn] .
Note that the symmetry is fulfilled,
(Xnm)
< (ω) = (Xmn )
> (−ω). (B.5)
The result for (Xmn )
r (ω) is also shown here,
(Xmn )
r (ω) = −πN(0)2
∫ D
−D
dǫ (f(ǫ− µn)− f(ǫ+ ω − µn))
≈ −πN(0)2
∫ ∞
−∞
dǫ′ (f(ǫ′ − ω + µm − µn)− f(ǫ′))
= −πN(0)2 [ω − µm + µn] .
Analogous we find
(Xmn )
a (ω) = πN(0)2 [ω − µm + µn] .
The contributions of the leads to the self energy are given by Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12)
YL(τ1, τ2) =
∑
m,n=1,2
2JmnJnm X
m
n (τ1, τ2),
YR(τ1, τ2) =
∑
m,n=3,4
2JmnJnm X
m
n (τ1, τ2).
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After Fourier transformation we find
Y <L (ω) =(−2π)
[(
g211 + g
2
22
)
2ωnB(ω)
+2g12g21 ((ω + eVL)nB(ω + eVL) + (ω − eVL)nB(ω − eVL))] , (B.6)
Y <R (ω) =(−2π)
[(
g233 + g
2
44
)
2ωnB(ω)
+2g34g43 ((ω + eVR)nB(ω + eVR) + (ω − eVR)nB(ω − eVR))] . (B.7)
Due to (Xnm)
< (ω) = (Xmn )
> (−ω) the following relation holds,
Y >α (ω) = Y
<
α (−ω).
Since 1 + nB(x) = −nB(−x) the function Y <(ω) is related to Y <(−ω) by
Y <α (−ω) = Y <α (ω) + (−2π)2g2αw.
B.2.1 Relation between
(
X12
)a
and −12
(
X12
)>
(ω) + 12
(
X12
)<
(ω)
For the conduction electron spin susceptibility we find the relation
(
X12
)a
(ω) ≈ −1
2
(
X12
)>
(ω) +
1
2
(
X12
)<
(ω). (B.8)
This is closely related to Ga ≈ 1
2
iA = −1
2
(G>−G<), since A = i(Gr−Ga) = i(G>−G<)
and consequently −iA = G> − G<. We will now prove this correlation. From the
Langreth rules we find
(
X12
)>
(ω) =
1
(−i)2
∫
dǫ
2π
G>1k′(ǫ+ ω)G
<
2k(ǫ),
(
X12
)<
(ω) =
1
(−i)2
∫
dǫ
2π
G<1k′(ǫ+ ω)G
>
2k(ǫ),
(
X12
)a
(ω) =
1
(−i)2
∫
dǫ
2π
(G<1k′(ǫ+ ω)G
r
2k(ǫ) +G
a
1k′(ǫ+ ω)G
<
2k(ǫ)) .
To prove Eq. (B.8) we calculate
(
X12
)>
(ω) = −
∫
dǫ2πN(0)2 (1− f(ǫ+ ω − µ1)) f(ǫ− µ2)Θ(D − |ǫ|)Θ(D − |ǫ+ ω|)
= −2πN(0)2
∫ D
−D
dǫf(ǫ− µ2) (1− f(ǫ+ ω − µ1)) , (B.9)
and analogous
(
X12
)<
(ω) = −
∫
dǫ2πN(0)2f(ǫ+ ω − µ1) (1− f(ǫ− µ2))Θ(D − |ǫ|)Θ(D − |ǫ+ ω|)
= −2πN(0)2
∫ D
−D
dǫf(ǫ+ ω − µ1) (1− f(ǫ+ µ2)) . (B.10)
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Here we already made the first assumption that ω is always much smaller than the
band cutoff D, ω ≪ D, and therefore ω can be neglected in the limits of the integral.
Furthermore we have
Re
(
X12
)a
(ω) = −
∫
dǫ
2π
[2πiN(0)f(ǫ+ ω − µ1)Θ(D − |ǫ+ ω|)(−iπ)N(0)Θ(D − |ǫ|)
+iπN(0)Θ(D − |ǫ+ ω|)2πiN(0)f(ǫ− µ2)Θ(D − |ǫ|)]
= −πN(0)2
∫
dǫ [f(ǫ+ ω − µ1)− f(ω − µ2)] .
And finally,
Re
(
X12
)a
(ω) = −πN(0)2
∫
dǫ [f(ǫ+ ω − µ1)− f(ω − µ2)]
= −πN(0)2
∫
dǫ [f(ǫ+ ω − µ1) (1− f(ω − µ2))− f(ω − µ2) (1− f(ω + ǫ− µ1))]
=
1
2
(
X12
)<
(ω)− 1
2
(
X12
)>
(ω),
the relation Eq. (B.8) is proved. Since we only include Re[X] this expression is exact.
Actually we would not have needed any assumption for this prove, but now we already
have the required equations for later use.
B.2.2 Broadening of the Spin Susceptibility
The Bose function nB(x) = 1/(e
βx − 1) is singular at x = 0, but the product xnB(x) is
finite and in the limit of x/T ≪ 1 it can be approximated by
xnB(x) =


0 if x > 2T
T − 1
2
x if |x| < 2T
|x| if x < −2T
.
Using this expression for xnB(x) we find for small temperatures∫ Λ
−Λ
dx
1
π
Γ
x2 + Γ2
(a− x)nB(a− x) =
∫ a+2T
a−2T
dx
1
π
Γ
x2 + Γ2
1
2
(x− a+ 2T )
+
∫ Λ
a+2T
dx
1
π
Γ
x2 + Γ2
(x− a).
This can be integrated and provides
=
1
2
a
{(
1− 2T
a
)
1
π
arctan
(
a− 2T
Γ
)
+
(
1 +
2T
a
)
1
π
arctan
(
a+ 2T
Γ
)
−Γ
a
1
2π
ln
(
(a− 2T )2 + Γ2)− Γ
a
1
2π
ln
(
(a+ 2T )2 + Γ2
)
−2
π
arctan
(
Λ
Γ
)
+
2Γ
a
1
2π
ln
(
Λ2 + Γ2
)}
.
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For a finite Γ this result diverges for Λ→∞. The spectral function falls off too slowly
such that the linear part of xnB(x) gives an increasingly important contribution at
x→∞.
In all physical quantities like in the current in Eq. (4.9), a difference of two contribu-
tions enters, e.g. (X12 )
>
(ω)− (X12 )< (ω). Thus the divergent part of the integral cancels
out and the problem of the divergence is solved.
Finally we can write in short notation
∫ Λ
−Λ
dx
1
π
Γ
x2 + Γ2
(a− x)nB(a− x) = anΓB(a)
which is of course only valid if there is a difference of two of those terms. The broadened
Bose distribution nΓB(a) is defined analogous to nB(x) =
1
2
(coth(βx/2)− 1),
nΓB(a) =
1
2
(c˜(a)− 1) ,
c˜(a) =
1
π
(
arctan
(
a + 2T
Γ
)
+ arctan
(
a− 2T
Γ
))
+
2T
a
1
π
(
arctan
(
a+ 2T
Γ
)
− arctan
(
a− 2T
Γ
))
− Γ
2a
1
π
(
ln
[
(a + 2T )2 + Γ2
]
+ ln
[
(a− 2T )2 + Γ2]) ,
which corresponds to the expansion of coth(a/2T ) for Γ→ 0 and simplifies to
c˜(a) =
2
π
arctan
( a
Γ
)
− 2
π
Γ
a
ln
[√
a2 + Γ2
]
in the case of zero temperature T = 0.
B.2.3 Broadening of the Fermi Function
Now we study how the Fermi function changes if it is convoluted with a spectral function
including a finite broadening, e.g. in the calculation of the T -matrix. Using 2f(ω)−1 =
− tanh(ω/2T ) at low temperatures
−
∫
dǫ
1
π
Γ
ǫ2 + Γ2
tanh[(ω + ǫ− µm)/2T ]
=
−2T−ω+µm∫
−D
dǫ
1
π
Γ
ǫ2 + Γ2
−
2T−ω+µm∫
−2T−ω+µm
dǫ
1
π
Γ
ǫ2 + Γ2
ω + ǫ− µm
2T
−
D∫
2T−ω+µm
dǫ
1
π
Γ
ǫ2 + Γ2
.
We assume that the temperature is negligible small and therefore the central integration
vanishes. Thus we find
≈ 1
π
arctan
(−2T − ω + µm
Γ
)
+
1
π
arctan
(
2T − ω + µm
Γ
)
≈ −2
π
arctan
(
ω − µm
Γ
)
.
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Thus instead of a (− tanh) with the width of the temperature T we have a broader
function of (− arctan) and we define a broadened Fermi-function with the broadening Γ
fΓ(ω) =
1
2
(
1− 2
π
arctan
(ω
Γ
))
⇒ −2
π
arctan
(ω
Γ
)
= 2fΓ(ω)− 1
B.3 Occupation Numbers without Off-Diagonal
Contributions
Assuming that the spectral function can be approximated as a δ-function the calculation
of the self energy from Eq. (3.29) is simple and we find
Σ<ss(ωs) =
i
16
(
nt0Y
<
L+R(ωs − ωt0) + nt+Y <L+R(ωs − ωt+) + nt−Y <L+R(ωs − ωt−)
)
,
Σ<t0t0(ωt0) =
i
16
(
nsY
<
L+R(ωt0 − ωs) + nt+Y <L+R(ωt0 − ωt+) + nt−Y <L+R(ωt0 − ωt−)
)
,
Σ<t±t±(ωt±) =
i
16
(
nsY
<
L+R(ωt± − ωs) + nt0Y <L+R(ωt± − ωt0) + nt±Y <L+R(ωt± − ωt±)
)
,
where Y <L+R(ω) = Y
<
L (ω) + Y
<
R (ω).
In the quantum Boltzmann equation we also need Γ, which we calculate like explained
in Eq. (3.30).
−iΓss(ωs) =− 1
16
(
Y <L+R(ωt0 − ωs) + Y <L+R(ωt+ − ωs) + Y <L+R(ωt− − ωs)
)
,
−iΓt0t0(ωt0) =−
1
16
(
Y <L+R(ωs − ωt0) + Y <L+R(ωt+ − ωt0) + Y <L+R(ωt− − ωt0)
)
,
−iΓt±t±(ωt±) =−
1
16
(
Y <L+R(ωs − ωt±) + Y <L+R(ωt0 − ωt±) + Y <L+R(ωt± − ωt±)
)
.
The prefactor is the same for Σ< and Γ so we will neglect it in the further calculation
since it cancels out in the quantum Boltzmann equation.
Using ωs = −34K, ωt0 = 14K, ωt+ = 14K − B and ωt− = 14K + B we have to solve the
following equations(
Y <L+R(K) + Y
<
L+R(K − B) + Y <L+R(K +B)
)
ns
= nt0Y
<
L+R(−K) + nt+Y <L+R(−K +B) + nt−Y <L+R(−K − B),(
Y <L+R(−K) + Y <L+R(−B) + Y <L+R(B)
)
nt0
= nsY
<
L+R(K) + nt+Y
<
L+R(B) + nt−Y
<
L+R(−B),(
Y <L+R(−K ± B) + Y <L+R(±B)
)
nt±
= nsY
<
L+R(K ∓ B) + nt0Y <L+R(∓B).
The set of equations is underdetermined. To find a non-zero solution the information of
the pseudo particle constraint,
ns + nt0 + nt+ + nt− = 1,
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is important.
The solution is of the following structure
nγ =
Nγ
Ns +Nt0 +Nt+ +Nt−
,
where
Γt0 = Y
<
L+R(−K) + Y <L+R(B) + Y <L+R(−B),
Γt± = Y
<
L+R(−K ±B) + Y <L+R(±B),
and
Ns =Γt0Γt+Γt− − Γt−Y <L+R(B)Y <L+R(−B)− Γt+Y <L+R(B)Y <L+R(−B),
Nt0 =Γt−Γt+Y
<
L+R(K) + Γt+Y
<
L+R(−B)Y <L+R(B +K) + Γt−Y <L+R(B)Y <L+R(−B +K),
Nt± =Γt∓Γt0Y
<
L+R(∓B +K) + Γt∓Y <L+R(∓B)Y <L+R(K)
+ Y <L+R(∓B)Y <L+R(∓B)Y <L+R(B +K)− YL+R(∓B)YL+R(±B)Y <L+R(∓B +K).
Please note that Nt+ is the same as Nt− just with the sign of B exchanged.
The solution of these equations is discussed in section 4.1.
B.4 Add-Ons to the Calculation of the Current
In this section we prove the relation in Eq. (4.5), XrDQD(ω) = −12X<DQD(ω)+ 12X>DQD(ω).
From Langreth rules we can show, neglecting all prefactors,
X>DQD(ω) ∝
∫
dǫ
2π
Tr
[
G<(ǫ)T iG>(ǫ+ ω)T j
]
X<DQD(ω) ∝
∫
dǫ
2π
Tr
[
G>(ǫ)T iG<(ǫ+ ω)T j
]
XrDQD(ω) ∝
∫
dǫ
2π
Tr
[
Ga(ǫ)T iG<(ǫ+ ω)T j
]
+ Tr
[
G<(ǫ)T iGr(ǫ+ ω)T j
]
Always fulfilled is the relation G> − G< = Gr − Ga. The unknown greater Green’s
function can consequently be written by G> = G<+Gr−Ga. The lesser Green’s function
is proportional to the occupation number and scales with e−βλ from the constraint on
the quasi-particles. A term like G<T iG<T j is consequently of the order of e−2βλ and
will be projected out by the Abrikosov pseudo particle projection. We already neglect
this term now and use in this context G> ≈ Gr −Ga.
From the upper expression one can also immediately see the relation
X<DQD(ω) = X
>
DQD(−ω).
Next we neglect the real part of the retarded and advanced Green’s function. To
calculate the current in Eq. (4.4) we need the real part of the correlation function D>12.
Thus we also only need the real part of XrDQD. Now we assume, that the lesser Green’s
function for the quantum dot system is only imaginary. This is an approximation since
we have realized before, that the off-diagonal parts can have real parts as well. Diagonal
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parts are purely imaginary and to study the influence of off-diagonal terms on those
we use throughout the whole thesis the approximation that all lesser Green’s functions
are imaginary. With this assumption we only need to take the imaginary part of the
retarded Gr ≈ 1
2
(Gr −Ga) and advanced Green’s function Ga ≈ −1
2
(Gr −Ga) to take
into account in the calculation of XrDQD.
XrDQD(ω) ≈
∫
dǫ
2π
(
−1
2
Tr
[
(Gr(ǫ)−Ga(ǫ))T iG<(ǫ+ ω)T j]
+
1
2
Tr
[
G<(ǫ)T i (Gr(ǫ+ ω)−Ga(ǫ+ ω))T j])
= −1
2
X<DQD(ω) +
1
2
X>DQD(ω)
Therefore the relation (4.5) holds within the usual assumptions.
B.4.1 Can the Double Quantum Dot System Act as a Switch?
In order to check if the system can work as a switch we have to find a parameter regime
where
IL = IR while VL 6= VR.
Thus in the case that there is left-right symmetry we can not distinguish which voltage
is applied on which quantum dot if we tune both to the same current.
With the assumption of left-right symmetry we find gL = gR, where
g11 = g22 = g12 = g21 ≡ gL,
g33 = g44 = g34 = g43 ≡ gR.
The current on the left or right side (α = L,R) is defined by
Iα =
1
8
(2π)2
e
h
g2α [3eVα + 3p(VL, VR)F3(K, Vα)] .
Thus we have to check if IL−IR = 0 has a non-trivial solution for VL and VR. Assuming
left-right symmetry the equation,
[VL + p(VL, VR)F3(K, VL)]− [VR + p(VL, VR)F3(K, VR)] = 0,
is to be tested.
The function F3(x, Vα) describes the step in the differential conductance,
F3(x, Vα) =
1
2
(x− eVα) coth
[
1
2
β (x− eVα)
]
− 1
2
(x+ eVα) coth
[
1
2
β (x+ eVα)
]
.
For temperature T → 0 or β →∞ it can be approximated by
F3(K, Vα) =
{−eVα for eVα < K
−K for eVα > K .
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The polarization p is defined as p = ns − nt. It is assumed for the following that the
spin-spin interaction K > 0 is antiferromagnetic. Thus the polarization is nearly 1
(thermodynamic value, exactly 1 for T → 0) in the equilibrium case eVL, eVR < K and
less than 1 in the case of excited triplet states
p
{
= 1 for eVL, eVR < K
< 1 otherwise
.
Consequently three different voltage regime have to be distinguished: eVL, eVR < K,
eVL < K < eVR and symmetric, and K < eVL, eVR
First Voltage Regime eVL, eVR < K
In this case the current is zero,
IL = IR = 0,
and this condition is valid for all VL, VR as long as they do not exceed the threshold.
This trivial case is not interesting.
Second Voltage Regime eVL < K < eVR
In this case there is a finite current flowing on the right side and due to the transcon-
ductance effect (excited triplet states) also a current on the left side,
IL − IR = [eVL − p(VL, VR)eVL]− [eVR − p(VL, VR)K] = 0,
eVR = (1− p)eVL + pK < (1− p)K + pK = K.
Thus the condition for equal current leads to eVR < K. This is in disagreement with
the assumption eVR < K. In this regime there is no possibility to have equal current for
different voltages.
Third Voltage Regime K < eVL, eVR
Now both voltages are above the threshold and the condition changes to
IL − IR = [eVL − p(VL, VR)K]− [eVR − p(VL, VR)K] = eVL − eVR ≡ 0.
There is only identical current IL = IR for equal voltages eVL = eVR.
Consequently we can state that with this double quantum dot setup in a 4-terminal
geometry we cannot build a switch.
B.5 Derivation of the Shot Noise
The lowest order expectation value of the current 〈IL(0)〉0 is zero. On the contrary the
product of two current operators in the definition of the noise is finite
SL(τ, τ
′) =
(
i
e
~
)2
〈Tc
(
J12~SL(τ)~s12(τ)− J21~SL(τ)~s21(τ)
)
(
J12~SL(τ
′)~s12(τ ′)− J21~SL(τ ′)~s21(τ ′)
)
〉.
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This expression is straightforwardly written by
SL(τ, τ
′) =
(
2π
e
h
)2
〈Tc~SiL(τ)~SjL(τ ′)〉[
J i12J
j
21〈Tc~si12(τ)~sj21(τ ′)〉+ J i21J j12〈Tc~si21(τ)~sj12(τ ′)〉
]
.
The conduction electron part has already been calculated several times and gives
〈Tc~si12(τ)~sj21(τ ′)〉 = −
1
4
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′
1
(−i)2G2kσ(τ, τ
′)G1k′σ′(τ
′, τ) = −1
4
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′X
2
1 (τ, τ
′),
〈Tc~si21(τ)~sj12(τ ′)〉 = −
1
4
τ is′sτ
j
ss′
1
(−i)2G1κ′s(τ, τ
′)G2κs′(τ ′, τ) = −1
4
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′X
1
2 (τ, τ
′).
Since the spin index is negligible in the conduction electron leads, the two expressions
are the same besides an exchange from lead index 1 ↔ 2, which provides the correct
symmetry. This leads to the expression of the noise
SL(τ, τ
′) =
1
4
(
2π
e
h
)2
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′〈Tc~SiL(τ)~SjL(τ ′)〉[
J i12J
j
21G2kσ(τ, τ
′)G1k′σ′(τ
′, τ) + J i21J
j
12G1k′σ′(τ, τ
′)G2kσ(τ
′, τ)
]
.
Now we study the contribution from the singlet-triplet states in
〈Tc~SiL(τ)~SjL(τ ′)〉 =
1
4
~T iγ′γ ~T
j
g′g〈Tcf †γ′(τ)fγ(τ)f †g′(τ ′)fg(τ)〉
=
1
4
1
(−i)2
~T iγ′γGγg′(τ, τ
′)~T jg′gGgγ′(τ
′, τ).
The most general expression we can thus write down for the noise is
SL(τ, τ
′) = − 1
16
(
2π
e
h
)2
τ iσ′στ
j
σσ′
~T iγ′γGγg′(τ, τ
′)~T jg′gGgγ′(τ
′, τ)[
J i12J
j
21G2kσ(τ, τ
′)G1k′σ′(τ ′, τ) + J i21J
j
12G1k′σ′(τ, τ
′)G2kσ(τ ′, τ)
]
, (B.11)
which could be used for generalizing this physical quantity to a calculation within the
framework of perturbative RG.
Now we concentrate on the result in second order perturbation theory. Therefore we
continue with the simpler expression
SL(τ, τ
′) =
1
8
(
2π
e
h
)2
J12J21XDQD(τ, τ
′)
[
X21 (τ, τ
′) +X12 (τ, τ
′)
]
,
where
XDQD(τ, τ
′) = ~Tγ′γGγg′(τ, τ ′)~Tg′gGgγ′(τ ′, τ).
With the use of Xmn (τ, τ
′) = Xnm(τ
′, τ) we can determine the greater component of the
noise
S>L (t, t
′) =
1
8
(
2π
e
h
)2
J12J21X
>
DQD(t, t
′)
[(
X12
)<
(t′, t) +
(
X21
)<
(t′, t)
]
⇒ S>L (ω) =
1
8
(
2π
e
h
)2
J12J21
∫
dǫ
2π
X>DQD(ǫ)
[(
X12
)<
(ǫ− ω) + (X21)< (ǫ− ω)]
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With (Xmn )
< (ǫ− ω) = −2πN(0)nB(ǫ− ω + µm − µn)(ǫ− ω + µm − µn) we only need to
find the expression for X<DQD. For the following we assume that Σst0 = 0 such that we
do not have to take into account off-diagonal contributions. This is true in almost any
case of finite spin-spin interaction K if the magnetic field B = 0, the coupling to the left
and the right is identical gL = gR or the spin-spin interaction K is much larger than the
broadening Γ. Then the pseudo particle Green’s functions are diagonal and we get
X>DQD(t, t
′) = ~Tγ′γG>γ (t, t
′)~Tγγ′G<γ′(t
′, t),
⇒ X>DQD(ǫ) =
∫
dωγ
2π
~Tγ′γG
>
γ (ωγ)
~Tγγ′G
<
γ′(ωγ − ǫ).
Furthermore we use the quasi-particle ansatz for the pseudo particle Green’s functions
and find
X>DQD(ǫ) =
~Tγγ′nγ′ ~Tγ′γ2πδ(ǫγ − E/~− ǫγ′),
and
S>L (ω) =
1
8
(
2π
e
h
)2
J12J21 ~T
j
γγ′nγ′
~T iγ′γ
[(
X12
)<
(ǫγ − ǫγ′ − ω) +
(
X21
)<
(ǫγ − ǫγ′ − ω)
]
.
After evaluating the summation over the pseudo particle indices we find
S>L (ω) =
2π
8
(
2π
e
h
)2
g12g21 [ns (F2(K − B − ω) + F2(K +B − ω) + F2(K − ω))
+nt+ (F2(−K +B − ω) + F2(B − ω) + F2(−ω))
+nt0 (F2(−K − ω) + F2(B − ω) + F2(−B − ω))
+nt− (F2(−K − B − ω) + F2(−B − ω) + F2(−ω))
]
,
(B.12)
where
F2(x) = nB(x+ eVL)(x+ eVL) + nB(x− eVL)(x− eVL).
The function F2(x) is symmetric in the voltage,
F2(x) = 1
2
(x+ eVL) coth
(
1
2
β(x+ eVL)
)
+
1
2
(x− eVL) coth
(
1
2
β(x− eVL)
)
− x,
and for VL = 0 it gives a finite value of 2xnB(x). This temperature dependent value is
related to the thermal noise.
Please note, that in the result of S<L (ω) the variable ω has the unit of an energy and
is not a frequency. The frequency dependent shot noise as defined in Eq. (4.24) has to
be divided by ~. The prefactor of the noise is
2π
8
e2
~2
g12g21 · 1/~ = (2π)
2
8
e2
h
g12g21,
which is proportional to the prefactor of the current times the electric charge e.
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Additionally we have to calculate
S<L (t, t
′) =
1
8
(
2π
e
h
)2
J12J21X
<
DQD(t, t
′)
[(
X12
)<
(t, t′) +
(
X21
)<
(t, t′)
]
,
and
X<DQD(t, t
′) = ~Tγ′γG<γ (t, t
′)~Tγγ′G>γ′(t
′, t),
X<DQD(ǫ) =
∫
dωγ
2π
~Tγ′γG
>
γ (ωγ)
~Tγγ′G
<
γ′(ωγ − ǫ) = ~Tγ′γnγ ~Tγγ′2πδ(ǫ+ ǫγ′ − ǫγ).
This is similar to the result for X>DQD only with the index γ ↔ γ′ exchanged and a
different sign of ω. Thus we find,
S<L (ω) =
1
8
(
2π
e
h
)2
J12J21 ~T
j
γγ′nγ′
~T iγ′γ
[(
X12
)<
(ω + ǫγ − ǫγ′) +
(
X21
)<
(ω + ǫγ − ǫγ′)
]
.
For ω = 0 the noise is due to 〈IL(t)IL(t′)〉+ 〈IL(t′)IL(t)〉 = S>L (t, t′) + S<L (t, t′) given by
Eq. (B.12) multiplied by a factor of 2.
B.5.1 Further Preliminary Results
As can be seen from Fig. 4.19(a) the noise shows a similar behavior to the current
in section 4.2. The Fano factor in the inset of Fig. B.1 shows the typical thermal
divergence coth(βV ) at small voltages. The noise is most often Poissonian, but close to
the transitions between two pseudo particle states we observe a super-poissonian value.
In analogy to Ref. [62, 63] we interpret this result as the existence of two states with finite
life time. For example if the singlet state is occupied the current is 0 and if the triplet t+
is occupied the current is finite. The measured current jumps between these two states
with a time indirect proportional to the life time of the states. At low frequencies ω → 0
this enhances the noise power.
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Figure B.1: Fano factor F vs. eVL/K for finite values of the magnetic field B/K =
0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 at low temperature T/K = 0.001, VR = 0 and gL = gR = 0.1. Inset: The
thermal noise is visible only at values of eVL ≪ kBT .
The result in Fig. B.1 is preliminary and the origin of the super-possonian values has
to be studied in more detail. Further insight into the physical behavior of the system
can be found maybe in the frequency dependent noise S(ω).
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B.6 Derivation of the Current Cross-Correlation
B.6.1 Double Quantum Dot Contribution
For the perturbation Hint we introduce the notation
Hint = Jmn~Sα(τ)~smn(τ)
=
1
4
Jmn ~T
α
γ′γ~τσ′σ
af †γ′(τ)
bfγ(τ)
cc†mk′σ′(τ)
dcnkσ(τ) (B.13)
where the summation goes over momentum k′, k, spin σ′, σ, pseudo particle index γ′, γ ∈
{s, t+, t0, t−} and lead indices m,n. a, b, c, d are Keldysh indices and in the time domain
we can use the fact, that the interaction can take place only either on the upper contour
a = b = c = d = 1 or on the lower contour a = b = c = d = 2 where an interaction on
the inverse time axis leads to an additional minus sign (Λcdab = δabδcdτ
3
ac).
The conduction electrons of the left and the right leads are decoupled, thus the only
mediation of a current cross-correlation can originate from the spin-spin interaction K
of the left with the right impurity spin. Therefore we calculate
〈Tc~SiL(τ)~Si1L (τ1)~Sj2R (τ2)~SjR(τ ′)〉
in the singlet-triplet representation
=
(
1
2
)4 (
~T iL
)
γ′γ
(
~T i1L
)
γ′1γ1
(
~T j2R
)
γ′2γ2
(
~T jR
)
g′g
〈Tcaf †γ′(τ) bfγ(τ) a1f †γ′1(τ1)
b1fγ1(τ1)
a2f †γ′2(τ2)
b2fγ2(τ2)
a′f †g′(τ
′) b
′
fg(τ
′)〉
where we can use Wicks theorem.
B.6.2 “Vertex” Contributions
The first contribution of the “vertex” type is found for example
1
16
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
(
~T i1L
)
γ′1γ1
(
~T j2R
)
γ′2γ2
(
~T jR
)
g′g
〈Tc b2fγ2(τ2) af †γ′(τ)〉 〈Tc b
′
fg(τ
′) a1f †γ′1(τ1)〉 〈Tc
b1fγ1(τ1)
a2f †γ′2(τ2)〉 〈Tc
bfγ(τ)
a′f †g′(τ
′)〉
=
1
16
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
Gba
′
γ (τ, τ
′)
(
~T jR
)
γg
Gb
′a1
g (τ
′, τ1)
(
~T i1L
)
gγ1
Gb1a2γ1 (τ1, τ2)
(
~T j2R
)
γ1γ′
Gb2aγ′ (τ2, τ)
neglecting a factor of −(2πe/h)2χL(τ, τ1)χR(τ ′, τ2).
As discussed in the main text this contribution is denoted “vertex” contribution, since
it is similar to a vertex as illustrated in Fig. 4.21(a), see also discussion in section 4.6.2.
We introduce d(τ, τ ′) as the correlation function without the prefactor
D(τ, τ ′) = −
(
2π
e
h
)2
d(τ, τ ′).
Before we do the spin index summation, we focus on the Keldysh contour integration.
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We are interested in the lesser correlation function
D<(t, t′) = D12(t, t′)
which implies that τ → t is on the upper (= 1) and τ ′ → t′ is on the lower contour (= 2).
The two contour times τ1 and τ2 can be either on the upper or on the lower contour and
we have to take into account the four different possibilities. Thereby we have to take
into account that we gain an minus sign if one vertex is on the lower contour (= 2).
Since it is easier to calculate with retarded and advanced Green’s functions than with
time-ordered and anti-time-ordered we use the following relations
G11(t, t′) = Gr(t, t′) +G<(t, t′) (B.14)
G22(t, t′) = G<(t, t′)−Ga(t, t′) (B.15)
Furthermore it is used that the system of contour-ordered Green’s functions is over-
determined and thus the greater Green’s function G>,
G21(t, t′) = G>(t, t′) = G<(t, t′) +Gr(t, t′)−Ga(t, t′), (B.16)
can be expressed in terms of the lesser Green’s function G<.
Please note, that the constraint allows only for one lesser Green’s function in the
whole expression. A product of two lesser Green’s functions is immediately proportional
to e−2βλ and is projected out in the calculation of a physical observable.
For the first vertex term dv1(τ, τ
′) the analytical continuation is shown in detail, but
the derivation is shortened in the procedure afterwards. We have to sum over the Keldysh
indices in the expression
dv1(τ, τ
′) ∝ G12γ (τ, τ ′)G2a1g (τ ′, τ1)Gb1a2γ1 (τ1, τ2)Gb21γ′ (τ2, τ)χ1c1L (τ, τ1)χ2c2R (τ ′, τ2)
and receive four terms already taking into account an additional minus sign if the inter-
action takes place on the lower contour.
d12v1(t, t
′) ∝G12γ (t, t′)G21g (t′, t1)G11γ1(t1, t2)G11γ′ (t2, t)χ11L (t, t1)χ21R (t′, t2)
−G12γ (t, t′)G21g (t′, t1)G12γ1(t1, t2)G21γ′ (t2, t)χ11L (t, t1)χ22R (t′, t2)
−G12γ (t, t′)G22g (t′, t1)G21γ1(t1, t2)G11γ′ (t2, t)χ12L (t, t1)χ21R (t′, t2)
+G12γ (t, t
′)G22g (t
′, t1)G22γ1(t1, t2)G
21
γ′ (t2, t)χ
12
L (t, t1)χ
22
R (t
′, t2).
Inserting the relations for the Green’s functions we find,
d12v1(t, t
′) ∝ G<γ (t, t′)
(
G<g (t
′, t1) +G
r
g(t
′, t1)−Gag(t′, t1)
) (
G<γ1(t1, t2) +G
r
γ1(t1, t2)
)
(
G<γ′(t2, t) +G
r
γ′(t2, t)
)
χ11L (t, t1)χ
>
R(t
′, t2)
−G<γ (t, t′)
(
G<g (t
′, t1) +Grg(t
′, t1)−Gag(t′, t1)
)
G<γ1(t1, t2)(
G<γ′(t2, t) +G
r
γ′(t2, t)−Gaγ′(t2, t)
)
χ11L (t, t1)χ
22
R (t
′, t2)
−G<γ (t, t′)
(
G<g (t
′, t1)−Gag(t′, t1)
) (
G<γ1(t1, t2) +G
r
γ1
(t1, t2)−Gaγ1(t1, t2)
)
(
G<γ′(t2, t) +G
r
γ′(t2, t)
)
χ<L(t, t1)χ
>
R(t
′, t2)
+G<γ (t, t
′)
(
G<g (t
′, t1)−Gag(t′, t1)
) (
G<γ1(t1, t2)−Gaγ1(t1, t2)
)
(
G<γ′(t2, t) +G
r
γ′(t2, t)−Gaγ′(t2, t)
)
χ<L(t, t1)χ
22
R (t
′, t2)
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Already projecting out non-physical components with more than one occupation number,
this expression simplifies to
d<v1(t, t
′) ≈ 1
16
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
(
~T jR
)
γg
(
~T i1L
)
gγ1
(
~T j2R
)
γ1γ′
∫
dt1
∫
dt2{
G<γ (t, t
′)
(
Grg(t
′, t1)−Gag(t′, t1)
)
Grγ1(t1, t2)G
r
γ′(t2, t)χ
11
L (t, t1)χ
>
R(t
′, t2)
+G<γ (t, t
′)Gag(t
′, t1)
(
Grγ1(t1, t2)−Gaγ1(t1, t2)
)
Grγ′(t2, t)χ
<
L(t, t1)χ
>
R(t
′, t2)
+ G<γ (t, t
′)Gag(t
′, t1)G
a
γ1(t1, t2)
(
Grγ′(t2, t)−Gaγ′(t2, t)
)
χ<L(t, t1)χ
22
R (t
′, t2)
}
All Green’s function are only dependent on the difference of the two times (time inversion
symmetry). It appears to be easier to calculate with the Green’s functions in Fourier
space thus in a next step the expression for dv1 is Fourier transformed,∫
dt1
∫
dt2
∫
d(t− t′)eiω(t−t′)
∫
dωL
2π
e−iωL(t−t1)
∫
dωR
2π
e−iωR(t
′−t2)
∫
dωγ
2π
e−iωγ(t−t
′)
∫
dωg
2π
e−iωg(t
′−t1)
∫
dωγ1
2π
e−iωγ1 (t1−t2)
∫
dωγ′
2π
e−iωγ′ (t2−t)
Gγ(ωγ)Gg(ωg)Gγ1(ωγ1)Gγ′(ωγ′)χL(ωL)χR(ωR)
=
∫
dωγ
2π
∫
dωg
2π
∫
dωγ1
2π
∫
dωγ′
2π
2πδ (ω − ωγ + ωg − ωγ1 + ωγ′)
Gγ(ωγ)Gg(ωg)Gγ1(ωγ1)Gγ′(ωγ′)χL(ωγ1 − ωg)χR(ωγ′ − ωγ1)
Please note that the ωγ’s is are only placeholders and not the eigenenergy of the state
γ. The eigenenergy are in the following denoted by ǫγ . The contribution of the first
“vertex” contribution can now be determined by the following integral,
d<v1(ω) =
1
16
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
(
~T jR
)
γg
(
~T i1L
)
gγ1
(
~T j2R
)
γ1γ′∫
dωγ
2π
∫
dωg
2π
∫
dωγ1
2π
∫
dωγ′
2π
2πδ (ω − ωγ + ωg − ωγ1 + ωγ′){
G<γ (ωγ)
(
Grg(ωg)−Gag(ωg)
)
Grγ1(ωγ1)G
r
γ′(ωγ′)χ
11
L (ωγ1 − ωg)χ>R(ωγ′ − ωγ1)
+G<γ (ωγ)G
a
g(ωg)
(
Grγ1(ωγ1)−Gaγ1(ωγ1)
)
Grγ′(ωγ′)χ
<
L(ωγ1 − ωg)χ>R(ωγ′ − ωγ1)
+ G<γ (ωγ)G
a
g(ωg)G
a
γ1
(ωγ1)
(
Grγ′(ωγ′)−Gaγ′(ωγ′)
)
χ<L(ωγ1 − ωg)χ22R (ωγ′ − ωγ1)
}
.
If we assume that the pseudo particle Green’s functions are only the non-interacting
one’s, then we can simplify the expression significantly by using G<γ (ω) = −inλγAγ(ω)
and Grγ(ω)−Gaγ(ω) = −iAγ(ω), where Aγ(ω) = 2πδ(ω− ǫγ). After some simplifications
we are left with only one frequency integration,
d<v1(ω) =
1
16
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
nγ
(
~T jR
)
γg
(
~T i1L
)
gγ1
(
~T j2R
)
γ1γ′∫
dω˜
2π
{
Grγ1(ω˜ + [ω − ǫγ + ǫg])Grγ′(ω˜)χ11L (ω˜ − ǫγ + ω)χ>R(−ω + ǫγ − ǫg)
+Gag(−ω˜ + [−ω + ǫγ + ǫγ1 ])Grγ′(ω˜)χ<L(ω˜ − ǫγ + ω)χ>R(ω˜ − ǫγ1)
+ Gag(ω˜)G
a
γ1
(ω˜ + [ω − ǫγ + ǫγ′ ])χ<L(ω − ǫγ + ǫγ′)χ22R (−ω˜ + ǫγ − ω)
}
.
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Please note that every of the three terms has the residuum from the retarded or advanced
Green’s function on the same half plane. Consequently this contribution is negligible.
The second contribution of this type dv2 is the time-reversed version of the previous
contribution dv1, i. e.
=
1
16
Gb
′a
γ′ (τ
′, τ)
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
Gba2γ (τ, τ2)
(
~T j2R
)
γγ2
Gb2a1γ2 (τ2, τ1)
(
~T i1L
)
γ2g′
Gb1a
′
g′ (τ1, τ
′)
(
~T jR
)
g′γ′
.
Following the same steps than in the calculation of dv1 we find that only three terms
contribute,
d<v2(t, t
′) =
1
16
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
(
~T j2R
)
γγ2
(
~T i1L
)
γ2g′
(
~T jR
)
g′γ′
∫
dt1
∫
dt2{(
Grγ′(t
′, t)−Gaγ′(t′, t)
)
Grγ(t, t2)G
r
γ2
(t2, t1)G
<
g′(t1, t
′)χ11L (t, t1)χ
>
R(t
′, t2)
+
(
Grγ′(t
′, t)−Gaγ′(t′, t)
)
Grγ(t, t2)G
<
γ2
(t2, t1)G
a
g′(t1, t
′)χ<L(t, t1)χ
>
R(t
′, t2)
+
(
Grγ′(t
′, t)−Gaγ′(t′, t)
)
G<γ (t, t2)G
a
γ2
(t2, t1)G
a
g′(t1, t
′)χ<L(t, t1)χ
22
R (t
′, t2)
}
.
Analogous to the other calculation we prefer to calculate in Fourier space, thus we have
to Fouriertransform the expression from the time domain,
=
∫
dωγ′
2π
∫
dωγ
2π
∫
dωγ2
2π
∫
dωg′
2π
2πδ (ω − ωγ + ωγ′ − ωg′ + ωγ2)
Gγ′(ωγ′)Gγ(ωγ)Gγ2(ωγ2)Gg′(ωg′)χL(ωg′ − ωγ2)χR(ωγ2 − ωγ).
By using the zeroth order expression for the lesser Green’s functions and the spectral
function we yield
d<v2(t, t
′) =
1
16
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
(
~T j2R
)
γγ2
(
~T i1L
)
γ2g′
(
~T jR
)
g′γ′∫
dω˜
2π
{
Grγ(ω˜ + [ω + ǫγ′ − ǫg′ ])Grγ2(w˜)ng′χ11L (ǫg′ − ω˜)χ>R(−ω + ǫg′ − ǫγ′)
+Grγ(−ω˜ + [ω + ǫγ′ + ǫγ2 ])nγ2Gag′(ω˜)χ<L(ω˜ − ǫγ2)χ>R(ω˜ − ω − ǫγ′)
+ nγG
a
γ2(ω˜)G
a
g′(ω˜ + [ω − ǫγ + ǫγ′ ])χ<L (ω − ǫγ + ǫγ′)χ22R (ω˜ − ǫγ)
}
.
Again all residues are on the same half plane and the contribution of this integral is
negligible. For more discussion of these results we refer the reader to section 4.6.
B.6.3 “Self Energy” Contributions
The four contributions which we collect under the name “self energy” contributions are
again split into two groups. We recognize that every contributions shows a combination
of χα(τ, τi)G(τ, τi). Thus we define the “self energy” like structure S, as discussed in
detail in section 4.6.3,
(SL)γ′γ1 (τ, τ1) =
1
4
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
Gγ(τ, τ1)
(
~T i1L
)
γγ1
χL(τ, τ1), (B.17)
(SR)g′γ2 (τ ′, τ2) =
1
4
(
~T jR
)
g′g
Gg(τ
′, τ2)
(
~T j2R
)
gγ2
χR(τ
′, τ2). (B.18)
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Please note that due to the asymmetry of the bubble Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33), for example
1
4
(
~T i1L
)
γ′1γ
′
Gγ′(τ1, τ)
(
~T iL
)
γ′γ
χL(τ, τ1) = − (SL)γ′1γ (τ1, τ),
the inverse time argument picks up a minus sign.
As every function in Keldysh space the function S fulfills for example S> − S< =
Sr − Sa. It is also important to notice, that
S<(ti, tj) = 1
4
~T G<(ti, tj) ~T χ<(ti, tj)
is proportional to the lesser Green’s function and therefore proportional to e−βλ from
the pseudo particle constraint.
We can now write the four different “self energy” contributions as
ds1(τ, τ
′) =
∫
C
dτ1
∫
C
dτ2 SL(τ, τ1)G(τ1, τ2) [−SR(τ2, τ ′)]G(τ ′, τ),
ds2(τ, τ
′) =
∫
C
dτ1
∫
C
dτ2 [−SL(τ1, τ)]G(τ, τ ′)SR(τ ′, τ2)G(τ2, τ1),
ds3(τ, τ
′) =
∫
C
dτ1
∫
C
dτ2 SL(τ, τ1)G(τ1, τ ′)SR(τ ′, τ2)G(τ2, τ),
ds4(τ, τ
′) =
∫
C
dτ1
∫
C
dτ2 [−SL(τ1, τ)]G(τ, τ2) [−SR(τ2, τ ′)]G(τ ′, τ1),
where we implicitly assume a matrix product over all Keldysh indices and the trace over
all singlet-triplet states.
First we evaluate the matrix product in the time domain Keldysh representation where
we assume as in the section before, that τ is on the upper contour (= 1)and τ ′ is on the
lower (= 2). Additionally we only write down the terms which are not projected out by
the constraint in the end. To limit the amount of written formula we also do the Fourier
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transformation in the same step. Thus we find
d<s1(ω) = −
∫
dω˜
2π
{S11L (ω˜)G11(ω˜)S12R (ω˜)G21(ω˜ − ω)
−S11L (ω˜)G12(ω˜)S22R (ω˜)G21(ω˜ − ω)
+S12L (ω˜)G22(ω˜)S22R (ω˜)G21(ω˜ − ω)
}
,
d<s2(ω) = −
∫
dω˜
2π
{S11L (ω˜)G12(ω˜ + ω)S21R (ω˜)G11(ω˜)
−S11L (ω˜)G12(ω˜ + ω)S22R (ω˜)G21(ω˜)
+S21L (ω˜)G12(ω˜ + ω)S22R (ω˜)G22(ω˜)
}
,
d<s3(ω) =
∫
dω˜
2π
{S11L (ω˜ + ω)G12(ω˜ + ω)S21R (ω˜)G11(ω˜)
−S11L (ω˜ + ω)G12(ω˜ + ω)S22R (ω˜)G21(ω˜)
−S12L (ω˜ + ω)G22(ω˜ + ω)S21R (ω˜)G11(ω˜)
+S12L (ω˜ + ω)G22(ω˜ + ω)S22R (ω˜)G21(ω˜)
}
,
d<s4(ω) =
∫
dω˜
2π
{S11L (ω˜)G11(ω˜ + ω)S12R (ω˜ + ω)G21(ω˜)
−S11L (ω˜)G12(ω˜ + ω)S22R (ω˜ + ω)G21(ω˜)
−S21L (ω˜)G11(ω˜ + ω)S12R (ω˜ + ω)G22(ω˜)
+S21L (ω˜)G12(ω˜ + ω)S22R (ω˜ + ω)G22(ω˜)
}
.
The result of 〈ILIR〉 is the sum of all. Now we sort the result to get an impression of the
different kind of contributions. Further discussion of these expressions and preliminary
results are given in section 4.6.
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C Degenerate Perturbation Theory
The singlet-triplet representation of a double quantum dot setup is not able to describe
the physical behavior of the system for a very small exchange interaction K. In this
chapter we try to provide a calculational tool how to circumvent this problem.
C.1 Retarded Green’s function
As has already been discussed in the main text the off-diagonal self energy elements can
play a major role in the physics of a double quantum dot system if the singlet-triplet
energy gap K is small. In this section we therefore propose a scheme in which the
off-diagonal elements can be included. The eigenstates of the retarded Green’s function
in section C.1.2 and of the advanced Green’s function are calculated in section C.1.4.
We show some examples and discuss the regimes where the proposed rotation becomes
important and then continue with the importance of off-diagonal elements on the lesser
Green’s function G< in section C.2.
C.1.1 Special Case: Spin-Spin Interaction K = 0
First we concentrate on the special case that K = 0. The singlet s and the triplet state
t0 are in this case degenerate. The ambiguity between the singlet-triplet and product
state representation was already discussed in section 2.1. The unperturbed retarded
Green’s functions are in consequence identical,
G(0),rss (ω) = G
(0),r
t0t0 (ω) =
1
ω + iδ
,
since ωs = −3/4K = 0 and ωt0 = 1/4K = 0. This degeneracy has also an effect if K
is small but not zero, as discussed in section C.1.2. Here we discuss the special case for
K = 0 since we can show for this special case some analytical insight into the importance
of the off-diagonal components.
From the equations for the self energy in section 3.3.2 we find, that for K = 0 and
Grss = G
r
t0t0 consequently Σ
r
ss = Σ
r
t0t0 and Σ
r
st0 = Σ
r
t0s at least in lowest order. This is
also true in higher order due to an iterative argument and we can therefore state that
Grst0 = G
r
t0s
.
The expression for the determinant det, Eq. (3.33), can in this case be simplified to
det =
(
ω − ωt0 − Σrt0t0
)
(ω − ωs − Σrss)− Σrst0Σrt0s
= (ω − Σrss)2 −
(
Σrst0
)2
=
(
ω − Σrss − Σrst0
) (
ω − Σrss + Σrst0
)
.
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The retarded Green’s function Grss(ω) for the singlet state is consequently for K = 0
given by
Grss(ω) =
(
ω − ωt0 − Σrt0t0
)
det
=
(ω − Σrss)(
ω − Σrss − Σrst0
) (
ω − Σrss + Σrst0
)
=
1
2
2 (ω − Σrss)− Σrst0 + Σrst0(
ω − Σrss − Σrst0
) (
ω − Σrss + Σrst0
)
=
1
2
(
1
ω − (Σrss − Σrst0) +
1
ω − (Σrss + Σrst0)
)
. (C.1)
In the same manner the off-diagonal Grst0(ω) is given by
Grst0(ω) =
Σrst0
det
=
Σrst0(
ω − Σrss − Σrst0
) (
ω − Σrss + Σrst0
)
=
1
2
(ω − Σrss)− (ω + Σrss) + 2Σrst0(
ω − Σrss − Σrst0
) (
ω − Σrss + Σrst0
)
=
1
2
(
1
ω − (Σrss + Σrst0) −
1
ω − (Σrss − Σrst0)
)
. (C.2)
In the case of zero exchange interaction K = 0 the singlet Green’s function is the
sum of two Lorentzians with two different broadenings (Γss(0)+Γst0(0))/2 and (Γ
r
ss(0)−
Γrst0(0))/2 at the resonance, ǫ0 = 0.
At the same time there exists an off-diagonal Green’s function Gst0 , Eq. (C.2), which is
in contrast given by the difference of the two Lorentzians. The real part of the retarded
self energy can become important, see for example Ref. [53]. Thus it has to be included
as will be done in a numerical routine.
The result of the two retarded Green’s functions in Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2) can be inter-
preted such that each Lorentzian represents a state. These two states can have different
life times corresponding to the different broadenings. The singlet is the symmetric and
the off-diagonal is the antisymmetric combination of these two states.
In order to discuss the shape of the two Lorentzians we have to find out which system
parameters determine the broadening,
Γss(ω = 0) =
∫
dǫ
2π
(
Ass(ǫ) + At−t−(ǫ) + At+t+(ǫ)
)
(Y <L (ǫ) + Y
<
R (ǫ)) ,
Γst0(ω = 0) =
∫
dǫ
2π
(
At−t−(ǫ)− At+t+(ǫ)
)
(Y <L (ǫ)− Y <R (ǫ)) .
If we assume in a first approximation, that the spectral functions are δ function at
the resonances ωs = 0, ωt+ = −B and ωt− = B. Thus we find,
Γss(0) + Γst0(0) = (Y
<
L (0) + Y
<
R (0)) + 2Y
<
L (B) + 2Y
<
R (−B),
Γss(0)− Γst0(0) = (Y <L (0) + Y <R (0)) + 2Y <L (−B) + 2Y <R (B).
Assuming VL = VR = 0 we find
Γss(0) + Γst0(0) ∝ 2g2allT + 4 4g2LBnB(B) + 4 4g2R(−B)nB(−B),
Γss(0)− Γst0(0) ∝ 2g2allT + 4 4g2L(−B)nB(−B) + 4 4g2RBnB(B).
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If the magnetic field B is larger than the temperature T then the dominant contribu-
tion comes from nB(−B) ≈ −1,
Γss(0) + Γst0(0) ∝4 4g2RB,
Γss(0)− Γst0(0) ∝4 4g2LB.
The level width is directly proportional to the magnetic field B and a combination of
the Kondo couplings of the left or the right side. If g2L = g
2
R then both broadenings are
identical and the off-diagonal vanishes as already discussed in section 3.3.3.
Thus the two Lorentzians can be interpreted as two particles, one connected to the
left leads and one to the right leads. This supports the interpretation that the product
states of the left spin and right spin is the basis which describes the physics at K = 0.
The problems in the singlet-triplet representation appears if the life time of the particle
coupled to the left leads is different than the life time of a particle to the right leads.
Note that this is not an effect of finite voltage, by contrast, it is observed that Γst0 does
not depend on the voltage if V ≫ B, since the difference between two triplet states
enters the expression.
As we have seen before, Grst0 vanishes if the magnetic field B = 0. The width of the
Green’s function Grss is in this case determined by the temperature T .
We have demonstrated in this section that the off-diagonal components are of the
same order as the diagonals and therefore important to include into the calculation for
small K. How to include them into the calculation is suggested in the next section.
For the following we concentrate on the s-t0 subspace. In principle the rotation is
dependent on the frequency ω. Until we introduce the frequency dependence again, it
is assumed that there is an arbitrary but fixed ω which is not written explicitly.
C.1.2 Diagonalization of the Retarded Green’s Function Gr
The general solution of the retarded Green’s function was shown in Eq. (3.32) on page 48.
In principle this is already the solution and we could just continue with the calculation
including the off-diagonals. The simple idea we want to put forward here is a rotation
of the basis states that make the retarded Green’s function diagonal. Therefore we first
determine the eigenvalues of the retarded Green’s function matrix Gr, i.e. determine
the eigenstates of the double quantum dot with the leads. In a finite magnetic field the
triplet is non-degenerate and cotunneling will mix the triplet-component |t0〉 with the
singlet |s〉. This leads to renormalized spin-excitations at energies ω1,2, corresponding
to poles of the retarded Green’s functions.
Eigenvalues
The retarded Green’s function in the s-t0 subspace is known to fulfill,
Gr(ω) = 1
det
(
T0 Σ
r
st0
Σrt0s S
)
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where
S = ω − ω˜s, ω˜s = ωs + Σrss, ωs = −
3
4
K, (C.3)
T0 = ω − ω˜t0 , ω˜t0 = ωt0 + Σrt0t0 , ωt0 =
1
4
K. (C.4)
Thus the determinant det, Eq. (3.33), can be rewritten by
det =
(
ω − ωt0 − Σrt0t0
)
(ω − ωs − Σrss)− Σrst0Σrt0s (C.5)
= T0 S − Σrst0Σrt0s = (ω − ω1) (ω − ω2) , (C.6)
where
ω1,2 =
1
2
(ω˜t0 + ω˜s)∓
1
2
√
(ω˜t0 − ω˜s)2 + 4Σrst0Σrt0s. (C.7)
Please note
ω1 + ω2 = ω˜s + ω˜t0 ,
ω1 − ω2 =
√
(ω˜t0 − ω˜s)2 + 4Σrst0Σrt0s.
The eigenvalues of Gr are two different retarded Green’s functions Gr1/2
det ·Gr1/2 =
1
2
(S + T0)∓ 1
2
√
(S − T0)2 + 4Σrst0Σrt0s (C.8)
= ω − 1
2
(ω˜t0 + ω˜s)∓
1
2
√
(ω˜t0 − ω˜s)2 + 4Σst0Σt0s (C.9)
Therefore these two eigenvalues correspond to
Gr1 =
ω − ω2
det
=
1
ω − ω1 , (C.10)
Gr2 =
ω − ω1
det
=
1
ω − ω2 . (C.11)
The eigenvalues of the retarded Green’s functions are thus two retarded functions with
the resonances at Re[ω1] and Re[ω2] and the broadening Im[ω1] and Im[ω2] respectively,
GrD(ω) =
(
1
ω−Re[ω1(ω)]−iIm[ω1(ω)] 0
0 1
ω−Re[ω2(ω)]−iIm[ω2(ω)]
)
.
Both have a finite broadening which can be different as discussed in the special case
of K = 0 see section C.1.1. Now the eigenvectors regarding to the two eigenvalues
are calculated and the basis states that diagonalize the system for different parameter
regimes are discussed.
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Eigenvectors
In section B.1 we found that
[
Grst0
]†
= Gat0s =
[
Grt0s
]∗
. Thus the retarded matrix Green’s
function is a symmetric Gr = [Gr]T , but not hermitian matrix. Therefore the eigenvalues
do not have to be real and we have to take care that the eigenvectors from the left and
from the right can be different.
The right eigenvectors for Gr~r1,2 = Gr1,2~r1,2 have to fulfill(
T0 − det ·Gr1,2
)
x′1,2 + Σ
r
st0
y′1,2 = 0,
Σrt0s x
′
1,2 +
(
S − det ·Gr1,2
)
y′1,2 = 0.
The eigenvectors are chosen such that in the symmetric case where Σrst0 = 0 they corre-
spond to the vectors in the unrotated basis ~r1 = (1, 0)
T and ~r2 = (0, 1)
T ,
x′1 = S − det ·Gr1, y′1 = −Σrt0s, (C.12)
and
x′2 = Σ
r
st0
, y′2 = −T0 + det ·Gr2. (C.13)
These definitions imply,
x′1 = y
′
2 =
1
2
(ω˜t0 − ω˜s) +
1
2
√
(ω˜t0 − ω˜s)2 + 4Σrst0Σrt0s, (C.14)
=
1
2
(S − T0) + 1
2
√
(S − T0)2 + 4Σrst0Σrt0s.
The left eigenvectors li Gr = λ1,2 l1,2 have to fulfill a similar equation,(
T0 − det ·Gr1,2
)
x′1,2 + Σ
r
t0s
y′1,2 = 0,
Σrst0 x
′
1,2 +
(
S − det ·Gr1,2
)
y′1,2 = 0.
We find the left eigenvectors to be closely related to the eigenvectors from the right
l1 =
(
x′1,−Σrst0
)
l2 =
(
Σrt0s, x
′
1
)
The left and the right eigenvectors are orthogonal and therefore span a vector space
denoted as the 1-2 eigenspace or product state basis,
l1 ~r1 =
(
x′1,−Σrst0
)( x′1
−Σrt0s
)
= (x′1)
2 + Σrst0Σ
r
t0s
= N 2,
l1 ~r2 =
(
x′1,−Σrst0
)(Σrst0
x′1
)
= x′1Σ
r
st0
− Σrst0x′1 = 0.
In order to have an orthonormal basis, we have to normalize all eigenvectors by the
normalization constant N which is defined as 1
N =
√
(x′1)2 + Σ
r
st0Σ
r
t0s. (C.15)
1The square root of the complex number N 2 is assumed to be taken on the first “Riemann sheet”,
i.e. the square root is chosen with a positive sign.
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We define new normalized coordinates
x1 = x
′
1/N , (C.16)
x22 = Σ
r
st0
Σrt0s/N 2, (C.17)
which obey x21 + x
2
2 = 1.
Transformation of Retarded Green’s Function
The transformation matrix U which transforms the symmetric matrix Gr into a diagonal
matrix GrD,
GrD =
(
Gr1 0
0 Gr2
)
,
is defined by the orthonormal eigenvectors. The rotation is defined by,
GrD = U
−1GrU, (C.18)
Gr = UGrDU−1, (C.19)
where
Uleft = U =
(
x1 Σ
r
st0
/N
−Σrt0s/N x1
)
, (C.20)
Uright = U
−1 =
(
x1 −Σrst0/N
Σrt0s/N x1
)
. (C.21)
For a proof that this rotation provides the correct result, see section C.1.3. Uleft is
created by the two left eigenvectors and Uright from the two right eigenvectors. As can
be seen from the two equations Eq. (C.20) and (C.21) the two matrices are just the
inverse of each other.
For later use it should be remarked here that
(GrD)
−1 =
(
U−1GrU)−1 = U−1 (Gr)−1 U.
Within the framework of this rotation we can now express the diagonal and off-
diagonal retarded Green’s functions by the two orthogonal retarded Green’s functions
Gr1 and G
r
2. The equivalence is given by
Grss = x
2
1G
r
1 + x
2
2G
r
2,
Grst0 = x1Σ
r
st0
/N (Gr2 −Gr1) ,
Grt0s = x1Σ
r
t0s
/N (Gr2 −Gr1) ,
Grt0t0 = x
2
2G
r
1 + x
2
1G
r
2.
For example for Σrst0 = Σ
r
t0s
= 0 using the definitions of x1 (Eq. (C.16)) and N
(Eq. (C.15)) we find,
Grss = G
r
1, G
r
st0
= Grt0s = 0, G
r
t0t0
= Gr2.
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The eigenvalues ω1/2 =
1
2
(ω˜t0 − ω˜s) ∓ |ω˜t0 − ω˜s| are given for the upper branch of the
square root by ω1 = ω˜s and ω2 = ω˜t0 in this special case. It is also obvious from the
eigenvectors ~r1 = (1, 0)
T and ~r2 = (0, 1)
T that the eigenstates thus correspond to the
singlet and triplet states.
In the case of zero interaction K = 0 the singlet s and triplet t0 are identical and
consequently also S = T0. Additionally it can be assumed that the off-diagonal terms
fulfills Σrst0 = Σ
r
t0s from an iterative argument. The parameters of the transformation
are consequently given by x′1 = Σ
r
st0
, N = 2Σrst0 and thus x1 = 1/
√
2, x22 = 1/2. For
zero spin-spin interaction we find
Grss = G
r
t0t0 =
1
2
(Gr1 +G
r
2) ,
Grst0 = G
r
t0s
=
1
2
(Gr2 −Gr1) .
This result is similar to the expression found in section C.1.1. The eigenvectors in the
case of K = 0 are
~r1 =
1√
2
(
1
−1
)
≡ 1√
2
(|s〉 − |t0〉) ,
~r2 =
1√
2
(
1
1
)
≡ 1√
2
(|s〉+ |t0〉) .
The state ~r2 corresponds to | ↓〉L| ↑〉R and ~r2 corresponds to −| ↑〉L| ↓〉R, from the
definition of the singlet and triplet states in section 2.1. Thus in the case of K = 0 the
eigenstates of the retarded Green’s function are the states of the product basis.
C.1.3 Proof of the Rotation
We want to prove that the statement(
Gr1 0
0 Gr2
)
=
1
N 2
(
x′1 −Σrst0
Σrt0s x
′
1
)(
Grss G
r
st0
Grt0s Gt0t0
)(
x′1 Σ
r
st0−Σrt0s x′1
)
is correct. Therefore we check the equivalence of the component (1, 1) on the left and
right side of the expression
Gr1 · N 2 = (x′1)2Grss − x′1Σrt0sGrst0 − x′1Σrst0Grt0s + Σrst0Σrt0sGrt0t0
⇔ (Gr1 · det) · N 2 = (x′1)2T0 − 2x′1Σrst0Σrt0s + Σrst0Σrt0sS
⇔ (S − x′1)
[
(x′1)
2 + Σrst0Σ
r
t0s
]
= (x′1)
2T0 − 2x′1Σrst0Σrt0s + Σrst0Σrt0sS
⇔ 0 = (x′1)2 [T0 − S + x′1] + Σrst0Σrt0s [−2x′1 + S − S + x′1]
⇔ 0 =
[
1
2
(S − T0) + 1
2
√
. . .
] [
1
2
(T0 − S) + 1
2
√
. . .
]
− Σrst0Σrt0s
⇔ 0 = −1
4
(S − T0)2 + 1
4
(S − T0)2 + 1
4
4Σrst0Σ
r
t0s
− Σrst0Σrt0s.
Thus we demonstrated that the statement is true. The transformation produces the
diagonal retarded Green’s function Gr1 in the component (1, 1).
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Additionally we have to show, that the off-diagonal components are zero. For example
the entry (2, 1) in the matrix gives
0 = (x′1Σ
r
t0s
Grss − Σ2t0sGrst0 + (x′1)2Grt0s − x′1Σrt0sGt0t0)/N 2
⇔ 0 = x′1(T0 − S)− Σrst0Σrt0s + (x′1)2
⇔ 0 = x′1(T0 − S + x′1)− Σrst0Σrt0s
⇔ 0 =
[
1
2
(S − T0) + 1
2
√
. . .
] [
1
2
(T0 − S) + 1
2
√
. . .
]
− Σrst0Σrt0s.
We reduced the relation to an expression of which we already know that it gives zero.
The other two components (1, 2) and (2, 2) work out analogously. This proves that
we found the right transformation.
C.1.4 Diagonalization of Advanced Green’s Function Ga
The advanced Green’s function is rotated similarly to the retarded Green’s function, but
since the Dyson equation Ga = Ga0+G
a
0Σ
aGa now includes only the advanced self energy
we have to replace every retarded by an advanced in the previous calculation. Then we
find new eigenresonances,
ωa1,2 =
1
2
(
ωt0 + Σ
a
t0t0
+ ωs + Σ
a
ss
)∓ 1
2
√(
ωt0 + Σ
a
t0t0 − ωs − Σass
)2
+ 4Σast0Σ
a
t0s,
and consequently have to change the definition by
(xa1)
′ =
1
2
(
ωt0 + Σ
a
t0t0
− ωs − Σass
)
+
1
2
√(
ωt0 + Σ
a
t0t0 − ωs − Σass
)2
+ 4Σast0Σ
a
t0s,
N a =
√
[(xa1)
′]2 + Σast0Σ
a
t0s,
xa1 = (x
a
1)
′/N a.
Thus the rotation is given by
GaD = (U
a)−1GaUa, (C.22)
Ga = UaGaD(Ua)−1, (C.23)
where
Ua =
(
xa1 Σ
a
st0
/N
−Σat0s/N xa1
)
, (C.24)
(Ua)−1 =
(
xa1 −Σast0/N
Σat0s/N xa1
)
.
If the real part of the self energy is neglected, then we find using ImΣa = −i(ImΣr)∗
that Ua = U∗. This will be used in the numerical routine later on.
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C.2 Lesser Green’s Function or the Quantum
Boltzmann Equation
C.2.1 Special case for Zero Exchange Interaction K = 0
In the special case of K = 0 we know, that Ass = At0t0 and consequently G
<
ss = G
<
t0t0
since Σ<ss = Σ
<
t0t0 and Γss = Γt0t0 . Additionally we find G
<
st0 = G
<
t0s also from iterative
arguments.
Due to the degeneracy at the special point K = 0 we only have to solve two indepen-
dent equations,
[
(Gr)−1ss − (Ga)−1ss
]
G<ss +
[
(Gr)−1st0 − (Ga)
−1
st0
]
G<st0
=Σ<ss [G
a
ss −Grss] + Σ<st0
[
Gast0 −Grst0
]
and
[
(Gr)−1ss − (Ga)−1ss
]
G<st0 +
[
(Gr)−1st0 − (Ga)−1st0
]
G<ss
=Σ<ss
[
Gast0 −Grst0
]
+ Σ<st0 [G
a
ss −Grss] .
Now we assume Gr −Ga = −iA and (Gr)−1 − (Ga)−1 = −2iΓ and find
2ΓssG
<
ss + 2Γst0G
<
st0
= 2Σ<ssAss + 2Σ
<
st0
Ast0 , (C.25)
2ΓssG
<
st0
+ 2Γst0G
<
ss = 2Σ
<
ssAst0 + 2Σ
<
st0
Ass. (C.26)
In a previous calculation in section C.1.1 we already used the linear combinations for
the retarded Green’s functions
Ass =
1
2
(A+ + A−) Ast0 =
1
2
(A+ − A−)
or
A+ = Ass + Ast0 A− = Ass − Ast0 (C.27)
Now we define similarly for the lesser Green’s functions
G<+ = G
<
ss +G
<
st0 G
<
− = G
<
ss −G<st0
or
G<ss =
1
2
(
G<+ +G
<
−
)
G<st0 =
1
2
(
G<+ −G<−
)
(C.28)
If we take the sum and the difference of Eqs. (C.25) and (C.26), we find
2 (Γss + Γst0)
(
G<ss +G
<
st0
)
= 2
(
Σ<ss + Σ
<
st0
)
(Ass + Ast0) ,
2 (Γss − Γst0)
(
G<ss −G<st0
)
= 2
(
Σ<ss − Σ<st0
)
(Ass −Ast0) .
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Using the definitions from Eq. (C.27) and Eq. (C.28), we receive a set of diagonal
equations,
(Γss + Γst0)G
<
+ =
(
Σ<ss + Σ
<
st0
)
A+,
(Γss − Γst0)G<− =
(
Σ<ss − Σ<st0
)
A−.
With the second order self energies from Eqs. (3.14) to (3.19) we receive the following
set of equations,∫
dǫ
2π
[
2At−(ǫ)Y
<
L (ǫ− ω) + 2At+(ǫ)Y <R (ǫ− ω)
+A+(ǫ) (Y
<
L + Y
<
R ) (ǫ− ω)]n+(ω)A+(ω)
=
∫
dǫ
2π
[
2nt−(ǫ)At−(ǫ)Y
<
L (ω − ǫ) + 2nt+(ǫ)At+(ǫ)Y <R (ω − ǫ)
+n+(ǫ)A+(ǫ) (Y
<
L + Y
<
R ) (ω − ǫ)]A+(ω), (C.29)∫
dǫ
2π
[
2At−(ǫ)Y
<
R (ǫ− ω) + 2At+(ǫ)Y <L (ǫ− ω)
+A−(ǫ) (Y
<
L + Y
<
R ) (ǫ− ω)]n−(ω)A−(ω)
=
∫
dǫ
2π
[
2nt−(ǫ)At−(ǫ)Y
<
R (ω − ǫ) + 2nt+(ǫ)At+(ǫ)Y <L (ω − ǫ)
+n−(ǫ)A−(ǫ) (Y <L + Y
<
R ) (ω − ǫ)]A−(ω), (C.30)
∫
dǫ
2π
[2A+(ǫ)Y
<
R (ǫ− ω) + 2A−(ǫ)Y <L (ǫ− ω)
+At+(ǫ) (Y
<
L + Y
<
R ) (ǫ− ω)
]
nt+(ω)At+(ω)
=
∫
dǫ
2π
[2n+(ǫ)A+(ǫ)Y
<
R (ω − ǫ) + 2n−(ǫ)A−(ǫ)Y <L (ω − ǫ)
+nt+(ǫ)At+(ǫ) (Y
<
L + Y
<
R ) (ω − ǫ)
]
At+(ω), (C.31)∫
dǫ
2π
[2A+(ǫ)Y
<
L (ǫ− ω) + 2A−(ǫ)Y <R (ǫ− ω)
+At−(ǫ) (Y
<
L + Y
<
R ) (ǫ− ω)
]
nt−(ω)At−(ω)
=
∫
dǫ
2π
[2n+(ǫ)A+(ǫ)Y
<
L (ω − ǫ) + 2n−(ǫ)A−(ǫ)Y <R (ω − ǫ)
+nt−(ǫ)At−(ǫ) (Y
<
L + Y
<
R ) (ω − ǫ)
]
At−(ω). (C.32)
This is only valid in the case of K = 0. Please note, that one can immediately see from
this set of equations that for Y <L = Y
<
R the distribution functions n+ and n− fulfill the
same equations.
This representation is diagonal in the spectral functions A+, A−, At+ , At− . Thus we
can cancel Ai(ω) on each side of each equation and still the equation is valid for every
frequency ω.
For the constraint we use G<ss +G
<
t0t0 = 2
1
2
(
G<+ +G
<
−
)
∫
dǫ
2π
[
n+(ǫ)A+(ǫ) + n−(ǫ)A−(ǫ) + nt−(ǫ)At−(ǫ) + nt+(ǫ)At+(ǫ)
]
= 1 (C.33)
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We assume G<i (ω) = −ini(ωi)Ai(ω). The distribution functions are assumed to be
frequency independent and the equations are considered at ω = ωi. We introduce for
the coefficients two different expressions for the two different convolutions
aαi (ω) =
∫
dǫ
2π
Ai(ǫ)Y
<
α (ω − ǫ), (C.34)
bαi (ω) =
∫
dǫ
2π
Ai(ǫ)Y
<
α (ǫ− ω). (C.35)
and can then rewrite the set of equations Eqs. (C.29), (C.30), (C.31), and (C.32) by(
bLt−(−ω+) + bRt+(−ω+)
)
n+ = a
L
t−
(ω+)nt− + a
R
t+
(ω+)nt+ , (C.36)(
bRt−(−ω−) + bLt+(−ω−)
)
n− = aRt−(ω−)nt− + a
L
t+
(ω−)nt+ , (C.37)(
bR+(−ωt+) + bL−(−ωt+)
)
nt+ = a
R
+(ωt+)n+ + a
L
−(ωt+)n−, (C.38)(
bL+(−ωt−) + bR−(−ωt−)
)
nt− = a
L
+(ωt−)n+ + a
R
−(ωt−)n−, (C.39)
and the constraint
n+ + n− + nt+ + nt− = 1. (C.40)
If the magnetic field B is large, the width of the spectral function of t+ and t− is not
important and we can approximate it by a δ-function at the corresponding resonance.
In A+ and A− the width is important. Nevertheless we can neglect the width of A+ and
A− in aαi and b
α
i , because the width is much smaller than the energy scale on which Yα
changes.
aαi (ω) ≈ Y <α (ω − ωi),
bαi (ω) ≈ Y <α (ωi − ω).
Since the exchange interaction is zero, K = 0, the resonances are given by ω+ = 0,
ω− = 0, ωt+ = −B and ωt− = B. The set of equations (C.36), (C.37), (C.38) and (C.39)
now becomes
(Y <L (B) + Y
<
R (−B))n+ = Y <L (−B)nt− + Y <R (B)nt+ , (C.41)
(Y <L (−B) + Y <R (B))n− = Y <R (−B)nt− + Y <L (B)nt+ , (C.42)
(Y <L (B) + Y
<
R (B))nt+ = Y
<
R (−B)n+ + Y <L (−B)n−, (C.43)
(Y <L (−B) + Y <R (−B))nt− = Y <L (B)n+ + Y <R (B)n−. (C.44)
Please note, that the sum of Eq. (C.41) and Eq. (C.42) is equal to the sum of of Eq. (C.43)
and Eq. (C.44). The system of equations is underdetermined. We need the additional
information of the constraint Eq. (C.40) to find solutions for the distribution functions.
The solutions are
n+ =
YL(−B)YR(B)
(YL(−B) + YL(B)) (YR(−B) + YR(B)) , (C.45)
n− =
YL(B)YR(−B)
(YL(−B) + YL(B)) (YR(−B) + YR(B)) , (C.46)
nt− =
YL(B)YR(B)
(YL(−B) + YL(B)) (YR(−B) + YR(B)) , (C.47)
nt+ =
YL(−B)YR(−B)
(YL(−B) + YL(B)) (YR(−B) + YR(B)) . (C.48)
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One can immediately see that the solution is in principle the occupation of product
states, for example the expression
n+ =
YL(−B)
(YL(−B) + YL(B)) ·
YR(B)
(YR(−B) + YR(B))
represents the state |1〉 = | ↑〉L| ↓〉R and the occupation is just the product of the known
distribution for spin ↑ left and spin ↓ right.
For example the magnetization of the whole spin system is
Mtot = 2〈~SzL + ~SzR〉 = 2〈t+t+ − t−t−〉
= 2
YL(−B)YR(−B)− YL(B)YR(B)
(YL(−B) + YL(B)) (YR(−B) + YR(B))
The total magnetization depends on both the left and the right side.
Now we calculate the magnetization only of one quantum dot, which is most reasonable
since for K = 0 both spins are not coupled. The z component of the left impurity spin
is defined by (see Eq. (2.4) in section 2.1 on page 11)
~SzL =
1
2
(
s†t0 + t
†
0s+ t
†
+t+ − t†−t−
)
.
If we neglect the st0 contributions, then ML would be exactly the same as Mtot/2 and
consequently dependent on the properties of the right dot. It is important that for small
or zero K interaction the off-diagonal contributions have to be taken into account. Thus
we find in this chapter that 〈s†t0 + t†0s〉 is finite and gives,
〈s†t0 + t†0s〉 = 〈~SL − ~SR〉 = 2
∫
dω
1
2
(
G<+ −G<−
)
= n+ − n−
=
YL(−B)YR(B)− YL(B)YR(−B)
(YL(−B) + YL(B)) (YR(−B) + YR(B)) .
Please note that this average, which is proportional to n+ − n− is of the same order of
magnitude as nt+ − nt− .
Finally taking into account this additional contribution, we get for the magnetization
of the left and the right impurity
ML = 2〈SzL〉 = n+ − n− + nt+ − nt− =
YL(−B)− YL(B)
YL(−B) + YL(B)
MR = 2〈SzR〉 = −n+ + n− + nt+ − nt− =
YR(−B)− YR(B)
YR(−B) + YR(B)
This is exactly the result we would expect for uncoupled quantum dots. The magneti-
zation on the left and right impurity are decoupled from each other. By using the new
basis states + and − and taking into account all off-diagonal terms we could show, that
the basis of singlet-triplet does not give wrong results even for K = 0 although a level
system with singlet and triplets by itself does no longer exist.
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C.2.2 General Case for Finite K
So far the Dyson equation was solved for the retarded and advanced Green’s functions.
In order to find a solution for the lesser Green’s function we have to solve the following
matrix equation, Eq. (3.36),
Σ<Ga − GrΣ< = (Gr)−1 G< − G< (Ga)−1 .
To make use of the diagonalized functions introduced above, we multiply this expression
by U r from the left and (Ua)−1 from the right. Thus we find
Σ˜<GaD −GrDΣ˜< = (GrD)−1 G˜< − G˜< (GaD)−1 , (C.49)
where
Σ˜< = U rΣ<(Ua)−1, (C.50)
G˜< = U rG<(Ua)−1, (C.51)
and vice versa
Σ< = (U r)−1Σ˜<Ua,
G< = (U r)−1G˜<Ua.
This implies for the lesser Green’s functions in s-t0 space,
G<ss =
(
xr1x
a
1G
<
(1,1) − xr1Σa
′
t0sG
<
(1,2) − Σr
′
t0sx
a
1G
<
(2,1) + Σ
r′
st0Σ
a′
t0sG
<
(2,2)
)
,
G<st0 =
(
xr1Σ
a′
st0
G<(1,1) + x
r
1x
a
1G
<
(1,2) − Σr
′
st0
Σa
′
t0s
G<(2,1) − Σr
′
st0
xa1G
<
(2,2)
)
,
G<t0s =
(
Σr
′
t0sx
a
1G
<
(1,1) − Σr
′
t0sΣ
a′
st0G
<
(1,2) + x
r
1x
a
1G
<
(2,1) − xr1Σa
′
t0sG
<
(2,2)
)
,
G<t0t0 =
(
Σr
′
t0s
Σa
′
st0
G<(1,1) + Σ
r′
t0s
xa1G
<
(1,2) + x
r
1Σ
a′
st0
G<(2,1) + x
r
1x
a
1G
<
(2,2)
)
,
where Σr
′
= Σr/N r and Σa′ = Σa/N a.
Expression for Σ˜
Next step would be to calculate the new self energy matrix Σ˜ by doing the rotation
U rΣ(Ua)−1 and then inserting the expression for the Green’s function Gss etc.
Alternatively, the self energy can be calculated from a matrix product as defined in
Eq. (3.13) on page 44,
Σ(τ1, τ2) =− 1
16
∑
α
Yα(τ1, τ2)~TαG(τ1, τ2)~Tα,
in the general matrix representation.
Thus the self energy matrix which has to be transformed by U rΣ<(Ua)−1 becomes
under inserting G = (U r)−1G˜Ua
UrΣ(ω)(Ua)−1
=− 1
16
∑
α
∫
dǫ
2π
Y <α (ω − ǫ)Ur(ω)~Tiα(Ur)−1(ǫ)G˜<(ǫ)Ua(ǫ)~Tjα(Ua)−1(ω)
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Consequently the self energy can be written in a new form, where only the pseudo
Pauli matrices are changed,
Σ˜<(ω) =Ur(ω)Σ<(ω)(Ua)−1(ω)
=− 1
16
∫
dǫ
2π
(
T˜iL(ω, ǫ)
)r
G˜(ǫ)
(
T˜
j
L(ǫ, ω)
)a
τ iσσ′τ
j
σ′σYL(ω − ǫ)
− 1
16
∫
dǫ
2π
(
T˜iR(ω, ǫ)
)r
G˜(ǫ)
(
T˜
j
R(ǫ, ω)
)a
τ iσσ′τ
j
σ′σYR(ω − ǫ),
where (
T˜α(ω, ǫ)
)r
= Ur(ω)Tiα (U
r)−1(ǫ),(
T˜α(ω, ǫ)
)a
= Ua(ω)Tiα (U
a)−1(ǫ).
To simplify the expression it is assumed in the following that the real part of the
retarded and advanced self energy is negligible. Thus iImΣrst0 = −iImΣast0 and the two
rotations U r and Ua are related to each other by the complex conjugate. It is also
assumed that Γst0 = Γt0s. Using these assumptions we find
T˜zL(ω, ǫ) =


A(ω, ǫ) 0 B(ω, ǫ) 0
0 1 0 0
B(ω, ǫ) 0 −A(ω, ǫ) 0
0 0 0 −1

 T˜zR(ω, ǫ) =


−A(ω, ǫ) 0 −B(ω, ǫ) 0
0 1 0 0
−B(ω, ǫ) 0 A(ω, ǫ) 0
0 0 0 −1


T˜+L(ω, ǫ) =


0 0 0 a(ω)
−b(ǫ) 0 a(ǫ) 0
0 0 0 b(ω)
0 0 0 0

 T˜+R(ω, ǫ) =


0 0 0 −b(ω)
a(ǫ) 0 b(ǫ) 0
0 0 0 a(ω)
0 0 0 0


T˜−L(ω, ǫ) =


0 −b(ω) 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 a(ω) 0 0
a(ǫ) 0 b(ǫ) 0

 T˜−R(ω, ǫ) =


0 a(ω) 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 b(ω) 0 0
−b(ǫ) 0 a(ǫ) 0


After the transformation the difference between left and right pseudo Pauli matrix is
even more significant, which is consistent with the observation that the product states
become most important if there is a left-right asymmetry.
In the definition of T˜α the following notations were used
a(ω) = (x2(ω) + x1(ω)) ,
b(ω) = (x1(ω)− x2(ω)) ,
and
A(ω, ǫ) =
1
2
(a(ω)a(ǫ)− b(ω)b(ǫ)) ,
B(ω, ǫ) =
1
2
(a(ω)b(ǫ) + b(ω)a(ǫ)) .
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Furthermore
x′1(ω) =
1
2
(S(ω)− T0(ω)) + 1
2
√
(S(ω)− T0(ω))2 − Γ2st0(ω)
x′2(ω) = −iΓst0(ω)/2
where S(ω) = ω − ωs + iΓss(ω)/2 and T0(ω) = ω − ωt0 + iΓt0t0(ω)/2. Analogous to
previous calculations we define the normalized values,
x1 =
x′1
(x′1)2 + (x
′
2)
2
, x2 =
x′2
(x′1)2 + (x
′
2)
2
.
Please note, that a, b, A and B are in general complex functions of the frequency
arguments. The following symmetry relations hold
A(ω, ǫ) = A(ǫ, ω),
B(ω, ǫ) = B(ǫ, ω).
Due to the normalization x21 + x
2
2 = 1 we find
a2(ω) + b2(ω) = 2.
In the two limiting cases these complex functions simplify to numbers. For example
in the case of the off-diagonal Γst0 = 0 and therefore x2 = 0, the rotation is just the
unity operation,
a(ω) = 1, b(ω) = 1, A(ω, ǫ) = 0, B(ω, ǫ) = 1.
Thus T˜ is identical to the initial T . In this case the singlet-triplet states are the right
basis choice and we find the result for the occupation numbers like states in section 4.1.
And if the exchange interaction K = 0 is zero than x1 = −x2 and we find
a(ω) = 0, b(ω) =
√
2, A(ω, ǫ) = −1, B(ω, ǫ) = 0.
Now left and right quantum dot spin couple to completely different states already ob-
served in section C.2.1.
C.2.3 Explicit Expressions of Self Energies
The diagonal parts of the transformed self energy are given by
Σ˜<(1,1)(ω) =
∫
dǫ
[
A(ω, ǫ)A∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,1)(ǫ)
+A(ω, ǫ)B∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,2)(ǫ)
+B(ω, ǫ)A∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,1)(ǫ)
+B(ω, ǫ)B∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,2)(ǫ)
+ (a(ω)a∗(ω)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + b(ω)b∗(ω)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<t−(ǫ)
+ (b(ω)b∗(ω)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + a(ω)a∗(ω)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<t+(ǫ)
]
, (C.52)
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Σ˜<(2,2)(ω) =
∫
dǫ
[
B(ω, ǫ)B∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,1)(ǫ)
−B(ω, ǫ)A∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,2)(ǫ)
−A(ω, ǫ)B∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,1)(ǫ)
+A(ω, ǫ)A∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,2)(ǫ)
+ (b(ω)b∗(ω)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + a(ω)a∗(ω)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<t−(ǫ)
+ (a(ω)a∗(ω)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + b(ω)b∗(ω)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<t+(ǫ)
]
, (C.53)
and the off-diagonal parts are found
Σ˜<(1,2)(ω) =
∫
dǫ
[
A(ω, ǫ)B∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,1)(ǫ)
−A(ω, ǫ)A∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,2)(ǫ)
+B(ω, ǫ)B∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,1)(ǫ)
+B(ω, ǫ)A∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,2)(ǫ)
+ (a(ω)b∗(ω)Y <L (ω − ǫ)− b(ω)a∗(ω)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<t−(ǫ)
+ (−b(ω)a∗(ω)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + a(ω)b∗(ω)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<t+(ǫ)
]
, (C.54)
Σ˜<(2,1)(ω) =
∫
dǫ
[
B(ω, ǫ)A∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,1)(ǫ)
+B(ω, ǫ)B∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,2)(ǫ)
−A(ω, ǫ)A∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,1)(ǫ)
−A(ω, ǫ)B∗(ǫ, ω) (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,2)(ǫ)
+ (b(ω)a∗(ω)Y <L (ω − ǫ)− a(ω)b∗(ω)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<t−(ǫ)
+ (−a(ω)b∗(ω)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + b(ω)a∗(ω)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<t+(ǫ)
]
. (C.55)
The non-degenerate triplets t+ and t− also change
Σ˜<t+t+(ω) =
∫
dǫ
[
(b(ǫ)b∗(ǫ)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + a(ǫ)a∗(ǫ)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,1)(ǫ)
+ (−b(ǫ)a∗(ǫ)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + a(ǫ)b∗(ǫ)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,2)(ǫ)
+ (−a(ǫ)b∗(ǫ)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + b(ǫ)a∗(ǫ)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,1)(ǫ)
+ (a(ǫ)a∗(ǫ)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + b(ǫ)b∗(ǫ)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,2)(ǫ)
+ (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<t+(ǫ)
]
, (C.56)
Σ˜<t−t−(ω) =
∫
dǫ
[
(a(ǫ)a∗(ǫ)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + b(ǫ)b∗(ǫ)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,1)(ǫ)
+ (a(ǫ)b∗(ǫ)Y <L (ω − ǫ)− b(ǫ)a∗(ǫ)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(1,2)(ǫ)
+ (b(ǫ)a∗(ǫ)Y <L (ω − ǫ)− a(ǫ)b∗(ǫ)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,1)(ǫ)
+ (b(ǫ)b∗(ǫ)Y <L (ω − ǫ) + a(ǫ)a∗(ǫ)Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<(2,2)(ǫ)
+ (Y <L (ω − ǫ) + Y <R (ω − ǫ))G<t−(ǫ)
]
. (C.57)
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In the sum of Σ<(1,1) (C.52) and Σ
<
(2,2) (C.53) all the contributions from the off-diagonals
vanish. Same happens if one adds Σ<t+t+ (C.56) to Σ
<
t−t− (C.57). Looking into the
quantum Boltzmann equation for the diagonal function one can observe, that this leads
in direct consequence to the fact, that the system of equations is underdetermined and
the constraint is important to get a non-trivial result.
Additionally to the quantum Boltzmann equation the constraint applies,∫
dǫ
2π
Tr [G<(ǫ)] = 1.
Performing the transformation and evaluating only the trace we find
1 =
∫
dǫ
2π
[
1
2
(a(ǫ)a∗(ǫ) + b(ǫ)b∗(ǫ))
(
G<(1,1)(ǫ) +G
<
(2,2)(ǫ)
)
+G<t+(ǫ) +G
<
t−
(ǫ)
+
1
2
(a(ǫ)b∗(ǫ)− b(ǫ)a∗(ǫ))
(
G<(1,2)(ǫ)−G<(2,1)(ǫ)
)]
(C.58)
We introduce
d(ǫ) =
1
2
(a(ǫ)a∗(ǫ) + b(ǫ)b∗(ǫ)) (C.59)
for later use.
C.2.4 Ansatz for Lesser Green’s Functions
In the 1-2 subspace we get four equations from the rotated quantum Boltzmann equation,
two for the diagonal Green’s functions and still two off-diagonal. The off-diagonals G<(1,2)
and G<(2,1) describe different physics compared to G
<
st0 and G
<
t0s as is discussed later. For
example the equation (C.49) for (1, 1) yields
Σ˜<(1,1) (G
a
1 −Gr1) =
(
(Gr1)
−1 − (Ga1)−1
)
G˜<(1,1),
Σ˜<(1,1)
−2iIm[ω1]
(ω −Re[ω1])2 + (Im[ω1])2
= G˜<(1,1) (−2iIm[ω1]) ,
−iΣ˜<(1,1)A1(ω) = G˜<(1,1) (ωa1 − ωr1) . (C.60)
The equation for (2, 2) works analogous.
In equilibrium we now, that the lesser Green’s function takes the form
G<(ω) = −in(ω)A(ω),
where A(ω) is the spectral weight, A(ω) = i(Gr(ω) − Ga(ω)), and n(ω) is in general
a frequency dependent distribution function. If A(ω) is a delta function, n(ω) can be
assumed to be a frequency independent number n. Even if A(ω) has a finite width, then
it can be assumed that n(ω) is a frequency independent occupation number if it varies on
a larger energy scale than the broadening. In the case here the spectral function A(1,1) is
a Lorentzian with the resonance position at Re[ω1] and the width Im[ω1]. As discussed
before A(1,1) can be approximated by a δ-function in an integration with another function
that varies on a larger energy scale than Γ.
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Thus we make the ansatz for all diagonal lesser Green’s functions,
G<(1,1)(ω) = −in1A1(ω),
G<(2,2)(ω) = −in2A2(ω),
G<t+t+(ω) = −int+At+(ω),
G<t−t−(ω) = −int−At−(ω).
Please note, that all these lesser functions are from sum rule considerations only imagi-
nary see section B.1.
It is known from Eq. (B.4) on page 177 that G<ss = − [G<ss]† and G<st0(ω) =
− [G<t0s(ω)]†. Thus we find accordingly for the off-diagonal Green’s function in the
rotated subspace,
G˜<(1,2)(ω) = −
[
G˜<(2,1)(ω)
]†
. (C.61)
The equation of motion for G<(2,1)(ω) is only the complex conjugate of the equation for
G<(1,2)(ω) since also
Σ˜<(1,2) = −
[
Σ˜<(2,1)
]†
.
In contrast to the diagonal Green’s functions G˜<(1,1) = −
[
G˜<(1,1)
]†
which are purely imag-
inary, the off-diagonal Green’s function G˜<(1,2) can also have a real part.
Please note, that G<(1,2) does not have a spectral weight since A(1,2) = 0. It is important
not to mistake A(1,2) for Ast0 , which as shown in the previous section has a finite spectral
weight at the resonances. G<(1,2) is proportional to a combination of the two spectral
function A1 and A2. Since the diagonal functions do not have a real part, we will neglect
the real part of the off-diagonal functions since we are most interested in the change of the
diagonal functions if we take into account the off-diagonal contributions. Consequently
the Green’s function in the transformed space is diagonal and G<(1,2) = G
<
(2,1). Using
the approximation that G˜<(1,2) is only imaginary, we thus neglect all real components of
G˜<(1,2).
In the special case of K = 0 we found that G<(1,2) = 0 and also in the case of Σst0 = 0
the off-diagonal component does not contribute. Thus it seems that it is only important
in the intermediate regime.
The off-diagonal components G<(1,2) and G
<
(2,1) obey a different quantum Boltzmann
equation than the diagonal components. We find
Σ˜<(1,2) (G
a
2 −Gr1) =
(
(Gr1)
−1 − (Ga2)−1
)
G˜<(1,2),
Σ˜<(1,2) (Re[G2]− Re[G1]) + iΣ˜<(1,2) (A2 + A1) = (ωa2 − ωr1) G˜<(1,2). (C.62)
where
ωa2 − ωr1 =
1
2
(ωa2 − ωa1 + ωr2 − ωr1) +
1
2
(ωa2 + ω
a
1 − ωr2 − ωr1)
=
1
2
(√
. . .a +
√
. . .r
)
+ i (Γt0t0 − Γss) .
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The approximation is used that G˜<(1,2) is only imaginary. Therefore we neglect the
real part of Gr1 and G
r
2 with the physical argument, that the diagonal Green’s functions
have their importance only on the imaginary axis and if the off-diagonal can have an
influence on them, then it is sufficient to look into the imaginary part and neglect the
real contributions. The ansatz which we use for G<(1,2) can be straightforwardly seen
from the Quantum Boltzmann equation Eq. (C.62)
Σ˜<(1,2) (iA2 + iA1) = 2iIm [ω
a
2 − ωr1] G˜<(1,2),
⇒ iG˜<(1,2) = n3A1 + n4A2 =
iΣ˜<(1,2)
2Im [ωa2 − ωr1]
(A2 + A1) .
C.2.5 Remark on the Numerical Calculation
In the following it is assumed, that the spectral weight is stronger peaked than any other
physical quantity. In order to calculate the self energy we need to derive the convolution
of A(ǫ) with e.g. Y <L (ω − ǫ). Thus the broadening of A is negligible compared to the
scale on which Y <L changes in the integral∫
dǫ Y <L (ω − ǫ)Ai(ǫ) ≈ Y <L (ω − ωi).
We now write down the diagonal lesser self energies Σ<(i,i) only at the frequency ωi
where the corresponding spectral function is peaked. From Eq. (C.52) we derive
iΣ˜<(1,1)(ω1) =A(ω1, w1)A
∗(ω1, ω1) (Y <L (ω1 − ω1) + Y <R (ω1 − ω1))n1
+ (A(ω1, ω1)B
∗(ω1, ω1) +B(ω1, ω1)A∗(ω1, ω1))
(Y <L (ω1 − ω1) + Y <R (ω1 − ω1))n3
+ (A(ω1, ω2)B
∗(ω2, ω1) +B(ω1, ω2)A∗(ω2, ω1))
(Y <L (ω1 − ω2) + Y <R (ω1 − ω2))n4
+B(ω1, ω2)B
∗(ω2, ω1) (Y <L (ω1 − ω2) + Y <R (ω1 − ω2))n2
+
(
a(ω1)a
∗(ω1)Y <L (ω1 − ωt−) + b(ω1)b∗(ω1)Y <R (ω1 − ωt−)
)
nt−
+
(
b(ω1)b
∗(ω1)Y <L (ω1 − ωt+) + a(ω1)a∗(ω1)Y <R (ω1 − ωt+)
)
nt+ .
Please note that in this example all prefactors are real numbers. We do not write down
the other expression but assume that the reader can produce the simplified version of
Eq. (C.53), (C.54), (C.55), (C.56) and (C.57).
With this ansatz the Quantum Boltzmann equations for the diagonal contributions
result in
iΣ˜<(1,1)(ω1) = Im[ω1(ω1)]n1,
iΣ˜<(2,2)(ω1) = Im[ω2(ω2)]n2,
iΣ˜<t+t+(ω1) = Γt+t+nt+ ,
iΣ˜<t−t−(ω1) = Γt−t−nt− .
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From the quantum Boltzmann equation of G(1,2) Eq. (C.62) and the discussion in the
previous section, we use the ansatz,
G<(1,2) = −in3A1(ω)− in4A2(ω), (C.63)
G<(2,1) = −in3A1(ω)− in4A2(ω).
With this ansatz the constraint Eq. (C.58) is no longer an integral equation,
1 =d(ω1)n1 + d(ω2)n2 + nt+ + nt− , (C.64)
and is not dependent on any off-diagonals. A real part of G(1,2) or an imaginary part
of n3 or n4 would contribute to the constraint but as we discussed above, this is not of
physical interest.
As obvious from the discussion this chapter is on-going work. A manuscript is in
preparation and at the moment we test the different approximations. Therefore no
preliminary results are shown.
C.3 Calculation of the Non-Equilibrium Current
In the general case of finite B and finite K we have to implement the transformation
into the equation for the current. This means that we have to calculate X>DQD and X
<
DQD
within the new basis instead of the singlet-triplet states, as discussed in section C.1.
C.3.1 Calculation of the Current for General Case
We know that the current is given by
I =
e
h
∫
dω
1
4
J12
1
4
J21
(
X>DQD(ω)
(
X12
)<
(ω)−X<DQD(ω)
(
X12
)>
(ω)
)
.
Using X<DQD(−ω) = X>DQD(ω), we can write
I = −2π e
h
∫
dω
∫
dǫ
1
4
g12
1
4
g21X
>
DQD(ω) (f(ǫ+ ω − µ1) (1− f(ǫ− µ2))− {1↔ 2}) .
(C.65)
Using the function F3(ω, V ) from Eq. (4.11) we result in the simple expression
I = −2π e
h
∫
dω
1
4
g12
1
4
g21 (V + F3(ω, V ))X
>
DQD(ω).
Finally, we solely have to calculate X>DQD. This calculation is not shown here. We only
state the result in the next section.
Explicit Expression
The expression for XDQD is lengthy and is thus omitted.
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The result can be written in a similar fashion to the result we already know from the
unrotated system and we find
I = (2π)2
e
h
1
8
g212 [3V + CV V + C3,4 + Cf
+Re[a2(ǫ1)]
(
d(ǫ1)n1 − nt−
)
F3(ǫt− − ǫ1, VL)
+Re[b2(ǫ2)]
(
d(ǫ2)n2 − nt−
)
F3(ǫt− − ǫ2, VL)
+Re[b2(ǫ1)]
(
d(ǫ1)n1 − nt+
)
F3(ǫt+ − ǫ1, VL)
+Re[a2(ǫ2)]
(
d(ǫ2)n2 − nt+
)
F3(ǫt+ − ǫ2, VL)
+Re[B2(ǫ1, ǫ2)] (d(ǫ1)n1 − d(ǫ2)n2)F3(ǫ2 − ǫ1, VL)
]
, (C.66)
where the additional terms C are correction terms, which we assume to be small. They
are explicitly stated at the end of this section.
The quantity d(ω) was already defined (Eq. (C.59)) in context with the constraint in
the degenerate perturbation theory and f is given by
d(ω) =
1
2
(a∗(ω)a(ω) + b∗(ω)b(ω)) ,
f(ω) =
1
2
(b∗(ω)a(ω)− a∗(ω)b(ω)) .
Please note that
d(ω)† = d(ω),
f(ω)† = −f(ω),
where d(ω) is a real and f(ω) an imaginary number.
There is a contribution to the linear term in the voltage from
CV = d(ǫ1)n1Re[A2(ǫ1, ǫ1) +B2(ǫ1, ǫ2)− 1] + d(ǫ2)n2Re[A2(ǫ2, ǫ2) +B2(ǫ1, ǫ2)− 1]
+ nt+Re[a
2(ǫ2) + b
2(ǫ1)− 2] + nt−Re[a2(ǫ1) + b2(ǫ2)− 2]
+ 2d(ǫ1)n3Re[A(ǫ1, ǫ1)B(ǫ1, ǫ1)− A(ǫ1, ǫ2)B(ǫ2, ǫ1)]
− 2d(ǫ2)n4Re[A(ǫ2, ǫ2)B(ǫ2, ǫ2)−A(ǫ2, ǫ1)B(ǫ1, ǫ2)]
− Im[f(ǫ1)]n1Im[B(ǫ1, ǫ2)A(ǫ2, ǫ1)− B(ǫ1, ǫ1)A(ǫ1, ǫ1)]
− Im[f(ǫ2)]n2Im[B(ǫ2, ǫ1)A(ǫ1, ǫ2)− B(ǫ2, ǫ2)A(ǫ2, ǫ2)]
− Im[f(ǫ1)]n3Im[A2(ǫ1, ǫ1)− A2(ǫ1, ǫ2)−B2(ǫ1, ǫ1) +B2(ǫ1, ǫ2)]
− Im[f(ǫ2)]n4Im[A2(ǫ1, ǫ2)− A2(ǫ2, ǫ2) +B2(ǫ2, ǫ2)−B2(ǫ1, ǫ2)],
and a contribution from the off-diagonal occupation numbers
C3,4 =− Re[A(ǫ1, ǫ2)B(ǫ2, ǫ1)] (d(ǫ1)n3 + d(ǫ2)n4)F3(ǫ2 − ǫ1, V )
+ Re[a(ǫ1)b(ǫ1)]2d(ǫ1)n3
(
F3(ǫt− − ǫ1, V )− F3(ǫt+ − ǫ1, V )
)
+Re[a(ǫ2)b(ǫ2)]2d(ǫ2)n4
(
F3(ǫt− − ǫ2, V )− F3(ǫt+ − ǫ2, V )
)
,
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and finally from the f contribution
Cf =− Im[A(ǫ1, ǫ2)B(ǫ2, ǫ1)] (Im[f(ǫ1)]n1 − Im[f(ǫ2)]n2)F3(ǫ2 − ǫ1, V )
− Im[B2(ǫ1, ǫ2)−A2(ǫ2, ǫ1)] (Im[f(ǫ1)]n3 + Im[f(ǫ2)]n4)F3(ǫ2 − ǫ1, V )
− Im[a(ǫ1)b(ǫ1)]Im[f(ǫ1)]n1
(−F3(ǫt− − ǫ1, V ) + F3(ǫt+ − ǫ1, V ))
− Im[a(ǫ2)b(ǫ2)]Im[f(ǫ2)]n2
(
F3(ǫt− − ǫ2, V )− F3(ǫt+ − ǫ2, V )
)
− Im[a2(ǫ1)− b2(ǫ1)]Im[f(ǫ1)]n3
(
F3(ǫt− − ǫ1, V )− F3(ǫt+ − ǫ1, V )
)
− Im[a2(ǫ2)− b2(ǫ2)]Im[f(ǫ2)]n4
(
F3(ǫt− − ǫ2, V )− F3(ǫt+ − ǫ2, V )
)
.
An analysis of the expression (C.66) is work in progress. As already mentioned we are
working on a manuscript on the subject of “Non-equilibrium perturbation theory with
almost degenerate levels”.
D Additional Calculations to Chapter 5
D.1 Derivation of an RG Equations as an Example
D.1.1 Spin Structure of the Conduction Electrons
Spin Structure of Cooper Contribution
For evaluating the spin product τ iσ′sτ
j
sσ the following relations are useful,
τ zσ′sτ
z
sσ = δσ′,σ,
τ+σ′sτ
−
sσ = δσ′,σ + τ
z
σ′σ, τ
−
σ′sτ
+
sσ = δσ′,σ − τ zσ′σ,
τ+σ′sτ
z
sσ = −τ+σ′,σ, τ zσ′sτ+sσ = τ+σ′,σ,
τ−σ′sτ
z
sσ = τ
−
σ′,σ, τ
z
σ′sτ
−
sσ = −τ−σ′,σ.
Here one can already see the spin “dynamics” of the Kondo physics. Two spin-flip
processes lead to a non spin-flip process and a spin-flip process is generated out of one
with and one without spin-flip.
In order to not get lost with all the indices, we will leave out for the following the mo-
mentum indices k, k′. To calculate the Cooper contribution we perform the summation
over the conduction electron spin and find
τ iσ′sτ
j
sσJ
νs;mσ′
η;γ′ C
νs
η J
nσ;νs
γ;η
(
~Tα
)i
γ′η
(
~Tα
)j
ηγ
= τ z↑↑J
ν↓;m↑
η;γ′ C
↓
ηJ
n↑;ν↓
γ;η
(
~Tα
)−
γ′η
(
~Tα
)+
ηγ
− τ z↓↓Jν↑;m↓η;γ′ C↑ηJn↓;ν↑γ;η
(
~Tα
)+
γ′η
(
~Tα
)−
ηγ
− τ+↑↓Jν↓;m↑η;γ′ C↓ηJn↓;ν↓γ;η
(
~Tα
)−
γ′η
(
~Tα
)z
ηγ
+ τ+↑↓J
ν↑;m↑
η;γ′ C
↑
ηJ
n↓;ν↑
γ;η
(
~Tα
)z
γ′η
(
~Tα
)−
ηγ
+ τ−↓↑J
ν↑;m↓
η;γ′ C
↑
ηJ
n↑;ν↑
γ;η
(
~Tα
)+
γ′η
(
~Tα
)z
ηγ
− τ−↓↑Jν↓;m↓η;γ′ C↓ηJn↑;ν↓γ;η
(
~Tα
)z
γ′η
(
~Tα
)+
ηγ
.
Additionally there are potential scattering terms,
δ↑↑J
ν↓;m↑
η;γ′ C
↓
ηJ
n↑;ν↓
γ;η
(
~Tα
)−
γ′η
(
~Tα
)+
ηγ
+ δ↓↓J
ν↑;m↓
η;γ′ C
↑
ηJ
n↓;ν↑
γ;η
(
~Tα
)+
γ′η
(
~Tα
)−
ηγ
+ δσσJ
νσ;mσ
η;γ′ C
σ
ηJ
nσ;νσ
γ;η
(
~Tα
)z
γ′η
(
~Tα
)z
ηγ
.
It can be shown analytically and numerically, although not illustrated explicitly here,
that the potential scattering terms do not contribute to leading logarithmic order. Thus
they are neglected.
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Spin Structure of Peierls Contribution
Not the same, but similar is the spin combination for the Peierls contribution. Thus we
find,
τ jσ′sτ
i
sσJ
nσ;νs
η;γ′ P
νs
η J
νs;mσ′
γ;η
(
~Tα
)i
γ′η
(
~Tα
)j
ηγ
= τ z↑↑J
n↑;ν↓
η;γ′ P
↓
ηJ
ν↓;m↑
γ;η
(
~Tα
)+
γ′η
(
~Tα
)−
ηγ
− τ z↓↓Jn↓;ν↑η;γ′ P↑ηJν↑;m↓γ;η
(
~Tα
)−
γ′η
(
~Tα
)+
ηγ
− τ+↑↓Jn↓;ν↓η;γ′ P↓ηJν↓;m↑γ;η
(
~Tα
)z
γ′η
(
~Tα
)−
ηγ
+ τ+↑↓J
n↓;ν↑
η;γ′ P
↑
ηJ
ν↑;m↑
γ;η
(
~Tα
)−
γ′η
(
~Tα
)z
ηγ
+ τ−↓↑J
n↑;ν↑
η;γ′ P
↑
ηJ
ν↑;m↓
γ;η
(
~Tα
)z
γ′η
(
~Tα
)+
ηγ
− τ−↓↑Jn↑;ν↓η;γ′ P↓ηJν↓;m↓γ;η
(
~Tα
)+
γ′η
(
~Tα
)z
ηγ
.
D.1.2 Calculation of the RG Equations for the Double Quantum
Dot System
The only thing that is left to do is calculate the matrix product
(
~Tα
)i
γ′η
Cη
(
~Tα
)j
η,γ
and
(
~Tα
)j
γ′η
Pη
(
~Tα
)i
η,γ
. This is a straightforward exercise. We find for example for the
spin-flip terms
T−γ′ηT
z
ηγ =


0 −δγ′,sδη,t+δγ,t+ 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 δγ′,t0δη,t+δγ,t+ 0 0
δγ′,t−δη,t0δγ,s 0 δγ′,t−δη,sδγ,t0 0


−T zγ′ηT−ηγ =


0 −δγ′,sδη,t0δγ,t+ 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 δγ′,t0δη,sδγ,t+ 0 0
δγ′,t−δη,t−δγ,s 0 δγ′,t−δη,t−δγ,t0 0


Thus we get for example for the γ′ = s and γ = t+ coupling
−Jν↓;m↑t+;s Cν↓t+Jn↓;ν↓t+;t+ + Jn↓;ν↑t+;s Pν↑t+Jν↑;m↑t+;t+ − Jν↑;m↑t0;s Cν↑t0 Jn↓;ν↑t+;t0 + Jn↓;ν↓t0;s Pν↓t0 Jν↓;m↑t+;t0
Please note, that Tst+ = −1 and thus we get an additional minus sign. Using the
calculated expressions for the Cooper and Peierls contribution we finally find,
∂gn↓;m↑s;t+
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(
gν↓;m↑t+;s g
n↓;ν↓
t+;t+Θωc+ωt+−µν−ωt+ + g
n↓;ν↑
t+;s g
ν↑;m↑
t+;t+ Θωs−ωc+µν−ωt+
+gν↑;m↑t0;s g
n↓;ν↑
t+;t0 Θωc+ωt+−µν−ωt0 + g
n↓;ν↓
t0;s g
ν↓;m↑
t+;t0 Θωs−ωc+µν−ωt0
)
.
This expression is discussed further in section 5.2.3.
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D.2 Flow of the Couplings
The RG equations are
∂gnmts (ω)
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(2gνmts (µν)g
nν
tt (µν)Θω−µν
+2gnνts (µν −K)gνmtt (µν)Θω−µν+K) ,
∂gnmtt (ω)
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(gνmst (µν)g
nν
ts (µν −K)Θω−µν+K
+gnνst (µν +K)g
νm
ts (µν)Θω−µν−K
+2gνmtt (µν)g
nν
tt (µν)Θω−µν ) .
For the following it is assumed that VL = 0. The coupling from lead 1 and 2 are thus
in equilibrium. It turns out that only the three couplings gnmts (0), g
nm
ts (−K) and gnmtt (0)
are of interest.
D.2.1 Flow in the Energy Regime D0 > D > K
The cutoff D0 is the largest energy scale of the system. In the RG equations two different
cut-off regimes, ΘK and ΘΓ, appear since the broadening cuts off the flow when there
is no other energy scale left. The initial couplings are frequency independent and until
the scale D∗ = K no frequency dependence shows up. Therefore we can neglect the
frequency argument in the RG flow. All Θ functions are 1 in the regime D0 > D > K,
∂gnmts
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(2gνmts g
nν
tt + 2g
nν
ts g
νm
tt ) ,
∂gnmtt
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(gνmst g
nν
ts + g
nν
st g
νm
ts + 2g
νm
tt g
nν
tt ) .
We have on the one hand side the indices tt, st and ts and also the lead indices from
the conduction electrons 11, 12, 21 and 22.
Since gmnst (ω) = g
nm
ts (ω − K) and the energy argument is negligible in the chosen
regime, we find
gnnst = g
nn
ts ,
g12st = g
21
ts .
Same argument for gtt leads to
g12tt = g
21
tt .
Thus we receive the following RG equations,
∂g11ts
∂ lnD
= − (g11ts g11tt + g11ts g11tt + g21ts g12tt + g12ts g21tt ) ,
∂g12ts
∂ lnD
= − (g12ts g11tt + g11ts g12tt + g22ts g12tt + g12ts g22tt ) ,
∂g21ts
∂ lnD
= − (g11ts g21tt + g21ts g11tt + g21ts g22tt + g22ts g21tt ) ,
∂g22ts
∂ lnD
= − (g12ts g21tt + g21ts g12tt + g22ts g22tt + g22ts g22tt ) .
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We observe that g22ts and g
11
ts fulfill the same equations. If they start with the same initial
value, they will be the same during the flow and we define a diagonal coupling,
gdts ≡ g11ts = g22ts .
Thus we can rewrite
∂g12ts
∂ lnD
= − (g12ts (g11tt + g22tt ) + 2gdtsg12tt ) ,
∂g21ts
∂ lnD
= − (2gdtsg21tt + g21ts (g11tt + g22tt )) .
Due to the same arguments we define a transport coupling
gtts ≡ g12ts = g21ts .
Since g12st = g
21
ts = g
12
ts we do not have to distinguish between st and ts. This is completely
reasonable since we do not have frequency arguments in the regime of D0 > D > K.
All the above considerations hold for gtt as well and we define correspondingly
gttt ≡ g12tt = g21tt ,
gdtt ≡ g11tt = g22tt .
The equations for gdγγ′ and g
t
γγ′ are still coupled.
∂gdts
∂ lnD
= − (2gttsgttt + 2gdtsgdtt) ,
∂gtts
∂ lnD
= − (2gttsgdtt + 2gdtsgttt) .
We can decouple them by introducing
g+ts = g
d
ts + g
t
ts,
g−ts = g
d
ts − gtts,
which fulfill the equations
∂g+ts
∂ lnD
= −2g+tsg+tt ,
∂g−ts
∂ lnD
= −2g−tsg−tt .
Thus the conduction electron leads are decoupled, but we still have a coupled equation for
the singlet-triplet pseudo particle index. Therefore we have to derive the RG equations
for g+tt and g
−
tt in the same manner. We shorten the derivation and just write down
∂g+tt
∂ lnD
= − (g+ts)2 − (g+tt)2
∂g−tt
∂ lnD
= − (g−ts)2 − (g−tt)2
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Now we can define further symmetric combinations of the coupling,
g++ = g
+
tt + g
+
ts = g
d
tt + g
t
tt + g
d
st + g
t
st,
g+− = g
+
tt − g+ts = gdtt + gttt − gdst − gtst,
g−+ = g
−
tt + g
−
ts = g
d
tt − gttt + gdst − gtst,
g−− = g
−
tt − g−ts = gdtt − gttt − gdst + gtst.
Then all equation have the same form
∂g++
∂ lnD
= − (g++)2 ,
∂g+−
∂ lnD
= − (g+−)2 ,
∂g−+
∂ lnD
= − (g−+)2 ,
∂g−−
∂ lnD
= − (g−−)2 .
For example the solution for the differential equation g++ is
g++(D) =
1
1
g++(D0)
+ ln (D/D0)
.
This coupling is divergent on the energy scale TK ,
ln (TK/D0) = − 1
g++(D0)
,
TK = D0 e
−1/g++(D0).
Altogether we have four different energy scales on which the four different coupling
diverge. Of importance is only the largest energy scale, which originates from the largest
coupling. From the definitions we can see, that this is g++ since it is the sum of four
couplings. All other couplings contain a difference of couplings. Finally we find for
D0 > D > K,
g++(D) =
1
ln
(
D
TK
) ,
g+−(D) =
1
1
geff+
+ ln
(
D
TK
) , where 1
geff+
=
1
g+−(D0)
− 1
g++(D0)
,
g−+(D) =
1
1
g+eff
+ ln
(
D
TK
) , where 1
g+eff
=
1
g−+(D0)
− 1
g++(D0)
,
g−−(D) =
1
1
geffeff
+ ln
(
D
TK
) , where 1
geffeff
=
1
g−−(D0)
− 1
g++(D0)
.
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By taking sum and difference of these four couplings we get explicit expressions for gdtt,
gttt, g
d
ts and g
t
ts,
gdtt =
1
4
(
g++ + g
+
− + g
−
+ + g
−
−
)
,
gttt =
1
4
(
g++ + g
+
− − g−+ − g−−
)
,
gdst =
1
4
(
g++ − g+− + g−+ − g−−
)
,
gttt =
1
4
(
g++ − g+− − g−+ + g−−
)
.
This will become arbitrarily difficult and we focus from now on a simplified case. It is
assumed that all couplings are the same in the beginning of the flow,
gmntt (D0) = g
mn
st (D0) = g
mn
ts (D0) = g.
This leads to quite a severe simplification of the equations,
g++(D0) = 4g,
g+−(D0) = g
−
+(D0) = g
−
−(D0) = 0,
⇒ g++(D) =
1
ln(D/TK)
,
g+−(D) = g
−
+(D) = g
−
−(D) = 0,
and a Kondo temperature of
TK = D0 e
−1/4g.
And since all couplings are the same in the beginning of the flow, they are also the same
at D,
gdtt = g
t
tt = g
d
st = g
t
tt =
1
4 ln (D/TK)
.
D.2.2 Flow in the Energy Regime K > D > Γ
After we reduced the cutoff to the scale of K, some of the Θ functions are 0. Now we
have to take care about frequency arguments. The RG equations are for VL = 0,
∂gnmts (ω)
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(2gνmts (0)g
nν
tt (0)Θω
+2gnνts (−K)gνmtt (0)Θω+K) ,
∂gnmtt (ω)
∂ lnD
= −1
2
(gνmst (0)g
nν
ts (−K)Θω+K
+gnνst (K)g
νm
ts (0)Θω−K
+2gνmtt (0)g
nν
tt (0)Θω) .
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The triplet-triplet coupling appears only with the frequency 0. It has to obey the
equation
∂g11tt (0)
∂ lnD
= −g11tt (0)g11tt (0)− g21tt (0)g12tt (0),
∂g12tt (0)
∂ lnD
= −g12tt (0)g11tt (0)− g22tt (0)g12tt (0).
Without showing it, we use again gttt = g
12
tt = g
21
tt and g
d
tt = g
11
tt = g
22
tt . The two functions
are coupled, but the sum g+tt = g
d
tt + g
t
tt and difference g
−
tt = g
d
tt − gttt are not,
∂g+tt (0)
∂ lnD
= − (g+tt (0))2 ,
∂g−tt (0)
∂ lnD
= − (g−tt (0))2 .
We can solve this differential equation and get
g+tt (0, D) =
1
ln
(
D
T ∗
) ,
g−tt (0, D) =
g−tt (0, D
∗)
1 + g−tt (0, D∗)
=
1
1
g−tt(0,D
∗)
− 1
g+tt(0,D
∗)
+ ln
(
D
T ∗
) .
The upper energy scale where the flow starts is D∗ = K, and thus
g+tt (0, D
∗) = gdtt(0, K) + g
t
tt(0, K) =
1
2 ln
(
K
TK
) ,
T ∗ = D∗e−1/g
+
tt(0,D
∗) = Ke
−2ln
“
K
TK
”
= K
(
1
K/TK
)2
= TK
TK
K
.
The coupling g−tt does not flow since g
−
tt (0, D
∗) = 0. Thus we find a solution for the
triplet couplings for K > D > Γ,
gdtt(0, D) = g
t
tt(0, D) =
1
2 ln
(
D
T ∗
) .
The equations for gts include gtt, but now we can put in the solution of gtt and find
∂g12ts (0)
∂ lnD
= −g12ts (0)gdtt(0)− g22ts (0)gttt(0) = −
(
g12ts (0) + g
22
ts (0)
) 1
2 ln(D/T ∗)
,
∂g21ts (−K)
∂ lnD
= −g21ts (−K)gdtt(0)− gdts(−K)g21tt (0)
= − (g21ts (−K) + g22ts (−K)) 12 ln(D/T ∗) .
Unfortunately again we have to also calculate the d = 11 = 22 component,
∂g22ts (0)
∂ lnD
= −g12ts (0)gttt(0)− g22ts (0)gdtt(0) = −
(
g12ts (0) + g
22
ts (0)
) 1
2 ln(D/T ∗)
,
∂g22ts (−K)
∂ lnD
= −g21ts (−K)gttt(0)− g22ts (−K)gdtt(0)
= − (g21ts (−K) + g22ts (−K)) 12 ln(D/T ∗) .
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With the same initial conditions the difference g−ts(0) and g
−
ts(−K) do not flow. The
flowing couplings are g+ts(0) = g
d
ts(0) + g
t
st(0) and g
+
ts(−K) = gdts(−K) + gtts(−K),
∂g+ts(0)
∂ lnD
= −g+ts(0)
1
ln(D/T ∗)
,
∂g+ts(−K)
∂ lnD
= −g+ts(−K)
1
ln(D/T ∗)
.
These differential equations can be solved again
∂g+ts(0, D)
g+ts(0, D)
= − ∂ lnD
lnD − lnT ∗ | ·
D∫
D∗
⇒ ln g
+
ts(0, D)
g+ts(0, D
∗)
= − ln
(
lnD/T ∗
lnD∗/T ∗
)
⇔ g+ts(0, D) = g+ts(0, D∗)
lnD∗/T ∗
lnD/T ∗
.
With g+ts(0, D
∗) = 1/ ln(D∗/T ∗)1, gtts(0) =
1
2
g+ts(0, D) and an analogous calculation for
gtts(−K) we find
gtts(0, D) =
1
2 lnD/T ∗
,
gtts(−K,D) =
1
2 lnD/T ∗
.
With the assumption that all coupling start with the same value, also in the regime of
K > D > Γ all couplings flow the same
g
d/t
ts (0, D) = g
d/t
ts (−K,D) = gd/ttt (0, D) =
1
2 lnD/T ∗
=
1
2 lnD/TK + 2 lnK/TK
.
D.2.3 Flow in the Energy Regime D < Γ
If the band width is reduced below the lowest energy scale, none of the couplings flows
any more. They take the value
g
d/t
ts (0, D = 0) = g
d/t
ts (−K,D = 0) = gd/ttt (0, D = 0) =
1
2 ln Γ/TK + 2 lnK/TK
.
For a discussion and illustration of this frequency-dependent flow of the couplings please
see section 5.3.
1actually we only know that gtt = 1/ ln but since all couplings are the same until the flow to D
∗ we
can use the latter assumption.
E Additional Calculations to Chapter 6
E.1 Useful Commutators
E.1.1 Useful Commutators for the Lead Operators
For fermions in normal ordering the following commutator applies,
[
: c†1′c1 :, : c
†
2′c2 :
]
= δ1,2′ : c
†
1′c2 : −δ1′,2 : c†2′c1 : +δ1′,2δ1,2′ (n(1′)− n(1)) .
Lowest Order
The following case is found often,
[
: ~s(k′i)(ki) :, Hkin
]
=
∑
κ,j,α
ǫκ,j
[
: ~s(k′i)(ki) :, : c
†
κ,j,αcκ,j,α :
]
= − (ǫk′,i − ǫk,i) : ~s(k′i)(ki) : .
Higher Orders
In higher orders the commutator between two conduction electrons appears,
[
: ~sa(k′j)(kj) :, : ~s
α
(p′n)(pn) :
]
− =
∑
s
1
4
δa,αδj,n
(
δk,p′ : c
†
k′jscpjs : −δk′p : c†p′jsckjs :
)
+
1
2
δa,αδj,nδk,p′δk′p (n(k
′j)− n(kj))
+
1
2
iδj,nδk,p′ǫaαb : s
b
(k′j)(pj) :
+
1
2
iδj,nδk′,pǫaαb : s
b
(p′j)(kj) : .
Apart from the commutator also the following property is used,
: c†1′c1 :: c
†
2′c2 := : c
†
1′c1c
†
2′c2 : +δ1,2′ : c
†
1′c2 : (1− n(1))
− δ1′,2 : c†2′c1 : n(1′) + δ1′,2δ1,2′n(1′) (1− n(1)) .
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Thus we find for the anticommutator,{
: ~sa(k′j)(kj) :, : ~s
α
(p′n)(pn) :
}
+
=2 : ~sa(k′j)(kj)~s
α
(p′n)(pn) :
+
∑
s
1
4
δa,αδj,n
(
δk,p′ : c
†
k′jscpjs : (1− 2n(kj))− δk′p : c†p′jsckjs : (1− 2n(k′j))
)
+ i
1
2
δj,nδk,p′ǫaαb : ~s
b
(k′j)(pj) : (1− 2n(kj))
− i1
2
δj,nδk′,pǫaαb : ~s
b
(p′j)(kj) : (1− 2n(k′j))
+
1
2
δa,αδj,nδk,p′δk′p (n(k
′j)(1− n(kj)) + n(kj)(1− n(k′j))) .
E.1.2 Useful Commutators for the Spin Operators
Lowest Order
In lowest order there are contributions from
[~SL~SR, ~S
α
L] = [
~SaL
~SaR,
~SαL] = iǫaαb
~SbL
~SaR = iǫαba
~SbL
~SaR = i
(
~SL × ~SR
)α
and
[~SL~SR, ~S
α
R] = −i
(
~SL × ~SR
)α
.
Further the relation applies,
[
(
~SL × ~SR
)a
, ~SL~SR] = ǫabc[~S
b
L
~ScR,
~SαL
~SαR]
= ǫabc
(
~SbL[
~ScR,
~SαL
~SαR] + [
~SbL,
~SαL
~SαR]
~ScR
)
= ǫabc
(
~SbL
~SαL[
~ScR,
~SαR] + [
~SbL,
~SαL]
~SαR
~ScR
)
= ǫabc
[(
1
4
δb,α +
1
2
iǫbαβ ~S
β
L
)
iǫcαγ ~S
γ
R + iǫbαβ
~SβL
(
1
4
δα,c +
1
2
iǫαcγ ~S
γ
R
)]
=
1
4
iǫabcǫbcβ
(
−~SβR + ~SβL
)
=
1
2
i
(
−~SaR + ~SaL
)
,
where
∑
b,c
ǫabcǫbcβ =
∑
b,c
ǫabcǫβbc =
∑
b
δa,βδb,b − δa,bδβ,b = 3δa,β − δa,β = 2δa,β.
Higher Orders
It is used that(
~SL × ~SR
)a (
~SL × ~SR
)α
=
1
8
δa,α − 1
4
(SaLS
α
R + S
α
LS
a
R) +
1
8
iǫaαd
(
SdR + S
d
L
)
,
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and
(
~SL × ~SR
)α (
~SL × ~SR
)a
=
1
8
δa,α − 1
4
(SaLS
α
R + S
α
LS
a
R)−
1
8
iǫaαd
(
SdR + S
d
L
)
.
Additionally we find
(
~SL × ~SR
)a
~SαL =
1
4
ǫaαcS
c
R +
1
2
iSaLS
α
R −
1
2
iδa,α~SL~SR,
and
~SαL
(
~SL × ~SR
)a
=
1
4
ǫaαcS
c
R −
1
2
iSaLS
α
R +
1
2
iδa,α~SL~SR.
E.2 Add-Ons to the One-Loop Order Calculation
E.2.1 Explicit Expression for J sum,jk′k
Inserting the canonical generator, Eq. (6.10), in the scaling equation for J sum,jk′k , we find
dJ sum,jk′k (B)
dB
= − (ǫk′ − ǫk)2 J sum,jk′k (B) (E.1)
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) ((ǫk′ − ǫv)− (ǫv − ǫk)) J sum,jk′v (B)J sum,jvk (B)
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) ((ǫk′ − ǫv +K)− (ǫv − ǫk +K))P jk′v(B)P jvk(B)
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) ((ǫk′ − ǫv +K)− (ǫv − ǫk −K))P jk′v(B)M jvk(B)
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) ((ǫk′ − ǫv −K)− (ǫv − ǫk +K))M jk′v(B)P jvk(B)
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) ((ǫk′ − ǫv −K)− (ǫv − ǫk −K))M jk′v(B)M jvk(B)
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+
1
2
∑
v
((ǫk′ − ǫv +K)− (ǫv − ǫk +K))P jk′v(B)P jvk(B)
− 1
2
∑
v
((ǫk′ − ǫv +K)− (ǫv − ǫk −K))P jk′v(B)M jvk(B)
− 1
2
∑
v
((ǫk′ − ǫv −K)− (ǫv − ǫk +K))M jk′v(B)P jvk(B)
+
1
2
∑
v
((ǫk′ − ǫv −K)− (ǫv − ǫk −K))M jk′v(B)M jvk(B)
+
1
2
∑
v
((ǫk′ − ǫv)− (ǫv − ǫk +K)) J sum,jk′v (B)P jvk(B)
− 1
2
∑
v
((ǫk′ − ǫv)− (ǫv − ǫk −K)) J sum,jk′v (B)M jvk(B)
− 1
2
∑
v
((ǫk′ − ǫv +K)− (ǫv − ǫk))P jk′v(B)J sum,jvk (B)
+
1
2
∑
v
((ǫk′ − ǫv −K)− (ǫv − ǫk))M jk′v(B)J sum,jvk (B)
If we insert the diagonal parametrization, Eqs. (6.24) and (6.25), into the flow equation
of the coupling J sum,jk′k each term is similar to
((ǫk′ − ǫv + αK)− (ǫv − ǫk + βK)) e−B(ǫk′−ǫv+αK)2e−B(ǫv−ǫk+βK)2
=
1
2B
d
d ǫv
e−B(ǫk′−ǫv+αK)
2
e−B(ǫv−ǫk+βK)
2
,
where α, β = 0,±1.
The two different types of integrations thus give
∑
v
d
d ǫv
f(ǫv) =
D∫
−D
dǫρ
d
d ǫ
f(ǫ) = ρf(ǫv = D)− ρf(ǫv = −D)
and
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj)) d
d ǫv
f(ǫv) =
0∫
−D
dǫvρ (1− 2 · 1) d
d ǫv
f(ǫv) +
D∫
0
dǫvρ (1− 2 · 0) d
d ǫv
f(ǫv)
= −2ρ f(ǫv = 0) + ρ f(ǫv = −D) + ρ f(ǫv = D),
where ρ is the density of states which is assumed to be constant. The second integration is
characteristic for a Kondo spin interaction. Due to the spin algebra and the discontinuity
at the Fermi surface the function f(ǫv = 0) is not cancelled like in the first integration.
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The following scaling equation is obtained,
e−B(ǫk′−ǫk)
2 dJ
sum,j
k′k (B)
dB
=
1
2B
e−B(ǫk′)
2
e−B(−ǫk)
2
J sum,jk′0 (B) J
sum,j
0k (B)
+
1
2B
(
e−B(ǫk′+K)
2
P jk′0(B) + e
−B(ǫk′−K)2M jk′0(B)
)
(
e−B(−ǫk+K)
2
P j0k(B) + e
−B(−ǫk−K)2M j0k(B)
)
,
with some additional terms to mention just a few,
e−B(ǫk′−ǫk)
2 dJ sumk′k (B)
dB
=− 1
2
e−B(ǫk′−D)
2
e−B(D−ǫk)
2
J sum,jk′,D J
sum,j
D,k
− 1
2
e−B(ǫk′−(−D))
2
e−B((−D)−ǫk)
2
J sum,jk′,−DJ
sum,j
−D,k
− . . . .
Since ǫk, ǫk′ ≪ D these additional terms scale like e−2BD2 . Please see section 6.4 in the
main text for a discussion why the contributions proportional to e−BD
2
can be neglected.
E.3 Add-Ons to the Two-Loop Order Calculation
E.3.1 Neglected Higher Order Terms
To first-loop order also new interaction terms are created. To second order in the
coupling J the potential scattering is found,
∑∑
s
V jk′k : c
†
k′jsckjs : +
∑(
~SL~SR
)∑
s
W jk′k : c
†
k′jsckjs :,
and the flow of V jk′k(B) and W
j
k′k(B) is given by
dV jk′k
dB
=
1
4
3
4
∑
v
[(
ηLjk′vJ
Lj
vk − JLjk′vηLjvk + ηRjk′vJRjvk − JRjk′vηRjvk
)
− 2 (γjk′vQjvk −Qjk′vγjvk)] ,
dW jk′k
dB
=
1
4
∑
v
[(
ηLjk′vJ
Rj
vk − JRjk′vηLjvk + ηRjk′vJLjvk − JLjk′vηRjvk
)
+ 2
(
γjk′vQ
j
vk −Qjk′vγjvk
)]
− 1
2
∑
v
(1− 2n(vj))
[
γjk′v(J
Lj
vk − JRjvk )− (JLjk′v − JRjk′v)γjvk
−(ηLjk′v − ηRjk′v)Qjvk +Qjk′v(ηLjvk − ηRjvk )
]
.
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Additionally the singlet-triplet gap K is renormalized and a constant energy term arises,
−
∑
γjk′kQ
j
kk′ (n(k
′j)− n(kj))
(
3
4
− ~SL~SR
)
+
∑(
γjk′k(J
Lj
kk′ − JRjkk′)− (ηLjk′k − ηRjk′k)Qjkk′
)
(n(k′j)(1− n(kj)) + n(kj)(1− n(k′j)))
(
~SL~SR
)
+
1
2
∑(
ηLjk′kJ
Rj
kk′ + η
Rj
k′kJ
Lj
kk′
)
(n(k′j)− n(kj))
(
~SL~SR
)
+
1
2
3
4
∑(
ηLjk′kJ
Lj
kk′ + η
Rj
k′kJ
Rj
kk′
)
(n(k′j)− n(kj)) .
Thus the coupling K~SL~SR flows like
dK(B)
dB
=+
1
2
∑
k′k
(
ηLjk′kJ
Rj
kk′ + η
Rj
k′kJ
Lj
kk′ + 2γ
j
k′kQ
j
kk′
)
(n(k′j)− n(kj))
+
∑
k′k
(
γjk′k(J
Lj
kk′ − JRjkk′)− (ηLjk′k − ηRjk′k)Qjkk′
)
(n(k′j)(1− n(kj)) + n(kj)(1− n(k′j))) .
To study these couplings in more detail will be the task of future investigations. For
the rest of this thesis they are neglected since the flow of the potential scattering or the
coupling K is not to leading logarithmic order.
E.3.2 Higher Order Contributions from 2nd Order
Some two-particle interactions are created to 2nd order in the coupling to the leads.
To calculate the 3rd order contributions to the flow equations the following terms are
included,∑(
ηLjk′kg
Ln
p′p − γjk′kQnp′p
)
: i~SL
(
~s(k′j)(kj) × ~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:
+
∑(
ηRjk′kg
Rn
p′p − γjk′kQnp′p
)
: i~SR
(
~s(k′j)(kj) × ~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:
+
∑(
γjk′kg
Ln
p′p − γjk′kgRnp′p − ηLjk′kQnp′p + ηRjk′kQnp′p
)
: 2
(
~SL~SR
) (
~s(k′j)(kj)~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:
+
∑(
−γjk′kgLnp′p − ηRjk′kQnp′p
)
: 2
(
~SL~s(k′j)(kj)
)(
~SR~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:
+
∑(
γjk′kg
Rn
p′p + η
Lj
k′kQ
n
p′p
)
: 2
(
~SR~s(k′j)(kj)
)(
~SL~s(p′n)(pn)
)
: .
The Hamiltonian H
(2)
int is given by
H
(2)
int =
∑
i,j,n=L,R
∑
k′k
∑
p′p
Ki(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) : i
~Si
(
~s(k′j)(kj) × ~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:
+
∑
i,j,n=L,R
∑
k′k
∑
p′p
(2)Ki(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) : 2
(
~S!i~s(k′j)(kj)
)(
~Si~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:
+
∑
j,n=L,R
∑
k′k
∑
p′p
(3)K(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) : 2
(
~SL~SR
) (
~s(k′j)(kj)~s(p′n)(pn)
)
: . (E.2)
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We should take into account the symmetry relations,
Ki(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) = −Ki(kj)(k′j);(pn)(p′n), (E.3a)
(2)Ki(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) =
(2) Ki(kj)(k′j);(pn)(p′n), (E.3b)
(3)K(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) =
(3) K(kj)(k′j);(pn)(p′n), (E.3c)
due to the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian.
Since the summation is over both k′k and p′p we find some additional symmetry
relations from exchanging the indices
Ki(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) = −Ki(p′n)(pn);(k′j)(kj), (E.4a)
(2)Ki(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) =
(2) K !i(p′n)(pn);(k′j)(kj), (E.4b)
(3)K(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) =
(3) K(p′n)(pn);(k′j)(kj). (E.4c)
The couplings K are created to second order in g2. The initial value is 0.
E.3.3 Canonical Generator to 3rd Order
Since the interaction Hamiltonian has been changed by adding higher-order terms, H
(2)
int ,
the canonical generator η = [H0, Hint] has to be calculated correspondingly. The contri-
bution η(2) is found,
η(2) =
∑
i,j,n=L,R
∑
k′k
∑
p′p
(1)ζ i(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) : i
~Si
(
~s(k′j)(kj) × ~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:
+
∑
i,j,n=L,R
∑
k′k
∑
p′p
(2)ζ i(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) : 2
(
~S!i~s(k′j)(kj)
)(
~Si~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:
+
∑
j,n=L,R
∑
k′k
∑
p′p
(3)ζ(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) : 2
(
~SL~SR
) (
~s(k′j)(kj)~s(p′n)(pn)
)
:, (E.5)
where
(1)ζ
L/R
(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) =(ǫk′j − ǫkj + ǫp′n − ǫpn)KL/R(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn)
± 1
2
K
(
(2)KL(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) −(2) KR(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn)
)
,
(2)ζ
L/R
(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) =(ǫk′j − ǫkj + ǫp′n − ǫpn)(2)KL/R(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn)
± 1
2
K
(
KL(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) −KR(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn)
)
,
(3)ζ(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn) =(ǫk′j − ǫkj + ǫp′n − ǫpn)(3)K(k′j)(kj);(p′n)(pn).
The generator is antihermitian, which leads to similar symmetry relations for
ζ i(k′j)(kj);(q′v)(qv) than for K
i
(k′j)(kj);(q′v)(qv) but with opposite sign than in Eq. (E.3).
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E.3.4 Flow of the Coupling to 3rd Order
We redefine the couplings to take respect to their symmetry and the way they are found
in the flow equations. We use the notation KL±R = KL ±KR and find
(ka1)(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) = K
L+R
(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) −KL+R(q′ν)(qν);(k′j)(kj),
(ka2)(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) = K
L−R
(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) −KL−R(q′ν)(qν);(k′j)(kj),
(ks3)(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) =
(2) KL+R(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) +
(2) KL+R(q′ν)(qν);(k′j)(kj),
(ka4)(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) =
(2) KL−R(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) −(2) KL−R(q′ν)(qν);(k′j)(kj),
(ks5)(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) =
(3) K(k′j)(kj);(q′ν)(qν) +
(3) K(q′ν)(qν);(k′j)(kj),
where s is the symmetric and a the antisymmetric version with respect to interchanging
the index q with k.
From the symmetry relations in Eq. (E.3) and (E.4), the following combinations are
zero,
ks1 = k
s
2 = k
a
3 = k
s
4 = k
a
5 = 0.
So far all couplings are denoted by the energy (k′j)(kj); (q′ν)(qν). In the flow equa-
tions we also find contributions from the combination (k′j)(qj); (q′j)(kj) and define
k6 =
(3) K(k′j)(qj);(q′j)(kj) +
(3) K(q′j)(kj);(k′j)(qj),
k′6 =
(2) KL+R(k′j)(qj);(q′j)(kj) +
(2) KL+R(q′j)(kj);(k′j)(qj).
The flow equations for k1, k3 and k5 are given by
d(ka1)(k′j)(kj);(q′v)(qv)
dB
= −(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq)2ka1
+ 2 [(ǫk′ − ǫk)− (ǫq′ − ǫq)] gsum,jk′k gsum,vq′q
+ 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫk +K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq −K)] pjk′kmvq′q
+ 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫk −K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq +K)]mjk′kpvq′q,
d(ks3)(k′j)(kj);(q′v)(qv)
dB
= −(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq)2ks3
− 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫk +K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq −K)] pjk′kmvq′q
+ 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫk −K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq +K)]mjk′kpvq′q,
where the equation for k5 gives k
s
5 = −ks3. Furthermore k2 ± k4 flow like
d(ka2 + k
a
4)(k′j)(kj);(q′v)(qv)
dB
= −(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq +K)2 (ka2 + ka4)
+ 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫk)− (ǫq′ − ǫq +K)] gsum,jk′k pvq′q
+ 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫk +K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq)] pjk′kgsum,vq′q
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and
d(ka2 − ka4)(k′j)(kj);(q′v)(qv)
dB
= −(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq −K)2 (ka2 − ka4)
+ 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫk)− (ǫq′ − ǫq −K)] gsum,jk′k mvq′q
+ 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫk −K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq)]mjk′kgsum,vq′q .
Finally,
d(k6)(k′j)(qj);(q′j)(kj)
dB
= −(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq −K)2k6
+ 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫq +K)− (ǫq′ − ǫk −K)] pjk′kmvq′q
− 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫq −K)− (ǫq′ − ǫk +K)]mjk′kpvq′q,
and k′6 = −k6.
The coupling to the total spin flows like
dgsum,jk′k
dB
= . . .+
[n(q′v)(1− n(qv)) + n(qv)(1− n(q′v))]{
1
4
(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq − (ǫq − ǫq′)) ka1gsum,vqq′
+
1
4
(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq −K − (ǫq − ǫq′ +K)) (ka2 − ka4) pvqq′
+
1
4
(ǫk′ − ǫk + ǫq′ − ǫq +K − (ǫq − ǫq′ −K)) (ka2 + ka4)mvqq′
}
and
dpjk′k
dB
= . . .+
[n(q′v)(1− n(qv)) + n(qv)(1− n(q′v))]{
1
8
(ǫq′ − ǫq + ǫk′ − ǫk +K − (ǫq − ǫq′)) (ka2 + ka4) gsum,vqq′
+
1
4
(ǫq′ − ǫq + ǫk′ − ǫk − (ǫq − ǫq′ +K)) (ka1 − 3ks3) pvqq′
+
1
4
δv,j (ǫq′ − ǫq + ǫk′ − ǫk − (ǫq − ǫq′ +K)) (2k′6 + k6) piqq′
}
,
where ks5 = −ks3 is used. The hermiticity is fulfilled, which provides a check on the
calculations.
There is also a contribution from (n(q′) − n(q)) to the flow of gsumk′k . Since terms
including (n(q′)−n(q)) are only proportional to the phase space between q′ and q, these
terms will be neglected.
In general one has to solve the set of differential equations for gsum,jk′k , p
j , k1...k5. For
an analytical result we perform the calculation in two steps. First the flow equations for
the couplings k1−k6 are integrated over B and the result is inserted into the differential
equation for gsum,jk′k .
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With the same assumption for ka1 as for the diagonal parametrization
ka1(B) = e
−B(ǫk′−ǫk+ǫq′−ǫq)2 ka1(B)
we find that ka1 is given by inserting the diagonal representation of g
sum,j
k′k and p
j
k′k
ka1(B) =
B∫
B0
dB˜
{
2 [(ǫk′ − ǫk)− (ǫq′ − ǫq)] e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk)(ǫq′−ǫq)gsum,jk′k gsum,vq′q
+ 4 [(ǫk′ − ǫk +K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq −K)] e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk+K)(ǫq′−ǫq−K)pjk′k mvq′q
+4 [(ǫk′ − ǫk −K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq +K)] e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk−K)(ǫq′−ǫq+K)mjk′k pvq′q
}
Each of the three terms is of the form of
e−B(ǫk′−ǫk+a+ǫq′−ǫq+b)
2
B∫
B0
dB˜ [(ǫk′ − ǫk + a)− (ǫq′ − ǫq + b)] e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk+a)(ǫq′−ǫq+b)
where a/b = 0,±K. If ǫk′ − ǫk + a = 0 the e-function vanishes and the integration is
trivial. We find
− (ǫq′ − ǫq + b) e−B(ǫq′−ǫq+b)
2
∗ (B − B0)
The assumption that ǫk′−ǫk+a = 0 is always valid if we use the diagonal representation.
However, for this integration it is assumed that the B-dependence of the couplings can
be neglected in the integration, since it flows slowly, i.e. proportional to g(B) ∝ 1/ ln.
Thus the result is valid only to leading log order.
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E.3.5 Explicit Expression for gsum,j in 3rd Order
In the same way as shown for k1 the other higher order couplings k2−k6 can be derived.
If we insert them into the scaling equation for gsum,jk′k we find
dgsum,jk′k
dB
= . . .+
[n(q′v)(1− n(qv)) + n(qv)(1− n(q′v))]{1
2
[(ǫk′ − ǫk)− (ǫq′ − ǫq)] [(ǫk′ − ǫk) + (ǫq′ − ǫq)− (ǫq − ǫq′)]
e−B((ǫk′−ǫk)+(ǫq′−ǫq))
2
e−B(ǫq−ǫq′)
2
gsum,jk′k g
sum,v
q′q g
sum,v
qq′
B∫
B0
dB˜ e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk)(ǫq′−ǫq)
+ [(ǫk′ − ǫk +K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq −K)]
[(ǫk′ − ǫk +K) + (ǫq′ − ǫq −K)− (ǫq − ǫq′)]
e−B((ǫk′−ǫk+K)+(ǫq′−ǫq−K))
2
e−B(ǫq−ǫq′)
2
pjk′k m
v
q′q g
sum,v
qq′
B∫
B0
dB˜ e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk+K)(ǫq′−ǫq−K)
+ [(ǫk′ − ǫk −K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq +K)]
[(ǫk′ − ǫk −K) + (ǫq′ − ǫq +K)− (ǫq − ǫq′)]
e−B((ǫk′−ǫk−K)+(ǫq′−ǫq+K))
2
e−B(ǫq−ǫq′)
2
mjk′k p
v
q′q g
sum,v
qq′
B∫
B0
dB˜ e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk−K)(ǫq′−ǫq+K)
+ [(ǫk′ − ǫk)− (ǫq′ − ǫq −K)]
[(ǫk′ − ǫk) + (ǫq′ − ǫq −K)− (ǫq − ǫq′ +K)]
e−B((ǫk′−ǫk)+(ǫq′−ǫq−K))
2
e−B(ǫq−ǫq′+K)
2
gsum,jk′k m
v
q′q p
v
qq′
B∫
B0
dB˜ e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk)(ǫq′−ǫq−K)
+ [(ǫk′ − ǫk)− (ǫq′ − ǫq +K)]
[(ǫk′ − ǫk) + (ǫq′ − ǫq +K)− (ǫq − ǫq′ −K)]
e−B((ǫk′−ǫk)+(ǫq′−ǫq+K))
2
e−B(ǫq−ǫq′−K)
2
gsum,jk′k p
v
q′q m
v
qq′
B∫
B0
dB˜ e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk)(ǫq′−ǫq+K)
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+ [(ǫk′ − ǫk −K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq)]
[(ǫk′ − ǫk −K) + (ǫq′ − ǫq)− (ǫq − ǫq′ +K)]
e−B((ǫk′−ǫk−K)+(ǫq′−ǫq))
2
e−B(ǫq−ǫq′+K)
2
mjk′k g
sum,v
q′q p
v
qq′
B∫
B0
dB˜ e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk−K)(ǫq′−ǫq)
+ [(ǫk′ − ǫk +K)− (ǫq′ − ǫq)]
[(ǫk′ − ǫk +K) + (ǫq′ − ǫq)− (ǫq − ǫq′ −K)]
e−B((ǫk′−ǫk+K)+(ǫq′−ǫq))
2
e−B(ǫq−ǫq′−K)
2
pjk′k g
sum,v
q′q m
v
qq′
B∫
B0
dB˜ e2B˜(ǫk′−ǫk+K)(ǫq′−ǫq)
}
(E.6)
E.3.6 Discussion of the Flow to 3rd Order
The elastic coupling is calculated in the diagonal parametrization. In the following we
are thus only interested in contributions from ǫk′ = ǫk. Inserting k
′ = k in the Eq. (E.6)
we find,
dgsum,jkk
dB
= . . .+
[n(q′v)(1− n(qv)) + n(qv)(1− n(q′v))]{
− (ǫq′ − ǫq)2e−2B(ǫq′−ǫq)
2
gsum,jkk g
sum,v
q′q g
sum,v
qq′ (B − B0)
− 2(ǫq′ − ǫq −K)2e−2B(ǫq′−ǫq−K)
2
gsum,jkk m
v
q′q p
v
qq′ (B − B0)
− 2(ǫq′ − ǫq +K)2e−2B(ǫq′−ǫq+K)
2
gsum,jkk p
v
q′q m
v
qq′ (B −B0)
+O
(
e−BK
2
)}
.
The other terms are proportional to e−BK
2
and can be neglected if the flow is only
studied for B ≫ 1/K2, see also discussion in main text.
Please note that with the definition of a function
F (y) =
y
8B
√
π√
2B
erf
(√
2B y
)
+
1
2(2B)2
e−2By
2
the scaling equation can be written in equilibrium (T = 0, V = 0) by
dgsum,jk′k
dB
= . . .− 2BF (0)gsum,jk′k gsum,vq′q gsum,vqq′
− 4BF (−K)gsum,jk′k mvq′q pvqq′ − 4BF (K)gsum,jk′k pvq′q mvqq′
We find that all contributions of the band cutoff vanish for B ≫ 1/D2. Thus it is
assumed that flow starts at B0 = 1/D
2 with some initial value of the coupling. The two
terms F (K) = F (−K) are both proportional to e−BK2 and will thus not be discussed
in the regime of B ≫ 1/K2. Please see main text for further discussions of the flow
equations and numerical results.
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